
Unauthorized Camping Service Requests Received by CSB
Jan 1, 2018 To Apr 20, 2018

    
Count

EAST 253

No Precinct Assigned 311

NORTH 1,336

SOUTH 236

SOUTHWEST 122

WEST 1,032

Total 3,290

    
Precinct Location SR # Created Date Nature of Inquiry

EAST 1000 CHERRY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00038142 2/27/18 Homeless tent

1001 S WELLER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00033257 2/20/18 Tent encampment and illegal dumping.

1004 E ROANOKE 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00024093 2/6/18 Still there. For months. Why hasn't anyone moved these people?

1007 S WELLER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00028622 2/12/18 Cut WDOT fence and tents West side of intersection

1020 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00017756 1/29/18 Homeless encampment

18-00029343 2/13/18 Encampment

1022 7TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00008088 1/14/18 3 Tents were removed Wednesday 1-10-2017 and campers went into shelter. Site was cleaned up.  A new has been set up 
1-14-2017. Transferring to CSB.

1030 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00044017 3/7/18 Illegal encampment

1032 S JACKSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00008657 1/15/18 We are concern with the illegal camping that is taking place across form our building. The illegal camping has gotten bigger 
within the last two months. We are concern because we had security cameras stolen and property damaged. Also we are 
concern for the safety of our volunteers. Attaching photo of the illegal camping that is across from our building. The camping 
has gotten bigger in the last two months. We are concern for our  safety.

1034 S JACKSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00000674 1/2/18 Encampment located behind the helping link parking lot. Reports of generator use, open fires, expanding structures, and 
increased trash.

18-00004764 1/9/18 Garbage, tents, structures, fires at night
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EAST 1036 S JACKSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00008649 1/15/18 Homeless encampment. We have experienced vandalism and theft along with an increase in garbage.

1051 LAKE 
WASHINGTON 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00016284 1/26/18 Illegal campers at Spring. They've been using a site on Lake Washington Blvd at about McClellan for the last 5 or 6 months and 
occasionally come to this location before returning to the other site. All three vehicles travel and camp together at each site. 
It's past due time to enforce the ordinance against camping in Seattle Parks property.

1065 E 
PROSPECT ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00066085 4/9/18 Homeless person camped at SW entrance to Volunteer

110 12TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00069306 4/13/18 I am a person whom uses a power wheelchair and this homeless camp is blocking the sidewalk to the point I can't get by it. I 
have to use bicycle lane to get by and this is a busy road and my wheelchair is almost the same size as the bicycle lane and I 
feel uncomfortable having to use it and I have noticed that drivers are uncomfortable as well.

1100 POPLAR PL 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00043137 3/6/18 This encampment had two propane tanks explode. The Fire Dept had to put that out. Then they brought in more propane 
tanks and a gas can, and the gas can exploded. An employee of an area business put that out.  In addition to the hypodermic 
needles, human poop, open drug use, various trash, and knives being brandished in an area where children congregate, this is 
getting increasingly dangerous.

18-00037706 2/27/18 Encampment with uncapped needles

1103 POPLAR PL 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00034626 2/21/18 Homeless encampment with open drug use, knives brandished, and hypodermic needles dumped.  Right next to a recreation 
facility commonly used by children.

18-00012978 1/22/18 Encampment

1107 E HOWELL 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00000513 1/2/18 Follow up to last entry on location across from Central Parrish house. Just received word that the booze and structure may 
believe belong to a black American male who guys by the  nickname "Extreme," who homeless nearby report can be 
aggressive. No other info to corroborate, however.

1110 S 
DEARBORN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00033467 2/20/18 Trash, abandoned belongings, clothes, blankets , carats, needles

1127 POPLAR PL 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00045343 3/9/18 A lot of garbage and needles was dumped on the back porch of our office located at 1131 Poplar Pl S   also homeless people 
make fire overnight on the back porch of our office twice during the last week also metal box was broken on our dump truck 
Isuzu and one battery was stolen also homeless people activity growing up behind the fence next door to our office.

1134 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00042449 3/5/18 Illegal camping and drug trafficking

18-00001073 1/3/18 Tent - drug dealing, litter, needles

18-00041460 3/5/18 Heroin dealing tent in location recently cleared by the city

18-00037711 2/27/18 Campsite

18-00033259 2/20/18 Tent
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EAST 1134 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00041747 3/5/18 Encampment

1135 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00043265 3/6/18 Encampment. Near exit 3b but on Rainer Ave s.

18-00004789 1/9/18 Large bags of trash piled up on side of I-90 on ramp off of Rainier Ave S

1136 POPLAR PL 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00046711 3/12/18 Tarp / blankets garbage etc on our property

18-00044654 3/8/18 Sketchy activity occurring again at the end of Poplar Place South. High number of individuals coming in and out of the fenced 
area at the end of the street. Our truck battery and connecting cables were also cut last night.

18-00041730 3/5/18 Encampment

18-00037713 2/27/18 Encampment

1140 S LANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00021210 2/1/18 Camping

1200 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00009819 1/17/18 Massive amount of loose trash and rats.

1201 S LANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00008900 1/16/18 Homeless encampment increasing the amount of feces and garbage at our health care facility. This is just west of 12th Ave. S. 
on Lane Street.We can not access our property to clean graffiti off a wall. Increases feces and garbage being left at our 
building.

121 8TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00025203 2/7/18 Encampment

18-00005706 1/10/18 Campsite

18-00012992 1/22/18 Encampment

1216 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00003976 1/8/18 You have been making me walk through this shit now for 2 years on my way to work. Please house theses people or at least 
become responsible for the . You have the funds now do what is human

1224 LAKEVIEW 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00008753 1/16/18 When are you guys going to remove this illegal camping? The same campers have been here since summer. Are the paying 
taxes on this prime real estate ? Or mcleaning up the pee, poop and garbage?

1224 S LANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00044119 3/7/18 Tent in front of home w chronic trespass

18-00046419 3/11/18 Tent set up, needles found nearby

18-00043716 3/7/18 Tent set up, needles found nearby

1226 LAKEVIEW 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00041097 3/3/18 What's the rent on this camping overlook?  I'll pay double.

18-00062298 4/3/18 Illegal camp

18-00026410 2/8/18 Illegal camping across E Highland Dr on Lakeview Blvd E
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EAST 1230 LAKEVIEW 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00047681 3/13/18 There was a nice place for a viewpoint here, but now a tentsite has grown and grown. What started as a tent now has a tarp 
canopy and attachments to the fencing. People try to avoid walking near it now. I've attached a Google Streetview Image of 
what it used to look like. You'll notice that it's a 5 star view and now it's occupied by a tentsite.

18-00010947 1/18/18 Homeless encampment on the west side of Lakeview Blvd. E. at the old bus stop has remained there for months.  Occasional 
garbage spills into the sidewalk.

18-00037455 2/27/18 Illegal camping - tent and garbage piled up - occupying 100% of lookout viewpoint on Lakeview drive. Please remove!

1232 LAKEVIEW 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00031231 2/15/18 Homeless camp across the street from this address, on the sidewalk.  There are now 2 tents there.  I reported this about 3 
months ago....why are you not taking care of it?

18-00011527 1/19/18 I have a homeless camp in front of my house. They are blocking the sidewalk and are in an emphasis zone. They are leaving 
their needles on the sidewalk as well as going to the bathroom on the street. They are also leaving mattresses and other 
garbage. They are in an emphasis area so I would like to get this rectified. They are ruining our neighborhood. Its not under an 
overpass or out of the way its right in front of our house. There is also a no trespassing sign on the street and they obviously 
are ignoring it. See a photo. This has only gotten worse. The guy is also on drugs and my wife is afraid. I have a one year old 
child. This is not acceptable.

1247 15TH AVE 
E, SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00067581 4/11/18 1 large tent, 1 person there, been there 1 day.  East of the water tower under a big tree.

1275 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00022841 2/4/18 Illegal campers

18-00067853 4/11/18 Encampment on I-90 S Rainier exit coming into Seattle. This encampment is growing with no access to bathrooms, running 
water, or garbage disposal.

18-00063704 4/5/18 Johnson called to report people camping above 1-90 on the northeast side before reaching downtown Seattle. Johnson reports 
that the camping looks more permanent with a hut structure and a generator at the "foot of the ledge." Johnson is concerned 
about the hazard to drivers of having someone camping so close to the edge of the road. Johnson believes the camping 
situation has gotten out of hand and people should not be allowed to live on public lands.

18-00010709 1/18/18 Garbage piles spilling into road/ tents

12TH AVE & E 
OLIVE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00005788 1/10/18 A heroin addict that has been stealing things around the neighborhood moved his tent from the Luthern Church to this corner. 
Now he is blocking the sidewalk and shitting in the bushes. Please get him the fuck out of here.

12TH AVE S & S 
LANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00016047 1/25/18 Customer called CSB to report 2 or 3 tents, at least 4 people that come and go, garbage, needles, human waste. Campers have 
been there for at least a month.

12TH AVE S & S 
LANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00004308 1/8/18 Tents, garbage, ladder, structures, portable grill

1300 LAKE 
WASHINGTON 
BLVD E, 

18-00069842 4/13/18 Campsite still pending
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EAST SEATTLE, WA 
98112

1310 LAKEVIEW 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00069855 4/13/18 Customer called CSB on 4/12/18 to report three tents plus other structures in the St Marks's greenbelt behind his home.  
Customer said the neighborhood has had a rash of car prowl incidents.

1330 LAKEVIEW 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00053616 3/21/18 Our backyard abuts the St Mark's Greenbelt. There are a number of illegal camps in the greenbelt. Early this morning (5:25am) 
there was a big disturbance. Loud screaming and swearing coming from the woods that went on for a about an hour.

1333 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00002673 1/5/18 The homeless encampment there has approximately 20 propane tanks lined up within a few feet of the freeway. This is 
dangerous. This is getting ridiculous King County. You can't let dozens of propane tanks pile up to explode next to major traffic 
thoroughfares.

1335 23RD AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00046410 3/11/18 Shopping baskets next to the trail and a huge mess including needles and garbage

18-00007075 1/12/18 camping and related trash has returned to i90 between mt baker tunnel and rainier way exit

18-00039985 3/2/18 Dangerous things falling into freeway -- there's going to be an accident. Also, why do I have to keep reporting? Don't just get it 
cleaned up, KEEP it cleaned up. This is a serious hazard. Shopping carts on i-90, especially right as people come out of the 
tunnel in the changing light, it's not something the city should take so lightly.

1350 S 
DEARBORN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00041152 3/4/18 Tent camper

1355 E THOMAS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00056622 3/26/18 I would like the tents removed from the sidewalk strip along the south side of E. Thomas St. between 13th and 14th Avenues 
East.  Illegal camping has been taking place there for the past 4 months despite previous complaints to the City of Seattle.  
What does it take to get the city to respond and have the tents and debris removed from the site?  It's about time the rest of 
the neighborhood regains access to that site.

18-00020413 1/31/18 There has been an illegal tent on the sidewalk strip on the south side of E. Thomas Street between 13th E and 14th E.  This 
tent has been there for more than 3 months.  The resident has placed wood chips along the ground near the tent, and many 
personal items nearby.  I alerted the city about this matter 2 months ago, and nothing has been done.  Doesn't the sidewalk 
strip belong to all of us?  Shouldn't we all have access to it?  Please remove this tent NOW. It is not acceptable to have people 
camping in our residential neighborhoods.  This is not an acceptable solution to our homeless problem.

1356 E OLIVE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00004727 1/8/18 Illegal encampment

1385 23RD AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00003521 1/6/18 Broken fence - the fence between the park and i90 is all busted. This encampment was just cleared as it poses a serious safety 
concern on the freeway. Because this fence is busted, the encampment is already coming back. Please fix immediately and 
prevent this encampment from getting so bad again.

13TH AVE S & S 
LANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 

18-00007407 1/12/18 Abandoned or occupied vehicle being used as a long-term residence at this location.  Encampment set up curbside out of the 
van.  Chevrolet Astro Van WA LIC # AOC8210, multi-colored.
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EAST 98144

1400 23RD AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00008760 1/16/18 Illegal camping along both sides of the Benvenuto Viewpoint. It goes from 23rd Ave west to Rainier Ave

1400 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00029014 2/13/18 There is significant trash all over the rainier underpass and nearby as you get onto the highway. Let’s keep Seattle beautiful!! 
Happy to help organize a neighborhood cleanup.

18-00013701 1/23/18 Lots of trash strewn about

1400 S LANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00045348 3/9/18 Homeless tent set up. Needles found in vacinity.

18-00035401 2/23/18 Tent campers at stairway of public storage on 13th and south Lane st

18-00041929 3/5/18 Homeless tent to be removed.

1400 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00033202 2/20/18 Homeless man

1404 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00008680 1/15/18 Illegal camping in green space, garage is being dumped on sidewalk which is attracting rats. A man was passed out on the 
sidewalk with an injection needle in his hand. The encampment had been growing over the past month.

18-00004005 1/8/18 litter; campers up the hill by I-90. also shopping carts on path going up to Judkins Park

1406 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00025077 2/7/18 Junk trash. Needles.  Garbage dumped at the entrance to city park Jenkins Park.  At Rainier Ave S & I-90 overpass north side.  
Great concern for kids and others being hurt.

18-00029039 2/13/18 Debris from illegal campsite flowing onto sidewalk at i90 & Rainier North.

1408 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00010554 1/18/18 A large amount of trash from campers is spilling out onto the sidewalk which must be hazardous to ones health as I'm sure 
there are rodents and fecal matter. This is considered trespassing according to signs yet the city continues to ignore these 
campers under the 90 viaduct and along Ranier towards Massachusetts.

1409 23RD AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00017696 1/29/18 i90 median outside of western entrance to mt baker tunnel

1417 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00028010 2/11/18 Illegal camping in an exclusion area, at i90 & Rainier South.

1418 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00019566 1/30/18 Tents and garbage piles on freeway off ramp

1421 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00063136 4/4/18 Bus station is littered with trash and reeks of urine and human waste. There's a bag of insulation material left in a plastic bag.

1424 S KING ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00067713 4/11/18 GARBAGE AND CLOTHING ITEMS IN ALLEY
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EAST 1445 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00059498 3/29/18 Homeless encampment under I90 bridge right by pedestrian pathway to Rainier

1451 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00067633 4/11/18 Several guys sleeping in the area.  Feels unsafe as they beg for money and sleep by the walkway. My wife avoids walking here 
due to all the homeless sleeping on the ramp.

1501 S 
DEARBORN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00064687 4/6/18 Trash & pallets

1508 17TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00023960 2/5/18 Homeless Encampment in century link entry way. Up to 3 homeless people sleep here every night.

1520 E 
INTERLAKEN 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00067842 4/11/18 Location is approximately 1/8 mile south of this address, above (west of) the concrete wall.  A box-like structure (visible from 
the roadway) has recently been installed there....I'm not sure if this is a homeless camp, or something else, but there has been 
a camp in the vicinity for the past 2 years.  This is in a greenbelt, but I'm not sure if it's within the boundary of Interlaken Park.  
Please inspect and evict if necessary.  Thanks.

18-00022692 2/3/18 Homeless camp approximately 1/8 mile south of this address, somewhere above the stone wall.  It has been cleaned in the 
past but I believe has been reoccupied, because there are at least 2 bicycles "parked" above the wall, and a makeshift stairway 
has been cut into the dirt hillside.  A camp is not visible from the roadway, but it is likely there is one there.  This location is in 
a greenbelt...I'm not sure if it is within the boundary of Interlaken Park.

1525 E OLIVE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00048826 3/14/18 Personal belongings.

159 MARTIN 
LUTHER KING JR 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00042674 3/6/18 There is a homeless couple living across the street from our house and are dumping litter on the sidewalk, next to their care. 
It's becoming a pattern with others who stay in RV's and vans across the street. People who stay in their RV's & vans leave 
their trash across the street all the time. I don't mind people staying across the street but the garbage is becoming an issue. 
I've attached the license plate of the van that is littering.

1601 E YESLER 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00047923 3/13/18 Sandra called CSB on 3/6/18 to report a tent that has been set up on the side of the parking lot of the Langston Hughes 
Performing Arts Center. Someone came into the building in the evening when the building was closed and appeared to use the 
bathroom (a door was unlocked). There are also two vans that have been parked for several weeks along 17th Ave that people 
have been living in. Both of the vans are old, with curtains in the windows.

161 20TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00040878 3/3/18 Tent camping in Pratt Park.

162 12TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00073438 4/19/18 Homeless camp blocking sidewalk.

18-00041352 3/4/18 Illegal encampment

18-00042689 3/6/18 Bunch of bikes and garbage blocking sidewalk

18-00039965 3/2/18 Homeless tent
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EAST 1626 S LANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00000339 1/2/18 U-Haul truck on lot lived in by homeless

169 12TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00017220 1/27/18 This is the second time I have reported this encampment/pile of stuff that is on the corner of Spruce and 12th by the St Francis 
House. It has grown significantly from last time and is now really on the sidewalk. I am not sure what further action to take, 
but will call the city if needed. This is an illegal encampment that is blocking a public sidewalk. There is piles of garbage and 
dead grass surrounding the area.

1691 MELROSE 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00011415 1/19/18 Piles of trash cascading down the hill below an illegal encampment. There are large pieces of trash dangerously close to falling 
onto I5 northbound traffic lanes. How long until this happens and causes an accident? This is unacceptable.

1701 LAKEVIEW 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00056165 3/26/18 Customer called from the Equinox Apartments Security to report 8 tents, 10  people camping behind the property near Franklin 
Ave E and E Galer St at I-5 Colonnade park. He said the campers have been there for six months and are throwing their trash 
down the hill where it is rolling into the street. He also reported needles at the site.

1708 MELROSE 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00074307 4/20/18 Martin called CSB on 4/19/18 to report one green tent just set up across from 1708 Melrose Ave / green space along I-5 
northbound ramp.

1710 11TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00001128 1/3/18 Camper

1711 S NORMAN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00011492 1/19/18 Encampment

1801 S BUSH PL, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00004792 1/9/18 Shopping carts and people on I90 E entrance. HOV lane being used for shopping cart storage. This morning 2 people were 
loading up a shopping cart in the HOV lane entrance, blocking it from drivers.  Huge obvious safety issue for many drivers and 
the campers using the freeway entrance with no regard for drivers.

1815 HARVARD 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00028740 2/12/18 Homeless encampment on private property. Makes me feel unsafe as a small single woman in a quiet parking lot.

1849 S BUSH PL, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00002690 1/5/18 GARBAGE PILES ALL OVER THE SIDE OF SOUTH BUSH PLACE AND SPREAD OUT ON THE ROADWAY  - 1 RV - reported as 
abandoned - parked for weeks - campers on WSDOT side of fence.  Signs put up along sidewalk last week.

1886 E SHELBY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00035422 2/23/18 South side of the Montlake cut - underneath the Montlake bridge. / 1 large tent / 1 camper / has been there a week / no 
directly hazardous situations as of yet

18TH AVE E & E 
CALHOUN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00068079 4/11/18 Customer called CSB on 4/9/2018 to report one tent since last week, on Bill Dawson Trail, NE of Montlake Playfield.

1903 E YESLER 18-00018707 1/30/18 Illegal camping and dumping in Pratt park. Please help us keep our children safe where they play after school.
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EAST WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

1907 E YESLER 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00019791 1/31/18 Please help - Tent in Pratt park and dumping garbage. My kids play here and it is dangerous! Please help!

1910 E LOUISA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00069066 4/12/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00067657 4/11/18 Illegal encampment in Seattle City Park.  Northeast end of montlake playground field near property line of park and daycare 
center/school

1913 E YESLER 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00043996 3/7/18 City allowing dumping of feces and needles is forcing me to cancel my family's planned trip here. Does anyone give a care 
about the tax paying citizens that have to live here?

200 12TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00068121 4/11/18 Encampment blocking sidewalk of 12th Ave - Pedestrians not able to pass via sidewalk

200 18TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00030622 2/15/18 Inside Pratt park near the grills. Illegal tent and dangerous trash and needles. This is a family park please help!

18-00032446 2/18/18 Camping

18-00012948 1/22/18 Encampment

200 SUMMIT AVE 
E, SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00073637 4/19/18 Encampment

201 20TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00038220 2/27/18 Illegal homeless encampment inside Pratt Park.

18-00038283 2/28/18 Illegal camping, dumping of needles and trash and human feces near children

2010 E ROANOKE 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00025112 2/7/18 Illegal camping / dumping trash

18-00066637 4/10/18 Freeway on ramp median homeless are back

18-00065800 4/9/18 Homeless encampment

18-00057951 3/28/18 Homeless encampment

210 10TH AVE E 
MYKONOS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00044511 3/8/18 Illegal homeless camping on grass strip between sidewalk and street in front of Mykonos Apts. Full tent setup. Has been there 
a month. Nothing done when tweeting a complaint to SPD.This is a residential area and illegal encampments should be 
removed promptly.

211 MELROSE 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00041071 3/3/18 Illegal encampment

2137 E HAMLIN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00051873 3/19/18 A homeless camper is using the old "Canal Reserve" WSDOT property to live. We've seen him there everyday and night since 
the tart of December. He's under the large Sequoia tress on the South side of the high chainlink fence behind 2137 E Hamlin.  
You must enter the "canal reserve" from the South side of the high fence.
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Unauthorized Camping Service Requests Received by CSB
Jan 1, 2018 To Apr 20, 2018

    
    

Precinct Location SR # Created Date Nature of Inquiry

EAST 2170 E SHELBY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00051494 3/18/18 This area is full of homeless campers and drug deals. Any chance the areas along the water trail will be cleaned up and nicely 
planted?  I'd even get a group together to pay for the whole thing.

232 13TH AVE E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00055680 3/24/18 There is a homeless camp on the planting strip on the north side of this address.  I reported it 3-4 months ago, but it is still 
there.  Have you even inspected it yet?  If so, when?  Isn't it your responsibility to get homeless people into housing, and to 
clean up their camps?  I'm really frustrated at the lack of response.

233 14TH AVE E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00041318 3/4/18 Encampment with tents. Moved from a few blocks away.

2521 W 
MONTLAKE PL E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00069398 4/13/18 Abandoned tent

2563 W 
MONTLAKE PL E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00066244 4/9/18 Homeless camp/tent with blue tarp immediately next to active preschool. Concerned about proximity to preschool children plus 
tent is on private property of #2563 west Montlake Place east.

2571 W 
MONTLAKE PL E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00064434 4/6/18 Homeless encampment has popped up at Montlake Park adjacent to football field, in the trees, and along bike path that goes 
under freeway.  They have cut a hole in the link fence, tons of garbage under freeway.  Shopping baskets accumulating on 
bike path under freeway.

2575 W 
MONTLAKE PL E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00074033 4/19/18 Debris. Camping

18-00054669 3/22/18 Illegal homeless encampment with extreme amount of litter and waste almost covering the entire hill above the Montlake exit 
of 520. Most visible when getting onto I-5 from Montlake.

18-00010000 1/17/18 HUGE Garbage dump from tent encampment

18-00032232 2/17/18 Illegal dumping. Needles. Cardboard. Broken tents. Garbage. Human waste.

18-00054586 3/22/18 Propane tanks garbage HUGE AMOUNT OF GARBAGE.

18-00051877 3/19/18 Huge dump of encampment discards

2700 MONTLAKE 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00044783 3/8/18 Huge amount of trash from homeless encampment. Probably rat-infested, probably drug paraphernalia. Health hazard and 
eyesore.

2723 MONTLAKE 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00045323 3/9/18 Homeless encampment - horrible smell, rats, piles of garbage. People (kids included) walk and ride their bikes through there.

2731 MONTLAKE 
BLVD E, 

18-00016304 1/26/18 Good Morning,I received a call this morning about a homeless encampment at Montlake Blvd and 520 West bound. She advised 
that it is really bad and needs to be cleaned up as soon as possible.Thank you,Brooklyn JarrettCustomer Service 
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EAST SEATTLE, WA 
98112

RepresentativeDepartment of Transportation206-684-ROAD

18-00063586 4/5/18 Homeless camp and garbage. There are two separate campsites and large amounts of garbage along the 520 East bound on 
ramp and East bound off. Ramp onto Montlake Boulevard.

18-00068067 4/11/18 Customer called CSB on 4/9/2018 to report garbage, sleeping bag and cardboards from encampment close to Montlake Park 
Playfield, on the east side of the park, on/off ramp to highway 520.

18-00009404 1/16/18 There is a HUGE illegal encampment in the field between the Eastbound Montlake offramp and SR 520.  There is much 
dumping of human waste, used siringes and all types of garbage.

2734 MONTLAKE 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00009415 1/16/18 TWO TENTS HAVE BEEN ILLEGALLY SET UP AND GARBAGE IS STREWN All over the new ADA/Bike ramp to the Westpound bus 
flyerstop at SR 520.  Please begin removal process ASAP.  They are obstructing the ADA ramp to the bus.

2811 E UNION 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00004024 1/8/18 "Lives " here in Bus stop. Just now perhaps the 100th time I've driven by & had to see him urinating!  Sometimes he doesn't 
turn around so he exposes self to the street.  Childcare across the street!

2901 E FOSTER 
ISLAND RD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00001257 1/3/18 Camping on Foster Island

2914 HARVARD 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00047363 3/12/18 About a year ago you broke down a huge homeless camp under I-5 just East if Harvard between Shelby and Gwinn.  
Everything has been great until a few days ago- someone tore the fence open at Gwinn and the freeway (under).  It is he only 
Point of entry I see but a steady stream has started to make their way under the freeway again. Before it gets out of hand 
again- can we get s crew to re-secure the fencing?? I am also happy to help!!

2918 MONTLAKE 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00050903 3/16/18 Tent on sidewalk

301 14TH AVE E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00067574 4/11/18 Homeless encampment

301 8TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00005717 1/10/18 Encampment

3013 HARVARD 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00067616 4/11/18 Makeshift homeless shelter. Litter.

18-00068512 4/12/18 Homeless tent and garbage.

308 10TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00004765 1/9/18 Tents, garbage

3105 HARVARD 18-00067638 4/11/18 Dump site/ illegal encampment
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EAST AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

3217 EASTLAKE 
AVE E 4 401, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00063545 4/5/18 Garbage. Looks like a mix of departed campsites and garbage mixed together. been there for several months. I have personally 
cleaned it up last year, but thought someone in the city know how to deal with this better than me.

330 19TH AVE E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00066881 4/10/18 Customer called to report people caming in Miller play field. The customer has lived in the area for decades and she is 
concerned with how her neighborhood is deteriorating because of the campers. The customer reports trash, urine smells and 
about three tents in the area.

18-00066875 4/10/18 Customer called to report tents near Miller play field. The customer is a property manager of 416 19th Ave E and has received 
complaints from her tenants. They also report a lot of garbage around the tents that often trickles onto their property. Her 
tenants are also concerned that a middle school is near and children play around this area.

3315 FUHRMAN 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00054671 3/22/18 possible stolen bike stash - one longtime camper/garbage

3760 E MARION 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00023138 2/5/18 Illegal camping and garbage.

416 9TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00019006 1/30/18 Large camp

42ND AVE E & E 
MADISON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00048683 3/14/18 Homeless man has set up camp at undercover bus stop bench and has accumulated a lot of litter which is spilling onto 
sidewalk. I reported the litter via the illegal dumping site because he was gone, but now he is back and sleeping lengthwise on 
the bench. Honestly don't know what is a crime with homeless and what is not, but I am sure he can't take advantage of 
homeless services in Madison Park. The bench may be on neighboring private property (not sure about lot boundaries). I have 
received approximately 15 inquiries about him since yesterday afternoon, so am writing to see what can be done for him. 
Doesn't seem outwardly mentally ill, but does have shoes and socks off on cold day.

504 E DENNY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00043693 3/7/18 Encampment

600 6TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00074063 4/19/18 Homeless encampments are out of control. They are unsightly and illegal. While I want to be compassionate, it's not helpful to 
allow random encampments everywhere. JD will be a one term mayor if she doesn't do anything substantial.

600 7TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00003273 1/5/18 Many needles around a homeless encampment

601 7TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00017593 1/28/18 Illegal camping - related trash and garbage

604 22ND AVE, 18-00036096 2/25/18 BAGS OF GARBAGE ON SIDEWALK
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EAST SEATTLE, WA 
98122

611 12TH AVE S 
SEATTLE INDIAN 
HEALTH BOARD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00021405 2/1/18 Needles, garbage, stolen property, feces, urine

611 12TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00032582 2/18/18 Illegal encampment

612 22ND AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00035305 2/22/18 Unauthorized camping

612 RAINIER AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00069086 4/12/18 SW corner 16 Ave S/S Weller St

18-00052323 3/19/18 Trash accumulating surrounding a growing homeless encampment in my neighborhood.

18-00028972 2/13/18 Illegal tent camp with narcotics activity

616 12TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00008922 1/16/18 Homeless camp and needles

622 RAINIER AVE 
S WEST COAST 
PRINTING BLOCK 
EMPTY LOT, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00046029 3/10/18 several people have started camping on this empty lot.There is an increasing pile of tents,bicycles,shopping carts, and 
trash.There are no toilet facilities and it is getting QUITE unsanitary!I told them they couldn't camp there and a guy came up to 
my car window and punched me in the face!Can you PLEASE remove this new blight on our neighborhood??There are already 
hundreds of people camping, panhandling, and committing theft within a mile of us.This camp is just a block from my 
house!!The city already has a detention facility on 16thave S/S Lane St where they just release the detainees into the 
neighborhood.2 blocks north there is Nightwatch. People that show up there looking for a place to sleep for the night are 
turned away if they are drunk or on drugs. They end up wandering the neighborhood and end up sleeping outside on 
tresspassed property.I have recently called the police for three different people sleeping in our alley. Also one passed out in a 
car right in front of our house with a GUN in his lap!!PLEASE help remove these threats to our safety and property from our 
neighborhood!

622 RAINIER AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00042406 3/5/18 Couple campers on private property. Probably need outreach services.

18-00005890 1/10/18 Homeless camp

18-00008074 1/13/18 West Coast Printing building

18-00008082 1/13/18 Squatters have gained entry to building through back door. Litter debris in the immediate area. SPD "Conditions of Entry" sign 
on unsecured building. Reference 17-0013224517-00095393

18-00020585 1/31/18 Illegal campers inside vacant building

689 JAMES ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00012613 1/21/18 Illegal encampment
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EAST 700 10TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00033271 2/20/18 Tent encampment

709 SPRING ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00004798 1/9/18 Unauthorized camping. Litter. Obstructing the sidewalk.

711 COLUMBIA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00037412 2/26/18 Homeless are harassing residents

18-00042511 3/5/18 Illegal Homeless Encampment - the lady is always screaming in the middle of the night every night.

714 7TH AVE 
ZINDORF 305, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00071161 4/16/18 There is a homeless camp on the sidewalk along Columbia St between 7th and 8th Ave.

714 7TH AVE 
ZINDORF 
APARTMENTS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00010090 1/17/18 Encampment Removal. There are 3 tents located on Columbia St between 7th & 8th Ave and a shelter next to the I-5 on-ramp 
off of Cherry.

714 7TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00072700 4/18/18 Homeless camp located on the corner of 7th and Columbia has gotten out of hand. trash, alcohol, and drugs have ruined this 
street now. these encampments should not be allowed on the curbs of residential streets.

18-00070697 4/16/18 The homeless in tents on Colombia St between 7th and 8th has gotten out of control.  The tents are one thing.  But the 
amount of trash and junk that has accumulated is ridiculous.  The sidewalk is always obstructed.  The city needs to do 
something about this.

717 E DENNY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00020937 2/1/18 Heany called CSB on 1/31/18 to report single camper with tent/trash has been on the parking strip by his condo for the last 1.5 
weeks.  Condo maintenance employee has been removing needles.

721 E DENNY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00015248 1/24/18 Tent on easement adjacent to sidewalk along with pile of discarded items (chair, etc)

18-00015414 1/25/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00033945 2/21/18 Why was report 18-00031697 closed? Here is the picture from six am this morning

18-00024279 2/6/18 Tent, encampment,trash, etc. Been here for weeks.

18-00022743 2/3/18 Encampment

723 ALDER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00042911 3/6/18 Encampment near stairs and I 5. The tents are in WSDOT land.

740 COLUMBIA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00070719 4/16/18 There is a homeless camp at 8th and Columbia. People who live there can’t walk down that sidewalk any more, there is trash 
everywhere, and there are a couple mentally unstable people who live in the tents that make people trying to get into that lot 
or walk down the alley to get into their apartment buildings uncomfortable. Please help.

749 COLUMBIA 18-00071296 4/16/18 Homeless camp. There's garbage every where, they've been here for over a month now and they are disturbing the quiet 
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EAST ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

EVERY NIGHT by yelling screaming fighting.

799 BELLEVUE PL 
E, SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00032123 2/17/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00056371 3/26/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00023132 2/5/18 Large amount of garbage

7TH AVE & 
COLUMBIA ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00068093 4/11/18 Customer called CSB on 4/9/2018 to report unauthorized camping on the south side of Columbia St, between 7th Ave and 8th 
Ave. Customer reported 6 tents and about 4 people that are blocking the sidewalk.

7TH AVE & 
COLUMBIA ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00069291 4/13/18 The first thing one sees if driving into Seattle by the Columbia Center. I work for Washington State Ferries and I think this 
reflects poorly on our beautiful city!

7TH AVE & 
JAMES ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00057194 3/27/18 Russell called CSB to report that the encampment near 7th Ave and James is growing. He reports that someone cut a fence 
and now the encampment behind the fence is growing. Russell is concerned about the amount of garbage in the area. He says 
it smells like human waste and garbage constantly. Russell also said that the Fire Department was in the area a couple weeks 
ago. Russell is asking that the people be moved again, like three months ago.

7TH AVE & 
SPRING ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00001415 1/3/18 Unauthorized camping  Hello: Over the past several weeks, a homeless encampment has been established on 7th Avenue 
between Madison and Spring.  Three tents are now on the sidewalk with surrounding sleeping bags, clutter, and litter, making 
the sidewalk nearly impassable for pedestrians.  I was hoping the city could help identify alternative locations or housing 
options for these individuals and make the sidewalk usable again.Please let me know if there is a better contact to whom I 
should direct this email.Thank you,Katya

18-00000961 1/2/18 Dear Transportation Department,First Presbyterian Church of Seattle requesting your help to remove the home less tents 
around the Block( on the 7 th AVE side of it). These Tents and their TRASHES are almost blocking the whole sidewalk.The 
number of these tents are growing with their trash and gang activities around the block. On December 10-11 one of Church's 
glass has broken with gun shot(Incident number of 17-466030)So this problem keep growing.An urgent support requested 
please.Esmaeil GoltapehOperations ManagerSeattle First Presbyterian Church1013 8th Ave Seattle 98104(425)773-7858 
cellegoltapeh@firstpres.org

801 LAKE 
WASHINGTON 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00025105 2/7/18 Encampment with needles

803 E DENNY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00019821 1/31/18 Encampment

810 7TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00062967 4/4/18 Sidewalk camping

821 E THOMAS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00033128 2/20/18 Encampment. 815 E Thomas St
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EAST 831 COLUMBIA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00069339 4/13/18 Homeless camp on Columbia Street represents a health and safety hazard.

845 RAINIER AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00039301 3/1/18 Tent put up on street

853 LAKE 
WASHINGTON 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00034274 2/21/18 Encampment (abandoned?) under cedar tree in madrona woods

18-00021787 2/2/18 Encampment/litter/waste. Tents and debris, human waste, drug paraphernalia

865 S JACKSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00044230 3/7/18 Illegal encampments.

900 POPLAR PL 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00010827 1/18/18 We manage 900 Poplar Place S. and the surface parking lot across the street.  There is a fairly large homeless encampment on 
the corner of Poplar Place S. and S. Norman St., adjacent to our parking lot.  They seem to be on the DOT right of way land 
and are starting to move into our private property.  It is negatively impacting our tenants and their customers.  We would like 
some assistance and action to help resolve this issue. Attached is an aerial view of the property with parcel map lines.  We've 
circled in yellow the areas where there currently is, and in the past, homeless encampment issues.

18-00039416 3/1/18 Homeless encampments on private property.

18-00042759 3/6/18 Thordarson called CSB to report that there was a fire at the encampment. The Fire Department was called. Three out of the 
eight tents were burned and now there is a huge mess at the site. As a business owner, Thordarson, tolerated the campers 
previously and understood they were going through hard times. Now Thrdarson is worried about the hazard and liability to his 
business.

901 RAINIER AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00048503 3/14/18 People have set up a structure that they are living in and it is located in a very busy alley.    They are in extreme danger of a 
large vehicle running them over who may not even see them.

18-00025157 2/7/18 Campsite

18-00008510 1/15/18 Homeless encampment in front of business. Trash & debris everywhere. Dealers in the parking lot, not even being discreet.

901 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00007832 1/13/18 Broken fence. I am follow up on the location of the broken fence. I live at 321 10th Ave S (Pacific Rim Condos) When walking 
up 10th street, and going into Yesler Terrace Park, the fence goes along the left side of the park. It is unclear if it belongs to 
the park or the land on the other side. The specific spot where this hole is, is on the second tier as the pathway winds back 
and forth up the park. There is a sign on the fence that says more information about the fence, but it is just a generic sign 
about the fence company. I have seen several (I am assuming) homeless people use it to access and walk to the place under 
the overpass. There are also a few tents now on the other side of the fence. I hope this helps you in getting more information 
about who to contact. Thank you.

18-00007840 1/13/18 Encampment, drug use, theft

18-00007834 1/13/18 Multiple times - encampment, near yesler terrace

907 38TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00020595 1/31/18 Encampment directly in front of our house on 38th, down in the ravine off trail.
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EAST 910 38TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00020517 1/31/18 There is someone camping in the Madrona Woods. They have made a makeshift tent and have some trash around them. I 
called the police and they couldn't forcefully tell them to leave, as there's no sign that says "No Camping."  Can you help me?

911 24TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00072702 4/18/18 Illegal camping (homeless persons) on front porch of house being remodeled.

915 CHERRY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00022984 2/4/18 Homeless tent back up.

918 38TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00028446 2/12/18 Big pile of trash. Appears to be from encampment.

919 S 
WASHINGTON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00026966 2/9/18 Access from dirt parking lot at SHA housing

BELLEVUE AVE E 
& BELLEVUE PL 
E, SEATTLE, WA

18-00034664 2/22/18 NO HUMANS CAMPING HERE - JUST THEIR GARBAGE. Furniture, mattresses, blankets, needles, feces, household items, food 
waste, food wrappers, etc. There is a massive amount of garbage scattered all up and down the bike trail, with some items on 
the trail itself. This area has been reported and cleaned repeatedly. Currently it looks horrid and is really unacceptable that we 
should have to live with an open garbage dump on our public facilities. This has been a significant problem area for the past 
three years. If garbage is left like it is now, it will get worse and worse, meaning the city needs to spend even MORE time 
cleaning this up. There have been massive cleanups here repeatedly over the past year, and now it's a mess again.

BELMONT AVE E 
& BELLEVUE PL 
E, SEATTLE, WA

18-00053851 3/21/18 Report of 1 male in a sleeping bag at the park. Camper put a note on a desk that was dumped there asking not to remove it 
because he is camping there.

COLUMBIA ST & 
7TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00071283 4/16/18 Removal of the homeless tents.

COLUMBIA ST & 
8TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00041075 3/3/18 It started with one tent on the hill outside my apartment and now there are six — with trash, mattresses, etc on the sidewalk. 
It’s first hill and there are services everywhere so I’m not sure why no one is helping them find shelter, but it’s pretty bad to 
have outside your apartment

18-00069875 4/13/18 Why are their so many people camping illegally in the sidewalk median?  It's scary to walk between them and the chain link 
fence on the way home from work at 1:00 am and they root through the garbage and leave trash strewn about the rear 
entrance to my building.  Please have them move to someplace that is authorized for camping.  What started as 1 tent a month 
ago has turned into 7.  Today I saw a plastic bucket of sh*t next to the sidewalk.  Eww.  This is not sanitary for us or them.

E THOMAS ST & 
13TH AVE E, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00058466 3/28/18 Customer called on 3/8/18 to report 3-4 tents and tarp on the planting strip on E Thomas St between 13th and 14th Ave E. She 
said campers have garbage and have been there for three days.

HUBBELL PL & 18-00019993 1/31/18 Outdoor enthusiast has run extension cord from somewhere, presumably spliced into City infrastructure. Seems dangerous.
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EAST PIKE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

LAKEVIEW BLVD 
E & BELMONT 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00064241 4/5/18 Garbage on WSDOT property MASSIVE GARBAGE PILEUPS AGAIN AT LOCATION ABOVE. TWO MATTRESSES ARE PERCHED 
ABOVE ROAD DECKS AND APPEAR TO BE AN IMMINENT HAZARD TO VEHICLE OPERATORS BELOW. PLEASE REFER TO 
PHOTOS. GARBAGE ALSO EXTENDS ALL ALONG I-5, AND THERE IS A VISIBLE BIKE CHOP SHOP OPERATING ALONG THE 
EXPRESS LANES, ALONG WITH GARBAGE SPILLING ONTO THE ROAD DECKS, AGAIN PRESENTING A HAZARD. HAVE ALSO 
SEEN MULTIPLE PEOPLE ACTUALLY STEP INTO MOVING TRAFFIC HERE TO CROSS THE EXPRESS LANES ON FOOT TO CAMPS 
ON THE OTHER SIDE.

MARTIN LUTHER 
KING JR WAY & 
E FIR ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00032652 2/18/18 Hi, a blue camper has been parked at the T-intersection of MLK & Fir for almost a week. Recommend taking a look.

MARTIN LUTHER 
KING JR WAY & 
E YESLER WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00012839 1/22/18 Hi, a few RVs have been parked on MLK for about two weeks straight now. Could you cite them? In particular is license plate 
458-ZBZ. Thank you!

MELROSE AVE & 
MELROSE AVE E, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00053776 3/21/18 Spilled white paint all over trail, paint tracked out onto Melrose Ave E for several blocks, bollards preventing cars from entering 
the park are missing, heaps of garbage Three 5-gallon buckets of paint have been dumped on the bike trail.  One has spilled 
white paint all over trail.  Paint has been tracked out onto Melrose Ave E for several blocks.  The bollards preventing cars from 
entering the park are missing.  Also, the heaps of garbage from the homeless encampments are getting out of control again.

MELROSE AVE E 
& E ROY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00001867 1/4/18 Massive amount of trash and needles all over hillside - tents, mattresses, furniture, used needles, TVs, food garbage, clothing, 
etc. There has been a group of very aggressive campers in this area for the past month; they scatter garbage everywhere and 
yell/scream at people trying to use the public bike path for its intended purpose. Area of garbage and dumping extends along 
entire bike path to parking area at Melrose Bike Trail and Lakeview Blvd E, where there is garbage literally hanging from a 
ledge up above the I-5 traffic lanes.

SUMMIT AVE E & 
E DENNY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00059344 3/29/18 Huge container, sleeping on the ground with sleeping bag, been there a couple days

EAST - 253  SRs

NORTH 100 N 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00003255 1/5/18 I live right by Woodland Park and in the past have enjoyed this beautiful, expansive park. Despite neighbors repeatedly 
reporting illegal encampments, there continues to be illegal camping and RVs parked on a permanent basis. Neighbors have 
and dogs have accidentally stepped in human waste(!) and stumbled upon garbage and discarded needles. This space is 
getting trashed and is unsafe for my family and me to enjoy. I will be voting for representatives who take this seriously and 
make successful efforts to clean up our parks

1000 N 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00001176 1/3/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00035604 2/23/18 Tent is illegal in upper woodland

18-00035599 2/23/18 Tent in park

18-00022090 2/2/18 Customer called to express his frustrations about tents and RV's being allowed to stay in Woodland Park. He reports that three 
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NORTH 1000 N 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

tents have been in the park for over a month and several more are peppered in the park near the 50th St entrance. The 
customer also reports that a black school bus is parked in the Woodland Park loop with gas tanks and other belongings 
scattered. The customer received an off leash dog violation and is furious that people camping overnight in the park are not 
receiving violations.

18-00008085 1/14/18 People have moved into shelter 2 at Woodland park.  There are 2 tents and they have put up tarps as 'walls'.

1001 NW 67TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00013216 1/22/18 Vagrants living on residential street

101 NW 35TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00016281 1/26/18 Illegal camping.

18-00018008 1/29/18 Burke Gilman trail seattle parks and recreation

101 NW CANAL 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00072193 4/17/18 There are several tents along the bank of the canal, down from the Burke Gilman trail - this is a park - Fremont Canal Park. 
And there should not be camping allowed here. There is extensive garbage, household items, waste and damage to the 
greenery/trees here. This Canal Park is used by the entire community to enjoy the waterfront as well as by a large variety of 
birds. Please clean this up and get the tents removed ASAP.

10109 
GREENWOOD 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00039326 3/1/18 A neighbor called CSB to report the consistent problem with squatters living at 10109 Greenwood Ave N. The property is 
boarded up, but there are always people breaking open the boards and leaving trash around the house. The customer says 
that he has reported the suspicious activity to the police, but he is tired of this property always having problems with people 
living in it and around it that shouldn't be.

10111 
GREENWOOD 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00037980 2/27/18 Garbage everywhere people squatting here

1020 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00005246 1/9/18 There has been no movement as far as I can tell on the removal of tents in the median area that I described in my request a 
week ago.

10300 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98125

18-00066883 4/10/18 Homeless encampment.

104 N 35TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00016297 1/26/18 Illegal camping

104 NW 35TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00041609 3/5/18 Camping in public park by Burke Gilman trail

1049 NE 112TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00043417 3/6/18 Dumping of clothes, mattress, suitcase, garbage, needles and more

105 N 36TH ST, 18-00015633 1/25/18 Tent on Burke-Gilman trail
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NORTH SEATTLE, WA 
98103

105 NW 52ND 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107-1111

18-00027707 2/10/18 Encampment in Sunset Place Park Homeless are sleeping on or under the bench facing Palmer Dr NW (lower one, hidden from 
street view) EVERY night, and smoking pot, etc. Very disruptive to this small neighborhood park heavily used by children. 
There is currently a man passed out there now at 9 pm on 2/10/18. I would appreciate a response  via email to this request as 
to what is being done about this specific problem in Sunset Place Park. Thank You.

10525 3RD AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98177

18-00009458 1/16/18 There are two tents on Carkeek Park property. Down trail that borders school North boundary. Also, needles found on school 
property and human waste being found daily as well. There was also a theft recently of an adaptive preschool two-seat red 
tricycle, in case you happen to find one at the site. We are concerned for student health & safety--please help!

18-00064875 4/6/18 I am the Blockwatch Captain of my neighborhood. There are three large homeless encampments off of the Viewlands Trail in 
Carkeek Park, all with massive amounts of garbage, trash, excrement, needles, tents, structures, etc. This has been reported 
repeatedly to Seattle Police via Find it Fix it, we have consulted with the Viewlands Elementary School principal, the parks and 
police departments about this ongoing safety and health hazard. The first report was over 6 months ago, but the camps are 
not only still there, they and the trash associated with them continue to grow. What can a citizen do to have these hazards 
removed and illegal campers on our park lands ousted? I am at a loss for options, as following regular channels as suggested 
by both the Parks and Police departments result in continued inaction. My next step will be to contact the media - having these 
camps so close to an elementary school will certainly pique their interest. Please help. I have provided multiple photographs of 
the encampments and the associated garbage and trash numerous times. The police and parks department, along with the 
Viewlands Elementary School principal, have seen the camps with their own eyes. Why is there no action being taken? This 
seems like endangerment of the school children.

18-00040818 3/3/18 This is located in Carkeek park between the Viewlands Elemtary school and the main carkeek park walking trail. Safety 
issueMultiple tents, heaps of garbage, human waste, needles and homeless people yelling/screaming. Human 
waste/needles/garbage and multiple tents located between the main carkeek park walking trail and the trail that connects to 
Viewlands Elementary school. Human waste/needles/garbage and multiple tents located between the main carkeek park 
walking trail and the trail that connects to Viewlands Elementary school

18-00055950 3/25/18 I am the Blockwatch Captain of my neighborhood. There are three large homeless encampments off of the Viewlands Trail in 
Carkeek Park, all with massive amounts of garbage, trash, excrement, needles, tents, structures, etc. This has been reported 
repeatedly to Seattle Police via Find it Fix it, we have consulted with the Viewlands Elementary School principal, the parks and 
police departments about this ongoing safety and health hazard. The first report was over 6 months ago, but the camps are 
not only still there, they and the trash associated with them continue to grow. What can a citizen do to have these hazards 
removed and illegal campers on our park lands ousted? I am at a loss for options, as following regular channels as suggested 
by both the Parks and Police departments result in continued inaction. My next step will be to contact the media - having these 
camps so close to an elementary school will certainly pique their interest. Please help. I have provided multiple photographs of 
the encampments and the associated garbage and trash numerous times. The police and parks department, along with the 
Viewlands Elementary School principal, have seen the camps with their own eyes. Why is there no action being taken? This 
seems like endangerment of the school children.

1056 NE 
NORTHGATE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98125

18-00014227 1/23/18 Customer called to report campers at Victory Creek Park.  He stated there are 2 people, 1 tent and campers are using the creek 
in the park as a toilet. He also said campers have been storing their belongings at nearby private properties which he stated is 
a concern since they are accessing the property without permission.

1059 NE 
NORTHGATE 

18-00005642 1/10/18 Unauthorized camping
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NORTH WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98125

1060 NE 
NORTHGATE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98125

18-00011091 1/18/18 Camper inside Victory Creek Park. Garbage strewn about everywhere. Thank you.

10601 BAGLEY 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00052169 3/19/18 Customer reported car camping. She reports a Red Mercury 4-door sedan with no front plates is parked on Bagley Ave N. She 
said she has seen 3 people living inside the vehicle.

10700 MIDVALE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00067650 4/11/18 Encampment set up in the city street dead end...this encampment has been here for over a year....multiple tents and a lot of 
garbage that is a health hazard...garbage pile is approximately 15 x 12 by 5 feet high

18-00006300 1/11/18 Encampments of multiple structures at the north dead end of 10700 block of Midvale Ave North.  This is on city street.  This 
encampment has been here for over a year. Garbage

10704 MIDVALE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00044592 3/8/18 Littering the whole area and damaging the pond.

18-00058713 3/29/18 The city has brought all these signs and they r laying there with new garbage from the RVs.Btwn Stone 107 and Meridian 
107.One can't walk. Full of garbage and glass.

10717 MIDVALE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00000790 1/2/18 Encampment at the end of the dead end street on City of Seattle property and street. Garbage all around.This encampment 
has been here for over a year and numerous complaints received

10730 MIDVALE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00041309 3/4/18 Illegal encampment with lots of stolen bikes. Rats everywhere- danger of a major epidemic.

18-00056209 3/26/18 Damaging the green belt and littering the area. Two RVs. This is a huge pain and it is not going away for the last three years I 
am living in this area - just getting worse. Who do I need to reach out to in order to escalate things, pls? Can u help me 
identify the "right address?" Idea: If the city knows that this area has the same on going issues, there are different things that 
can be done in advance, and become a proactive service provider to help and resolve the problems. For example, get a 
cleaning crew, on a once a week schedule, to the Pond and its surrounding. Instead, what is happening right now, is that many 
of us who live here, just bump into needles, litter, garbage, broken furniture, huge RV cars that block the pedestrian way on a 
daily base, and we feel helpless. It will be so great to see that the city is being proactive to the problem, and not only in a 
reacting mode, which means days and weeks until issues are resolved, whole in the mean time things get worse. Just for an 
example, there is an RV parked on 107 and Stone, for more than a month now. All the area around it is full of broken glass, 
broken furniture, food leftovers, empty bottles and more new things every day. There were at least 3 orange notices attached 
to the front glass - nothing changed. the RV is still there. The area is not walk-able for pedestrians, which means that I have to 
walk on the street with cars driving around me. The same things are happening to kids and their parents walking to the school 
bus which is just on the other corner. Last week the city of Seattle dropped 5 huge No Parking signs, all over this side walk - I 
guess a try to make the RVs move. Nobody moved, and nobody got a ticket. A week later - all 5 No Parking signs are still in the 
same place, this time they are lying on the sidewalk and blocking it all over. This is dangerous and looks like somebody forgot 
about taking the signs back. I appreciate your help, and will await for your reply. Thanks, Renata Lubinsky

10745 STONE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00065984 4/9/18 There are numerous tents and homeless people doing illegal dumping, needles, and condoms all over the area, at night you 
can hear them arguing as well. There are also two RV's parked there enhousing various people and constantly have a loud 
generator running. The tents are filthy and trash everywhere! Please get them out of here they are causing trouble in the 
neighborhood and they are stealing packages in front of homes as well, many people have video recordings of them on their 
camera apps.
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NORTH 10745 STONE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00069352 4/13/18 There are numerous tents and homeless people doing illegal dumping, needles, and condoms all over the area, at night you 
can hear them arguing as well. There are also two RV's parked there enhousing various people and constantly have a loud 
generator running. The tents are filthy and trash everywhere! Please get them out of here they are causing trouble in the 
neighborhood and they are stealing packages in front of homes as well, many people have video recordings of them on their 
camera apps.

10749 STONE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00058712 3/29/18 Greenbelt housing new tent

10799 MIDVALE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00069061 4/12/18 This is my fourth report. This area is crawling with rats. They don't even run away from people. Children are living in the area 
and if someone gets bitten, the city will be suit. This is an official notification of the problem, so the city cannot claim it was not 
aware of it.

108 NW 35TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00041507 3/5/18 Illegal camping

18-00016874 1/26/18 This tent is located in Canal Park.  Our Beginnings Daycare brings tiny children to this park several times per day.  Many of the 
vagrants have been aggressive to the children and their caregivers.

18-00016834 1/26/18 Illegal camping in Canal Park.  Posted "No Camping "

10816 8TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98177

18-00063276 4/4/18 Homeless encampment in Carkeek Park next to Viewlands Elementary school.

18-00018033 1/29/18 Large encampment below Viewlands Elementary school accessed via Viewlands trail in Carkeek Park. Numerous needles and 
human waste along trail to park (used by school children). Camp has been there five months and associated garbage is piled 
up in area.

18-00003741 1/7/18 Illegal camping in carkeek Park. Just off the viewlands trail. This camp has clearly been here for a while - the trail leading back 
to it is well-established. This is very close to Viewlands Elementary school and there are no sanitary facilities anywhere near 
this location. Please have the parks department and carkeek maintenance crew regularly patrol these areas - there is another 
larger camp near the macabee entrance with at least four tents that is also well-established. What more can citizens do to 
create pressure on the parks department to clean up these hazards?

18-00056339 3/26/18 One of three large homeless encampments in Carkeek Park next to Viewlands Elementary schoolLarge him

18-00023222 2/5/18 Homeless camp. Less than 100 yards from Viewlands Elementary School. Take trail into Carkeek Park from teachers' parking lot 
on north side of school. As one walks the trail the litter and camp can be seen to the right.

18-00058956 3/29/18 Illegal camping and littering on the viewland spur trail coming down from Viewlands Elementary school on the east end of 
Carkeek Park. Someone has been camping for sometime. On the north side of the trail underneath one of the large cedar 
trees. It's fairly evident from the trail now since the vegetation is bare. This is close to the trail and concerning.

1098 NE CAMPUS 
PKY NE CAMPUS 
PKWY UNDER 
EASTLAKE AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00038208 2/27/18 Illegal camping on NE Campus Pkwy under Eastlake Ave NE. Encampment has been growing with tents and shopping carts 
amassing since the start of the year. Unclear how many campers; at least two.

1100 N 128TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00070692 4/16/18 Encampment Structure on city right of way shoulder.
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NORTH 1100 N 90TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00002905 1/5/18 Carts and boxes and other garbage/camping

1101 NE CAMPUS 
PKY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00053253 3/20/18 Approx 300lbs of garbage under Roosevelt Way NE and Eastlake Ave E overpass of Campus Parkway NE.

11016 MERIDIAN 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00057891 3/28/18 New tent. Get them out.

11027 MERIDIAN 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00043919 3/7/18 Unauthorized encampment. A tent was set up yesterday evening. A person was settling in this morning with propane, pads, 
blankets and a suitcase. This is located on the corner of Meridian and 112th in the designated street parking. Concerned about 
having to pass this early in the morning and late at night walking to catch my bus. The only route I have access to. I believe 
the needle exchange in the area is attracting these individuals. I have been followed by them in the past on my way to work to 
catch the bus. It makes this area unsafe.

1103 NW 54TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00012837 1/22/18 Encampment

18-00026095 2/8/18 A very large homeless encampment structure has been built on the parking strip and sidewalk. It has two huge outdoor 
umbrellas, tarps, trash all over.

18-00024194 2/6/18 Encampment in planting strip

1116 N 81ST ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00030810 2/15/18 Man Living in RV that has been parked on street for 2 weeks. The RV is a New Horizon model that is white with reddish brown 
strips. It has Washington license number 137YUC, There appears to be one person, no garbage but has tarps and other stuff 
on top of RV.

1117 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00054263 3/22/18 Illegal camping

112 N 35TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00045780 3/9/18 Illegal long term camping at this location. Why won't city get tougher

1120 NW 
BALLARD WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00006149 1/10/18 Diana called to report a trailer that has been parked on Ballard Ave NW, on the N side of the street and to the east of the 
intersection, in a overnight zone. She stated that it has been there since Jan 5, 2018. The license plate number is 07536AA. 
Customer reported the trailer to parking enforcement on Jan 8, 2018. As of today Jan 10, 2018, the trailer is still there. 
Customer stated she has seen one person leaving the trailer and his belongings are all around the outside of the trailer. 
Customer also reported that a generator has been running outside the trailer for 1 week.  Customer is concerned that the 
trailer is illegally parked.

11205 1ST AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98125

18-00012931 1/22/18 Trash left by vacated homeless camp. In grassy area next to I-5.

11208 MERIDIAN 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00067850 4/11/18 Illegal Camping

18-00066841 4/10/18 There's a big tent with several people living in it and trash all around it. Please remove the tent and give its occupants a space 
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NORTH 11208 MERIDIAN 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

in a shelter.

18-00071053 4/16/18 Illegal camp has been set up for a month. I have reported it 2 separate times and he is still living there.

18-00068858 4/12/18 Camping on Sidewalk In Front of Stop Sign creating dangerous blind spot. The longer the process is delayed, the more the junk 
accumulates.

18-00072977 4/18/18 Illegal encampment has been set up for over a month. The man living there has exhibited illegal trash dumping, needle 
exposure, and indecency in this residential area.

18-00072552 4/18/18 Unauthorized camping. Illegal camper with piles of garbage and shopping carts.

18-00064456 4/6/18 Tent/Camper

1122 N 90TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00002903 1/5/18 Dumping of drug paraphernalia, boxes from stolen packages and human waste. SPD has done nothing about the illegally 
parked drug and theft van that causes the dumping.

18-00007236 1/12/18 Dumping from illegal encampments on Aurora and Nesbit that feed drugs to the tiny homes. This pattern of dumping from 
those attached to the tiny homes is getting worst and harming the neighborhood.

1130 NW 54TH 
ST KOI 
APARTMENTS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00059672 3/30/18 I am reporting a homeless camp that has been built on city property around the corner from my building. It has been there for 
over six months, has grown in its takeover of the city strip and has destroyed the grass. Awnings and umbrellas of the camp 
extend into the sidewalk. It’s not safe. Photo of camp attached. Corner of NW 54th and 11th ave NW.

1135 NW 51ST 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00056021 3/25/18 Long term camping, expired tags, generator runs 24 hours day

1135 NW LEARY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00006502 1/11/18 "household goods"

1136 NW 51ST 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00056023 3/25/18 Long term camping, expired tags, generator runs 24 hours day

114 NW CANAL 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00067940 4/11/18 Illegally parked bus/camper on street zoned residential (lower right) parked overnight. And at up upper left a tarp/tent has 
been set-up on the sloped waterway, abandoned.

18-00041528 3/5/18 Tent

18-00015475 1/25/18 Tent pitched in public park with garbage strewn about

115 N 35TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00056645 3/26/18 Camping here for months.

11700 STONE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00005523 1/10/18 Encampment tent set up along the trail on city owned land (SPU).   This is just north of the dead end cul de sac in the 11700 
block of Stone Ave North.  Multiple complaints to SPD

11744 LAKE CITY 18-00035264 2/22/18 Caller reported an abandoned camp - no tents - garbage.  He estimated campers left a week ago.
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NORTH WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98125

118 NW CANAL 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00018012 1/29/18 Abandoned tent in city park -- obstructing playground for local daycare.

18-00062337 4/3/18 Four-day encampment next to the Hilltop preschool playground. This is not a safe place for an illegal encampment to sprout 
up.

18-00005291 1/9/18 Cart and garbage left in the slum being created by Councilman Mike OBrien. Two RV's at this location.

1200 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00031967 2/16/18 There are two tents here and not sure how many people, there is garbage on the ground; they have been there for about a 
week.

18-00069869 4/13/18 Caller reported that a third tent is on the median of this location. The caller said they reported this site four weeks ago and 
they are frustrated that the tent is still at this location.

1204 N 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00011814 1/19/18 Illegal camping at Woodland Park. The man in the van has been yelling at us and harassing me and my group of children. We 
have had to call 911 already because he was acting in a very threatening manner.

18-00011842 1/19/18 The man in this camper seems to be camping illegally. Also, he was yelling and threatening people in the park this morning.

18-00013021 1/22/18 Trash

18-00010001 1/17/18 GARBAGE

18-00035608 2/23/18 Illegal camp in park

18-00035607 2/23/18 PARKS - Camping in park

18-00041690 3/5/18 Abandoned

18-00042491 3/5/18 Drug dealing in tent. Observed multiple drug deals.

18-00045142 3/8/18 Illegal camping, right in a restoration site and where children play every day.

18-00043927 3/7/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00022631 2/3/18 Illegal camping, litter

18-00021675 2/2/18 Trash all around a homeless persons tent which has been camped there for two months! That not only looks horrible but it will 
feed the rat population as well.

18-00021401 2/1/18 Black camper van. The man inside screams at park visitors, including children, that he is "not a child molester". We had to call 
the police because of his threatening behavior. Please move this person from the park.

18-00021224 2/1/18 Woodland Park- The man camping in the park is right next to a spot where a group of children gather. He has screamed 
profanities at the children in a frightening way. The police had to be called. Then he vandalized the restoration spot which the 
children planted. Twice. He is unhinged and should not be permitted to camp there. He's been there over two months and has 
been removed once before and came back to the exact same spot. The children and teachers never initiate contact with him. 
Please help!!

18-00020065 1/31/18 Rv with tarp bikes and other stuff spilling out in the area. Has sign on side saying private property . I reported this last week 
and got notice issue was resolved but the RV HAS NOT MOVED

18-00024549 2/6/18 Tenting in Woodland park 
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NORTH 1204 N 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

Near shelter #3

18-00018817 1/30/18 Rv parked at far north end of circular drive for picnic area off 50th at upper woodland park . Has been there at least 2 weeks. 
Increasing garbage and stuff surrounding it. Has big private property sign on it. Guess he doesn't realize he is parked on public 
land!

18-00017590 1/28/18 Another homeless camp in Woodland Park

18-00020057 1/31/18 Illegal camping. Tent has been there for weeks. Neighbors picked up all the garbage about 2 weeks ago and now looks like a 
dump again

18-00014994 1/24/18 The man camping in this tent has been screaming obscenities and harassing people in the park. Im not normally one to 
complain about people camping out around town but this guy seems unstable and a little scary and there are kids playing 
around the park a lot. Thanks for your help.

1204 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00053396 3/21/18 NEW Blue tarp covered tent in green median on Ravenna Blvd between 12 ne and Brooklyn, see photo, thx for cleaning up 
previous abandoned tent on same green median block!

1205 N 41ST ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00063701 4/5/18 Encampment

12071 HIRAM PL 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98125

18-00051948 3/19/18 Been here for months- just move up and down the block always leaving a pile of garbage - TOW THEM!see case numbers 
18-00039916 18-00038171 18-00013572 17-00192885

1208 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00006119 1/10/18 Homeless camp

18-00005735 1/10/18 Tent camping in median with litter around the tent

1212 N 41ST ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00062776 4/4/18 Transients camping on sidewalk

1214 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00062784 4/4/18 Blue tarp over tent campsite, seems to be growing, see photo

18-00054057 3/21/18 Tent

18-00039866 3/1/18 Multiplying tents and trash

18-00052923 3/20/18 New homeless encampment... 50 yards from the one you guys jyst cleaned up earlier today. This has GOT to stop!

18-00072549 4/18/18 Unauthorized camping

1216 N 42ND ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00062068 4/3/18 Two shopping carts containing used diapers, empty boxes, cans and other waste

1217 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 

18-00031478 2/16/18 There are two-three tents that suddenly popped up on the greenbelt surrounded by litter and debris. This is a neighborhood 
and these tents and this trash need to go. This is not ok.
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NORTH SEATTLE, WA 
98105

1218 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00064654 4/6/18 Garbage and homeless encampments

1220 NE 140TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00027392 2/10/18 Homeless encampment. Needles all over.

18-00046255 3/10/18 Unauthorized camping

12200 STONE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00030020 2/14/18 Shopping carts, clothes, bags of garbage in ROW

1222 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00000113 1/1/18 Large camp with trash, knives, axes, needles

12262 
ASHWORTH AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00031456 2/16/18 Multiple pieces of broken glass. Very dangerous.

1228 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00051451 3/18/18 Three homeless tents. Making mess. Lots of families around

18-00027759 2/11/18 2 tents on greenbelt

18-00051272 3/18/18 Potentially abandoned encampment in the middle of Ravenna Blvd at Brooklyn. Id it's not abandoned then it's surrounded in 
trash. Either way it should be cleaned up. Please call with status. 2068502220

18-00050400 3/16/18 Multiple tents- illegal camping on green area on corner of Ravenna Blvd NE and Brooklyn Ave. Trash growing weekly and one 
tenth now abandoned and left

18-00031485 2/16/18 Bums setting up tents in front of our homes on Ravenna BLVD.

18-00052463 3/20/18 Abandoned encampment in the middle of Ravenna Blvd at Brooklyn. They moved out yesterday, leaving piles of garbage.

18-00047546 3/12/18 Homeless tents. Homeless tents leaving junk all over Blvd.  Our children don't feel safe.

18-00047986 3/13/18 Homeless camp popped up in Ravenna Park. Homeless camp popped up about 2 weeks ago and seems to be growing. This is 
not an appropriate place for camping, in the middle of Ravenna Blvd, in an area where kids play, people jog, walk dogs, etc. 
Please call me to discuss. 2068502220. Thanks!

18-00051619 3/19/18 Abandoned tent and junk

18-00034754 2/22/18 3 illegal campsites

18-00031920 2/16/18 Unauthorized encampment in the Ravenna Blvd parkspace median. There are two tents located at this site.

12309 HIRAM PL 
NE, SEATTLE, 

18-00039916 3/1/18 3 x ticketed  -boot scofflaw!See case 18-00038171,18-00013522,AND17-00192885Trash heap around vehicle that is stuffed 
solid with junk - inside and out- and several bicycles.  People come and go to crawl inside for 20 minutes then leave - probable 
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NORTH WA 98125 drug selling.

12331 28TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98125

18-00063565 4/5/18 Tent camping in Virgil Flame park

12500 35TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00058711 3/29/18 People are living and storing garbage and trash on the vacant lot at NE corner of NE 125th St

1252 N 128TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00067593 4/11/18 Tent camping

1294 N 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00022637 2/3/18 Illegal camping in park

1296 N 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00022639 2/3/18 Illegal camping in park

12TH AVE NE & 
NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00004716 1/8/18 Reporting illegal camping in the median of the boulevard

1301 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00051628 3/19/18 Abandoned campsite with garbage EVERYWHERE

1303 N 41ST ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00057051 3/27/18 Tent camping

13035 LINDEN 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00046534 3/11/18 Mr. Langley stopped by the MCSC to report a few things he has been noticing at Bitter lake CC.   First thing is Mr. Langley 
would like to see the "No Smoking" rule enforced, he states when he walks thru the park there are numerous people smoking 
and this occurs daily.  Second thing is Mr. Langley has noticed pet owners letting their dogs off the leash and it is not an off-
leash dog park and he sees this daily as well and no one enforcing the on-leash rule, he would like to see some enforcement 
on these rules.  Third thing is Mr. Langley has witnessed drug use and drug paraphernalia on the north side of the parking lot 
of Bitter lake Community Center, he states he feels unsafe walking thru the parking lot and would like to see the SPD patrol 
there and fourth and last thing there are homeless people camping out in the same parking lot in the evening time.  Mr. 
Langley would like to see if any of these things can be noted and hopefully have some kind of enforcement so he can feel safer 
walking thru the Bitter Lake playing Fields and Community Center.

1324 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00000529 1/2/18 Trash, cardboard and litter on north slope of rafennapatk ravine, see photo
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NORTH 1340 N 115TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00002697 1/5/18 Unauthorized camping

1342 NE 62ND 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00016816 1/26/18 Camping I park

18-00011765 1/19/18 Large tent with multiple occupants

1344 NE 62ND 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00002347 1/4/18 Homeless encampment needs trash bin.  The guys who have been living there for a year are dumping their (unseparated) 
trash in the bins of the homeowners on NE 62nd Street.  If the City of Seattle is going to allow this encampment to exist, 
please provide the encampment residents with a trash bin, to be emptied weekly by the trash collectors.  Thank you.

18-00043459 3/6/18 Pink tent on hillside, north hillside of Cowan Park, just west of Cowen Park bridge, photo attached

1348 NE 62ND 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00019681 1/30/18 Illegalcamp, see photo, more trash

13500 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00057423 3/27/18 Garbage RV tents

18-00054583 3/22/18 Garbage RV tents

13500 LAKE CITY 
WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00029471 2/13/18 These RVs keep on coming back. These two always have a lot of illegal looking traffic around them, and appear to be dealing 
drugs. Trying to report them before too long passes.

1352 NE 62ND 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00022360 2/2/18 There is a large messy encampment blocking the entrance to Ravenna Park near North E. 62nd St. and 15th Ave., Northeast. I 
have reported this several times.

18-00057000 3/26/18 Trash or illegal camp under north end of Cowen Park bridge, see photo

18-00008304 1/14/18 Giant illegal encampment blocking access to city park.

13550 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00054338 3/22/18 Hilborn called CSB to report that RV's and tents have been congregating on the now vacant Sam's club property for a couple 
weeks now. Her main concern is the RV's that are parked under the old gas station. She is worried what would happen if there 
was a potential RV fire. Hilborn reports about five RV's and several tents in the parking lot.

18-00066646 4/10/18 Homeless camp on private property

13701 LAKE CITY 
WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00026118 2/8/18 Homeless toilet garbage bag pulled apart by animals.  There are urine filled bottles toilet paper feces.  It has been there since 
Thanksgiving.

13739 MIDVALE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00064022 4/5/18 There is a guy with piles of garbage and stolen bikes living in the bushes off Midvale. My wife is not comfortable walking in the 
area.

1401 NW LEARY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00005103 1/9/18 Piles of trash have been left around in UP IN a tree. Trash has been piled up and hung on a tree on the sidewalk.

18-00001321 1/3/18 Pile of homeless junk
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NORTH 1402 N 135TH 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00056632 3/26/18 I live behind what was Sam's Club and around 2 AM there was shouting and car honking.  It's quiet now.  But I know there is a 
homeless encampment in the parking lot behind the building.

1404 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00029298 2/13/18 Tent and garbage, in recently removed encampment. Second new tent arrival since Febrary 6th Navigation Team encampment 
removal.

1408 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00025737 2/7/18 Illegal camping. The truck looks like an old fire department ambulance. He is here every night.

1413 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00000087 1/1/18 Four tents in illegal camp site in green space , Ravenna blvd between 15 n e and University Way. Used to be one tent, 
previously reported. See photo

18-00000192 1/1/18 Tent campers in triangle park  several tents

18-00067560 4/11/18 Tent site needs assistance, see photo

18-00041782 3/5/18 Unauthorized Encampment

18-00023736 2/5/18 Illegal camp, new yellow tent, now 5 tents at this site, sorry no photo, on Ravenna Blvd between 15th n e& university way

18-00023363 2/5/18 ACTIVE CAMP

18-00027296 2/9/18 Homeless people are living in tents here in the middle of the Ravenna Blvd greenbelt.

18-00038038 2/27/18 Chronic Encampment Olga Park

18-00037574 2/27/18 Illegal campsite

18-00005690 1/10/18 Homeless camp with several tents

18-00004306 1/8/18 Illegal camping in Olga park.  Litter, trash in public park.

18-00008312 1/14/18 Encampment in public space

18-00017906 1/29/18 Six tents with occupants and assorted belongings in the Ravenna Blvd. (city park space) median. One camper was observed 
throwing knives into the large cedar tree.

18-00017079 1/27/18 Growing tent population on park median on NE Ravenna Blvd. Currently there are 6 tents set up. One tent resident was 
witnessed repeatedly throwing knives at one of the cedar trees. Another tent resident has a drone which has hit against the 
windows of Park Vista Coop and left residents unsettled. There is also concern as to where these dwellers are going to the 
bathroom.

1415 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD 
202, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00065936 4/9/18 Please evict the newest homeless camper in Olga Park.  Our parks are for families and children, not aggressive vagrants (up to 
5 tents are there at time). They spread garbage and shopping carts, lower neighborhood safety and are careless with 
sanitation (I recently removed needled syringes there).  PLEASE MAKE A CONSISTENT EFFORT!  New campers reappear after 
each eviction, often within a few days. 
 
Location:  Olga Park on NE Ravenna Blvd - between University Way NE & 15th Ave NE 

18-00047824 3/13/18 Unauthorized Homeless Camp in Olga Park          Tue 3.13.2018NE Ravenna Blvd & University Way NE Dear FIFI, A chronic 
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NORTH 1415 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD 
202, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

homeless camp is seizing Olga Park for their own use.  This is a family park, not a convenient place for squatters (up to 5 tents 
at at time). These increasingly aggressive vagrants spread garbage, needles, shopping carts, lower our neighborhood safety 
and are casual about sanitation. Please ACT QUICKLY and make a consistent effort to keep them out.  Thank you  - Jay Please 
act quickly before more campers move (they do)

18-00058419 3/28/18 Please evict the newest homeless camper in Olga Park.  Our parks are for families and children, not aggressive vagrants (up to 
5 tents are there at time). They spread garbage and shopping carts, lower neighborhood safety and are careless with 
sanitation (I recently removed needled syringes there).  PLEASE MAKE A CONSISTENT EFFORT!  New campers reappear after 
each eviction, often within a few days. 
 
Location:  Olga Park on NE Ravenna Blvd - between University Way NE & 15th Ave NE 

1415 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD 
DOLPHIN 
APARTMENTS 2 
202, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00038097 2/27/18 A chronic homeless camp is seizing Olga Park for their own use (NE Ravenna Blvd & University Ave). A park should be for 
neighbors, families and children, not increasingly aggressive vagrants.  Up to 5 tents have been seen there at at time. They 
spread garbage and shopping carts, lower our neighborhood safety and are casual about sanitation (I recently removed graffiti 
spray painted on 2 park trees). If you evict them please be decisive and make a consistent effort.  New campers reappear after 
each eviction (often within 2-3 days).

142 NW CANAL 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00062938 4/4/18 On the water at Fremont canal park

1420 NW 56TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00023935 2/5/18 Illegal camping

14320 MIDVALE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00045303 3/9/18 Homeless man that lives behind the aurora plumbing building (for years now) screams and fights with himself daily and nightly. 
I'm not sure if it's drugs or mental health issues but this is ridiculous being scared and woken up almost every morning around 
3am from his yelling. He is an African American man and I think his name is Kenny. He is also frequently touching himself and 
urinating/defecating in plain sight.

1446 NW LEARY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00001008 1/2/18 Huge, illegal camp under Ballard bridge with large amounts of garbage, needles, and human waste. Hepatitis!!!!

18-00004550 1/8/18 Trash

18-00015018 1/24/18 There is a homeless encampment under the Ballard Bridge on the south side Leary Way. There are 5 tents, shopping carts, 
furniture, garbage. This is a parking area and the tents are taking up a large portion of the parking so people can't park here. 
Please clear this out so it can be used as intended.

18-00015636 1/25/18 Large couch has been dumped under the Ballard Bridge in the parking area. It's taking up parking space.

18-00018006 1/29/18 Illegal camping

18-00007028 1/11/18 Encampments. Multiple tents and piles of garbage. South side of Leary under Ballard bridge.

18-00002212 1/4/18 Unauthorized camping

1447 NW 
BALLARD WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00042470 3/5/18 Campers and lots of trash on the new sidewalk underneath the overpass. I thought this had been cleaned up several times.
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NORTH 14491 12TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98125

18-00021681 2/2/18 Homeless tent

1455 NW LEARY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00002442 1/4/18 Garbage

18-00000568 1/2/18 CLEAN THIS **** UP NOW. Homeless dug users have yet again taken over the intersection. Needles, garbage and human 
waste. WTF IS WRONG WITH THIS CITY. I'm going to send photos to national news organizations from now on given you folks 
clearly don't give a damn for public safety or public health. INSANE.

14TH AVE NW & 
NW LEARY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00002039 1/4/18 Junkpile of stuff left in and around a tree near Quest Church, on the NW corner of Leary/14th. Someone lived in this spot 
unauthorized for 10 straight months last year. Please don't let him get set up. Get this stuff out before he begins.

14TH AVE NW & 
NW LEARY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00005292 1/9/18 This is near the sidewalk/planting strip. All the stuff is gathered in and around a tree right in front of Qwest Church.All the 
materials to set up an illegal encampment, and if you hurry you can get rid of this junk before it BECOMES an encampment. If 
I had a pick up truck, I'd get rid of it myself.

1500 N 115TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00069886 4/13/18 Encampment and tents on south side of street on city property

18-00005522 1/10/18 Encampment set up on the south side of the street on City of Seattle property.  This encampment has grown and now includes 
tents and pallets

18-00067644 4/11/18 Reporting unauthorized encampments that are growing by the day.  Trash is making it unsanitary and the encampment 
inhabitants are bothering people parking on the street and in the parking lots.  The situation is unhealthy and unsafe.  Please 
make them move.

1500 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00004909 1/9/18 Expanding illegal homeless encampment

18-00017657 1/28/18 This is my third request to do something about the encampments that are set up in the grassy median areas on Ravenna 
Boulevard near Cowen  park and heading towards the underpass. Our daughter walks to and from school every day and must 
pass these tent encampments on her way home. The other day, a man was talking to himself angrily and walking near her, 
making her feel unsafe. As far as I can tell, in the months since they have been here, there has been no removal or attempt at 
removal of encampments. Our next step is to write letters to the mayor and city Council.

1500 NW LEARY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00007436 1/12/18 Encampment tents in parking lot under Ballard bridge. North end north of Leary.

1501 NW 46TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00039417 3/1/18 Unauthorized camping  Tents, garbage and stolen shopping carts

18-00072676 4/18/18 Unauthorized camping. Long term homeless camp, trash dump, blocking pedestrian right of way. Open flames day and night.

18-00072730 4/18/18 Multiple tents, garbage

18-00021274 2/1/18 Illegal encampment

18-00021567 2/1/18 There is camping on the north side of 46th under the Ballard Bridge. Was driving by and couldn't snap picture, but looked like 
3-4 tents plus misc items extending into walkway around them.

18-00023208 2/5/18 Sidewalk obstructed by tents. There is no sidewalk on the other side of the street. Many vehicles pass under the bridge. These 
include cement trucks. When pedestrians are forced onto the street, it is extremely dangerous. Also I don't understand how 
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NORTH 1501 NW 46TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

anyone with a wheelchair or walker could use that sidewalk. Again, there is no sidewalk on the other side of the street.

18-00053884 3/21/18 North sidewalk is blocked forcing pedestrians into street. There is no south side sidewalk.completely out of compliance with 
ADA laws. People in wheelchairs have or using walkers have no safe injection way to cross

18-00035704 2/23/18 Illegal camping under Ballard Bridge. This was reported when there was 1. Now there is 4. This is in the sidewalk. Why is this 
being allowed?

18-00014569 1/24/18 Three tents are back! Unsafe! Garbage and not a place for habitation.

18-00026381 2/8/18 Campers set up under Ballard Bridge in sidewalk. Have been there for several days. I thought the city was not allowing it due 
to bridge safety reasons and sidewalk camping.

18-00023427 2/5/18 Homeless encampment under Ballard Bridge Viaduct, a lot of trash, some human waste visible in buckets

18-00070725 4/16/18 Several tents under the bridge on the side walk.  If there is a fire or an explosion that damages the Ballard bridge because you 
allow these campers to stay there, there will be one major class-action lawsuit.   This is a major arterial for the City of Seattle.  
I think this is very negligent of the Seattle Police not to clear out these tents.

18-00029851 2/14/18 Camping on sidewalk; sidewalk blocked; needles; human feces; hepatitis

18-00027682 2/10/18 Illegal camping on sidewalk. Needles, human feces, needles, hepatitis.

18-00056335 3/26/18 CSB received two calls about the sidewalk being completely blocked under the Ballard Bridge. A caller was concerned that if 
someone was in a wheelchair, they wouldn't be able to get around. An elderly person was witnessed walking into the street in 
order to pass this area. The customer was also concerned that in the past, the campers clear the way, but then trash will 
accumulate and block the sidewalk again. The customers are requesting the campers be moved completely, so pedestrian 
traffic can pass without having to walk in the road.

18-00045281 3/8/18 ADA violation. Tents blocking sidewalk; I can't get by in my wheelchair.

18-00038244 2/27/18 There were 5 tents plus associated garbage, shopping carts and other items along the sidewalk on the north side of 46th as it 
travels under the Ballard Bridge. No picture, was driving by. Same tents have been there for weeks, encroachment on the 
sidewalk increasing.

1502 NW 50TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00054213 3/22/18 Under Ballard bridge south of Leary.

1506 NW 46TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00034672 2/22/18 Encampments

18-00029901 2/14/18 Garbage

1507 NW 46TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00029572 2/13/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00026315 2/8/18 Tenting under the Ballard bridge continues all along the north side of the block on 46th. There are 3 tents today with garbage 
strewn along the remainder of the sidewalk. The pedestrian walkway is blocked. I didn't take a picture because I was driving 
by.

1509 NE 106TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00017903 1/29/18 Camper under North end of bridge. Garbage starting to accumulate. Thank you

151 NW CANAL 18-00029876 2/14/18 Trash, tents and illegal dumping into ship canal from homeless camp.
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NORTH ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00057059 3/27/18 Illegal tent encampment in Canal Park

18-00016705 1/26/18 Camp next to ship canal

1510 NW 
BALLARD WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00020168 1/31/18 Underneath north end of Ballard Bridge

18-00018035 1/29/18 More homeless campers and tons of garbage and filth. They come up to cars at the traffic light.

18-00029861 2/14/18 Carts/garbage on roadway

18-00031876 2/16/18 Bags, carts in road

18-00016697 1/26/18 Trash under Ballard Bridge

18-00002175 1/4/18 Unauthorized camping. Under the Ballard Bridge at Leary.

1510 NW LEARY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00017213 1/27/18 Illegal encampment

18-00006500 1/11/18 Under the ballard bridge

1513 NW 46TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00056004 3/25/18 Illegal Encampment

1521 NW 50TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00037616 2/27/18 Customer called to report a tent blocking the sidewalk across the street from their business. The tent has been around the area 
for a couple weeks. Now there is a tarp tethered to the fence, making it block the whole road. The business has had stolen 
property recently and they believe that this person might be attracting some of the illegal activity.

1523 N 115TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00047837 3/13/18 Tents and tarps and trash spilling into the ditch and over the fence into the cemetery. A large RV doing the same.

1525 NE 62ND 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00047864 3/13/18 Unauthorized camp and destroyed plants and trees

1532 N 115TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00070818 4/16/18 Encampment

18-00012983 1/22/18 Structure BLOCKING PEDESTRIANS path-walkway

155 NW 85TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00037468 2/27/18 I'm not sure who or what business owns the property, since it's a section of bushes. The dumping is in the grass/shrubbery 
area behind the business, along the alley that runs behind it, and a number of residences.It looks like it's an area where 
homeless people may be dumping and/or camping, due to the appearance of personal items in addition to random junk and 
garbage.The garbage has been behind this chain link fence at least since April of 2017, and around November the amount has 
tripled. The apt bldg. a few feet east of the dumping has frequent issues with unauthorized entry and homeless people have 
been found sleeping in the community kitchens and laundry room. It would be great if this area can be cleaned and the fence 
repaired/replaced so the natural area is protected and to minimize the risk of homeless trying to enter the apt bldg. near by. 
The attached 4 images were taken over the weekend.  There is also a lot of grafitti on the private residence fences across from 
this area. There is a spot behind the dumping going back where it looks like people may have been camping, but I don't feel 
safe getting photos of that area back in there.

1550 N 115TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 

18-00059949 3/30/18 2 tents with large amount of debris located on south side of N 115th Street. Occupants loiter on NWH property and panhandle. 
Received complaints from Patient and visitors that park on 115th that they don't feel safe.
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NORTH 98133

1590 NW 90TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00036342 2/26/18 Illegal encampment in a grove of trees and shrubs at Soundview Playfield just up the hill from the children's play area

18-00046868 3/12/18 Unauthorized camping, big structure, covered with a blue tarp, right next to playground, since Friday, 1 person there.

18-00046733 3/12/18 Tent by whitman middle school.  The tent behind patty's egg nest is still there too with needles all around.  This is by a school 
for gods sake get this taken care of!!!

18-00069604 4/13/18 Tent set up behind Whitman Elementary School at Soundview playfield during spring break.  Lacrosse and baseball events 
occurring.

15TH AVE NE & 
NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00062281 4/3/18 Single female camper still on site - caller suspects drug use (has seen syringe in the past) and prostitution.

15TH AVE NW & 
NW 46TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00069861 4/13/18 Nearby resident called to report four tents under the bridge.  Caller is new to Seattle - she said she had to put locks on her 
garbage bins and campers still dump garbage in her driveway and scream at night.  She has found needles too.

18-00048480 3/14/18 UNDER THE BALLARD BRIDGE.  TENT CAMPING AND DEBRIS

18-00072777 4/18/18 Customer called CSB on 4/17/2018 to report people camping on the sidewalk and blocking the sidewalk under the Ballard 
Bridge.

15TH AVE NW & 
NW BALLARD 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00042037 3/5/18 Customer called to report 50  needles spread all over the ground on 15th Ave NW and NW Ballard Way. He said the campers 
from under the Ballard bridge near 1510 NW 46th St have been using shopping carts to pile their garbage in and place the 
trash across the street from the campsite near the fenced in area (south side), however, campers moved the red shopping cart 
with trash and needles to 15th Ave NW and NW Ballard Way (one block away) where the needles are now scattered 
everywhere. He also reported 1 male camper "strung out" currently and is weaving in/out of the street and said the camper is 
going to get hit by a car.

15TH AVE NW & 
NW LEARY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00000384 1/2/18 Customer called CSB to report his frustrations about the growing encampment under the Ballard Bridge. The customer reports 
human waste and growing piles of trash. The customer suggested that the City fence this area off, since it constantly attracts 
camping.

18-00016756 1/26/18 Cerrano called CSB on 1/26/18 to report 8 tents are back under the Ballard Bridge on NW Leary Way.  Cerrano said trash is 
blowing around and he suggested the city provide a dumpster for the "nice campers" who would be willing to clean up.  
Cerrano said the No Parking signs are still up and the dates imply no parking will be allowed for one month.  Cerrano said it 
would be better to have cars parked then to let the campers take the whole area over.

15TH AVE NW & 
NW LEARY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00002832 1/5/18 There is a massive homeless encampment under the Ballard Bridge at the intersection. This is a parking lot and the 
encampment is taking up almost the entire areas on the north and south parking lots with tents and debris. Each area can hold 
around 20 cars, 40 total. Today there are only 7 cars in the north area and 4 cars in the south area due to the massive 
encampment. CLEAR THIS OUT! This area is in crisis!!

18-00070729 4/16/18 Caller reported piles of garbage, four tents partially blocking the sidewalk, and about six people living there.

15TH AVE NW & 
SHILSHOLE AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00067780 4/11/18 SPU received an online report of garbage and pollution at the intersection of 15th Ave NW & Shilshole Ave NW.  There is an 
encampment located on the sidewalk and we offered a resident a bag to contain garbage generated, but he refused our help.  
The location of the encampment is becoming a safety issue since pedestrians are forced to walk in the busy street when 
transiting through the area.
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NORTH 1705 N 115TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00067679 4/11/18 Tents, one blocking PEDESTRIAN trail/pathway.

18-00063720 4/5/18 Two encampments next to road

1711 N 115TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00057926 3/28/18 Growing homeless camping, build up of garbage, continued and relentless homeless persons coming onto hospital property to 
solicit money from elderly and disabled patient. Concerned for safety and security as well as health due to build up of garbage.

1730 NW 
MARKET ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00036615 2/26/18 Illegal camping on sidewalk

1763 NW 59TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00050442 3/16/18 Illegal encampment on public property

1776 NE 62ND 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00066211 4/9/18 Illegal camp in Ravenna Park

1815 N 36TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00032516 2/18/18 Damaged car parked with person smoking pipe in front seat. Blue sedan. Tennessee back license plate. Shattered windshield, 
wrecked bumper, no hubcaps.

1903 NW 92ND 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00035528 2/23/18 Customer called to report a camper in a tent with a bike and other items placed under the trees. She states this camper is 50 
feet from her bedroom window and she can see he has something giving off heat in the tent. She explained the tent is next to 
Parks roadway on NW 90th St next to 19th Ave NW.

1988 NE 58TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00024623 2/6/18 Illegal camp under 20th n e bridge south end , already reported but trash is increasing in sensitive slope area, see photo

199 N CANAL ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00056571 3/26/18 Hello Mayor Durkan,I'm reaching out to you on behalf of Michael Osterfeld of Fremont Dock Company. We're concerned about 
an unauthorized encampment at Canal Park (199 N Canal St, Seattle, WA 98103) and the response we received after 
contacting the city via the "Find it Fix it" app. The proximity of the park is close to a children's day care facility, which raises our 
concern and desire for it to be removed as soon as possible. If you would like more details, please let me know and I would be 
happy to share.Thank you for your attention to this safety issue.Best,Kurt KapusuzogluFremont Dock Company

1994 NE 58TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00004422 1/8/18 Illegal camping and garbage

1998 NE 58TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00005444 1/9/18 HUGE trash dumping at illegal camp site under 20th street bridge, 2 tents previously reported, the trash is growing! See photo

2000 NE 58TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00063023 4/4/18 Needles, garbage and signs of camping on west edge of playground. Near swings and path down to baseball field.

2001 NE 61ST 18-00016797 1/26/18 Camping in park
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NORTH ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00007897 1/13/18 Multiple campsites

2009 NE 61ST 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00009062 1/16/18 Unauthorized camping

2010 NW 
MARKET ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00013760 1/23/18 Customer called CSB to report one tent in front of their business, she is not sure how many people inside. They installed the 
tent last night, they also have a sign with "Anything Helps" and a cart.

2018 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00065940 4/9/18 ILLEGAL ENCAMPMENT impeding pedestrian access right outside the Ballard library. This encampment has been there for 
almost three months, despite multiple offers of shelter to its residents and ongoing reports of drug dealing, 
fighting/disturbances and other problems. The neighborhood is completely fed up. Please deal with this!

18-00059408 3/29/18 ILLEGAL ENCAMPMENT impeding pedestrian access right outside the Ballard library. This encampment has been there for 
almost three months, despite multiple offers of shelter to its residents and ongoing reports of drug dealing, 
fighting/disturbances and other problems. The neighborhood is completely fed up. Please deal with this!

2030 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00036393 2/26/18 NE corner of Ballard Library. Sidewalk encampment is not safe for public. Screaming occupants. Broken glass that librarian 
came and swept. Items strewn across sidewalk and camp visitors occupying space making it unworkable for public to safely 
pass. Beer being openly consumed. What appeared to be a drug deal happening between two pedestrians just eastward in 
same block (right across from BURS). Make Ballard safer, please! Clear all encampments from urban village. Same kind of 
activity happening by vans / encampments on north side of St Lukes. Please help.

2035 NW 
MARKET ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00011980 1/19/18 Illegal camping trepassing

2039 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00012171 1/20/18 Illegal encampment and garbage

18-00007559 1/12/18 Tenting in the parking strip by the Ballard Library. Still going on as of 1/11/18. What's the plan? This is a highly utilized area 
with lots of families and kids, the tenting creates a public hazard not just for the people using this densely populated area but 
also for the renters who are living with human waste and no facilities.

18-00008237 1/14/18 Illegal encampment on sidewalk in front of Ballard library. There is another illegal encampment right around the corner outside 
the library, occupied by campers who were at the illegal encampments cleared out on the north side of Ballard Commons Dec. 
11, and were offered space in a sanctioned encampment and turned that down. This is ridiculous. Please enforce the law and 
clear these out!

18-00008549 1/15/18 Camping in front of library and overhang. Open drug use.

18-00010811 1/18/18 SDOT - Illegal encampment outside the Ballard library that has been there for five weeks and is occupied by campers who have 
been offered space in an authorized encampment. Please deal with this immediately. It is unfair to the neighborhood to allow 
this to continue.

18-00010424 1/17/18 Illegal encampments and garbage all over sidewalk next to library

18-00010316 1/17/18 Illegal camping. Urine in bottle?? Human waste on sidewalk?
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NORTH 2039 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00022299 2/2/18 Illegal encampments and garbage

18-00051930 3/19/18 Illegal encampment, garbage, bicycle parts, blocking sidewalk and parking spaces

18-00053829 3/21/18 Illegal encampment, garbage, bicycle parts, etc. on sidewalk north of Ballard library

18-00016664 1/26/18 Illegal encampment and garbage

18-00062354 4/3/18 Camp site by library continues to grow, dozens of needles found

18-00009445 1/16/18 Homeless encampment: tent, trash and debris all over the sidewalk right in front of the library entrance.

18-00056993 3/26/18 Illegal encampment, garbage, bicycle parts, etc. Problem is getting worse and taking up the entire sidewalk so it is hard to 
even walk by.

2041 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00057747 3/27/18 Illegal encampment. This encampment has been here for three and a half months, despite many complaints from neighbors 
and reports of drug dealing around it. The camper living here was offered space at the Licton Springs encampment in 
December, declined to go there and has been illegally camped here ever since. This is disrespectful to the neighborhood. 
Please clear this out ASAP.

2046 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00062954 4/4/18 Homeless encampment blocking main walkway on sidewalk

18-00066026 4/9/18 Illegal encampment in planter outside of the library for over 6 months has become a hangout for homeless and drug/alcohol 
abuse and dealing. Meth use rampant - all day and night, lighting up right in front of children watching through the library 
window. Camping chairs and alcohol block the sidewalk during most days and evenings. Loud music and drunken screaming at 
night, even on Easter morning. Drug dealers stopping in the middle of the road in front of the tent while rent-lady's friends run 
to the car window to score. The tent needs to move someplace else. It is a magnet for others to pile their junk in the planters 
next to it, to push shopping carts in the middle of the night for a parking spot next to the tent (waking up the entire 
neighborhood). Rat traps everywhere due to food and beverage all around the tent. She needs to move / needs help. Please 
send more caseworkers and cops to the library area. Drug dealers charge their phones inside the library. Propane in tent.

18-00072677 4/18/18 Unauthorized encampment. Tents and broken bones and gas cans and propane tanks. Has been there for over two weeks 
behind library. Fairly ridiculous the city has not noticed.

18-00001029 1/2/18 Unsanctioned encampment - seattle public library - ballard branch - piles of unkempt garbage

18-00012722 1/21/18 Encampment for over a month.  Calls to SPD non-emergency have not been addressed.  Constant loitering near the 
encampment (avg 5 people) blocking pedestrian side walk.  Cursing, drinking, and provoking pedestrians who walk by.  Do not 
feel safe walking on this side of the street.

18-00014140 1/23/18 Unauthorized camper on the south side of 57th, just east of 22nd Ave. Right by the library. This guy was part of a large 
number of campers that got booted from Ballard Commons a couple weeks ago. If we just let him set up a couple blocks away, 
what's the point? Please get him out.

18-00021094 2/1/18 Encampment in sidewalk. Additional collection of suitcases and other things stored by library wall.

18-00020722 2/1/18 Encampment

18-00026323 2/8/18 There is a tent complex occupying the parking strip on the north side of the Ballard library, on 57th NW. The occupants often 
block the pedestrian ability to use the sidewalk there either with belongings or with guests. I have witnessed quick exchanges 
with passing cars that look just like drug deals. The tent is still there- weeks after its arrival. I didn't take a picture today as I 
was driving by.

18-00026075 2/8/18 There are three large large tents and many belonging/trash around them on the sidewalk next to the library. Please remove 
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NORTH 2046 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

this illegal encampment from the public sidewalk. This shouldn't be allowed, especially so close to the library.

18-00033680 2/20/18 Tent and personal property on the sidewalk.

18-00053167 3/20/18 Stolen shopping cart and large tent encampment on sidewalk by library.

18-00047077 3/12/18 Illegal encampment. Lots of bicycles and bicycle parts. Blocking sidewalk and parking spaces.

18-00054166 3/22/18 Encampment and littering on side walk.  After dark groups loiter and block sidewalk and pedestrians cannot safely walk by.  I 
have witnessed intoxication and cursing.  This is a public health and safety concern.  Reported 56 days ago and have not been 
addressed.  The amount of items blocking sidewalk is growing.

2050 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00038243 2/27/18 Continued camping in the parking strip on 57th NW just to the north of the Ballard Public library. When I drove by today the 
tent and belongings took up half the sidewalk and extended west toward the corner on 57th. I couldn't tell if another dwelling 
has been set up.

18-00069292 4/13/18 Illegal encampment. I reported this same illegal encampment three weeks ago, and your app/site states that my report is 
"closed." How can that be when this illegal encampment is still here? Remove this.

210 NE 45TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00056988 3/26/18 Homeless encampment. NW corner where the Shell station is.  And, coincidentally, three cars on our street have been broken 
into in the past few days...

18-00063562 4/5/18 This guy pitched a tent here 4 days ago. I called non-emergency to report him four days ago. He's right at the crosswalk where 
kids walk to and from school. Many people have reported this. Not ok. Please ask him to move.

18-00059470 3/29/18 This guy pitched a tent here 4 days ago. I called non-emergency to report him four days ago. He's right at the crosswalk where 
kids walk to and from school. Many people have reported this. Not ok. Please ask him to move.

18-00057158 3/27/18 Person(s) camping at crosswalk of busy intersection. Neighborhood kids very scared to walk past to and from school. Not to 
mention other passerbys that have to wait at this intersection. This is the third day! Thx

2101 N 
NORTHLAKE 
WAY OPEN 
SHEDDED AREA, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00008023 1/13/18 A homeless camp of 12-24 people has sprung up in the open covered pipe area of gasworks park.  Piles of garbage have been 
accumulating and the homeless yell or throw things at the public trying to use the space. I am not against homelessness, but 
there are addicts threatening families including my own when we came to use the park.  Please help us with this

2101 N 
NORTHLAKE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00008043 1/13/18 Encampment and littering

18-00033924 2/21/18 Garbage, even more than last month

18-00040979 3/3/18 Illegal encampment and littering

18-00055545 3/23/18 Camping and littering

2103 NE 61ST 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00002739 1/5/18 Camping in park

211 NE 45TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00067934 4/11/18 Trash and debris behind Rancho Bravo. Vomit at bus stop as well.

18-00057918 3/28/18 Illegal camping

18-00062975 4/4/18 Needles adjacent to a homeless tent in a single family zone only three blocks from an elementary school. Seattle has failed me. 
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NORTH 211 NE 45TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

The person just went to the adjacent gas station and masturbated in the bushes.

18-00055810 3/24/18 2 transients on planting strip blocking walkway

2119 N 
NORTHLAKE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00017972 1/29/18 Lots of abandoned trash

2124 NE PARK 
RD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00008117 1/14/18 Tent Camp

2124 NE 
RAVENNA BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00026040 2/8/18 Homeless camping in the middle of the street

215 NW 36TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00063572 4/5/18 Encampment/illegal dumping

18-00062726 4/4/18 Garbage in ROW.   2nd Avenue NW and NW 36th St

18-00063038 4/4/18 Homeless garbage possibly left behind by the collection of RVs that recently were 'sweeped' from the street.

2150 N 
NORTHGATE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00031455 2/16/18 Garbage from homeless getting worse every week and overflowing onto sidewalk of underpass. Health hazard to walk through 
to catch bus on other side of underpass.

217 NW 36TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00036478 2/26/18 Camping in Fremont

2199 N 
NORTHLAKE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00039255 3/1/18 Illegal homeless camp setup with possible stolen bike. The bike is missing the rear wheel.

2200 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00074657 4/20/18 Customer reported camp on sidewalk/planting strip by Ballard Library.

2200 NW 58TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00032237 2/17/18 Camping between street and sidewalk at Ballard Commons Park

18-00001806 1/3/18 Squatters r back

18-00002230 1/4/18 Encampments have returned after being removed from Ballard Commons Park.

2213 NW 59TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00000060 1/1/18 Two tents in Ballard Commons Park. I am sure this will be the first two of many if something is not done sooner rather than 
later. Thank you.

2216 NW 58TH 18-00001807 1/3/18 Squatters r back
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NORTH ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00002174 1/4/18 Unsanctioned encampment. Litter, chopped bicycles

2229 N 107TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00064852 4/6/18 Illegal Camping on DOT land

18-00058605 3/28/18 Illegal Camping on DOT land

2230 N 106TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00043438 3/6/18 Encampment and lots of trash next to apartment complex on Corliss.

2233 NW 58TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00000023 1/1/18 Hello. Friday I reported one brown tent at Ballard Commons Park. Today there are two tents. Attached picture shows second 
tent. This site has 5 bikes stacked along side.  Please pass this on to outreach. Thank you

2233 NW 59TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00000011 1/1/18 2 new encampments at Ballard Commons Park 3 weeks after previous ones cleared out.

2236 NW 58TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00002720 1/5/18 New camper in Ballard Commons Park overnight.

2236 NW 
MARKET ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00011236 1/18/18 Camper in doorway of C. Don Filer Agency again.

2264 NE 60TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00066263 4/9/18 Illegal camp in Ravenna Park

2271 NE 60TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00030474 2/14/18 Illegal camping in park

2275 NE 60TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00066626 4/10/18 Unauthorised camp on steep bank

2281 NE 60TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00028187 2/12/18 Camp in park

18-00032088 2/17/18 Illegal campsite on slope off of park trail. Garbage surrounding campsite

22ND AVE NE & 
NE 47TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00058248 3/28/18 Customer called to report one camper broke into his apartment building and threatened him. He said approximately three 
weeks ago he heard a noise coming from the laundry room and went to investigate (he is the building manager). He said he 
came upon a male who he scared off and left out the basement door towards Ravenna Woods.  When he told the camper not 
to come back, the camper told him "I have a gun." The customer said he then called SPD for assistance. Officer Northcutt 
responded and told the customer if he saw the suspect again to call for assistance. The customer said the evening of 3/27/18 
he was attempting to park when he spotted the camper again and called police. Officer Northcutt responded again and said 
they would check the area again soon as they found a hole in the fence behind the Penrith Apartments (4708 22nd Ave NE). 
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NORTH The customer said his apartment building and the Penrith both have covered parking behind the building and that they suspect 
the camper is either hiding between the two buildings or if he is associated with the Ravenna Woods encampment downhill 
from the building. He said he is working with SPD to tighten their security for the property.

2304 N 
NORTHGATE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00019397 1/30/18 Large homeless tent is in the No Trespassing grass area next to the onramp to I5 south. Please clear it out so more 
encampments don't come here. Illegal area to be.

18-00074607 4/20/18 Homeless Encampment in North Seattle next to the I-5 Southbound On-ramp (West side) where N 107th St and Corliss Ave N 
meet.

18-00057089 3/27/18 Piles of garbage are strewn along the fence and inside the fenced off grass area next to the onramp to I5 south.

2309 N 
NORTHLAKE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00029223 2/13/18 RV dumped trash in parking area

2310 N 
NORTHGATE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00068847 4/12/18 Camping

18-00057087 3/27/18 There are hon less people living under the freeway near the sidewalk and they're throwing their garbage down to the sidewalk. 
There is piles of trash on the inside area of the WADOT fencing that's intended to keep people out, however it's not working

18-00056270 3/26/18 Homeless people are living under the freeway under I5. This area is fenced off but people are still living there. I can see them 
coming and going from this area throughout the day. There is piles of trash along the fence where they're dumping their trash. 
You'll find the encampments by seeing the piles of trash along the sidewalk. Please clear this area out and properly fence it off. 
I'm heading fence isn't working and this area is turning into a junk pit.

2314 N 88TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00013797 1/23/18 Trash spilling over onto off ramp at southbound 80th/85th st I5 exit from abandoned homeless encampment. Encampment was 
reported twice. Shows as "closed" under status but isn't cleaned up. 30 feet of debris. 85th/80th off ramp and on ramps are 
littered with trash including a red car front bumper and a soggy flat flat screen TV box from the summer. The car bumper is 
behind the guardrail on the 80th st on ramp to I5 north.

2320 NE 55TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00000118 1/1/18 Large camp with trash, knives, axes, needles

18-00071230 4/16/18 Unauthorized camping Garbage and at least one needle in proximity to encampment

2326 N PACIFIC 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00041685 3/5/18 Trash dumped in public space

2335 N 60TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00043907 3/7/18 Many pallets, tarps, and tents set up along 5th ave

235 N 143RD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00070776 4/16/18 Gui called CSB to report a homeless man by the name of Kurt outside of their business, Dr. Jessen's office. Kurt told her that 
he used to live with a friend on 3rd Ave NW, but they had recently had an argument and he moved out. Gui reports that Kurt is 
kind and wants help. He appears to have some sort of learning disability or condition of some sort. Kurt mentioned that he 
can't handle crowds and doesn't want to go to a shelter. He wears glasses, has blotchy cheeks and is wearing jeans, a hat and 
nice brown shoes. Kurt informed Gui that people often think he is on drugs, but he said he does not use drugs. Gui reported 
that he did not seem impaired and possibly autistic. He does not have a tent, but has a few bags of belongings. He has been 
sleeping on the side of the doctor's office.
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NORTH 2401 N 
NORTHLAKE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00022153 2/2/18 Abandoned campsite

18-00002955 1/5/18 Trash

18-00012971 1/22/18 Encmpment -repeat

18-00039199 3/1/18 Tent

18-00070859 4/16/18 Campsite on burke-gilman trail

2409 NW 
MARKET ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00037589 2/27/18 There are numerous shopping carts from varying stores that litter the area by the trashcans behind the building. The address 
given is for 8oz Burger, but the area to be fixed is in the alleyway behind the building.

2440 NW 
MARKET ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00009898 1/17/18 Littered trash, sleeping bags, shopping carts. Spilling over onto sidewalk.

250 NE 45TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00063032 4/4/18 Abandoned tent on sidewalk (hasn't been occupied for a couple of days)

18-00057780 3/27/18 Illegal camping.  There is a tent pitched between the street and sidewalk just north of the intersection with NE 45th.  It has 
been there at least since Monday.

18-00056151 3/26/18 There's a new homeless camp in a residential area on sidewalk on the corner of N 45th and Thackeray Pl NE. This location is 
not safe for the people camping there nor is it safe for the residents of the area.

18-00057028 3/26/18 There is a new homeless tent on the sidewalk next to the Shell station driveway.  Besides this being completely illegal, this is 
an extremely dangerous place to be sleeping given the traffic and location.  This needs to be removed before someone gets 
run over.

18-00057014 3/26/18 Unauthorized encampment

18-00056662 3/26/18 Tent blocking set up today

18-00055973 3/25/18 Illegal camping on the NW corner of 45th and Thackeray Place NE

18-00062321 4/3/18 5th day of tent on sidewalk. Reported same day erected and still there. Not ok.

18-00059689 3/30/18 Tent on sidewalk. Please roust and remove.

18-00059686 3/30/18 Tent on sidewalk. Please roust and remove.

18-00059685 3/30/18 Tent set up, not okay

18-00059678 3/30/18 Camping on sidewalk

18-00065752 4/9/18 Illegal camping.  There is a tent pitched between the street and sidewalk just north of the intersection with NE 45th.  It has 
been there at least since Monday.

18-00064794 4/6/18 Tent on sidewalk. Please roust and remove.

18-00066861 4/10/18 Homeless vagrants set up tent on sidewalk

18-00066854 4/10/18 Tent set up, not okay
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NORTH 2501 N 
NORTHLAKE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00002647 1/4/18 Homeless camp and an abandoned camp just west of the active one.  The two are within 20 feet of each other by the 
Westward Restaurant on the water side (south) side of the street.  There is garbage on the paved path by the angled parking 
as well as garbage and debris above the path and at the one camp that has been there for 2-3 months now.  The removal of 
the camp and the garbage is much appreciated.

2501 NW 
MARKET ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00023247 2/5/18 Illegal encampment. This person needs help.

2504 NE 133RD 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00040835 3/3/18 There is an unauthorized homeless encampment in the pocket park at NE133rd St between 27th AveNE and 28th Ave NE

2510 NE 
BLAKELEY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00028019 2/11/18 Homeless camp site, apparent drug user, on the steps of a vacated Japanese restaurant, sleeping bag & office chair and other 
belongings, needs assistance, sorry no photo. On Blakeley at 26th n e

18-00062225 4/3/18 Homeless camper on steps of vacant building for Shun restaurant, see photo

2611 NW 
MARKET ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00004668 1/8/18 Illegal camping in doorway. This man has been sleeping there regularly and leaves a mess of human waste on the sidewalk.

273 NW 36TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00055608 3/24/18 Possible meth cooking, illegal parking, litterA large quantity of batteries stored in plastic jugs, jugs of gasoline adjacent to 
Burke Gilman, litter everywhere. Health and safety concerns.

18-00051695 3/19/18 Unauthorized camping. Massive pile of garbage, sometimes spills onto the BG trail. Burke-Gilman Trail east of NW 39th St

27TH AVE NE & 
NE BLAKELEY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00074714 4/20/18 Illegal encampment located on public sidewalk and bench

2806 NE 117TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00058811 3/29/18 Rathel called CSB to report campers near Thornton Creek, behind the properties 2806 NE 117th St and 11744 Lake City Way 
NE. Someone cut through the fence six months ago near the creek and they have had campers since then. The volume of 
campers and garbage has increased in the past six months or so. Rathel reports always seeing one man, but there are 
sometimes up to four people in the area. Rathels main concern is the garbage that is all over the hill/ravine. Rathel also 
reported a Uhaul style truck, white with no markings, License plate B35668L, that has been parked near 2806 NE 117th St for a 
couple weeks now.

18-00057117 3/27/18 Rathel called CSB to report campers near Thornton Creek, behind the properties 2806 NE 117th St and 11744 Lake City Way 
NE. Someone cut through the fence six months ago near the creek and they have had campers since then. The volume of 
campers and garbage has increased in the past six months or so. Rathel reports always seeing one man, but there are 
sometimes up to four people in the area. Rathels main concern is the garbage that is all over the hill/ravine. Rathel also 
reported a Uhaul style truck, white with no markings, License plate B35668L, that has been parked near 2806 NE 117th St for a 
couple weeks now.

2826 NW 
MARKET ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 

18-00001005 1/2/18 Illegal camping right outside entrance to sanctioned encampment
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NORTH 98107

2830 NW 
MARKET ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00010317 1/17/18 Homeless encampment

2ND AVE NE & 
NE 80TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00031599 2/16/18 Homeless camp.  Last October the City of Seattle with the police officers cleared a homeless camp from this same location.  
Right now it appears there is only one camp but like last time, the camp will most likely grow.  There are two shopping carts 
where the people go behind the wall.  They are not using the door in the wall but walking around as the City never fixed the 
fence and it is easily accessible to get behind wall.  We would like the homeless people helped and moved into shelters before 
it grows.  Thank you

18-00070983 4/16/18 Illegal encampment along west side of I-5 by sound wall at 2nd Ave NE and NE 80th St. Trash falling down hill to freeway; 
several tents amongst the trees. Repeat graffiti on the wall.

300 NW 100TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98177

18-00051380 3/18/18 3 vehicles have been parked on the side of the street and are being used as shelters for homeless people. One is a silver PT 
cruiser, another is a a small RV, and the last vehicle is a white van. The first two vehicles have been there for at least 4 days, 
and the white van appeared today. I think these people may be contacting others in a similar situation and telling them that 
this area is a safe spot for them to reside. I would appreciate it if an officer or city worker would come and speak to these 
people and, if prudent, ask them to leave the premises.

3003 NW 67TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00012132 1/19/18 Car camping. The museum is in the process of moving out so this building will be vacant. I'm concerned that more campers will 
come. Right now there are 2 vehicles (SUV and Van), a boat and stuff strewn about. These guys have been here for some time 
now.

301 NE 40TH ST 
GREEN&NBSP; 
BLET AREA, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00065671 4/9/18 people camping and leaving garbage along the green belt area.  The fencing around this green belt is down on the 40th st. 
stop sign as is the street sign.   Looks like there was some repair work started several months ago but nothing has happened 
in a long time and this is how the campers are accessing the green belt.

3022 NW 68TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00012350 1/20/18 Car camping

3025 NW 68TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00027521 2/10/18 Two vans parked on 68th, apparently with people living in them. One had a man inside ranting. This is adjacent to a 
playground with young children. I am concerned for the safety of these kids.

18-00053806 3/21/18 Customer reported on 3/19/18 1 camper at Webster Park. He said one person might be hiding in the laurel bushes in the SW 
corner near the swings. He reports seeing cooking pots, cigarettes, alcohol and broken glass. He stated he already reported the 
broken glass to Parks maintenance.

18-00003169 1/5/18 This van is parked next to Webster park, on the south side of 68th between 30th and 32nd NW. It is lived in and clearly not 
drivable.

18-00019216 1/30/18 Please make sure Nav team checks in on the elderly couple who have been living in their vehicles for several years on the 
north and south sides of Webster Park. The woman (Suzette) has said she doesn't get her schizophrenia medication regularly. 
Her teeth are in very painful shape. Husband has sleep apnea and "patrols" the area on foot during the late night hours. I think 
he controls her situation too. Please check on them. Construction will be happening on school building before too long and 
their situation needs careful resolution.
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NORTH 3025 NW 68TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00052524 3/20/18 Illegal camping in a park and litter

3042 NW 68TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00002628 1/4/18 Car camping

3056 NW 67TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00046650 3/11/18 Car camping and cooking on engine

324 NW 
BOWDOIN PL, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00002217 1/4/18 A large pile of debris was dumped along the Burke Gilman trail - This is along the Burke Gilman trail between NW Bowdoin PL 
and NW 40th ST.  Camping per SPU ID.

3279 NE 45TH 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00042835 3/6/18 Unauthorized encampment. Encampment is apparently abandoned, but garbage / debris remains.

339 NE 58TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00042417 3/5/18 A homeless encampment got set up yesterday, 3/4, at NE 58TH ST and 5TH AVE NE, just a few doors from where I rent a 
room. As co-parent to a 3 year-old, who stays with me half of the week, I am concerned at the presence of an unregulated, 
and seemingly large and growing, encampment so close by. My preference would be that the people in question be moved to a 
more suitable location as soon as possible, before, as almost always seems to happen, the above situation becomes a health 
and safety hazard.Thank you.

3400 NE 125TH 
ST CHURCH, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00051114 3/17/18 The homeless have set up camp at the church that has been abandoned for quite some time.  On the corner of 125th and 35th 
NE.  They have been thrown out several times but they keep coming back because the contractor cannot get the permits 
needed to start the project.

343 NE 59TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00067671 4/11/18 Theft of personal items/ porch pillows. Appears vagrants at new camp 58th & 5th are committing more crimes. Please help 
remove the camp. We don't feel safe. We have 4 year old and 2 year old.

3430 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00062735 4/4/18 Bikes and tents.  I have more pictures.

3441 NW 54TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00023264 2/5/18 dumping / litter / illegal camping in the bushes near the riverbank.

346 NE 56TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00042423 3/5/18 NE 58th and 5th Ave NE. Homeless encampment on 5th Ave NE and NE 58th Street

3461 NW 54TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00063734 4/5/18 Tweaked campsite in shrubs. Under white blossoms, just west of railroad bridge and cyclone fence. Young man in black 
clothing. Brown scraggly hair. Weird body movements. Medium tall. Dumpster diving at Lock Vista (marked no trespassing), 
then tucked into campsite in shrubs here. Two different women were harassed by street men along here just yesterday. Please 
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NORTH clear this area and make BG Trail and neighborhood safer!

347 NW 105TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98177

18-00072728 4/18/18 Encampment of multiple tents in Carkeek Park.  The tents are set up behind 347 N 105th Street to the SW approximately 100 
feet into the park NOTE: Residents are frightened because of a threats incident GO 18-134485

18-00040834 3/3/18 Please help!! Massive encampment below Viewlands elementary for over 1 year. Huge trash piles, needles, feces ---near trails 
accessed by school kids. We wrote last month reporting illegal dumping but received reply that it was a wrong department. If 
this is a similar wrong department, please forward to correct department.

3500 NE 125TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00056312 3/26/18 Dumping garbage, illegal camping, parking violations

18-00051612 3/19/18 Homeless have set up shop again.

18-00056305 3/26/18 Illegal camping and dumping of garbage in parking lot and on porch of abandoned church. Has been ongoing but much worse 
in past days. Garbage litters neighborhood, car batteries thrown out with other random trash. Urine and feces in and around 
vans and property.

18-00051611 3/19/18 Abandoned church with new campers litter, open drug use and needles

18-00051610 3/19/18 Abandoned church with new campers litter, open drug use and needles

18-00051615 3/19/18 Homeless are camping, using drugs and littering at the abandoned church in the corner of 125th and 35th.

18-00051616 3/19/18 A homeless camp has illegally started at the abandoned church at the corner of 125th St and 35th Ave NE. They have a illegal 
bike chop shop full of stolen bikes there as well.

3510 NE 125TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00046932 3/12/18 Homeless encampment with garbage all over sidewalks

3515 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00044571 3/8/18 Trash outside large homeless encampment across from bus stop

3523 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00025788 2/8/18 Illegal incampement and a pile of trash

3525 NE 123RD 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00028047 2/12/18 People living in RV

354 NE 59TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00067030 4/10/18 Bike pArts garbage car with hood gone tents

356 NE 53RD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00046937 3/12/18 Homeless encampment-2 tents.  This is within about 2 blocks of an elementary school.  Also as a tax paying citizen, I expect 
the city to clean up these camps!!

18-00043729 3/7/18 Unauthorized encampment. A new tent is camping here now.

3563 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00043910 3/7/18 There is a bunch of trash and tents that has been growing over the last few months on both sides of the freeway.  We live 
near by and packages have started being opened before we get home. It also is becoming unsafe for my wife to walk her at 
night after getting off the bus.
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NORTH 357 NE 59TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00043111 3/6/18 Illegal homeless encampment being set up

18-00043576 3/7/18 Homeless Encampment

3600 3RD AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00053568 3/21/18 This camper WA license 177ZOG (or Z0G) was parked in front of 118 N 35 St for 5 days. They left yesterday, but vandalized 
the front garden, destroyed irrigation hoses, and left a LOT of garbage. We cleaned up the garbage but would like them 
ticketed for littering and vandalism if possible. They did this in conjunction with Toyota Avalon WA license AIA4185, which is 
still parked in front of 118 N 35 and needs to be towed (no one is living in this car and there have been jumper cables hanging 
out of it for a couple of days).

18-00057054 3/27/18 Tent and suspicious drug dealing activity

18-00046053 3/10/18 Camp off embankment near water

18-00046054 3/10/18 Encampment

18-00047158 3/12/18 Garbage in the canal from m encampments

3605 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00055365 3/23/18 Homeless encampment

18-00026343 2/8/18 Homeless camp, huge pile of trash.

18-00064824 4/6/18 Homeless encampment

18-00070796 4/16/18 Illegal tent encampment. 6 or 7 tents.

18-00028562 2/12/18 Tent camp off of Aurora at the Bridge Way exit

3616 3RD AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00039135 3/1/18 Garbage, bike parts

18-00038475 2/28/18 car camping  Garbage associated with vehicle dwellers in Black Camry, RV and white Windstar.

18-00050270 3/16/18 Garbage left by RV and vehicle dwellers

3624 BRIDGE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00067832 4/11/18 There is a growing illegal camp of squatters on in the greenery along both sides (N/S bound) of the HWY 99 entrance/exit 
along Bridge Way N and Fremont Way N. There is garbage and waste throughout the site and last night I noticed a significant 
presence in graffiti on the residential property along Bridge Way N and under the HWY 99 overpass. All the pillars by the mural 
are now tagged. Remove these illegal squatters. There was significant work done to install native plants on these green spaces 
and now it is being destroyed. These are mature plantings and should not be subject to destruction for this illegal activity.

3626 WINSLOW 
PL N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00068531 4/12/18 Homeless Encampments reported by our residents on Winslow Pl along the ridge

3628 LINDEN 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00041612 3/5/18 Garbage in greenbelt

18-00033913 2/21/18 Garbage on green belt next to southbound 99

18-00043904 3/7/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00055722 3/24/18 Encampment

18-00030021 2/14/18 Large pile of debris, trash, plastic sheets

3634 LINDEN 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 

18-00031481 2/16/18 Unsanctioned encampment
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NORTH WA 98103 18-00027133 2/9/18 Illegal camping

18-00025119 2/7/18 Trash piles, several tents probably an encampment

18-00051643 3/19/18 Big mounds of trash, 5 tents at least as you get on the 99 from Fremont feels unsafe to stop at the light there or wait for the 
bus.

18-00039164 3/1/18 Unauthorized camping. 4-5 tents with a massive pile of trash

18-00041825 3/5/18 Tents in parkway

3728 FREMONT 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00026346 2/8/18 Garbage gathered on a giant black tarp including a shopping cart and propane cannister. Pile has been growing and could fall 
into traffic.

3736 FREMONT 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00051645 3/19/18 4-6 tents, large mound of garbage, human waist, drugs across from bus stop getting onto the 99 going south. Seems unsafe.

37TH PL NW & 
SEAVIEW AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00056336 3/26/18 Tons of garbage, plus tents.  Please remove illegal encampment that is littering our neighborhood and bringing illegal activity 
to the area. Thanks for acting promptly to address this report.  It is imperative that all trash and encampments along the 
Burke-Gilman trail be removed quickly so that the trail is safe for all users, including women using the trail for commuting and 
recreation.

18-00072726 4/18/18 Unauthorized camping, a few tents, a bunch of bicycles, west side of 37th, been there for a couple of weeks.  Tarps and tents.  
5 or 6 people were there

18-00062315 4/3/18 Customer called to report that the campers are still located at 37th PL NW and Seaview Ave NW. The customer is upset that 
the area is not being cleaned and said he will keep calling until the campers are gone.

18-00069809 4/13/18 Unauthorized camping, 6 tent, trash piled up, right on the bike trail, been there about 4 months.

18-00068178 4/11/18 Customer called on 4/2/18 to report diapers scattered across the road and "gangs of men" camping on Seaview Ave NW at NW 
37th Pl. She said campers have had repeated fires, are drinking and reports it turning into a "tent city." She also reported 
campers have "carved steps" in the hillside on Seaview Ave NW.

18-00062306 4/3/18 Customer called CSB to report garbage and tents. She mentioned that the site seemed to get worse when a homeless shelter 
nearby was "broken up."

18-00062261 4/3/18 Vanni called CSB to report that the camping in this area has gotten worse. There are more tents (at least five now), garbage 
and now digging on the stairs. Vanni is concerned that the campers might be encroaching onto the private property of a 90 
year old and she is concerned about their well being. Vanni will no longer drive by this location at night, because she does not 
feel safe.

18-00062319 4/3/18 Lewis called CSB to report her concerns about the camping at 37th and Seaview Ave. Lewis reports fires, suspicious activity 
that she believes is related to drug use and garbage. She has also noticed that a large group of people will come at night and 
then leave during the day. Lewis also reports that a green Volkswagen Passat with the license plate BFP8467 comes nightly to 
"use the facility" and leaves.

37TH PL NW & 
SEAVIEW AVE 

18-00064865 4/6/18 Illegal dumping and encampment.
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NORTH NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00026534 2/8/18 Illegal camping, trash, needles

18-00058719 3/29/18 Illegal dumping and encampment.

3800 LINDEN 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00024746 2/6/18 Illegal camping

3805 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00073455 4/19/18 There is a tent encampment that is growing in size in a small wooded area. There is garbage and I found a needle in the 
sidewalk which I kicked back into the bushes.

18-00044971 3/8/18 Trash everywhere in encampment on aurora bridge near fremont

3834 NE 123RD 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00037726 2/27/18 Car parts, bicycles frames, general trash adjacent to street, but also in Right of Way hidden at left edge of hedge in a plywood 
box.

3839 STONE 
WAY N AQUA 
SERENE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00035996 2/24/18 Homeless camp being set up on front steps, patio of business nightly. Also multiple shopping carts of garbage left within a two 
block radius. Some bottles appear to contain urine.

3900 3RD AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00043892 3/7/18 Car camping

3931 LEARY WAY 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00016698 1/26/18 Camping next to Burke gilman

3931 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00012998 1/22/18 Homeless woman and full cart taken over bus stop

399 NE 40TH ST 
GREEN SPACE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00038769 2/28/18 There is an illegal homeless encampment forming in the green space by the stairwell on 40th street. They are causing fires, 
leaving trash, dumping needles, and causing damage to the property. This is near a school and near my home. I have to walk 
by this every day and I feel unsafe. They also barricade the stairs so they are dangerous and difficult to walk through. This is a 
safety issue, please help. There is drug use at this illegal encampment and they leave their needles in an area that is close to 
an elementary school. This is dangerous not only for me, but of all of the kids in the area.

399 NW 107TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98177

18-00000576 1/2/18 In carkeek Park in the ravine on the north side of viewlands elementary school.  Large homeless encampment and dump right 
next to Viewlands Elementary school in carkeek Park. Tarps, tents, garbage,Waste - a health and safety hazard for school 
children.

18-00008243 1/14/18 Homeless camp in Carkeek Park

18-00042635 3/6/18 I have reported this growing homeless encampment multiple times. Nothing has happened. There are more tents and more 
garbage and trash everyday. I just walked past a woman yelling and screaming at the camp. This is in Carkeek Park just 
behind Viewlands Elementary school. Do you plan on doing ANYTHINg about this danger to my community? I am the block 
watch captain of my neighborhood and feel completely powerless because the city won't help me keep my neighborhood safe.
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NORTH 399 NW 107TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98177

18-00047161 3/12/18 Unauthorized camping  Several tents and large amount of garbage and waste on hillside above creek. Additional Tents and 
garbage a few feet from access trail used by students.

3998 6TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00046816 3/12/18 Breached fence under I-5 ship canal bridge. This fence was breached recently and filled with homeless encampments and litter.

18-00017765 1/29/18 Illegal camp along Burke Gilman and dumping carts to the east and west of tent.

3999 6TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00054024 3/21/18 Encampment with a fair amount of trash and an inordinate number of bicycles

3RD AVE NW & 
NW 36TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00073767 4/19/18 Caller contacted CSB on 4/19/18 to report at least three tent sites in Canal Park that she can see from Queen Anne Hill.  Caller 
said tents have been in the park for several weeks.

400 NE 40TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00071903 4/17/18 homeless camp more than 3 tents

400 NE 40TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00055250 3/23/18 Illegal camping on steep slope under I5 and to the west of it where NE 40th St is split into upper (northern) and lower 
(southern) branch. Location is close to elementary school and also on steep slope that has been cleared before. Not safe. 
Campers have cut whole into fence to get there. Trash is just thrown down the hill. Camps occupied by young men who seem 
capable of cleaning up after themselves. Bikes (bike share) and shopping carts often left on street (NE 40th St) above or below 
campers providing danger for vehicles driving by, especially at night.

4001 4TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00003573 1/6/18 Illegal campers still in greenbelt between upper and lower ne 40th in Wallingford. See blue and brownish tarp in photo. View 
from my backyard.

4006 LATONA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00000443 1/2/18 These tent/tarps have been the view out of my bedroom window for WAY too long. A couple of months. City got rid of them 
when they were there before and it is way past time for city to do something about them again. They leave mounds of debris 
and sometimes put bags of trash in my yardwaste bin and this morning I discovered a syringe in my yardwaste bin (see 
separate report). The city can now look forward to my near-daily reports on these camps until city does something. 
I watch people going up and down into camps late at night, bringing bikes up and down from camps. It makes me feel unsafe 
to go to and from my house.

401 NE 40TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00073668 4/19/18 Litter dumped and illegal camping

18-00064673 4/6/18 Big hole in fence (access) on pedestrian stairway, multiple abandoned piles of trash, old tents no longer in use (broken, 
partially covered in tarps). Large Rhino propane tank in vacant lot (closer to I5 overpass).

18-00004865 1/9/18 Illegal camping on Burke Gilman trail

18-00052183 3/19/18 Unauthorized encampments in front of my apartment:  the number of tents have been increasing since a couple of weeks ago.I 
am reporting unauthorized encampments near my apartment across the street. The number of tens are increasing for this 
couple of weeks and there is a dumping of garbage around the area.

18-00037254 2/26/18 Illegal encampment inside fenced area on eroded hillside from a previous encampment under i5 bridge

4014 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00063554 4/5/18 Illegal encampment causing littering and hillside erosion under I5 highway
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NORTH 4015 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00072675 4/18/18 Unauthorized camping. While it's great to flush out encampments of homelessness where drugs and sexual predators are 
otherwise ?off the grid,? I?m concerned about the outcome ? I?m very worried.  An encampment under I-5 and NE 45th St 
was flushed out two weeks ago.  The location was 6 -12 blocks from about 3 elementary schools (Greenlake, Latona, and John 
Stanford Elementary Schools).  Now my kiddos elementary school (John Stanford Elementary School) has an encampment less 
than one block away from its location @ NE 40th St. between 4th Ave NE and 6th Ave NE.  It seems perhaps timing that it 
became populated this past few weeks.  Possibly these are healthy people, but about 2 years ago we were driving NE 40th St 
past a fella lying on the ground with the KCME?s van and gurney out ? it?s my opinion but maybe an over-dose?My husband 
and I had to explain to our 5yr old and 4yr old about the realities of the world.  This is the same spot that I am reporting to 
you, the Seattle Times, after speaking to our police team officer #26 @ 206-625-5011.  I was encouraged to instead report by 
downloading a ?find-it fix-it? App and also given a North Precinct number 206-684-0794 for Sargent N.  likely this specific 
encampment on NE 40th St is off the grid.  There is planned in 6 months an organized homeless encampment group setting up 
small dwellings a few blocks south ? just blocks north of Ivars Clam chowder house.Are there sexual predators and drug 
dealers less than a block from my kiddos school? And, who do I call to find out- or do I just down-load an App and pray to God  
I?m techy enough to keep up with being a good citizen!How can we help out others in a meaningful way?  It is a privledge to 
live in Seattle, I am thrilled to pay my heavy taxes because I know there is a solid organized infrastructure.  How do we 
support our officers to keep our children safe?  They seem to need reports and feed-back using technology.  Let?s help them 
keep people ?on the grid!?

4015 PASADENA 
PL NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00026504 2/8/18 Trash piles, shopping carts and possible unsanitary dumping and camping inside blackberry bush  by Burke Gilman trail under 
ship canal bridge and behind Lincoln towing.

402 NE 40TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00044541 3/8/18 There is a homeless encampment in the green space near 40th st. and 5th ave. This camp is dumping shopping carts, garbage, 
human waste, and needles all over the stairway and green space. They currently have created a barricade over the stairs which 
is making them extremely dangerous for pedestrians. The shopping carts also fall down the stairs and get in the way of traffic. 
I am concerned that someone will be badly hurt if this isn't taken care of. This is also in a school zone and children are exposed 
to the substances they are dumping in the area. I don't feel safe in my home and leaving the house alone as a single female. 
Please help!

18-00044565 3/8/18 The green space next to 40th has campers that are getting out of control. They have barricaded the stairway that I walk to 
work every morning with shopping carts and I feel unsafe in that area at night. There is garbage and needles everywhere.

4020 LEARY WAY 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00051705 3/19/18 Homeless camp filthy piles of trash, about 4 structures, more then 5 people seen.

4026 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00017911 1/29/18 Tent and trash

18-00004349 1/8/18 Large collection of litter, Possible current or former homeless encampments. Behind 5th Ave NE homes under I-5 freeway 
bridge

4030 PASADENA 
PL NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00024312 2/6/18 Homeless camp with an increase of furniture, garbage, shopping carts, wood and metal, suitcases, bicycles etc. My car was 
parked near the camp as is the only place to park for the apartment building I live in and my windshield was smashed with 
items stolen out of it. Police report filed today.

18-00012934 1/22/18 Large homeless encampment

4034 PASADENA 
PL NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00035359 2/22/18 Camping, dumping, burning and human waste
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NORTH 4036 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00009717 1/17/18 A large pile of garbage illegally dumped.  Seattle Dept of Transportation (SDOT) dirt access road just west of I -5, between NE 
40th & NE 42nd.

4037 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00064667 4/6/18 Illegal tent camping on N 41st Street parking strip, adjacent to vacant commercial property (was previously Lakeside 
Chiropractic)

4037 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00057834 3/28/18 Tent set-up with suspicious occupant. Blue tarp is covering the tent.

18-00054788 3/22/18 Illegal camping ok side walk / parking strip area

18-00056820 3/26/18 Tent has popped up, there has been a ton of graffiti in the whole area as well as some vandalism.

4038 DOUGLAS 
RD NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98195

18-00040871 3/3/18 Camping at Center for Urban Horticulture

4041 
ROOSEVELT WAY 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00042746 3/6/18 Illegal encampment and massive littering

18-00033441 2/20/18 Tent encampment

18-00071237 4/16/18 Trash under the bridge

18-00065981 4/9/18 Camper and tons of trash under the overpass on the N side of the University Bridge.

18-00059620 3/30/18 Camper and tons of trash under the overpass on the N side of the University Bridge.

18-00030570 2/14/18 Camping tents and debris under bridge over Campus Drive as it goes up to the north end of University Bridge

4042 
ROOSEVELT WAY 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00049274 3/15/18 Liter and garbage and possibly tents under bridge. Growing mess over the weeks.

4048 PASADENA 
PL NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00005163 1/9/18 Customer called CSB on 1/8/18 to report that the encampment across the street from 4048 Pasadena Pl NE has grown to 11 
tents. The police came out on 1/4 to respond to a suspicious activity report that the customer reported. The campers are 
becoming increasingly aggressive, trash is all over the site, and strangers come in and out at all hours.

18-00012935 1/22/18 Homeless encampment

18-00007002 1/11/18 Homeless encampment growing large with multiple issues near UW and Elementry school. Located two blocks from elementary 
school. needles littering the streets and stick in car tires. Cars stolen and broken into in past 2 months in surrounding streets. 
screams and shouting in the night and day from men and women .trash and shopping carts spilling into public streets and 
private property.

18-00007280 1/12/18 Mercing called CSB on 1/12/18 to inquire about the status of the campsite at 4048 Pasadena Pl NE. Mercing said she is often 
harassed and followed by campers when she leaves for work at 1600 hrs and when she returns from work.  She has filed 
reports with SPD.  Mercing also reported a number of Lime bikes on the sidewalk.

18-00031569 2/16/18 Trespassing violation RCW 9A.52.090.2- attaching photos

18-00033239 2/20/18 A continuous growing and changing encampment, right outside my home. At least 30 people live in this field now. They urinate 
in view of everyone. There is constant fighting all day and all night. People moving in and out constantly. They are not friendly 
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NORTH 4048 PASADENA 
PL NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

to the people who live in the building surrounding them, but we are forced to walk by to get to our cars. It's been two months 
why has nothing been done about this?

18-00033892 2/21/18 PLEASE CLEAN THIS UP IT HAS BEEN THREE MONTHS

18-00034393 2/21/18 Unauthorized Camping

18-00029325 2/13/18 Growing piles of trash

18-00029423 2/13/18 Customer called on 2/12/18 to report a female with "pink hair" is running around wielding a sword at the encampment.  She 
reported the camper is putting up tarps all over the sidewalk.  She also said recently she was walking home and the camper 
"showed her the sword." Customer was advised to call 911 for police assistance.

18-00035598 2/23/18 Dear Ms. Durkan-I am a long time resident and small business owner in the City of Seattle. I own a small Property 
Management company. I have been very frustrated by the homeless encampments for a long time. Our city is better than this, 
and clearly what has been done up until now is not working.I am writing to you today regarding the tent encampment in the 
University District at 4048 Pasadena Pl NE, Seattle, WA . Recently this encampment became flooded with numerous tents 
because the homeless people nearby were forced to leave the location where they were, and they were moved to this spot.My 
client owns a townhouse at 4037A 7th Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98105. Our client worked hard, saved money to buy this 
townhouse as an investment in order to save for his retirement, and now is receiving no income. He relies on the rental income 
that he get's from this unit to pay the mortgage. This unit has rented for $2495 per month for several years. Now that it is 
vacant, no one will live there. We show the unit to prospective tenants and they all say that they are not interested due to the 
encampment right across the alley, and that they would not feel safe living there. I do not see how we are going to be able to 
rent this at any price. This is not fair to this owner.How is our client to be expected to pay the mortgage every month while his 
unit sits empty? To make matters even worse, the homeless people living in the encampment are stealing water and electricity 
from this cluster of townhouses.Please make a law that living in tents in Seattle is illegal! Let's get these people resources to 
help them with their drug addiction or mental illness, and find them a shelter. It is not fair to punish hard working, law abiding 
citizens. How would you feel if these tents with homeless people were living right outside your front door? This isn't 
right!Please see the photo attached.I would welcome the opportunity to discuss this with you further.NOTE: If you are 
requested to Respond Directly please Cc or Bcc the CRM user who assigned you the Sub Assignment so they can Track the 
email back into CRM and close the Sub Assignment in CRM.

18-00036926 2/26/18 There is a big encampment with lots of garbage piles just east of I-5 and west of 7th Ave Ne near 42nd st.

18-00024311 2/6/18 Tent between road and side walk, person inside harasses people who walk by or try to park there. (Limited parking)

4053 7TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00030849 2/15/18 Large amount of garbage and homelessencampment developing

409 NE PACIFIC 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00055980 3/25/18 Illegal Encampment

4102 STONE 
WAY N ECEC 1, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00023341 2/5/18 Homeless camp/storage on our hospital grounds. Clothing, a garbage bag full of clothes, empty(?) Clorox bottle. we don't want 
to touch it!

4103 STONE 
WAY N, 

18-00072807 4/18/18 Unauthorized camping. Illegal camping since March 1st.

18-00055004 3/23/18 Illegal camper on parking strip and sidewalk, adjacent to area where school kids use crosswalk to cross Stone Way.  My 
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NORTH SEATTLE, WA 
98103

daughter keeps getting approached by camper, asking for money.  It scares her.  She is 12.

18-00056202 3/26/18 Tent/garbage on planting strip. It's a main route for our children who walk to school.

4110 LINDEN 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00008335 1/14/18 there is someone living underneath the (North) patio/porches on the under-construction apartment building at ~4110 Linden 
Ave N.

4111 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00017501 1/28/18 Illegal encampment

4122 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00038112 2/27/18 Abandoned tent on corner in front of closed CabinetPak business.  The tent has been there for at least a month.

4133 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00050434 3/16/18 Illegal camping in the public sidewalk

18-00074318 4/20/18 Camping on sidewalk. Dumping. Hazardous items.

18-00057060 3/27/18 Homeless encampment on sidewalk and planter strip is growing.

418 NE 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00020796 2/1/18 Illegal camping, with garbage, stolen bikes, needles, and god known what else everywhere

18-00031497 2/16/18 Large amount of trash and human refuse.

18-00029088 2/13/18 Illegal dumping

18-00041746 3/5/18 Garbage of all sorts

18-00037539 2/27/18 Homeless dumping ground, trash, refrigerators, hazardous materials

18-00024313 2/6/18 Tarps tents garbage hammock bikes I reported 26 days ago.  Getting bigget

18-00039126 3/1/18 Hoards of trash and stolen bicycles. Along with a mini fridge or two and clothing.

18-00044709 3/8/18 Large amount of garbage and junk

18-00002657 1/5/18 Unsanctioned homeless camping and unsanitary conditions

18-00004640 1/8/18 Homeless encampment tent, furniture, piles of trash, tarp structure, 2x4 wood planks at the corner just a couple of feet from 
the intersection where cars have to stop at the stoplight. This area is puked high with trash.

18-00012950 1/22/18 There's a bunch of debris, tents and trash that has been on the offramp for months now. It's time to get it all cleaned up.

18-00013495 1/22/18 Stolen bike collection

18-00006504 1/11/18 Next to freewayTent garbage furnitureRuining planting It's been there for months

18-00007216 1/12/18 Discarded couch and Mattress among other things

18-00008291 1/14/18 Homeless camp

18-00009063 1/16/18 Litter, garbage, furniture, illegal tents
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NORTH 418 NE 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00014567 1/24/18 Big pile of trash. Bike parts, probably stolen. Bottles of mystery fluids. Tents. Pitt bulls. Hazardous to pedestrians.

18-00015585 1/25/18 Garbage, camping, amazon boxes , drug paraphernalia.

18-00020131 1/31/18 Illegal camping and drug needles on the ground

18-00056306 3/26/18 Garbage and excrement

18-00064646 4/6/18 Excessive garbage and abandoned grocery carts

18-00054198 3/22/18 Illegal encampment

18-00046798 3/12/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00051620 3/19/18 Tons of debris, garbage, and other hazardous materials.

18-00038370 2/28/18 Overload of trash that has been abandoned by homeless individuals, now posing hazards for kids and students that walks by 
everyday

18-00010018 1/17/18 Homeless encampment- multiple tents

18-00010582 1/18/18 There is a homeless camp on the corner with lots of illegal dumping.

4191 PASADENA 
PL NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00041072 3/3/18 Illegal encampment

4201 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00067944 4/11/18 Illegal encampment on sidewalk with a van and tarps connecting, around the corner from an encampment that had been on 
the sidewalk on stone way.

18-00045495 3/9/18 Tent camping on the sidewalk

18-00051164 3/17/18 Tent blocking sidewalk

18-00056473 3/26/18 Van, tent, tarp and piles of garbage up on the parking strip of 42 and Stone on the NW corner

18-00039130 3/1/18 Tent pitched on sidewalk

18-00036570 2/26/18 Homeless person tent in the middle of the sidewalk

18-00054825 3/22/18 Illegal encampment on sidewalk with a van and tarps connecting, around the corner from an encampment that had been on 
the sidewalk on stone way.

18-00054826 3/22/18 Illegal camping, illegal vehicle parked, litter, dumping.

18-00017407 1/28/18 Illegal camping on sidewalk at Stone Way and 42nd.

18-00032346 2/17/18 Unauthorized tent on sidewalk

4203 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00047540 3/12/18 People making home and collecting lots junk in a tent and broken down van on 42nd and Stone. They placed belongings on my 
car while it was parked in front of their tent and are making a pile of bikes.

4205 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 

18-00066016 4/9/18 There has been a white van parked on the sidewalk and turned into a homeless encampment for at least 3 weeks. Over the 
past several days it has expanded into multiple tents and larger groups of people moving their belongings into the area. Most 
of the area is blocking the once passable sidewalk and obstructing the right away for those in the neighborhood
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NORTH 98103 18-00042830 3/6/18 Encampment on sidewalk with tent.

430 NW 100TH 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98177

18-00062704 4/4/18 Large illegal encampment in woods of Carkeek Park.  Visible from berm 100 m down trail at Eddie McAbee entrance.  Several 
shelters and mounds of garbage bags.  Photos taken from distance, do not do the size of the encampment justice.

4300 8TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00002635 1/4/18 Lots of junk and garbage left over from an abandoned homeless camp.

18-00045408 3/9/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00045407 3/9/18 Illegal camping

18-00045329 3/9/18 Illegal camping

4301 8TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00047639 3/13/18 Unauthorized encampment

18-00056927 3/26/18 Illegal camping next to Fred Meyer

18-00054164 3/22/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00055511 3/23/18 Homeless encampments three people

18-00055719 3/24/18 Illegal camping on the Burt Holman trail . It is not safe for commuters or fredmyers employees.

18-00056002 3/25/18 Illegal Encampment

18-00049818 3/15/18 Illegal camping. Very close to Burke Gilman trail. Please remove. Thanks!

18-00065683 4/9/18 Illegal Encampment

18-00071236 4/16/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00070648 4/16/18 Unauthorized homeless encampment and numerous RVs

18-00069088 4/12/18 Illegal camping

18-00069083 4/12/18 Illegal camping next to Fred Meyer in Burke Gilman right away

18-00062894 4/4/18 3 tent encampment

18-00074131 4/19/18 3 tents

4345 
UNIVERSITY 
WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00055075 3/23/18 Illegal camping on private property

4367 PEND 
OREILLE PL NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00055984 3/25/18 Illegal encampment in Natural Area Kincaid Ravine Natural Area - UW

4401 2ND AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00057795 3/27/18 We are having several bed down for the night around our building. Many times we have to call 911 in the morning for help 
getting away from our entrance doors. Would appreciate some police presence at night to move sleepers along, as promised by 
officers when sanctioned camp moved into Northlake.
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NORTH 4440 SHILSHOLE 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00016235 1/26/18 Encampment

4451 14TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00020173 1/31/18 Homeless camper trash on Bowman Refrigeration's property

4455 SHILSHOLE 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00011628 1/19/18 At our double doors in the middle of the building at SMA, the homeless campers are using our door as a toilet!

18-00014893 1/24/18 Single tent encampments

4499 SHILSHOLE 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00070850 4/16/18 Homeless encampment under Ballard bridge, a danger to our infrastructure

4500 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00069087 4/12/18 There are now TWO stolen umbrellas (from University Village) near Ravenna Woods: one left on the side of the narrow one-
lane street (pictured), and another near the entrance to the Woods themselves.The land just up the hill from the Woods 
entrance is appalling. Garbage, carts of miscellaneous stuff, and clothing in a litter-heap. Why has nothing been done for 
months to clear this encampment? My street is an embarrassment, and there seems to be no end in sight. The heaps just keep 
expanding.Please send a crew soon.

18-00011603 1/19/18 How long will we have to wait for an exclusion order? This camp is a village with outposts now such as an easy-up storage unit 
in the Southwest corner of the park. Bamboo pole front porch 'home improvement ' was recently installed using our timber 
bamboo taken from our property. We call our community police but their hands are tied.

18-00002318 1/4/18 Abandoned cabinet has been sitting here for days. Also, more and more abandoned "borrowed" grocery carts are collecting 
near this location. Unsightly.

18-00005955 1/10/18 Camping and proliferation totally out of control.

18-00005529 1/10/18 Old cabinet (previously reported) has been in this encampment for a long time now. Unsightly, and dangerous if it were to 
topple over into the street.Many abandoned grocery carts in the area, too.I have now had two delivered packages go missing. 
They were delivered to my mailbox, which is near the encampment at Ravenna Woods.Please, please, can you come and do 
another clean-up of this area? It is so disheartening to live near such flagrant untidiness, and the thought that perhaps our 
mailboxes are being watched for packages is no fun, either.

18-00036929 2/26/18 This is another request to do whatever can be done to end the encampment situation on our street.Now the encampment is 
virtually advertising itself, with a huge banner at its entrance that reads, "Do Homeless Lives Matter?"Yes, they do. And I feel 
terrible for their plight. At the same time, our street has become prey to accumulated garbage, abandoned Safeway carts 
(which frequently block the already-narrow one-lane street), and "borrowed" umbrellas and wooden palettes from nearby 
stores and companies.Of increasing concern are a few packages that were delivered (per the notifications by their senders) but 
which went missing, and now an alarming encounter between a homeless man named "Josh" who made several visits to my 
next-door neighbor's house over the weekend and alarmed her considerably.Can SOMETHING be done to Ravenna Woods to 
render it less desirable for habitation? I once suggested a coating of fertilizer on the places where tents tend to go up.Please 
help our street.

18-00041752 3/5/18 Abandoned Safeway grocery cart containing TV set and miscellaneous trash.
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NORTH 4500 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00056233 3/26/18 We are experiencing a surge in new people camping in Sean's territory that he is squatting on formerly known as Ravenna 
Woods. There were a number of cars offloading 'guests' over the weekend. My complaint is when we don't know our neighbors 
we are not safe. One of these days one of these characters may go crazy.

4503 8TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00056930 3/26/18 Illegal camping in row

4506 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00031458 2/16/18 Note that some of this garbage goes over the fence that blocks off the freeway below.  I think this could turn into a hazard for 
vehicles driving beneath this area.  Also note that this area is not used as a shelter/encampment, just as a panhandling and 
socializing area.

4510 
THACKERAY PL 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00055809 3/24/18 Two homeless people have set up camp with all their belongings sprawled on the sidewalk outside on a residential street, at 
45th and Thackeray.

4512 6TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00029886 2/14/18 People in RV littering and inhabiting RV. Extremely suspicious looking.

4517 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00068057 4/11/18 There is a new one-tent encampment DIRECTLY ACROSS THE STREET FROM MY HOUSE. I am extremely uncomfortable being 
away from home under these circumstances, esp. with my daughter home alone.

18-00057591 3/27/18 There is a new one-tent encampment DIRECTLY ACROSS THE STREET FROM MY HOUSE. I am extremely uncomfortable being 
away from home under these circumstances, esp. with my daughter home alone.

18-00045273 3/8/18 Open fire in homeless camp in Ravenna Woods

18-00036684 2/26/18 Four or five wooden palettes left on hill across the street from my driveway.

18-00057370 3/27/18 PLEASE. There is now a one-tent encampment DIRECTLY ACROSS THE STREET FROM MY HOUSE. I am not comfortable being 
away from my home under these circumstances, esp. with my daughter home alone. THIS MUST BE DEALT WITH 
IMMEDIATELY.

18-00052162 3/19/18 Encampments

18-00006513 1/11/18 Wooden palette, open bag of cement mix, bricks, tube of sealer left out on hill across the street (slightly down the hill) from 
4517.This has frequently been a "storage area" for such items when a homeless population has occupied nearby Ravenna 
Woods.PLEASE do what you can to make Ravenna Woods off-limits to campers. My neighbors and I do not like living near 
garbage, nor the threat of having packages taken from our mail areas (which we strongly suspect has happened on several 
occasions.

4529 7TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00004643 1/8/18 Homeless encampment next to onramp to I5 north. Several tents and piles of garbage.

4600 15TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00023206 2/5/18 Tents, shopping carts, trash.

18-00022185 2/2/18 Tents under the Ballard Bridge

18-00026088 2/8/18 Three tents and piles of trash are on 46th St under the Ballard Bridge. The encampment is large and pedestrians can't walk on 
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NORTH 4600 15TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

the sidewalk. This shouldn't be allowed to block a sidewalk and make pedestrians walk in the street-dangerous!

18-00040159 3/2/18 Tent under bridge

18-00029571 2/13/18 Illegal camping- trash

4600 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00036859 2/26/18 Trash

4601 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00030023 2/14/18 There are several (presumably homeless) tents in the greenbelt in the above triangle, each generating piles of trash.

4608 6TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00023683 2/5/18 Previously reported to SPD/Parking Enforcement under SR 18-00020505 for RV license ATY4093.  Customer called CSB on 
2/5/18 - said she reported propane tank attached to RV on street side last week - propane tank is not always on RV.  Unruly 
activity noted on Nextdoor website for past several weeks.

4633 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00004121 1/8/18 Were you able to obtain a clear timeline for how long City council will tolerate Parks being used as human deposit boxes?It 
does deteriorate the aesthetic, and the intended purpose of providing a green space in our urban center.Ra Ra to infilling with 
something other than Garbage.

18-00063543 4/5/18 Large encampment

18-00032015 2/16/18 There is a homeless man living in the woods immediately off the Burke Gilman Trail. I have reported this once before, but he 
has returned and nothing has been done about it for months now.He continues to scream violently nearly every 
night.Previously all I heard was violent screaming, without being able to make out what he was saying. Today as I was walking 
by on my way home from work, I clearly heard him scream "Maybe I fantasize about murdering people because it makes me 
feel better."Many students walk by this location on the trail every day. This is in the middle of a residential area. This is unsafe, 
and people are being put at risk by continuing to let this man camp in this area. Aside from the violent screaming and 
outbursts, he has a grill that he has been using inside of his tent. One tent has already burned down at this location. If 
conditions were dryer, this could start a fire in that forested area, threatening many nearby homes. This isn't a situation that 
you can neglect. Please do something about this before something tragic happens.

4649 SUNNYSIDE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00013941 1/23/18 Meridian School (Good Shepherd Center) staff called CSB on 1/23/18 to report one camper in the shelter for the past few days.

18-00056194 3/26/18 In a shelter, has sleeping bags, 1 person,  1 night so far.

4653 7TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00020212 1/31/18 Huge amounts of trash dumped on side of S bound I 5, tents and other garbage on on and off ramps, under over pass

4661 7TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00029925 2/14/18 Homeless garbage

4693 7TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00004646 1/8/18 Large homeless encampment with 5+ tents, furniture, bbq, trash. This area has been filled with tents for months and never 
cleaned out. I have seen the people using a bbq and having a campfire. Seems very unsafe in this tree area next to the 
freeway. Trees need to be cut back and a fence put up to discourage this.

4700 5TH AVE 18-00063563 4/5/18 There is a structure being built out of palates  it is growing daily. It's too close to freeway. Someone is going to get hurt killled 
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NORTH NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

from rubbish rolling into freeway or a car veering off the freeway into the structure. It is very near where a car killed a 
homeless man who was sleeping in his tent.  There is also another tent near with a lot of stuff that could roll into the freeway 
just south of 50th

18-00047905 3/13/18 Piles of garbage 1-5 both sides between 45th and 50th Street on / off ramps - enough to fill 2 trucks and it's been there for 
months.

18-00049275 3/15/18 There are campers under the street above the onramp to i5 at 50th.  There is garbage from that area that had fallen into the 
road and is a danger to drivers

4700 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00052460 3/20/18 Last night I was driving home shortly before midnight. There was an abandoned grocery cart IN THE MIDDLE OF THE STREET 
as I made my way up Ravenna Ave. NE towards my house. The cart was directly adjacent to the "main entrance" of Ravenna 
Woods. Due to the dim lighting on this part of the street, I only saw the cart at a relatively short distance from it. I do not like 
living like this, and I'm certain my neighbors don't, either.Please do something about this encampment (which looks rattier 
every day), and if possible, do whatever you can to make the area undesirable for camping.

18-00023383 2/5/18 Two more "borrowed" (ahem) grocery carts full of misc. trash, in addition to the already-reported FOUR OR FIVE carts on the 
street near Ravenna Woods.PLEASE come and do another clearing of this area. It is unsightly, unsafe, and an embarrassment 
for those of us who merely wish to live on a well-ordered street.

18-00070677 4/16/18 As usual, a lot of unsightly trash within the first dozen feet to the Ravenna Woods entrance, including this yellow umbrella that 
was likely stolen from the supply at University Village.

18-00029921 2/14/18 TWO MORE carts of miscellaneous crud at entrance to Ravenna Woods added to the "collection" since yesterday. One is 
several feet into the narrow one-lane street.Please break up this encampment. Recent history shows that more and more tents 
will go up and, with them, garbage, abandoned carts, blocked street, etc. will get increasingly worse.

18-00009033 1/16/18 Big black cart left at entrance to "Ravenna Woods", making vehicle passage on already narrow street much more 
difficult.(There are also several abandoned grocery carts around the mailboxes just north of Ravenna Woods.)When can this 
encampment be cleaned up again ? There are more inhabitants than ever. Could something be done to make it less desirable 
-- e.g., spreading of fertilizer on the grounds where tents are usually set up?

18-00013747 1/23/18 Huge mound of something-or-other covered by a tarp, extending into already-narrow Ravenna Ave. NE. Unsightly and unsafe.

18-00012892 1/22/18 Abandoned grocery cart full of trash across the road from Ravenna Woods. Another four abandoned grocery carts within 50 or 
so feet of Ravenna Woods.

18-00039131 3/1/18 Large clump of trash, including some sort of metal rods or frame or something...just SITTING there, a major eyesore on our 
street. The proliferation of trash near the encampment tents gets steadily  worse, too. (Photo taken from my car; sorry about 
the poor quality.)

18-00029347 2/13/18 Two abandoned carts of trash at entrance to Ravenna Woods.At least one cart of trash about twenty feet up the hill of 
Ravenna Woods.Another encampment already starting after recent cleanup.Please nip in the bud before it gets bad again.

18-00034188 2/21/18 Man who has been camping on hill along the west side of the Burke Gilman Trail just north of 4515 25th Ave NE, Seattle has 
begun belligerently cursing at the top of his lungs again, making use of trail difficult.

18-00033205 2/20/18 Two carts of misc. junk at entrance to Ravenna Woods. One cart is several feet into the narrow one-lane street.Please get rid 
of the encampments. They make the neighborhood unsightly and unsanitary.

18-00031494 2/16/18 ANOTHER abandoned grocery cart full of trashy things, AND foliage pulled out at least three feet into the narrow one-lane 
street. Because of the lack of street lights on this stretch of road, I came close to hitting the plants when driving to my house 
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NORTH 4700 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

at the end of Ravenna Ave. NE.Get these campers out of here!

18-00067340 4/10/18 Someone from the Ravenna Woods encampment just exploded with a screaming, profanity-laden rant for about ten minutes. 
This is not the first time I have heard him.I do not enjoy hearing these outbursts on a street I moved to years ago because of 
its quiet, removed nature.

18-00025154 2/7/18 There are now EIGHT abandoned grocery carts within a quarter-block of the encampment at Ravenna Woods.I resent my 
Street and neighborhood being increasingly turned into a garbage dump.

18-00068832 4/12/18 A QUESTION AND A SUGGESTION Dear Madam or Sir,I noted today there are notices up at Ravenna Woods advising that a 
clean-up is to occur next Tuesday, April 17. Thank you so much!I have previously reported a one-tent encampment across the 
road from my driveway (4517 Ravenna Ave. NE), just a bit south of Ravenna Woods. Will/could this be part of the Tuesday 
clean-up?And is it possible to do ANYTHING to make Ravenna Woods less desirable as an encampment base? The last two 
times it was cleared, the campers started returning and settling in again within 48 hours. I was wondering if a layer of fertilizer 
or something could be laid down to make camping there unpleasant.Thanks again very much.

4701 24TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00036252 2/26/18 Litter west of the Burke Gilman trail. Appears dumping and potentially someone living there

4701 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00029320 2/13/18 Homeless camp and garbage

4701 SHILSHOLE 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00010578 1/18/18 Human waste dumped out of RV encampments. The RVs parked outside of this location have not moved in 1 week. The 
sewage that they have been dumping is easily smelled from my workplace at CSR Marine. The sewage flows downhill from the 
gravel parking on Shilshole Ave into the boat yard where I work. I have talked to my bosses at CSR Marine, and they have told 
me that they have no authority or impact upon this RV encampment in front of their place of business, and nothing has been 
done by the city. I feel that this encampment is posing a serious risk to my health and should not be allowed to dump their 
sewage into my workplace. The city needs to remove these RVs immediately.

4707 24TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00049650 3/15/18 Illegal camping. Trash being generated attracting vermin. Open flame BBQ being used next to trees. Inhabitant has issues and 
yells / screams loudly at times.

4711 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00026603 2/9/18 Mattresses, illegal homeless encampment and trash everywhere on the overpass of the Burke Gilman trail, really close to my 
residence. I pass by it every day on my way to school. I believe there is a homeless man living in a tent who is mentally ill 
because he screams VERY LOUDLY and screams slurs/things that make me and others feel unsafe and unwelcome. He also 
sometimes hangs out on the road near my house and near the dumpster.There is also abandoned shopping carts with garbage 
and things in them all around the street my house is on.

18-00029395 2/13/18 Customer called to report campers in Ravenna Woods.  She said 100 feet south of 4711 Ravenna Ave NE campers are just 
starting to set up a campsite.  She said there are shopping carts, trash, chairs, 4 people and 1 tent.  Customer sent pictures of 
the site.

4717 24TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00025440 2/7/18 Blue tent on the west side of the Burke Gilman Trail. No camping in our parks please.

18-00055987 3/25/18 Illegal Encampment along with Illegal dumping

18-00018783 1/30/18 There is an unauthorized homeless encampment and a man yelling things like "FUCKING DIE LEAVE ME ALONE YOU FAGGOT" 
over and over very LOUDLY. Many people walk on the Burke Gilman trail and it makes me feel unsafe.
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NORTH 4717 24TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00021070 2/1/18 Illegal camping on the east side of Burke Gilman Trail. Tent in the woods, Trash is building up accumulating along the trail 
becoming a Hazard.

4720 7TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00029926 2/14/18 Litter, off ramp green belt

4725 SHILSHOLE 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00018011 1/29/18 Guy living in the trailer (07536AA) is storing gas and has been seen shitting next to the building.

4727 8TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00000102 1/1/18 Camping in Park

4727 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00033195 2/20/18 Homeless camp set up again next to the Burke Gilman Trail.  Loud crazy man shouting there.

4740 8TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00062770 4/4/18 Encampment on park bench at university playground

18-00062749 4/4/18 Encampment on park bench at university playground

18-00063541 4/5/18 Encampment on park bench at university playground

4746 7TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00050249 3/16/18 Homeless garbage

4754 7TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00020232 1/31/18 Generator, tents, garbage

4757 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00052489 3/20/18 Unauthorized camping. Garbage.

18-00023406 2/5/18 Illegal camping

4800 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00023369 2/5/18 Dumping and encampments spreading along bike trail and Ravenna ave ne

18-00030015 2/14/18 Mattresses and other homeless littering indicative of our neighborhood being thrown under the bus. Nests are appearing post 
sweep as the Navigation team struggles with consequences of no prosecutions of perpetrators violating the laws already on the 
books. Such as no camping on public right of ways like this stairway. Please jail these folks who are flagrantly violating the law. 
It smells like hell from all the feces. We feel threatened walking past these nests of displaced disaffected 'walking dead'.

4910 9TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00050140 3/15/18 Bej2336 license

18-00050137 3/15/18 Long term camping here

4993 7TH AVE 18-00046639 3/11/18 Unauthorized Encampment
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NORTH NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00025158 2/7/18 Large amount of litter/possible needles at former location of homeless tent

18-00054034 3/21/18 Tent

18-00064576 4/6/18 Various garbage and trash Needles, trash, dumped furniture, rat infestation

18-00058081 3/28/18 Looks like a landfill. Hole in chain link fence

18-00024308 2/6/18 Garbage

18-00052487 3/20/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00051583 3/19/18 Dumping of garbage, propane tank, and more. Is growing daily.

18-00046807 3/12/18 Garbage. Hole cut in chain link fence. Illegal campers. Please clear. Makes crossing I5 feel unsafe, especially with stroller

500 NE 50TH ST 
OUTDOOR CAMP, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00012459 1/20/18 The homeless encampment at the NE 50th St/5th Ave NE corner of the I-5 exit ramp is completely out of control. Tents are set 
upthe sidewalk, along with piles of stolen bikes, garbage, household items, a stroller, etc. The fence toward I-5 has also been 
cut allowing for ready access to areas beyond. I will no longer walk to the University branch library or the YMCA or any other 
placesacross the overpass in the evening or with my young child. This is anongoing embarrassment to our city. We have lived 
on NE 50th for over20 years and this is the worst this corner has ever been. To think I usedto maintain the adopt-a-street litter 
pickup in this area. I am so discouraged I don't know what to say.

500 NE 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00044926 3/8/18 Unauthorized camping. all of the above: The former homeless camp at NE 50th St and 5th Ave NE still has not been cleaned 
up. It is no longer occupied (for at least 2 weeks now) butthe piles of garbage remain including refrigerators, bike parts, 
mattresses,and general waste. Probably human waste and needles too.

5001 8TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00073653 4/19/18 There is a homeless encampment structure built that's been at the entrance of University Park for over one month.

5001 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00063147 4/4/18 Homeless encampment has turned into dumping ground for trash

5002 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00021677 2/2/18 Homeless encampment that has grown too big with garbage spreading into street, sidewalk, and stairs.

18-00065703 4/9/18 Looks like a homeless camp/dump

18-00056216 3/26/18 Looks like a homeless camp/dump

18-00061295 4/2/18 Homeless Encampment across from 5002 Ravenna Ave NE, 98105. They were strictly in brush area but have now taken space 
on the street. Street is very narrow, room for one car only. Now that homeless encampent is taking a part of the street, 
someone's bound to get hurt.

18-00060270 3/30/18 Homeless Encampment across from 5002 Ravenna Ave NE, 98105. They were strictly in brush area but have now taken space 
on the street. Street is very narrow, room for one car only. Now that homeless encampent is taking a part of the street, 
someone's bound to get hurt.

18-00039319 3/1/18 Campsite with needles and other hazardous refuse. City teams came last week to clean up encampment at end of street but 
did not address this.

5011 5TH AVE 18-00010224 1/17/18 There are people camping on the corner of 50th and 5th ave NE. They have been there for months now. And are disrupting the 
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NORTH NE, SEATTLE, 
WA

neighborhood. Please remove them.

5011 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00043571 3/7/18 Large homeless camp, moved in from the UW camp that was just closed. Garbage, unsanitary conditions, growing each day.

5027 15TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00058674 3/28/18 In the alley behind 5027 15th Ave NE, there is an individual camping out and obstructing part of the road. They are causing a 
hazard for anyone who drives/parks in the alley. I feel unsafe with this individual living in the alley since they have amassed a 
large collection of trash and they seem unstable. Additionally, it is almost impossible for me to park in my paid parking spot 
due to this individual.

5034 
UNIVERSITY 
WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00009846 1/17/18 Abandoned property

18-00008330 1/14/18 Makeshift encampment of trash and stolen carts, partially in the street

18-00004880 1/9/18 8 carts full of homeless trash

5035 15TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00058329 3/28/18 Customer reported a female camper living in the alley behind his apartment building is blocking access to their parking.  He 
reports the camper was trespassed from his property by SPD but she is now living a few feet away in the alley. He stated she 
has 10-15 shopping carts and his tenants are having problems entering and exiting the parking.

5051 7TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00039123 3/1/18 Just another dumping ground of everything from baby cart to just trash

507 NE 145TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98155

18-00072697 4/18/18 8' Tarp encampment anchored to the trail fence - looks abandoned. Also at trail entrance on 145th before you get to 15th 
there are at least 3 tents set up. Can't get back into the trail to take picture of the multiple camps.  Trail users complaining of 
safeness of walking through area.

5100 NE 93RD 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00069671 4/13/18 Drugges contacted CSB on 4/13/18 after discovering a tent in a park section (Shoreline South) that was recently replanted.  
Drugges is a forest steward volunteer with the Green Seattle Partnership and he is concerned the plants will be damaged.

5101 NE 90TH 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00017512 1/28/18 Illegal camping.  Trash and human waste in nature park and run-off to lake

512 NE 45TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00046802 3/12/18 More dumping of furniture misc hazardous items

5130 PALMER DR 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00027709 2/10/18 Vagrant in "closed" park sleeping on and under bench

516 NE 45TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00036855 2/26/18 Numerous and varied kinds of litter and household items.

520 NE 104TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 

18-00012897 1/22/18 Illegal campsite along Thornton  Creek.
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NORTH 98125

5200 
UNIVERSITY 
WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00041729 3/5/18 Many shopping carts filled with garbage been here for weeks

5209 SHILSHOLE 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00048894 3/14/18 There is a motorhome Model Vacationer, license plate BHJ3013 parked at this address.  They have generators running and are 
camping.

5222 
ROOSEVELT WAY 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00013906 1/23/18 Renters trash

525 NW 40TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00000586 1/2/18 Unauthorized camping

5300 24TH AVE 
NW BALLARD 
OPERATION 
BUILDING, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00052583 3/20/18 Encampment blocking Gates and in Fire Lane needs to be removed. Have contacted your department on several occations in 
the last 2 months about this issue with no resolve. We need immediate removal of items and occupants. As you can see in the 
pictures the encampment is on a clearly marked Fire Lane and blocking access to the Gate. The second tent in blocking the 
bottom Gate to the building.

5300 24TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00036081 2/24/18 North entrance of Ballard operations center completely blocked. Illegal encampment owned by white male adult with grey hair, 
full beard. Encampment has made north entrance of Ballard operations center inaccessible with large amounts of illegal 
dumping.

5300 24TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00015887 1/25/18 Conrad called CSB on 1/25/18 to report camping at 5300 24th Ave NW.  Site is SPU administrative building - tent and shopping 
cart are in front of parking lot driveway entrance (lot has two entrances). Camper has been on site for one week.

18-00026836 2/9/18 SPU employee called CSB to report a tent camper on their property. This camper is spread out into the fire lane in the 
driveway. The camper is located feet away from a no trespassing sign. SPU is concerned about their property because of 
recent break ins. They request the Navigation Team remove this camper.

5301 11TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00069914 4/13/18 On the city property outside of this address is a homeless encampment that has taken over the grassy median. The ground is 
covered in wooden planks, potted plants, tables, batteries, and bicycle and tent configuration. Where there aren't this person's 
items the grassy has worn down to dirt.

18-00044699 3/8/18 Stored mound of items on sidewalk

5301 24TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00038179 2/27/18 Incident number 18-72163

18-00047150 3/12/18 Trash/tents/drug para

18-00045785 3/9/18 Encampment
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NORTH 5303 RUSSELL 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00008233 1/14/18 Illegal camping, minimum of 14 days

5305 RUSSELL 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00009942 1/17/18 There is a homeless person/persons who have set up a tent next door to our house at 5305 Russell Ave NW, the tent is 
between 2 hedges and adjacent to the Olympic Athletic Club parking lot. Garbage is accumulating on the planting strip 
including food waste and we are concerned about rats. I have mentioned this to the Athletic Club as well, please can you 
address the camping issue and the garbage accumulation. Thank you

5307 RUSSELL 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00008093 1/14/18 Encampment. Spilling over to sidewalk. It has been here for over 1 week.

5309 11TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00038406 2/28/18 Unauthorized encampment for more than 4 months. Please, this guy is destroying the planting strip on the property. He has 
about three bikes, a plant, a NO VACANCY sign and a tip jar (and he smokes dope in there at all hours of the day). PLEASE 
GET HIM AND HIS STUFF OUT.

5311 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00054042 3/21/18 Tent

18-00051607 3/19/18 Illegal dumbing, garbage

18-00046785 3/12/18 Unauthorized camping. New illegal encampment.

5312 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00044447 3/7/18 Homeless camping

533 NW 54TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00037576 2/27/18 Customer called CSB to report an old white Ford pick up truck that a person is living in. This person has a bike, bike parts and 
other belongings strewn out nearby. Customer also reports a little brown Honda that hangs out on the street with this camper.

534 NE 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00012927 1/22/18 Trash strewn all over the sidewalk and pedestrian crosswalk and waiting area.

536 NE 104TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00012239 1/20/18 Homeless encampment

536 NE 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00031493 2/16/18 Huge amount of garbage spilling down hill to freeway

538 NE 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00038371 2/28/18 Huge amount of garbage furniture

5403 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00071151 4/16/18 These 3 individuals were looking to dump their stuff here. It's in the baby bike pusher.
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NORTH 5409 11TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00023412 2/5/18 There is a single homeless encampment in the planting strip near this address. It's across from Gilman Park in Ballard. This guy 
has been here for about 4 months now. He has two umbrellas, three bikes, a plant and a bucket asking for tips. I've often 
spelled marijuana coming from inside the encampment at all hours of the day, He has ruined the grass in the planting strip. He 
needs to leave now.

5414 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00051582 3/19/18 Illegal encampment

5418 BARNES 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00072721 4/18/18 Trespass on posted entry. Need to move them along. Not at corner with Barnes but 1715 nw market street in Seattle.

5419 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00071235 4/16/18 Illegal homeless encampment on city property adjacent to freeway sound wall.

5425 RUSSELL 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00006246 1/10/18 Illegal camping

5427 17TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00040815 3/3/18 Homeless sleeping in a tent in parklet

5433 LEARY AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00019082 1/30/18 Tresspassing illegal camping

5449 BALLARD 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00008902 1/16/18 Camper in doorway of business for around a week now.

18-00017746 1/29/18 Tent set up on sidewalk in little pocket park.

5451 BALLARD 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00006915 1/11/18 Homeless individual has set up a temporary camp in the doorway of C. Don Filer Insurance on Ballard Ave.

5458 LEARY AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00017774 1/29/18 Illegal camping

18-00018047 1/29/18 Tresspassing camping

18-00032046 2/16/18 Home less encampment

18-00004928 1/9/18 Illegal camping

18-00011309 1/18/18 Vagrant blocking doorwayr

5476 AURORA 18-00074287 4/20/18 Campers
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NORTH AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

5486 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00017585 1/28/18 Big homeless tent in Woodland Park

5490 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00045135 3/8/18 Encampment, established

5498 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00054204 3/22/18 Unauthorized camping  A tent has been set up under a tree right next to the power transformer and they have broken several 
branches of the tree.  This is within one block of an elementary school.

5505 24TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00056005 3/25/18 Illegal Encampment

5506 22ND AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00011365 1/19/18 Tent blocking sidewalk

551 NE 60TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00072043 4/17/18 Please remove or relocate the homeless living here.

18-00044907 3/8/18 New homeless encampment. Massive piles of stuff. Wooden pallets.

18-00010593 1/18/18 Homeless camp, litter, shopping carts, bicycles in the park but also over the freeway wall next to the highway

18-00064164 4/5/18 Camping at NE 60th St park - maybe in trees by path, loose debris, five shopping carts

18-00043447 3/6/18 I have a small child and we only live a few houses away from this site. I'm worried she might stumble upon these needles.  
Pallets, Tents, coolers, "household" garbage

5517 16TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00011522 1/19/18 Illegal Tent Camping

552 NE 60TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00046393 3/10/18 I am reporting illegal use of the NE 60th St Park. Over the past several weeks several homeless camps have popped up on 
both sides of the highway barrier wall. In addition to illegal dumping and illegal camping, it is not unsafe to walk my dogs after 
dark in this area as I do not feel safe to do so.

5520 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00000844 1/2/18 "18.12.250 - Camping.It is unlawful to camp in any park except at places set aside and posted for such purposes by the 
Superintendent.(Ord. 106615 § 13, 1977.)"As codified in Seattle Municipal Code 18.12.250, camping in Seattle's city parks is 
illegal unless specifically authorized and in specific authorized places. This ordinance is posted in various visible places within 
Ravenna park, yet there are presently several long-standing illegal campsites throughout the park. I have personally reported 
these campsites multiple times using the city's Find It Fix It app over the past few months, but the city has been unacceptably 
unresponsive.Thanks to the city's inattention to this problem, this badly needed urban green space is now littered with 
garbage, its landscape has been eroded by indiscriminate pathways and illegal encampments, and it is no longer considered a 
safe place for recreational use by many in the broader community that it is supposed to serve.If you do not agree with 
Municipal Code 18.12.250 for some reason, then I suggest you attempt to repeal this ordinance in the law. By doing so, 
however, I expect you would lose the support of many voters in your districts and throughout the city. Likewise, inaction on 
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NORTH 5520 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

this issue will also cost you the support of many law-abiding residents who wish to enjoy their tax-supported parks without fear 
of stepping on discarded needles or human feces, or encountering criminality.As my elected representatives, I ask that you 
please be more vigilant in enforcing Municipal Code 18.12.250 in Ravenna Park, to return this park to the thousands of 
community residents (andvoters) who simply wish to use it for its intended purposes again, as a park.

18-00047013 3/12/18 Unauthorized camping 1 tent, 2 - 3 weeks, building fires, about 3 people.

5531 25TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00042749 3/6/18 Campsite garbage

555 NE 40TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00025475 2/7/18 Tent along the north side of the Burke Gilman Trail. No camping in our parks!

5601 22ND AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00043120 3/6/18 Ongoing tenting blocking the sidewalk at Ballard Library.

18-00009943 1/17/18 Wooden pallet with unsanctioned encampment letter to Parisshopping carts right in front of Ballard library and encroaching on 
ballot box.

18-00009453 1/16/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00008615 1/15/18 Illegal camping on sidewalk

18-00008014 1/13/18 Camping structure blocking sidewalk and parking spot

18-00001766 1/3/18 Homeless encampments back, after only 20 days of being removed. This group was part of the same group that was removed 
before.

18-00003431 1/5/18 People under the library. People attempting to spend the night under the Ballard library overhang

5614 22ND AVE 
NW LIBRARY 
FRONTAGE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00013217 1/22/18 There has been one or more tents and street campers here for several weeks.  There is garbage and I understand a NAV Team 
has been in touch with occasional users.  There has been public consumption of alcohol and other illegal activity at this location 
and around the corner to the east, where another camp is present.  This stuff has to stop.  It is unsanitary, unsafe for library 
users and pedestrians.  Please get this fixed!!!!!!!!!!

5614 22ND AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00068882 4/12/18 Library staff reported campers on sidewalk beside the Ballard library

18-00072680 4/18/18 Unauthorized Camping  Just an update, we found three more needles by outside of the library by the teen section at the camp 
I wrote you about earlier. That's over two dozen so far this year.Thank you,Corey W. SuttonLibrary ClerkHello Mayor Durkan,I 
am writing you today as a Seattle citizen, as well as a city employee, to ask for your help. I have worked at the Ballard branch 
of the Seattle Public Library for twelve years, now, and I love my branch and my neighborhood. As I know you're well aware, 
the homeless situation has been taking a toll on front line city employees for a few years, now. I know that you are working 
hard on trying to address these issues, and that it is a large problem for the city. The reason that I'm writing you today is 
because we are trying to deal with a campsite on the north side of the building that I am worried is a hazard to our community 
and our library patrons.On December 11, 2017, Seattle Police Department cleared the camp sites out of the Ballard Commons 
Park. On that same day, one of the campers moved over to the parking strip on the north side of the library, and have been 
there since. The library has asked for help from SPD in clearing the campsite, but they have told us that they do not plan to 
address this campsite. And, confusingly, they have told us that we (The City) is not responsible for the parking strip that the 
campsite is located on. What is confusing about this is the fact that homeowners in Seattle are responsible for the parking strip 
in front of their property. And honestly, if the city isn't responsible for the parking strip on city property, I am curious, who is? 
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NORTH 5614 22ND AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

And how is it that the city could clear the camp sites off of the parking strips for the park, but not the library? We're city 
property, too!The reason that this particular campsite is such a big problem for the library, and the main reason I have decided 
to take it to you, our mayor, is the danger of needles from drug use in the area. This camp site attracts a large group of 
regular visitors, and has become a hang out spot for drug users in the neighborhood. It also seems to grow each day that I 
come into work. One day staff found over a dozen used hypodermic needles in this area, which is right outside of the teen area 
of the library. I worry not just about the exposure of this blatant drug use to the teen population of the Ballard neighborhood, 
but also for the safety of the teens and children, as well as anyone else, who uses the Ballard Branch library regularly. I know 
you're aware of our custodian being pricked by a needle, and that we are finally getting sharps containers in the branches, but 
this camp site and the large amount of drug use going on in that area of city property could lead to someone getting really 
hurt, especially children.I understand that the homeless situation in Seattle is a big problem with no easy solutions. And as I 
said, I do trust that you are working hard to find solutions to this problem. All I am asking right now is for you to help us make 
the library a safe place. This kind of camp site, and this kind of drug use, should not be a problem that has gone on this long at 
a Seattle Public Library branch, or on City of Seattle public property. Our managers have tried everything that they can to 
minimize the problems from this camp site, but we need more support from the city, and SPD, in order clean up this site and 
insure the

18-00068875 4/12/18 Tents by Ballard Library - reported by library security - drug use can be observed by children in the library

18-00008261 1/14/18 Illegal encampment. Illegal encampment on sidewalk in front of the Ballard Library. There is another one right around the 
corner on 57th, also outside the library. This is unacceptable. Please remove these immediately!

18-00007855 1/13/18 IlTent next to the sidewalk. Please move this tenter to a shelter. There were two tents as of last night, 1/16.  One is located 
next to theVoter Ballot box at 5614 22nd NW.  The other one is around the corner on NW57th.  You can't miss them.

18-00012763 1/22/18 Camper that was residing in front of Ballard Library is gone?  Did she just move around the corner to the north side of the 
Library to join the rest of the illegal campers that are currently residing there?  Trash and food waste is building up.  Please 
declare the area around the Library and the Commons as an emphasis zone so we don't need to keep dealing with the months 
long processes to have these issues addressed.

18-00002227 1/4/18 Encampment blocking sidewalk.

18-00010268 1/17/18 Illegal camper and tent in front of library.  Trash is piling up.

18-00010156 1/17/18 Tent camping beside Ballard Commons park; and Ballard Library; on sidewalk; and in the garden.

18-00018031 1/29/18 There's garbage and debris all over the sidewalk and parking strip in front of St. Luke's Church where tents are set up. I 
believe I saw human feces too.

18-00039957 3/1/18 Increased illegal homeless camping on side of ballard library (NW 57th St). Multiple people blocking the sidewalks with there 
belonging and screaming all hours of the night in front of residential homes and apartments.

5614 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00065645 4/9/18 Homeless camp

5622 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00055903 3/25/18 The number of bikes, wagons, carts, etc, just keeps growing. This is our Neighborhood Greenway, not property crime 
enablement zone. The city needs to enforce safety and protection of our green spaces. There is no legal reasoning to be so 
hands off. Whoever is living here does not get to keep doing this until some miracle, fully subsidized and rule-free housing is 
available. Four persistently problematic campsites on 37th Pl NW. close them permanently. Trim the shrubs. It can be done. 
Now.
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NORTH 5622 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00038041 2/27/18 There is an unauthorized encampment at this location.  It is at the top of 37th Pl NW just before the bridge that crosses the 
railroad.  Please clean up and secure the area. Thank you.

18-00027792 2/11/18 Encampment

18-00042631 3/6/18 On 37th Pl NW - At the end of NW 57th. Your app map does not have the proper address for that area. Looks like a lot of 
garbage, tarps and bikes and bike parts.

18-00049609 3/15/18 Massive encampment; and stolen shopping cart

5643 20TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00011878 1/19/18 Lots of tents & trash

18-00010211 1/17/18 Illegal camp site, 3 tents, the blue tent halfway down the slope is eroding the hillside and destroying park foliage, now trash at 
site also. this illegal camp has been reported previously, it is under the 20th st bridge south side, see photo

5647 
UNIVERSITY 
WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00021441 2/1/18 Illegal camping

18-00000072 1/1/18 4 tents, rotting food, garbage

18-00044480 3/7/18 New tent set up at intersection of university and Ravenna. Trash and nuisance.

18-00023372 2/5/18 Trashed tent in median right by the sidewalk as you cross Ravenna at university. There are a bunch of other tents and garbage 
in the median just east as well-- I've been submitting  requests to have these illegal, brazen camps cleared out. It makes out 
neighborhood look like a garbage dump.

5655 BROOKLYN 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00046750 3/12/18 Homeless encampment

18-00049082 3/14/18 Illegal camps. Garbage expanding, see photo, in green belt along Ravenna Ave NE between Brooklyn and 12th NE, see photo

18-00030483 2/14/18 Homeless tent encampment

18-00046928 3/12/18 Multiple tents, litter. Overnight encampment across from public park

5676 11TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00066819 4/10/18 Tent camp getting more full of trash, campers need assistance, see photo

18-00007659 1/12/18 Homeless tent camper with garbage

5700 22ND AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00010676 1/18/18 Unsanctioned campsite set up on sidewalk near ballot box at library

18-00037542 2/27/18 North side of library. Tent that is there illegally and on the sidewalk. Woman there harasses passerby's blowing marijuana 
smoke at kids and parents. She is a nuisance.

18-00056762 3/26/18 Illegal homeless camp

18-00046001 3/9/18 Illegal encampment blocking sidewalk. Been there for days. Time to on.

18-00037363 2/26/18 Party on the sidewalk.  This has been going on for days.  Lots of adults hanging out going back and forth to the property 
across the street.  Are they selling or consuming illegal substances here? Why won't you do anything about this illegal camp?   
I do not feel comfortable walking by this encampment between QFC and my home.  I have to walk out of the way to avoid this 
area.  This photo was taken 2/24/18 in the evening.

18-00058100 3/28/18 Campsite on NE side of Ballard Library. Campers and visitors regularly impede access to public sidewalk. Intimidating. Illegal 
obstruction. Please clear once and for all and make Library access safe for all.

18-00049574 3/15/18 Update Homeless encampment previously reported:  the encampment is on 57th St NW. Not on 22nd Ave NW.
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NORTH 5700 22ND AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00049570 3/15/18 A large homeless encampment has been built on the sidewalk on 22nd Ave NW. a very large structure has been built. There 
are piles of belongings stacked all along 22nd Ave. Today when I tried to walk down the street the sidewalk was actually 
BLOCKED by all of the stuff. I had to walk in the street to get around. There is also an RV parked right next to this tent so the 
whole area is taken over. This right right next to the Ballard library, so unsafe for library patrons. I've reported this 
encampment twice and nothing has ever been done. How large does this mess have to get before something is done? Ballard 
is a joke and the city is doing nothing to curb this illegal behavior in this neighborhood. Neighbors have rights to walk down the 
street safely. Some behaviors have to be unacceptable, please do something!

18-00048647 3/14/18 Tent and stuff on Ballard Commons

18-00021459 2/1/18 Camping at Ballard Commons again

18-00009210 1/16/18 Tent in front of the ballard library today. Along with large pile and shopping cart.

18-00008735 1/16/18 Tenting on the parking strip in front of the Ballard Library.

18-00011626 1/19/18 Illegal camping

18-00047996 3/13/18 There is a small encampment in front of the Ballard Library.  This "tent" has occupied this spot for several months and typically 
does not block the main sidewalk. However, today, several objects are spread out on the sidewalk, blocking pedestrian traffic.

18-00010189 1/17/18 Illegal encampment on landing strip outside library. Please remove this.

18-00011060 1/18/18 Illegal encampment on planting strip

18-00011205 1/18/18 This appears to be the same tent that was in front of the library for days this past week, moved now to the parking strip in 
front of the Ballard Library just at the intersection of 57th and 22nd, on the southeast corner. Basically, the tent was moved 
about 10 feet north. The person in the raincoat appeared to be approaching the tent, yelling about jaywalking. I was with my 
kids and didn't stick around to see if she was actually entering the tent.

5701 22ND AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00002173 1/4/18 Camping and trash

18-00000481 1/2/18 Customer called CSB stating tents are back again. There is one tent across the street and two tents alongside the library. She 
asked for Navigation Team to come and remove the campers because she and other seniors are forced to walk in the street 
and many of them use walkers. She said they can’t walk across the street because construction has closed the sidewalk.

18-00000169 1/1/18 Illegal campers are back. Along with their discarded needles and illegal activity

18-00000015 1/1/18 So, do we have to start another months long process to get the tents that have started to reappear at the Commons cleared 
out?  Are we going to waste more money calling out the Navigation teams and haz mat teams and parks department teams to 
get this cleaned up again?   Declare the Commons an emphasis zone so this area doesn't return to the usual squalor the city 
finds acceptable.

18-00038240 2/27/18 Tenting in the center of Ballard Commons Park. Dwelling occupied. Picture from this afternoon.

18-00045999 3/9/18 Vagrants in park setting up for camping.

18-00032624 2/18/18 Illegal camping in the Ballard Commons Park.  This photo was taken around 5PM in Sunday, 2/18/18.  There is also a tent 
across the street next to the library.  Please send the Navigation team out to talk to the  campers and move them to a shelter.  
I have reported the tent by the library several times but the tent does not move.

5701 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 

18-00029834 2/14/18 Litter, Bike parts
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NORTH 98107

5703 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00074133 4/19/18 Unauthorized camping  White car and >10 people approaching within an hour. Walked my two year old daughter by and saw 
blood and needles on the sidewalk and street. Man menacingly yelling at us. This is a neighborhood of families and children! 
Please do something!

18-00043567 3/7/18 Drug activity and tents illegally on site. Please remove them. There are lots of children in this neighborhood and an elementary 
school 2 blocks away.

18-00067569 4/11/18 Needles, garbage , illegal drugs dumping, human feces, fires and illegal camping .

18-00067639 4/11/18 New tent. This camp continues to move south down the green belt. There was a person with move stuff moving in on 59th

5705 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00063272 4/4/18 Customer called CSB on 3/30/2018 to report 4 tents and garbage around them at 5705 37th Pl NW.

5707 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00044729 3/8/18 Unauthorized camping. Band of homeless setting up. Sawing up wood and creating trash.

18-00066594 4/10/18 Homeless encampment resident standing between our 2 vehicles shortly before 6:00 pm behaving strangely, possibly casing 
our cars,and waving a cane. He proceeded south on 5th NE

18-00063301 4/4/18 Illegal encampment that is growing and shows signs of wanting to be permanent. Please enforce the illegal camping laws in 
hat are part of the Seattle City Code. These illegal encampments are dirty, lack hygienic waste disposal and are just plain 
wrong. Why is the city normalizing people camping outside? Remove it now.

18-00041330 3/4/18 Homeless encampment being set up on 5th Ave NE by freeway wall. A van and pick-up delivering things. Tents creeping 
toward 57th. Don't feel safe.

18-00057098 3/27/18 Homeless encampment-more supplies delivered. Encampment growing.

18-00043517 3/6/18 Homeless encampment that's growing in front of my home across the street. There's garbage everywhere and it smells like raw 
sewage. My neighbor's car was broken into last night. I'm scared to walk in and at of my house to my car at night. I'm worried 
my car will be broken into or my home. It doesn't feel safe. For the people that pay taxes and for our homes, it doesn't make 
sense that we are being made uncomfortable by a bunch of strangers moving in across from our houses and bringing all kinds 
of new problems to our neighborhood.

18-00042975 3/6/18 Homeless encampment expanding. More trash. Human waste? Neighbor's car broken into last night. People continually 
delivering more stuff in vehicles. This is NOT OK!!!

5711 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00046800 3/12/18 Illegal encampment

18-00058709 3/29/18 Carts, pallets and garbage in street blocking traffic. Continued problems with this encampment that are not being fixed

18-00042549 3/6/18 There is a new large illegal encampment on the east side of 5th Ave NE between NE 57th and NE 58th St.

18-00041412 3/4/18 Encampment. People and dogs in the street.

18-00066323 4/9/18 I'm concerned about the number of bikes at the growing encampment on 58th and 5th NE. There are currently three bikes 
lying in this well-traveled street and the inhabitants roam the street at all hours of the day and night. I fear a collision with an 
inhabitant of the homeless camp or with their stuff they leave in the street.

18-00043383 3/6/18 Illegal camping

18-00046008 3/9/18 Illegal encampment
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NORTH 5711 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00056321 3/26/18 Pallets, litter, refuse

5716 22ND AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00002257 1/4/18 Camping on PLANTING strip

5717 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00043763 3/7/18 Illegal homeless camp with drug needles

18-00041403 3/4/18 There seems to be a homeless encampment that popped up today.  We spoke with someone named Matthew from Transit 
Rider Union who claimed he was allowed to move people there but didn't really offer any sort credentials or permission.  We 
asked about sanitation for the camp and no plan was given.

18-00041416 3/4/18 UNAUTHORIZED HOMELESS CAMP

18-00041423 3/4/18 Homeless encampment in residential neighborhood.

18-00064432 4/6/18 Unauthorized encampment now has 8+ tanks of propane and people with weapons (machete or knives) loitering at all hours of 
the day. This morning on my commute I almost hit someone who stumbled into the road high on drugs. This is NOT SAFE!!!!!!!

18-00073072 4/18/18 Unsecured and improperly stored propane tanks Unsecured and improperly stored propane tanks near area where people are 
smoking and cooking outdoors. Residential area.

18-00071044 4/16/18 Two propane tanks stored dangerously close to the street.

18-00054049 3/21/18 Tent Village

18-00050118 3/15/18 Unsanctioned camp is growing!

18-00064637 4/6/18 Illegal encampment

18-00058070 3/28/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00056318 3/26/18 Unsanctioned homeless camp growing. Men are building another plank for yet another tent

18-00067127 4/10/18 Illegal camping, several tents

18-00067131 4/10/18 Trash, litter, hazmat.

18-00067314 4/10/18 Stolen bikes chop shop at illegal encampment

18-00067615 4/11/18 At the homeless encampment at this location there is a pile of propane tanks stacked up behind a tree. Seems like using 
propane among tents, tarps and trees would be a fire hazard.

18-00044456 3/7/18 Homeless camp blasting music. Definitely threatening music as well .

18-00044468 3/7/18 A large encampment with a dozen tents appeared overnight.

18-00044493 3/7/18 Illegal camp, illegal dumping

18-00044555 3/8/18 Illegal encampment.  Why is this being allowed to continue? Camping is illegal in the city. Enforce the laws. It's unsanitary, as 
there are no bathrooms, it's unsafe as there are children in the neighborhood and it's wrong for people to live intents in this 
day and age. Clean it up! It's the job of the city to remove illegal encampments. Do your job.

18-00044629 3/8/18 Vagrants have made our neighborhood their latest outpost. No notification, no request, no permission, littering, needles, trash, 
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NORTH 5717 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

multiple tents and misc. large objects and pallets. Shouting and wandering in front of homes at night. Elementary school 
nearby and dogs barking all the time and officially paranoid. I can go on and on. Instead, I'd rather someone from the city to 
own up to this and get someone out to rectify this issue.It is very concerning to myself and the surrounding neighbors that 
work hard to live in this neighborhood and pay what they pay in property tax and mortgage/rent, and now have to try to hush 
their dogs on a walk so vagrants don't give them a strange look and hope they don't say something that will spark a 
confrontation. Everyone needs a place to live, this is not the place nor is any other neighborhood that does not have the 
facilities to accommodate where they stake claim. And now it is growing!!!!!!!

18-00046350 3/10/18 There is a Propane tank bring stored or abandoned on the side of the road. It's just a few feet off the street where cars go by 
at 35 mph. Seems like a safety issue and fire hazard.

18-00046505 3/11/18 Unauthorized homeless camp growing with more mentally unstable men

18-00042424 3/5/18 NE 58th and 5th Ave NE

18-00050856 3/16/18 Huge new tarp covering 15 feet and going onto the street. New campers there as well

18-00046804 3/12/18 People seem to be dumping stuff here and now setting up tents.  The people we spoke to were hostile about what they we 
doing.

18-00046922 3/12/18 Garbage

18-00042482 3/5/18 Unauthorized homeless encampments

18-00042527 3/6/18 Homeless Encampment

18-00042645 3/6/18 Drug users setting up extensive camp site on east side of 5th Ave NE. I already can't walk my dog through Woodland Park, 
Ravenna Park, Cowen Park.  And now my own neighborhood? This needs to stop.

18-00042647 3/6/18 Encampment

18-00042662 3/6/18 Huge homeless camp with obvious drug use is settling in and must be cleared for the public's safety.

18-00043199 3/6/18 Illegal camping

18-00043300 3/6/18 Unauthorized homeless encampments

18-00043548 3/7/18 Illegal camping with tons of debris and garbage. Please clear out this camp immediately. This is a residential neighborhood 
with an elementary school 2 blocks away. There are children here.

5717 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00069062 4/12/18 I am reporting illegal camping near an elementary school. The encampment is located along 5th Ave NE between NE 58th and 
NE 57th, adjacent the freeway noise wall. This illegal encampment cropped up a week ago, and is now at 12 structures and 
growing. It is three blocks from McDonald Internatlional Elementary School, in a residentail neigborhood, where camping is not 
allowed.

5750 ASHWORTH 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00024123 2/6/18 Tent encampment

5752 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00051151 3/17/18 Illegal camping

5762 37TH PL 18-00035733 2/23/18 Illegal camp. The infamous former campsite of murderer Bill Harrell that was allowed in our neighborhood. It's now occupied 
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NORTH NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

again. THANKS!!

5777 W GREEN 
LAKE WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00004810 1/9/18 Human waste, paper, cans, bottles, needles, plastic, etc. Please clean this up and get these transients out of our Public Parks

5783 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00056338 3/26/18 Multiple camp sites set up, dumping of garbage, needles and obvious theft of bikes. Green spaces destroyed.

18-00066217 4/9/18 I saw someone dragging a bike and dismantling it at a camp here. There were needles, clothes, backpacks, and other bike 
parts here.

5788 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00053836 3/21/18 Illegal encampments, lots of garbage, bicycle chop shop, trash thrown all over embankment.

5790 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00022582 2/3/18 These are the infamous "Harrell steps" that were carved by Bill and Kyrsten Outen in the months before he stabbed her to 
death in their RV in Ballard. This campsite continues to be occupied off and on, as well as others in the surrounding green 
space. Drug needle caps are visible today. Evidence of property crime continues. The environment is being trashed (wildlife 
corridor, near to shoreline -- are no protections in place?). Please stop allowing the completely unhealthy and unsafe squalor, 
especially in sites that are so closely related to violence and drugs.

5800 12TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00054200 3/22/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00035856 2/23/18 I illegal camp in green space along Ravenna Blvd between Brooklyn ne & 12th ne, multiple tents, see photo

18-00025912 2/8/18 Illegal tent location

18-00027699 2/10/18 Two tent campers in grass strip

18-00031826 2/16/18 Illegal camping 2 tents public parkway

18-00027886 2/11/18 New camp site on Ravenna Blvd green space , west of Brooklyn, see photo

5800 20TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00047903 3/13/18 This picnic shelter at Ravenna Park has been taken over by homeless people for over a week. They have their tents and 
belongings strewn everywhere making it unusable by families and other individuals in the community. As of 3 days ago, bikes 
have started appearing , and they seem to be taking them apart. Is this an illegal bike chop shop?

18-00046616 3/11/18 Illegal camping at picnic shelter

18-00046579 3/11/18 Illegal camping in picnic shelter- lots of bikes and cooking equipment.  Has been occupied for at least a couple of weeks. How 
do we use this when it's now off limits to park goers

18-00046509 3/11/18 Multiple campers in picnic shelter

18-00055723 3/24/18 NEW Homeless camping in the picnic shelter in Ravenna  Park, at 20th ne & ne 58th st, sorry no photo, previous homeless 
significantly vandalized the public picnic shelter, damaging stove and removing stone blocks from the structure.

18-00041722 3/5/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00073074 4/18/18 Unauthorized camping A constant homeless encampment in the picnic structure is resulting in a lot of trash and vandalism of 
the structure. My family has rented that area in the past, but we no longer feel like we can even consider that space for a 
gathering. We love Ravenna Park and don't mind the occasional homeless encampments off trail here or there, but the 
constant occupation of the picnic structure feels like something the city should be vigilant about.
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18-00047770 3/13/18 Entire park shelter and surrounding area bringing camped in with litter and debris spread all over

18-00041057 3/3/18 Camping in pavilion

18-00027039 2/9/18 New illegal camp in Ravenna Park 2 days after sweep.

5800 5TH AVE 
NE I=5 
EASEMENT, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00044469 3/7/18 A large encampment with a dozen tents appeared overnight.

5800 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00042096 3/5/18 Customer called to report a new campsite near the sound barrier wall in the 5800 block of 5th Ave NE. Customer reported 
hearing what sounded like a moving truck late last night and said the campers were setting up "all night long." He reported 10 
tents, pallets and dolly's in the grassy area.

18-00046604 3/11/18 Hello.  There is an unauthorized homeless encampment on 5th avenue NE between 57th and 59th streets on the East side of 
the road.  Your quick attention to this matter is greatly appreciated.

18-00046666 3/11/18 Illegal encampment

5800 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW 
HILLSIDE BTWN 
37TH&SEAVIEW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00038010 2/27/18 Homeless encampments creating unsafe conditions. One of the campers is lighting large fires in a barbeque basin that’s set on 
the ground.  The property is owned by SDOT and is designated an ECA because of the steep slope. There is already bad 
erosion on the 37TH Pl NW side where steps were carved into the bank.  The soil compaction will kill the vegetation and 
eventually  destabilize the slope. 
 
There are 5 or 6 dwellings on the greenbelt at present.  Starting from the point of land where Seaview meets 37th Pl NW (just 
before the BG trail crosses Seaview) the addresses of them are: 
 
1 & 2) 5980 Seaview Ave NW  The first one is at the bottom of the slope and screened by tarps and to the east of it at the top 
is the second, a huge tent/tarp structure with a whole bunch of garbage strewn down the hill and things caught in the trees 
and bushes. 
 
3 & 4) 5800 Seaview Ave NW Another large tent/tarp structure with a smaller one to the east.  This has a badly eroded path 
from 37th Pl NW. 
 
5) 5622 Seaview Ave NW  This a at the top of 37th Pl NW, just before the bridge that crosses the railroad.  

5800 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00038036 2/27/18 There is an unauthorized encampment at this location.  There is a large tent/tarp structure with a smaller one to the east.  This 
has a badly eroded path from 37th Pl NW. Please come clean this up and secure it. Thank you

5801 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00059533 3/29/18 Campers seen building semi permanent structures with wood, hammer and nails.  Concerns about sanitation & human waste.  
A few large branches/small trees in the green space have been broken down.

18-00042459 3/5/18 Illegal encampment. Wandering in street. Blocking traffic. It doesn't seem safe to have people wandering around the street in a 
dark area of that road. I feel like there is going to be an accident.

18-00042462 3/5/18 Illegal camping, garbage, waste

18-00042583 3/6/18 Large encampment
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NORTH 5801 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00042753 3/6/18 Large brand new illegal in Cantonment. It's sprouted this weekend. Please remove it immediately. These people moved here 
from 40th and Pasadena Place Northeast under the Ship Canal Bridge and the place they left behind has been completely trash 
it is filthy. I don't want these people doing the same thing to our neighborhood and coming in and stealing from us.

18-00067224 4/10/18 Syringes

18-00043316 3/6/18 Homeless encampment

18-00066836 4/10/18 PUBLIC Burning - the homeless at this Camp are now cutting down trees with an axe and lightning campfires each night

18-00043563 3/7/18 Lots of materials dumped here; apparently the start of an illegal encampment. Please address quickly before it gets dug in and 
generates tons of garbage and graffiti like the one near Pasadena and NE 40th St

18-00041417 3/4/18 Unauthorized homeless camp. There are 12 or so campers that have built structures into the green belt in the neighborhood. 
This is directly next to the residents and hugely problematic and unsafe.

18-00065963 4/9/18 Campers seen building semi permanent structures with wood, hammer and nails.  Concerns about sanitation & human waste.  
A few large branches/small trees in the green space have been broken down.

18-00064566 4/6/18 Dumping, drug use, aggressive behavior

18-00041781 3/5/18 There appears to be a new illegal encampment at 58th and 5th

18-00057016 3/26/18 Group of homeless people just hanging out in the street. It's like a block party on Monday night.

5803 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00027770 2/11/18 Illegal encampments and garbage all over green space between 37th Pl and Seaview Ave.

5804 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00035725 2/23/18 Previously reported illegal camp (nothing done by the city) is growing and now there is a child's bike there. ??? You allow 
children to camp along city streets now?

5805 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00046947 3/12/18 There are illegal homeless tents camping across the street from my house and I am planning to put my house on the market. 
Is there a way to remove them from that site please so it doesn't affect my listing when it goes on the market?

18-00042658 3/6/18 Illegal camping.

18-00042663 3/6/18 Homeless encampment.   Trash

18-00054187 3/22/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00074513 4/20/18 This encampment is growing. At least 10 tents now. Lots of litter.

5807 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00068219 4/11/18 Litter and drug activity

18-00046005 3/9/18 Illegal homeless encampment and drug use

18-00043574 3/7/18 Wood pallets and tarps were dumped here

18-00042650 3/6/18 Illegal encampment, pallets, trash, many tents, please fix

5808 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00017223 1/27/18 Illegal Campers-possible bike chop shop-stolen shopping cart-garbage tossed down hill toward Seaview.
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NORTH 5810 COWEN PL 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00005834 1/10/18 Illegal camping

18-00021555 2/1/18 Homeless encampment on park historic property.

18-00017061 1/27/18 Illegal encampment - occupants are using a drone to look into the windows of the the residents of Park Vista. Drones have hit 
the windows. Same occupants frequently throw knives at the trees. Their presence makes Park Vista residents feel unsafe  
 
**Reported on behalf of a neighbor

18-00017032 1/27/18 There are multiple camp sites with occupants who use the median as their bathroom and dump site. It is growing in size and 
NEEDS to be removed!

18-00004181 1/8/18 Multiple tents with associated garbage, shopping carts, needle caps and needles. First there was just one tent. There are now 
multiple, and the garbage has begun to accumulate, including shopping carts. Also. numerous needle caps and a couple 
needles have been seen in the city owned median.

18-00040850 3/3/18 Yellow tent camp in green space near cowen Park, sorry no photo (driving). Looks like the former tent camp from November-
December

18-00005740 1/10/18 Tent camping in median with littering

18-00024991 2/7/18 Illegal camping in the median. This site was clearned out yesterday (thank you!!!) and one tent us back this morning- orange 
tent with blue tarp. This is the same tent that has been in the median and by the sidewalk for weeks.

18-00024189 2/6/18 Customer called CSB to report 4 or 5 tents across the street from her address with lots of trash,. The apartment building was 
broken into few weeks ago and she believes the campers were involved. The campers have been there for about 3 weeks. It 
started with one tent and now grows every week.

5811 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00044577 3/8/18 Homeless camp growing larger!

18-00044521 3/8/18 A Ladder has been placed by the I-5 barrier wall on the NE 60th Street Park. It's clear intended purpose to aid people in 
quickly, easily, repeated and frequently scaling this wall. This creates a safety hazard for those stalling the wall, drivers who 
might be distracted by people on or bear the highway, and neighborhood  CHILDREN who might be playing at the park, and 
discover this ladder and chose to explore the other side of the wall. I would simply remove this ladder-stool myself, but I am 
afraid that I might be accosted, or worse, by one of the many homeless people camping in the area, who likely placed the wall 
there for their use.

18-00067138 4/10/18 General garbage and shopping carts NE 60Th Street Park. This is on the east side of 5th, between 58th and 60th. The dumping 
is going on in the park itself, as well as on the other side (east side) of the I-5 highway concrete barrier.

18-00043562 3/7/18 Encampment. Tents. Debit. Pallets. Tarps. Litter.

18-00045434 3/9/18 Homeless encampment is camping in NE 60th Street Park.

18-00066640 4/10/18 Over the past few months, there has been an ever-increasing number of homeless persons sleeping in the park. This includes 
both sides of the highway barrier (they are jumping the concrete highway barrier/wall to sleep on the highway side). Most 
recently, about 2 months ago, a new homeless camp has sprung up in the park. This is about half a dozen tents. 
In addition, at night, campers, minivans and other vehicles in which people sleep have been showing up. Some of these arrive 
at 2 or 3am and leave the cars running.  
I no longer feel safe to walk my dog in this area (which is directly in front of my house) at any time of the day, but especially 
at night. 
This is unacceptable. I would like to know what the city is doing about this homeless camp. I no longer feel entirely safe in my 
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NORTH 5811 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

own home (it's hard to get a good nights sleep when people are loitering in front of your home at 4 in the morning) and have 
been close to calling the police several times because I felt unsafe.

18-00046388 3/10/18 Safety hazard. Was driving on 5th with my toddlers in the back seat, in broad daylight, when a man stumbled into the street 
and nearly hit us. He is an illegal camper and I worry that someone will get hurt. This camping should not be allowed. This is 
truly unsafe!

18-00046373 3/10/18 Encampment

18-00044655 3/8/18 Homeless camp & trash

5812 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00043415 3/6/18 Very large encampment. I feel unsafe. I can't walk my family down the street anymore. Needles, trash, liquor bottles 
everywhere.

5814 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00047155 3/12/18 Unauthorized camping  Homeless encampment. Large amounts of garbage and appears to have stolen property from Shilshole 
Marina.

5817 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00037904 2/27/18 Illegal encampments and garbage strewn all over the green space between 37th Pl NW and Seaview Ave. I have reported this 
several times and the city is not doing anything!

5817 E GREEN 
LAKE WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00004243 1/8/18 Get the tents out of Woodland Park. The smell of human waste the problem of needles being used and strewn about is terrible. 
This is illegal as camping is not allowed as the park closes at 11pm. Enforce it. The filth is not just a deplorable but a true 
health HAZARD. This park has always been a crown jewel of our city but no more.

5820 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00029838 2/14/18 Illegal growing encampment with public defecation and urination witnessed by several neighbors. Also a secondary one on the 
hill where the city allowed Bill Harrell the murderer to camp. This is a much used walkway for families to the Burke Gilman 
Trail. It is our neighborhood. Not a city sanctioned homeless camp.

18-00058091 3/28/18 Unauthorized Camping

18-00051152 3/17/18 Illegal camping

5821 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00022861 2/4/18 Illegal encampments and garbage all over the green space between NW 57th Pl and Seaview Ave

5826 16TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00017477 1/28/18 Illegal camping on basketball court

18-00068494 4/12/18 NEW tarp camp on 16th ne & the south edge of Ravenna park, see photo

18-00069302 4/13/18 Illegal camping in Ravenna Park with stolen property (Dewalt generator) inside of the makeshift shelter

18-00046805 3/12/18 Two more homeless pitched tents. Trash nearby

18-00017912 1/29/18 Homeless camp in middle of basketball court

5827 16TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00035864 2/23/18 Trash it abandoned campsite with blue tarp on the south trail of Ravenna park just east of the tennis courts st the Cowan park 
bridge, see photo

18-00020389 1/31/18 Illegal camp, see photo, trash increasing, on tennis courts next to Cowan park bridge
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NORTH 5849 15TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00064439 4/6/18 New camp under Cowen park bridge south end, belongings are against bridge remaining walk, see photo

18-00024629 2/6/18 Illegal-camp, no tent, under Cowan park bridge, south end, see photo

18-00057002 3/26/18 Trash or illegal camp under south end of Cowen Park bridge, see photo

18-00003234 1/5/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00019660 1/30/18 Illegal camp. Under 20th st bridge, already reported, increasing trash on sensitive , see photo

5851 W GREEN 
LAKE WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00001769 1/3/18 Illegal encampment

18-00051116 3/17/18 Camping in woodland park near tennis courts.

5898 16TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00069871 4/13/18 Illegal campsite with generator at end of footpath from. 16 th Ave NE into Ravenna Park. Right on way of pedestrians and park 
goers

18-00046575 3/11/18 Illegal camping in park- sites have been there for some time

5899 16TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00018689 1/30/18 Camping directly on basketball court

590 NE 40TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00046786 3/12/18 Car camping

5900 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00049293 3/15/18 Homeless encampment growing on greenway on N.W. 37th Place. garbage being dropped over the hill down on to 5900 block 
ofSeaview NW.It is a Public Safety issue as there is no evidence of facilitiesfor human waste.  We request dog owners to bag 
their dog wasteand dispose of properly so it does not drain into surface waterand then into Puget Sound.  How can we let 
homeless defecate andurinate where they please.  Plus it is a mess and blight on the Neighborhood.Thanks,John Peterson

18-00069771 4/13/18 Henderson called CSB to report that the camping along 37th PL NW and Seaview has gotten much worse since he reported the 
site in February. Henderson reports campfires at night, stairs dug out from the landscape, branches being removed from trees, 
and many bicycles with stacks of bike parts at the site. Henderson also reports excessive garbage, worries about drugs/needles 
and deterioration of the land, since this area is slide prone.

18-00023806 2/5/18 5900 37th Pl NW - Westside of street / 2 separate encampments 1.) is 1 tent and tarps and 2.) is 1 tent and tarps, this 
structure is seen bringing in palettes and additional items for what seems to be further extending the campsite / 2 people have 
been seen here - 1 person in each encampment / and campfires have also been seen at this site.

5900 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00029345 2/13/18 (this is primarily about illegal encampments.. there was no option for this in the drop-down selector.  There is illegal dumping 
too)Multiple groups are camping in the bushes on both sides of the I-5 noise barrier.  On the West side there are at least three 
tents and the campers are becoming very brazen.  They have been using the faucets at my neighbours house and scaring 
them repeatedly.  Trash often accumulates and we have seen them mistreating a dog. On the East side (ie in the green space 
immediately adjacent to I-5) there is a large group in an almost enclosed space caused by jig-and-jag of the noise barrier.  
They often leave shopping trolleys and general trash in the green belt West of the barrier - ie they throw their trash over the 
wall.We try to be tolerant but it has become a serious issue and I think that city intervention is absolutely required.Thank hyou

5902 12TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 

18-00007193 1/12/18 Illegal camping

18-00033636 2/20/18 Illegal camping in public park
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NORTH WA 98105

5905 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00065893 4/9/18 unauthorized homeless camps.  There are at least 5 camps on the slope between NW 37th and Seaview.  They have tents and 
lots of garbage.

5907 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00067838 4/11/18 Approximately 5 shopping carts dumped by homeless folks living over the i5 sound barrier wall at this location.  Possibly 
associated with over-staying and occupied RV at this location

592 NE 40TH ST 
VACANT LOT ON 
HILL UNDER I-5, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00038749 2/28/18 There are tents setup in the lot in between the North and South split of NE 40th St. There is a shopping cart and garbage 
blocking the pedestrian stairwell across from the NE 40th St and 4th Ave NE. The man moving the cart used cutters to snip a 
hole in the fence in the middle of the pedestrian stairwell to gain access to a path. They are leaving needles and other garbage 
on the stairwell. This is across the street from the elementary school.

5925 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00059649 3/30/18 Unauthorized Camping

5948 WHITMAN 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00003653 1/6/18 Illegal encampments in Woodland Park horseshoe pits, almost a month old. Including human bodily waste disposed on the 
ground

595 NE 40TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00001198 1/3/18 Campsite on Burke-Gilman Trail

5952 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00053598 3/21/18 Bike thief / chop shop actively operating out of campsite on 37 th Pl NW. just watched him carry another one up hillside 
"stairs" and he's dismantling it now. Can see others under tarp. 911 doesn't want calls about this stuff. Our CPT is out of office. 
Please: clear out this campsite and stop actively enabling criminal activity on our Neighborhood Greenway! Like for real this 
time. It's ridiculous.

5980 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00056324 3/26/18 Tents, stove, bicycles, bike parts, propane tanks, garbage  Families with children live blocks from this illegal encampment. 
Crime has increased (car break ins, burglaries, needles found etc). Please help keep our neighborhood safe.

5980 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00046387 3/10/18 Unauthorized homeless encampment of several tents at this location.

18-00042307 3/5/18 Growing ILLEGAL & DESTRUCTIVE encampment that has been reported by many and the city does not care.  Please help. This 
is our neighborhood.

18-00051156 3/17/18 Illegal camping

18-00052270 3/19/18 Campsites and tents and garbage

18-00035741 2/23/18 Long standing campsite with growing garbage on Seaview. Massive garbage. Thanks!

18-00038029 2/27/18 There are unauthorized campers at the bottom of the slope screened by tarps and at the top.  There is a lot of garbage strewn 
about. Can someone please clean up and secure this area? Thank you
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NORTH 5980 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00043436 3/6/18 Large encampment, trash, propane tanks, both sides of the road.

18-00043733 3/7/18 Homeless tents and dumping

18-00018029 1/29/18 Another encampment, at a site that's been used and reported many times over the last couple years along NW 57th Pl

18-00026710 2/9/18 Encampment on 37th place near viewed from Seaview Ave ne

18-00026716 2/9/18 Encampment and hillside of crap between 37th place and Seaview

18-00026721 2/9/18 Growing encampment

18-00019296 1/30/18 Now the city is not only allowing campsites in our neighborhood but campfires too?? Seriously?

18-00020176 1/31/18 Camp with trash

18-00031950 2/16/18 Encampment

18-00034631 2/21/18 Homeless encampment. Our property is being rifled through every night. There is needles and feces in the street. They are 
destroying all the trees and plants. Please send someone out

18-00027143 2/9/18 Illegal camping

18-00029495 2/13/18 Tent and environmental damage

18-00041419 3/4/18 Tents and garbage littering the hill.  Unsightly and a health hazard.  Please notify the Navigation Team.

18-00041560 3/5/18 Homeless encampments on hillside

18-00022939 2/4/18 Illegal Camping. Several tents are staked down on the hillside here; the camp seems to be growing.

18-00023216 2/5/18 Illegal dumping, debris, may include needles and drug paraphernalia

18-00046384 3/10/18 Several illegal encampments with large amounts of debris and trash, and stolen items from the marina.

18-00049294 3/15/18 Dumping

18-00066335 4/9/18 This encampment has been here for weeks and now has turned into community of maybe 5 tents.  Garbage everywhere in the 
water run off area that drains into the canal.  I imagine there is urine  and human waste in this garbage.  I have reported that 
s encampment a few times along with lots of other people.  Why haven't you done anything about it?  This is now an 
environmental threat to the canal and the creatures that live in it.  What about the criminal activity going on with all the bike 
parts littered about this encampment?

18-00066046 4/9/18 Camp with tons of apparently stolen bikes

18-00062717 4/4/18 Bike drop off for drugs area known by your Nav team but they refuse to act. Police refuse to act. The garbage is incredible. 
Thank goodness a news team will make this area and the city's refusal to enforce the laws known to all.  Best to have it 
cleaned up and out before they complete their work.  The new mayor is sure to be embarrassed.

18-00059716 3/30/18 Another tent in the growing encampment on Seaview

18-00059647 3/30/18 Illegal encampment, dumping, needles, occupied for months, getting worse/bigger

18-00059290 3/29/18 Bicycle theft and drug crime scene

18-00054161 3/22/18 Multiple encampments with bike chop on site. Environmental impact to hillside

18-00056994 3/26/18 Illegal encampments, bicycle chop shop, lots of garbage strewn all over greenbelt. Customer reported 6 tents, several shopping 
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NORTH 5980 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

carts, garbage, furniture, human waste and said she only have seen a couple of people but she is sure there are more.

18-00071201 4/16/18 Illegal encampment, open fire, bike chop shop, loud blaring misic

18-00064431 4/6/18 Just past the railway overpass

18-00063669 4/5/18 Illegal encampment, dumping, needles, occupied for months, getting worse/bigger

18-00017126 1/27/18 Illegal campsite in Neighborhood Greenway. Please please keep this area safe for pedestrians and neighbors. Too many drugs 
and property crime. Devastation of public green space.

18-00068507 4/12/18 Encampment

18-00068508 4/12/18 Encampment

5TH AVE NE & 
NE 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00002989 1/5/18 VISION ZERO--UNSAFE CONDITION--A YEAR OR TWO AGO A CAMPER WAS KILLED WHEN A DRUNK DRIVER RAN OFF THE 
ROAD AT THIS RAMP AND CRASHED INTO A TENT KILLING THE TENT'S OCCUPANT.  THE TENTS HAVE RETURNED.  
EVENTUALLY, ANOTHER DRUNK DRIVER IS GOING TO RUN OFF THE ROAD AND CRASH INTO THE NEW TENT AND ITS 
OCCUPANT.  IF THIS IS NOT THE JURISTICTION OF SEATTLE POLICE, PLEASE FORWARD TO STATE PATROL.  P.S. THANKS 
FOR BEING ON WATCH EVERY DAY - Unsafe condition at NE 50th St Ramp

18-00028076 2/12/18 Hello, there is an abandoned homeless encampment with lots of junk and debris on the corner of 5th Avenue Northeast and 
Northeast 50th Street at the freeway. I understand by alerting you folks that potentially this could be cleaned up. Thank you

5TH AVE NE & 
NE 55TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00058082 3/28/18 On 5th Ave NE on the eastside between NE 55th St and NE 60th Street / Roughly a dozen tents / Not sure of the amount of 
people - at least a dozen / Not sure of the length of time the campsite has been there.Andres Orams425-941-4292

5TH AVE NE & 
NE 56TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00069891 4/13/18 There are a dozen tents complete with wooden bases on a residential street. There is garbage and cars coming and going at all 
hours.  Stolen bicycles and drug activity.  Please have them removed immediately. They are less than 200 yards from an 
elementary school and across the street from dozens of houses.

5TH AVE NE & 
NE 58TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00064443 4/6/18 Customer left voicemail on 4/5/18 stating campers are digging holes and cutting down trees and bushes to expand the 
campsite.

18-00070680 4/16/18 the campers were digging through their garbage, casing their home at night and day.  One woman with curly blond hair, casing 
homes.  Lots of childrens strollers, more then 15, many gas tanks that belong to bbqs.  More tents are popping up. Lots of 
garbage.

18-00069792 4/13/18 Peto called CSB to report that the encampment has expanded north. They are breaking tree branches and digging up the area 
to make more space for camping.

18-00068228 4/11/18 71/2 year old girl called CSB backed by an adult who supplied answers to "how long has campsite been there (one month) and 
how many campers are there ("lots")?"  The girl said she was calling to say she was "afraid the campers will steal some stuff 
from her house."  The girl said nothing has been stolen since the campers arrived.  Girl was advised to talk with her neighbors 
and to report problem behaviors to 911.

18-00068535 4/12/18 Customer called CSB on 4/10/2018 to report camping, garbage and criminal activity at 5th Ave NE and NE 58th St. Customer 
reported lots of criminal activity recently, campers breaking into their yards and garages, one neighbor saw a camper walking 
in their front yard at night with a machete in their hand.

18-00043735 3/7/18 Unauthorized camping. Lots of tents, about 15 - 17 people, about a week.  There was an angry male knocking over garbage 
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NORTH 5TH AVE NE & 
NE 58TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

cans into the street.  Keeps growing. Everyday more and more people and tents are setting up.

18-00042670 3/6/18 Customer called CSB to report an unauthorized camping of two tents. They are starting a huge encampment, they built a huge 
wood foundation covered with tarps.

18-00043973 3/7/18 Nine different callers reported this encampment on 3/6. They report that the encampment is about 100 yards long down 5th 
Ave. Over the weekend, a community member set up a coffee table with a sign that said, "welcome our new neighbors" with 
snacks for the community at this location. One report from a man stated that he saw someone "shooting up in the 
encampment and the drug user glared as he walked by." There are also several propane tanks, pallets and food being stored in 
the area. The campers are also clearing vegetation to set up their site.

18-00067756 4/11/18 Customer reported the encampment is continuing to grow. Campers have daily fires, garbage and needles everywhere. He 
reported "open defecation" which is a significant health hazard. He said he witnessed a 2 year old girl walking with her mother 
ran ahead and almost stepped on a needle and in human waste on 4/9/18. He said it is "very disturbing" the city is doing 
nothing to remove the campers and that he is moving out of Seattle due to this type of inaction on unauthorized camping.

5TH AVE NE & 
NE 58TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00043641 3/7/18 Unauthorized camping at 5th Ave NE & NE 58th ST, there is a couple of tents, tarps, and pallets.  10 plus people are there.  2 
or 3 days they been there.

5TH AVE NE & 
NE 58TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00069328 4/13/18 There is a dangerous homeless encampment that has sprung up in our neighborhood. We have witnessed illegal drug use, 
physical fighting, and garbage littered everywhere. Several neighbors have had their cars broken into and their garages too 
(with bicycles stolen). Families not feel safe. Those of us who own homes -- and pay hefty property taxes -- will see the value 
of our homes drop. THIS ILLEGAL ENCAMPMENT NEEDS TO BE SWEPT IMMEDIATELY.

18-00043204 3/6/18 Illegal encampment with lots of illegal dumping

18-00051623 3/19/18 Furniture

5TH AVE NE & 
NE 59TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00037505 2/27/18 Piles of wood chips from commercial trucks. Also debris from homeless. Also bikes etc. Bicycles and shopping cartsVery Big 
piles of wood chips

5TH AVE NE & 
NE 59TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00043654 3/7/18 A very large new homeless encampment has sprung up at the location of 59th and 5th NE.  As I walked my dog by yesterday I 
observed someone putting a needle into their arm.  I want this camp removed before it gets worse.This camp is illegal and 
before more of our homes are broken into, packages stolen from porches, human defecation and vermin, drugs and needles 
appear, PLEASE begin the process to shut this camp down.  It is a block away from an elementary school and an area where 
people walk their pets and children play.

5TH AVE NE & 
NE 59TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00064671 4/6/18 Full plastic bags are being thrown over the sound wall from I-5. I don't actually know what is in the bags. A big homeless 
encampment there, along I-5 Southbound. They are throwing plastic bags over the wall, starting to cover the hillside along 5th 
Av NE. An eyesore. Thank you in advance for checking on this.Note, the plastic bags are NOT coming from the homeless site 
on the west side of I-5 at 5th Av NE and NE 58th St. Bags of litter and waste are being thrown over the sound wall from I-5. A 
big homeless encampment there, along I-5 Southbound.

6010 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00041804 3/5/18 Abandoned encampment full of crap

6018 WHITMAN 18-00001207 1/3/18 There is a homeless encampment under the lawn bowling structure at Woodland Park.
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NORTH AVE N LAWN 
BOWLING 
STRUCTURE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

6027 8TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00033049 2/20/18 Tent camper for over a month

6043 6TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00066021 4/9/18 Homeless from the camp near our home  breaking into garage. Please do something about this growing problem.

6060 15TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00027285 2/9/18 New illegal camp, adjacent to tennis courts at SE end of Cowan Park bridge, see photo

614 NW 45TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00011343 1/18/18 RV with multiple drug addicts living in it, dumping trash, drug dealing, screaming and being disruptive.

6149 W GREEN 
LAKE WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00043941 3/7/18 Tents

6157 15TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00006509 1/11/18 Abandoned tent and garbage

6160 15TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00066257 4/9/18 New camp under the Cowen Park bridge both end, up against cyclone fencing, see ohoto

6161 15TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00005445 1/9/18 New illegal camp, sleeping bag with individual sitting next to it, under the Cowan Park bridge, sorry no photo be cause the 
camper was present and I felt threatened.

6169 15TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00024631 2/6/18 Illegal camp, no tent, sleeping bag, under Cowan park bridge north end, see photo

617 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00071163 4/16/18 Customer called upset that campers are living near the Greenlake Park and Ride and "yelling" at people (including children) 
walking by. He said there was one tent, now there are two tents, chairs, a bench and a bucket of human waste present. He 
reported drug use also.

18-00071272 4/16/18 Camping in the city

18-00072997 4/18/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00072585 4/18/18 Reporting homeless encampment under I5 and NE Ravenna Blvd
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NORTH 617 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00066935 4/10/18 Illegal camping for over 3 weeks and reported several times. As a tax payer, its appalling that this is still here. Itould be 
wonderful if some actually did their job and removed all of this trash.

18-00072522 4/18/18 Encampments

18-00054054 3/21/18 Tent

18-00053282 3/21/18 1 tent, furniture under I-5

18-00053183 3/20/18 Illegal incampment

6191 W GREEN 
LAKE WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00001756 1/3/18 Illegal encampment in the horse shoe pits at woodland park for over 2 weeks.  I found needle caps and 2 piles of human feces 
between this area  the picnic shelter while picking up trash in the park. 2 other tents located along the trails at the park , also 
there for over 2 weeks. Several cars parked early morning with people sleeping in them

6200 24TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00020987 2/1/18 Homeless living outside of our apartment, doing drugs, leaving beer cans, being loud, and intimidating residents.

6204 20TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00008278 1/14/18 Illegal camping in park.

6218 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00008314 1/14/18 Numerous campsites along BG Trail. Reported numerous times. Active bikes and bike parts being moved in and out. Rampant 
trashing of green space, which used to be a safer wildlife corridor. Please alert all related agencies for environmental 
protection, public safety, public health. This is not ok.

18-00022937 2/4/18 Illegal Camping Obstructing Multiuse Path

6226 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00023215 2/5/18 Garbage and litter on BGT

18-00013213 1/22/18 While someone neatly stacked, this load of personal items have a grocery cart are blocking much of a Burke Gilman Trail. 
There also appears to be people living in the bushes just off the trail. While I sympathize with the situation these folks are 
living in, but their actions cannot be allowed to impact the rest of us trying to simply use public resources such as the trail. This 
creates a situation where me as a parent with a baby in my stroller, or perhaps a single jogger don't feel safe walking the trail 
in broad daylight.

18-00018021 1/29/18 Lots of refuse dumped and scattered trailside by campers asked to move along by BNSF. Area is still occupied by others. Public 
health hazard. Bike chopping. Devastation of green space for wildlife. Etc. Please do thorough clean and enforcement.

6230 7TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00033133 2/20/18 Illegal Camper behind Ballard goodwill.

625 NE 65TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00050891 3/16/18 Illegal camping on the grassy part of Ravenna Blvd near NE 65th St.

6300 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00047885 3/13/18 Trash / junk

18-00040498 3/2/18 Unauthorized camping under the bridge. There are many stolen bikes, propane tanks, garbage.

18-00023217 2/5/18 Trash & rats
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NORTH 6300 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00024297 2/6/18 On Burke Gilman Trail behind Surf Ballard. Trash from abandoned homeless campsite plus one plastic shelter.

6400 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00012293 1/20/18 Homeless encampment on Burke Gilman bike trail

6488 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00074705 4/20/18 There is a lot of garbage and refuse from an old encampment between the burke gillman trail and the rail road ROW. Walk up 
the burke gillman trail hill cross the first set of railway tracks and you can see the refuse straight ahead on the hill in the rail 
road ROW.  
 
Use the following decimal coordinates in your phone for the exact location: 47.675663, -122.405750 
 
In addition, there are a number of items under the rail road crossing bridge near the trail. 
 
Coordinates: 47.675115, -122.405382 
 
I haven't seen anyone there in a very long time so I believe the old camps are uninhabited.

649 N 138TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00046727 3/12/18 Homeless person camping at the top of our driveway in green space bordering reservoir

656 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00065998 4/9/18 Tent camper/ junk

18-00059631 3/30/18 Tent camper/ junk

661 NE 43RD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00044452 3/7/18 Massive illegal homeless encampment/bike theft

6716 32ND AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00052527 3/20/18 Illegal camping in a park and litter

6800 WEEDIN PL 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00029811 2/14/18 Illegal camping within 100 yards of an elementary school

7000 8TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00029287 2/13/18 Garbage, Litter, human waste, possibly needles and other drug paraphernalia. this mess needs to be cleaned up. Its a drug 
den with people coming and going constantly. It's under the overpass at the Lake City/NE 73rd St. exit from I-5 NB. Not easily 
visible from the road. The man that lives under the overpass has been there for three years. My kitchen window overlooks 
where this man, "the pirate," appears to be selling drugs on the corner. Cars drive up to him, go under the overpass and come 
out 15 minutes later constantly throughout the day and evening. In the summer, RV's will consistently frequent this area and 
head down under the overpass. A few days ago a man went under the overpass and left with a bloody face 15 minutes later. 
Police reports have been consistently filed for three years. This man needs to leave and the area needs to be cleaned.
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NORTH 7028 9TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00030891 2/15/18 9th and 70th Ave NW, Kirke park – some guy bundled up, camping next to the childrens area, southend of the park.  Been 
there only 1 day.

711 NW 100TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98177

18-00020955 2/1/18 Growing encampment behind Patty's Egg Nest.

18-00025128 2/7/18 Homeless encampment has been built on newspaper donation box. There is a tent and many tarps around this structure. There 
is garbage. Thus is just a few feet from a busy road where large Metro double buses go. Seems very dangerous to allow people 
to live so close to these large vehicles. If the bus swerves for any reason, it would hit this tent.  This tent has been there for 
months, please clear out.

18-00037900 2/27/18 Homeless encampment has been built along 7th Ave right next to the street. A large tent, furniture, garbage are covered by a 
huge green tarp. It's been built upon a donation bin. It's inches from the street where buses and cars drive past all day long. 
It's also next to a homeless women/kids shelter. This encampment has been here for months. Because it's in a dangerous spot 
and near to where children live, it should be a priority to get it to be moved.

18-00002835 1/5/18 Tent camp built onto donation box. See photo.

18-00028045 2/12/18 Tent, garbage and camping behind the patty's egg nest building (next to donation bin behind patty's)

18-00032263 2/17/18 Encampment by sidewalk.

7200 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00006011 1/10/18 Two tents that have been there for a couple of weeks.  I have seen "residents" at night.  There is some trash.

18-00004319 1/8/18 In sanctioned camping

18-00003644 1/6/18 Tent campers next to West tennis court South of green lake bathhouse for more than a week.

18-00070791 4/16/18 Illegal camping in public park

18-00062695 4/4/18 Illegal camping

18-00026788 2/9/18 Illegal encampment

18-00020765 2/1/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00018825 1/30/18 Trash

18-00024269 2/6/18 Tent and junk near lake

7201 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00003156 1/5/18 Next to the single tennis court on West Green Lake Dr. N

7203 E GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00022621 2/3/18 Illegal camping in city park

7223 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00002215 1/4/18 Encampment in Green Lake park.
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NORTH 7235 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00045397 3/9/18 Illegal camper/encampment. I am again reporting the same camper/encampment that I have previously reported multiple 
times over the last month or so.  While I am very cognizant of and sympathetic to the layers and layers of issues related to 
homeless campers and encampments, I beg, plead and beseech the City of Seattle to enforce Municipal Code 18.12.250 
("Camping not allow our public parks").  Please respect the rights of citizens to have our laws enforced, especially with regard 
to the public parks we all cherish. Allowing even the most benevolent, respectable camper to break this law ? Especially for 
long periods of time and after multiple citizen reports of illegal camping  ? sets a precedence and delegitimizes the rule of law.

7244 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00002309 1/4/18 This complaint is about two homeless tents that your agency has been supporting by not enforcing the no overnight camping 
law.  They have camped there for over 3 months without any enforcement.  These tents and their stuff are spread out under 
two old growth trees with rotting garbage, shit and pee and other unknown substances soaking into the soil.  I have contacted 
your officers at the park and was told to call about it and that it wasn't their jobs or there agency. Keeping the trees safe and 
healthy is your job and letting toxic substances being feed to the trees is negligent and should be addressed immediately. 
Location: Next to the single tennis court on West Green Lake Dr. N.  These two tents and their stuff is within sight of the path 
and leaves citizens vulnerable to their possible desperate actions. Please keep our parks safe and clean by removing these 
trespassers.  If you allow overnight camping, open it to all taxpayers because camping fees can add up. Please let me know 
how to lodge a formal complaint against your agency.  I will post your response to Social Media.

7252 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00031949 2/16/18 There are multiple tents set up next to the tennis courts. They have been there since at least the summer of 2017. The 
inhabitants are intimidating. Why are they not asked to move along?

18-00008690 1/15/18 Encampment has been in the park for 6 months!

7266 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00022686 2/3/18 Illegal encampment -tent(s), litter, tarps set up against fencing of the public tennis courts.

7278 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00026790 2/9/18 Two tent encampments just outside the tennis court fencing at GreenLake Park + a shopping cart piled high inside/on the 
public tennis courts.

729 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00006386 1/11/18 Trash, encampment debris on sidewalk

18-00063245 4/4/18 Customer called CSB on 3/28/2018 to report one tent after City cleaned up the area at NE Ravenna Blvd and I-5.

7292 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00004369 1/8/18 Two tents next to Green Lake west tennis courts have been there for weeks, in spite of previous reports. It appears the city is 
allowing the park to be turned into another homeless camp.

7312 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00031643 2/16/18 Camping at Greenlake Park

7321 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00047455 3/12/18 They're still here weeks later.  I'm tired of living as if we're in Mombai
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NORTH 7341 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00035237 2/22/18 Person camping in park near Bathhouse theater

7400 SAND 
POINT WAY NE 
HILL NEXT TO 
KITE HILL, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00062016 4/3/18 Illegal encampment in Magnuson Park. It is located on a hill top in the protected wet lands and near the baseball field and 
walking trails. Please follow up with an email and let me know how this is resolved. Thanks.

7400 SAND 
POINT WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00066845 4/10/18 Customer called to report that a tent is still in Magnuson Park after reporting this weeks ago. The customer says you will get to 
the tent when you pass the tennis court, along the trail near the "ammo dump." The customer reports that there is greenery 
around the tent and can be difficult to see.

18-00049414 3/15/18 Customer called CSB to report a tent with a blue tarp over it. He said it is on the south side of the "cross park trail, just past 
the east side of first ammunition storage area."

7429 E GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00009689 1/17/18 Tent has been under sequoias over 2 weeks. Near chin up bars at the end of the building with the coffee shop.

18-00001738 1/3/18 Tent has been in sequoias over 5 days

759 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00002606 1/4/18 Illegal camping. Constant problem and city continues to do nothing about it in the general vicinity. Lots of illegal camping and 
waste.

7633 W GREEN 
LAKE DR N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00043342 3/6/18 This tent has been here for several weeks.They need to move. We bring children to the park. Thank you'

7700 25TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00071154 4/16/18 Customer reported 1 camper at Dahl playfield near the shelter house. She said the male camper was lying on the ground with 
blankets over him and has garbage surrounding him. She reports he is very close to the playground which makes her nervous 
for the children.

771 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00074295 4/20/18 Illegal tent. Has been at this location for a minimum of six months.

7748 4TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00034958 2/22/18 Illegal encampment on hillside along I5 corridor. Multiple tents, trash, debris and graffiti at site. Between 5th ave overpass and 
NE 80th overpass.

777 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00025906 2/8/18 Tent on greenbelt

779 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 

18-00048609 3/14/18 Illegal camping. There has been illegal camping here for weeks now.  Also contributes to illegal dumping.  You can find 
discharged tents in the trash piles.
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NORTH WA 98115

783 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00027763 2/11/18 Tent on greenbelt

18-00005684 1/10/18 Homeless camp

785 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00054055 3/21/18 Tent

791 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00009739 1/17/18 Pile of trash

7TH AVE NE & 
NE 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00063300 4/4/18 Customer called CSB on 4/3/2018 to report garbage and that the campers at 7th Ave NE and NE 50th St cut the fence under 
the freeway.

18-00062273 4/3/18 Customer reports two large piles of garbage generated by unauthorized camp.

801 NE 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00063537 4/5/18 Encampment on park bench at university playground

801 NW 50TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00010040 1/17/18 There is a pile of junk at this house left by the occupants of this RV with license BHG3488

803 N 122ND ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00033040 2/20/18 Pallets clothes and trash. On interuban and 122nd on east side

804 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00071627 4/17/18 Illegal camping on public green belt

806 NW 43RD 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00002446 1/4/18 Trash and needles are scattered across this lot kitty corner to Fred Meyers

807 NW 43RD 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00072580 4/18/18 There is debris spilling onto the Burke Gilman Trail from the illegal camp growing at the intersection of 8th NW & NW 43rd. 
This is on a green space, that used to be nicely maintained with trees and ground cover. Now, there are several tents and a 
large amount of garbage, human waste, needles and household debris all over the site and on the trail. Clean this up and move 
the tents out.

8100 
GREENWOOD 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00055066 3/23/18 Illegal camping in park

8104 
GREENWOOD 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 

18-00051598 3/19/18 There was an unauthorized encampment at the new park between 81st and 82nd streets on Greenwood Avenue. There is a 
clear no camping sign at the park. The campers are behind the hill so hidden from street view.
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NORTH WA 98103

8108 
GREENWOOD 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00055083 3/23/18 Encampment and tents at park. 
This is a new encampment.

811 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00031479 2/16/18 Along the hillside as you exit I-5 onto Ravenna Blvd there is a massive amount of trash and debris and a tent. This is just 
terrible and needs to go. This is in a neighborhood and it's unsightly and unsafe. there is usually a man begging for money off 
of the interstate. I do not believe this is his mess as he has been there for years. I believe someone else is living there and 
littering up the place. It is terrible what is happening to Seattle.

8111 
GREENWOOD 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00054799 3/22/18 Illegal camping in city park - this cannot become another tent city!

8118 
GREENWOOD 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00064402 4/6/18 There is a suspicious bundle abandoned by the back fence of Greenwood Library Park property behind the hill.

812 NW 49TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00056932 3/26/18 Illegal camping in row

8235 INTERLAKE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00064689 4/6/18 Person camping / sleeping in the parking strip, under a tree, next to a Porta potty.

825 NW 43RD 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00067604 4/11/18 Multiple tents have returned to the greenspace along the Burke Gilman at the corner of 43rd NW and 8th Ave NW. Last year, a 
large tent and fire destroyed much of the greenery along the trail and now tents are being established here again. Remove this 
before it goes even further to destroying the plantings here. This whole street needs to be cleared of illegal RVs and tents.

8284 SAND 
POINT WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00007259 1/12/18 Illegal dumping at illegal camp site, beer cans, needles, clothes, etc.

834 NW 47TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00040108 3/2/18 RV blocking the entire lane and making this busy road dangerous.

8340 MARY AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00030755 2/15/18 Baker Park has 2 homeless tents there. There is garbage around. This park always has homeless tents and people living in this 
park. I avoid walking through the park because there are always sketchy people camping in this park. Please patrol it more and 
clear out the tents so everyone feels safe to use it.

18-00006496 1/11/18 Baker Park has a HUGE pile of garbage, wood pallets, tarps

8347 14TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00030504 2/14/18 There is a tent set up in Baker Park since yesterday and it appears that someone is camping there.

18-00073078 4/18/18 Baker Park on Crown Hill has a homeless encampment in the middle of the park. There is also trash on and around the picnic 
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NORTH 8347 14TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

tables. There are 3-5 people loitering and living in the park at all hours. Since the picnic tables are in the middle of the park 
and I he homeless people have covered them with their belongings and trash, it feels very unsafe to walk through the park. I 
use to walk through it daily on my morning walk but it now feels very unsafe. I tried to walk through it this AM but there were 
two people shooting up drugs on the picnic table. Yesterday I saw someone urinating on the new wood apartment building 
fence, so these folks are also using the area as a bathroom. How is the public expected to be able to use this park?

18-00073133 4/18/18 Tents and garbage in park

18-00004477 1/8/18 Baker Park has a homeless encampment has been built in the middle of the park near the picnic table. There is a blue tent, 
wood pallets, trash

849 NW 49TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00056933 3/26/18 Illegal camping

8500 CORLISS 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00040752 3/2/18 Homeless encampment at the end of the street which is where cars turn around

8500 
GREENWOOD 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00023350 2/5/18 Camp at Chase door

18-00009894 1/17/18 Homeless people leftovers

8501 15TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00003228 1/5/18 Abandoned building has a homeless person living on the porch. A structure has been built there. Please clear this out.

8516 SAND 
POINT WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00005002 1/9/18 small encampment with 2 tents

8521 MIDVALE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00020147 1/31/18 It looks like someone had been spending some time in the space on the side of our townhouse. Lots of playing cards, some 
sort of bottles, tarpaulin, cardboard, etc. laying around. I had kids with me so couldn't get any closer to see if there were 
needles like previous dumping incidents.

8534 PHINNEY 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00035226 2/22/18 Scoyni called CSB on 2/22/18 about a woman who has been living in a car in front of her residence since Monday. Scoyni said 
the car is a blue Honda Civic, license BEK1574.  Scoyni also reported garbage and human waste near the vehicle and in the 
building's planter.  Scoyni said she has been calling the non-emergency line to ask officers to contact the woman and to 
address the illegal parking.

8535 PHINNEY 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00006625 1/11/18 3 homeless people (2 female, 1 male) are arguing and camping out on business property near parked car.

8600 CORLISS 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00025587 2/7/18 Caller contacted CSB on 2/7/18 to report people with backpacks went through cut fence on 2/6/18.  Campers were transported 
to location in a vehicle (beige Chevrolet S-10 pickups, C92788C) that parks on Corliss Ave N (8600 block).

8620 CORLISS 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 

18-00006155 1/10/18 Homeless encampment with 30 ft of debris and trash. Visible from southbound I5 as you exit to 80/85th St. Reported a couple 
times over the last 6 months.
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8700 GOLDEN 
GARDENS DR 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00046123 3/10/18 Encament in Golden gardens park past dog run down hill to overflow car park

8725 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00035301 2/22/18 Illegal camp on the beach. Nice collection of bikes as. Well

8801 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00013696 1/23/18 Trash everywhere, mattresses on sidewalk, abandoned tires next to Vet building, upstairs windows clearly broken into. Same 
status for at least 1 month.

8853 NESBIT 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00056976 3/26/18 Encampment forming.

8854 1ST AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00014646 1/24/18 Sound wall door broken - homeless encampment using that door.

8904 CORLISS 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00038288 2/28/18 Homeless encampment reported 3 times now since last year. 30 feet of debris and trash. Now 3 tents.

8951 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00011540 1/19/18 Tent blocking sidewalk

8953 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00006294 1/11/18 Homeless encampment in the bus stop

18-00009681 1/17/18 Return of encampment around metro bus stop orca reader.

18-00069277 4/13/18 Illegal dumping at the Orca tap terminal at this bus stop. Appears to be someone who thinks it's ok to camp there. Not safe for 
bus riders.

18-00005531 1/10/18 Encampment at bus stop

8955 NESBIT 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00056965 3/26/18 Illegal encampment with open drug use.

899 N 122ND ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00029132 2/13/18 Garbage/needles

8TH AVE NE & 
NE 106TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00030323 2/14/18 Customer called to report a dozen cars and RV's parked around NE 106th ST consistently with people living in them. The 
customer is a property manager for one of the nearby apartment complexes and has had several complaints from tenants. She 
said that the vehicles have been parked here for several weeks. In that time, the apartments have had several car break ins 
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NORTH and suspicious activity. Police reports have been filed about the criminal activity.

9004 51ST AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00002946 1/5/18 Garbage dumped on the south side of Matthews Beach Park. Large pile of it

9006 51ST AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00002020 1/4/18 Illegal waterfront tent camping in park on the south side. Additionally fires being made on the beach

901 NW 51ST ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00056935 3/26/18 Illegal camping in residential neighborhood

9018 51ST AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00017516 1/28/18 Illegal burning in city park + garage

902 NW 49TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00045979 3/9/18 Long term camping here  license bhj6062 wa

909 N 50TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00066131 4/9/18 Again, new encampment forming and growing. Now 2 tents, 3 cars and lots of trash. Near where kids play and buses park for 
zoo. Unacceptable

917 N 47TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00057184 3/27/18 Gabara called to report that an elderly homeless woman has been living in Wallingford for years now. Gabara believes the 
woman's name is Clementine. Gabara is wondering if someone from the Navigation Team could assist her with finding services. 
Gabara reports that Clementine was off the streets for several months, but just came back. Clementine travels by foot near the 
Wallingford library and foodbank. Clementine has about five grocery carts that she leaves full of garbage and belongings 
throughout the neighborhood on 46th and 47th. Gabara is worried about Clementine's safety and doesn't feel it is right to leave 
this woman on the streets.

9200 2ND AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00017402 1/28/18 Illegal camping at Sandel Park

9201 15TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00068839 4/12/18 Camper set up at school.  School on spring break.  Trash.

18-00074302 4/20/18 Unauthorized camping

9220 20TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00056841 3/26/18 Customer called CSB on 3/26/2018 to report unauthorized camping made out of cardboard under the tree at Soundview 
Playfield which she saw this morning. There is also litter around it and a big plastic container.

18-00029896 2/14/18 PARKS - Sleeping bag blankets

9221 VIEW AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00059648 3/30/18 This is large area of trash and illegal camping above railroad tracks at North end of Golden Gardens.

9225 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 

18-00003889 1/7/18 RV camping for almost 2 weeks now- he is throwing his garbage all over he road and being disrespectful to our street - please 
help him move on! This photo is when he first arrived now go look at the trash.  Thank you for your help!
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NORTH WA 98103 18-00002470 1/4/18 Someone living in an RV. Has not moved in at least 5 days

18-00045726 3/9/18 Someone living in an RV for last 5 days. Prostitution and drug use activities with the  RV

9255 DENSMORE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00071961 4/17/18 Three separate Campers Licton Springs park

942 NW 50TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00040155 3/2/18 RV'S AND CAMPERS PRESENT

18-00033184 2/20/18 This RV has stolen a No Parking Sign and laid it next to their RV. When they leave they put up the No parking sign until they 
return. They have been here for over a month. They also have placed an orange bucket filled with sand or concrete so no one 
can park behind them. They are also parked in a way as to take up three parking spaces during the weeks when parking is 
limited.

9425 SAND 
POINT WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00051385 3/18/18 Illegal campers in the Thornton Creek Natural area, along the creek behind the 75 bus stop on the west side of the road.  
Tents, bicycles, shopping carts.  I'm concerned about trash and waste in the creek and the increase in property crime in the 
immediate area.

18-00039849 3/1/18 Homeless Camp

18-00041778 3/5/18 Homeless setting up shop in ravine at the end of 95th and Sand Point Way NE.  Garbage and needles dumped in bushes at the 
location causing a hazardous situation.  Individuals seen entering area are also prowling the area at night, checking unlocked 
cars and peering into homes.  This is a huge safety concern, please help!

948 NE CAMPUS 
PKY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00052493 3/20/18 Under University bridge at NE Campus Pkwy

950 NW 
CARKEEK PARK 
RD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98177

18-00061941 4/3/18 Needles and human excrement in Carkeep Park.  Near Viewlands Elementary school and salmon run. I called Parks and Rec 
and they said they had no plans to check on this.  Seems like we are creating additional problems with encampment in 
between kids and salmon--both of which we say we want to protect.

18-00030883 2/15/18 Unauthorized camping at Carkeek park, 1 tent, a few people, trash around there, on the viewlands trail, been there for about 3 
weeks.

9501 
GREENWOOD 
AVE N THE 
SALVATION 
ARMY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00035405 2/23/18 There is a man who lives in a camper.  He has been parked up on Greenwood, directly outside of our building for three days 
now.  He has multiple pieces of lumber - of varying sizes - many with nails sticking out of them.  He lays the lumber across the 
sidewalk and up against the railing that is a buffer between the sidewalk and the embankment that leads down to our building.  
There is a senior residence in the adjoining building to ours. The lumber is impeding the ability of the seniors (or anyone, 
really) to safely walk down the sidewalk.  He refuses to let us touch or come near his belongings.  He has also started to throw 
clothes and garbage bags over the side of the railing.

951 NW 
BALLARD WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00024756 2/6/18 Illegal camping blocking sidewalk

9536 ASHWORTH 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00067953 4/11/18 Complaints to Parks and Police of Encampment.   I checked and there were 4 tents in the park.  1 tent by the comfort station, 
2 in NW corner area of park, and 1 tent on east side. The tent on east side had metal 'grates' set up to access.

18-00070665 4/16/18 Two tents have been set up just east of the iron spring, next to the footbridge.  Another tent, with a bicycle and belongings, 
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NORTH 9536 ASHWORTH 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

was set up by a single man under the rest station roof (between the two restrooms).

9620 STONE AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00072858 4/18/18 Licton Springs Park

9621 8TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00025322 2/7/18 Multiple camp sites on sidewalk under bridge.

9701 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00073451 4/19/18 Golds Gym has closed and people are living behind a fenced area that they had for the kids to play on. There is garbage and 
needles everywhere.

9702 8TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00025742 2/7/18 Litter underneath bridge. Also believe there might be a homeless person sleeping there

9715 8TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00005730 1/10/18 Homeless encampment has been built next to newspaper donation box. It's an orange tent covered with a green tarp. There is 
trash around. This is adjacent to a home that houses numerous single, poor mothers/kids (SHARE). This tent needs to be 
cleared out of this area.

9734 4TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00056327 3/26/18 Car Camping. Sidewalk is loaded with stolen goods, shopping carts, and drug paraphernalia.

9741 HOLMAN 
RD NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00056288 3/26/18 Homeless encampment has been there for months. A large tent structure is built on the newspaper donation bin. It's right next 
to the road, very dangerous area! Huge double Metro buses and food delivery trucks go down this road all day and night, very 
dangerous!! This is also right next to the Smart House shelter for formerly homeless women. This encampment falls under the 
city rules for encampments being removed, please remove it ASAP. This area is being neglected!

9749 HOLMAN 
RD NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98177

18-00052757 3/20/18 Someone is camping illegally on 7th Avenue behind Patty’s Eggnest

9761 3RD AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00051706 3/19/18 Car camping Also reported as illegally parked. Motor home and PT Cruiser. Building up trash and stealing water/electric from 
nearby homes and businesses.

AURORA AVE N & 
N 38TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00049220 3/14/18 Homeless encampments are present in the N 38th St on ramp to Aurora.  There are schools nearby, and garbage is sometimes 
dug through and spilled on the street around the area as evidenced by compost bin being tipped over and food waste and 
compost bags being picked apart.Recently, there were 2 bags of clothing placed inside my yard that police suspected was put 
there by homeless people. I have a newborn and this trepassing is a huge concern. Would like to see these encampments 
removed asap.

FREMONT WAY N 
& AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 

18-00029224 2/13/18 Propane and garbage
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NORTH 98103

LAKE CITY WAY 
NE & NE 125TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

18-00044341 3/7/18 Dear Mayor Durkan,First, congrats on being elected Seattle’s Mayor! I voted for you so I’m truly happy and hopeful Seattle will 
improve under your leadership. I’m writing to bring to your attention the drug induced violence and nearly constant noise 
disturbance that permeates my neighborhood. I have been living at CityNorth Apartments located at 12508 Lake City Way NE, 
Seattle for the past six months. I moved there because it was convenient to catch a bus to commute to work in downtown 
Seattle. Unfortunately, I have been woken up in the middle of the night countless times and have called the police multiple 
times because of drug addicts that camp outside the building. I have been late to work and my work performance has suffered 
to the point my managers had to have a talk with me. This is all due to my lack of sleep caused by people screaming outside at 
night in what I can only describe as drug induced rage fits.I beg you to please direct the police to remove the violent, angry 
and extremely loud drug addict vagrants that have been camping on private vacant retail property on 125th and all around this 
area. I don’t feel safe even walking to my car at night but most importantly I can’t sleep with the relentless yelling and I’m sure 
my neighbors are fed up as well. Thank you for your help. Leah Douglas360.870.405812508 Lake City Way NE #210Seattle, 
WA 98125

N 107TH ST & 
MERIDIAN AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00002436 1/4/18 Needles, bedding, clothing, food items, boxes

N 107TH ST & 
STONE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00006250 1/10/18 Old grey van with a bunch of bikes and tires on the roof, they look to be stolen. Van has "jewel" plastic sign on both sides 
towards the back. Three homless guys smoking marijuana and needles and condoms around the truck as well. Please remove 
them off the property! I also have seen them looking into cars.

N 112TH ST & 
MERIDIAN AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA

18-00071113 4/16/18 Tent encampment on city property at NE corner of N 112th Street and Meridian Ave North

18-00044945 3/8/18 Espino reported one male camper with a tent has been on N 112th St at Meridian Ave N for a couple days.  The camper has 
been on both sides of the street.

N 112TH ST & 
MERIDIAN AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00056627 3/26/18 On the corner of 112th and Meridian Ave N there is someone camping right there, is an orange tent. The area is getting littered 
and whoever is living in there I think walks around and cases out the neighborhood. We are seeing suspicious people again 
walking around (maybe from the tents and RV's south of Northwest Hospital on 115th as well) and the street is constantly 
being littered, I hear fights and screams at night and had seen people probably on drugs walking up and down Meridian yelling 
and screaming. We are starting to not feel safe again, mailboxes are being broken into, including mine. We thought the 
nightmare was over once everybody in the drug house on Meridian was finally evicted and the house remodeled and sold. Now 
all these weird activity is popping out again. I know there is a new law specifically for RVs that consider these the homes of 
whoever lives there and are aloud to park in certain areas, but the tents are illegal right?  We would like those to be removed 
please, thank you.

18-00057039 3/27/18 There is a homeless man camping out on the corner of N 112th St and Meridian Way N. He is in a tent and taking up space at 
the start of the dead end street. He hasn’t harmed anyone or committed any crimes so I wasn’t going to say anything, but 
earlier today he walked over to me asking for “donations” and indicated that he was approaching many people in the 
neighborhood soliciting donations and help. As this is a neighborhood with lots of children and families living in it I am 
concerned for them, even though the man in the tent currently seems harmless.

N 115TH ST & 
STONE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00004222 1/8/18 Various garbage that includes tarps, blankets, and litter from Aurora Ave North to Meridian Ave North
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NORTH N 38TH ST & 
FREMONT WAY 
N, SEATTLE, WA

18-00029089 2/13/18 as large as a camping tent. next to a campsite so maybe there is a sweep in progress but in case not, I am reporting it as 
garbage that needs to be picked up. Neatly piled up on a tarp, right next to the roadway.  on-ramp to aurora bridge, 
southbound, on highway right of way across from #5 stop going s

N 38TH ST & 
FREMONT WAY 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00041655 3/5/18 Someone has dumped a bunch of garbage on the island east of Fremont Way N as you get onto the Aurora Bridge going south.

N 41ST ST & 
STONE WAY N 
WEST SIDE OF 
INTERSECTION 
SOUTH 
SIDEWALK, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00057844 3/28/18 A vagrant is camped on the sidewalk. N41st street is a high traffic walking area for our children walking to school at Hamilton. 
This person accosts them for money which scares them. Please enforce the vagrancy law and remove this vagrant.

NE 125TH ST & 
35TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00047746 3/13/18 Unauthorized camping, about 8 people, been going on for awhile.  Building is unsafe.

NE 145TH ST & 
12TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00042246 3/5/18 Homeless encampment.  They are yelling all night, building fires in the trees and woods. There is trash all over and used 
needles scattered around. They have been seen looking in peoples cars and stealing from the backs of trucks and unlocked 
vehicals

NE 40TH ST & 
LATONA AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00034326 2/21/18 There is a very large homeless encampment which has been growing over the past few months. Hard to believe that it has 
been allowed to grow this long. About 30 tents are set up, they have water collection tanks, and use the surrounding houses as 
garbage dumps, restrooms, and to steal electricity and water. The problem is very bad and I hope the city does something 
about it very soon. My yard has now become a bathroom/garbage dump for them as I live a block away.

NE 40TH ST & NE 
CAMPUS PKY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00047703 3/13/18 tons of different stuff - grocery carts, clothing, food packages, clothing, abandoned tents.  Someone or some people have been 
camping there and it appears that they have moved on but the garbage remains.  It has been there for at least one month.

NE 40TH ST & NE 
PACIFIC ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00062900 4/4/18 There is once again a encampment being setup just has the tiny house camp is built and they are right near each other. I  
WANT IT OUT OF MY NEIGHBOR HOOD! The tiny houses are fine but this regular encampment set up in the green way under 
I-5 on 40th /7t and Pacific streets is unacceptable. ALSO what is going on with the broken fence the down street sign and 
"land slide" it has been there for a year and NOTHING has been done to clean it up.!!! DO SOMETHING!! CLEAN THIS UP!

NE 45TH ST & 
7TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00015098 1/24/18 Customer reports that a tent has been near this location for a couple of months. She sees people coming in and out of the 
tent. The customer said there is trash scattered around and she doesn't feel safe at her bus stop.

NE 45TH ST & 
THACKERAY PL 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00056227 3/26/18 1 tent, 1 chair, cart full belongings, 2 people, been there for a couple of days.

18-00056438 3/26/18 Customer reported a male and female camper in 1 tent next to the Shell gas station on NE 45th St and Thackeray Pl NE. She 
said the campers are dangerously close to the driveway entrance of the business. She reported they are blocking the sidewalk 
near the intersection. She said she reported this twice to SPD non-emergency line and was told they would alert the Navigation 
Team.
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NORTH NE 47TH ST & 
22ND AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00056554 3/26/18 Ferris called CSB on 3/26/18 regarding campers at Ravenna Woods who she said are destroying the woods by clearing camping 
areas and burning trees.  Ferris said the neighborhood raised over half a million dollars to gift the city with the park and she 
would like SDOT to designate "Truck Hill" at NE 47th St and 22nd Ave NE as a sanctioned campsite for Ravenna Woods 
campers.  Then Ferris would like the city to fence off Ravenna Woods.  Ferris said Truck Hill has "zero" value for any other 
purpose.

NE 48TH ST & 
24TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00028084 2/12/18 This homeless guy has been around for over 3 months and he’s been screaming in the middle of night. I have called the police 
three times and nothing is being done about it.

NE 50TH ST & 
5TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00038375 2/28/18 Misc. items dumped

18-00021735 2/2/18 NE 50th street and 5th Ave NE - as you begin to reach where overpass goes over 1-5 / 3-4 tents onsite w/misc. furniture, 
hammock attached tp tree / not sure how long campers have been present / caller has drove by and was only able to get a 
small amount of info.

18-00029087 2/13/18 Leftover trash from encampment, the encampment has moved (per SPU ID, transients still on site).

NE 50TH ST & 
5TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00072475 4/18/18 A new tent has appeared on 5th Ave NE and NE 59th St; the northeast corner of the intersection. This site was cleared quite 
recently but I saw the new tent this morning. Thanks for checking on this.

NE 58TH ST & 
5TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00072085 4/17/18 Homeless encampment cleanup - NE 58th Street and 5th Avenue NE

18-00042859 3/6/18 Customer is reporting unauthorized camping of tones of wooden pallets and a hand full of tarps, two tents, hasn't seen people 
as he was just driving by. He saw this today but he is not sure for how long they've been there. The people camping here are 
breaking into cars and crime has been increasing. There is also garbage on 50th at the corner of the street, they've moved out 
but the garbage is still there.

18-00067236 4/10/18 Camping

NE 58TH ST & 
5TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00042883 3/6/18 5th Ave NE and NE 58th St / at least 2 tents / not sure of how many people / sounds as if she is reporting the campsite by/with 
2nd hand information; caller said she hasn't passed by it yet / Campers just brought a load of palettes and misc. items to 
extend/fortify campsite.Amy Singer206-730-1567seattleasinger@yahoo.com

18-00047360 3/12/18 A tent encampment has developed in this area over the past week and is growing daily (multiple occupants). Witnessed male 
defecating and another using what appeared to be a glass crack pipe. Garbage accumulating. Appears tenting is being 
reinforced for a long stay. This is a single family home residential area.  Please assist with removal.

18-00043510 3/6/18 Unauthorized Homeless Encampment

NE 62ND ST & 
15TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00003150 1/5/18 I have lived in the Ravenna Park area for 47 years, 20 years to the east of the park and now across the street on the north 
edge. Throughout this time there have been some homeless people who have from time-to-time used the park as a base, but 
the current usage is untenable. I have reported three different encampments to the City and its Nav Team. One is on NE 62nd 
St. and 15th the Ave. NE. It is a large structure with wood sides, tarps - held on by ropes attached to trees and shrubs - 
garbage strewn around, propane tanks and quite a few bicycles. The second is to the north of the ball field (at the south end of 
Ravenna Park) - following the path north, to the east is an encampment of quite a few tents amidst the shrubs and across the 
stream. A third were two tents set up in the median of Ravenna Boulevard (an Olmstead legacy) just south of 15th Ave. NE. I 
reported all of these weeks ago and was assured the Nav Team would check them out. I later received an email that indeed 
they were checked out but that the process moves very slowly and we shouldn't expect anything any time soon. Most of the 
encampments are still there and appear to be growing.These parks are beloved by the community, are heavily used by all 
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NORTH ages. When my son was little, we let him roam around on his own and reported his sightings of myriad bird species. Several 
weeks ago while walking with my husband, a few bicyclists rode by saying one saying to the other, "You wouldn't even know 
we were in the city."Nowadays, there would be no way I would allow a child to adventure into the park alone. I won't go into it 
alone. Unfortunately, we have had several unpleasant incidents due to the occupation - needles, one woman pushed down a 
steep slope by one of these folks, garbage with concomitant rats, a fear of fire from the propane, nightly loud agonized 
screaming from one of our mentally Ill homeless (not a dangerous person, but it is disconcerting to be woken up at 12 or 1 
am), and destruction of the park shrubbery and erosion from the occupiers. Ravenna Park is an ecologically sensitive park with 
steep erosive sides, a fragile wetland, and the current misuse is an assault on the park itself.Importantly, those who cherish 
this park are afraid to walk it alone anymore, and I counsel my visiting teenage grandchildren not to into the park alone. It is 
not safe.Calling the City to do something hasn't worked. Calling the police hasn't worked. It's time to get this taken care of 
NOW!!!

NE 69TH ST & 
WEEDIN PL NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00043773 3/7/18 Customer called to report 2-3 tents on NE 69th St (dead end) at Weedin Pl NE.  She said campers have "tons of stuff" and 
have been there approximately one month. She expressed concerns about the close proximity of the site to the school across 
the street (John Marshall building-interm location of Loyal Heights elementary).  She said last week the school had to "shelter 
in place" because a camper was yelling and harassing students on the playground while they were at recess.  She is unsure if 
the camper that did this is from the site across the street but is concerned because there have been other incidents in the 
neighborhood that are of concern. She mentioned the school also had a "lockdown" last week because a dead body was found 
in an RV camper and they didn't want the children to see what was happening so they performed a "lockdown." The customer 
said the school has been calling security to address some safety concerns but she called SPD to notify them of the site and was 
told to call "CSB to notify the Navigation Team."

NE 70TH ST & 
6TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00020210 1/31/18 Litter / Homeless Camp

NE 72ND ST & 
12TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00003352 1/5/18 Froula Playground 72nd and 12th Ave NE, 98115 / 2 tents by the tennis courts / saw 2 people / has been there one day /

NE 80TH ST & 
2ND AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00071565 4/17/18 Trash from illegal campsite rolling down I5 embankment.

NE 90TH ST & 
1ST AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00017910 1/29/18 There is garbage and debris as well as camping tents between I-5 and the east sound wall just east of the cross street 
intersection.  The locked sound wall access door has been broken off completely allowing for access by people to dump their 
garbage.

NE CAMPUS PKY 
& EASTLAKE AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00069391 4/13/18 Clean up abandoned campsite.  It's under the University bridge, underneath at 45th and Campus parkway & Roosevelt.  It 
needs a clean up, abandoned about 2 weeks

NE RAVENNA 
BLVD & 15TH 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00030816 2/15/18 Campers are back. They have a structure made of blankets with parked bikes used to hold up the fabric. They tore down the 
no camping signs and have started breaking off branches on the median. There are two people.

18-00026756 2/9/18 Customer called CSB to thank the Navigation Team for the cleanup that was done in Ravenna Park and on the medians. She 
wanted to report that a woman and her tent has returned to the median. This particular woman has been in the area for 
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NORTH NE RAVENNA 
BLVD & 15TH 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA

months. The customer said she doesn't mind the woman camping here, she just wishes the trash wasn't. The customer is 
wondering if someone on the Navigation Team could speak to this woman about containing her trash?

NE RAVENNA 
BLVD & 
BROOKLYN AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00063257 4/4/18 Customer called CSB on 3/28/2018 two tents at NE Ravenna Blvd and Brooklyn Ave NE, garbage and needles.

NE RAVENNA 
BLVD & 
BROOKLYN AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00003855 1/7/18 Illegal camping (4-5 tents set up)

NE RAVENNA 
BLVD & NE 65TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

18-00063250 4/4/18 Customer called CSB on 3/28/2018 to report a large structure at NE Ravenna Blvd and NE 65th St.

NW 46TH ST & 
15TH AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00068004 4/11/18 United Electric business called to report 4 tents under the Ballard Bridge (north side of NW 46th St) are blocking visibility and 
pedestrian access. Customer reports drivers cannot seen when stopped at the stop sign on 15th Ave NW (heading 
south)attempting to turn left or right. She said drivers have to pull out into the intersection to see. Also, pedestrians have only 
one foot of space to walk by the tents, otherwise, they are forced to walk in the street.

18-00069303 4/13/18 Homeless encampment under the Ballard bridge has been accumulating trash, human waste, and now they are building 
barricades blocking the sidewalk.  The sidewalk is basically unuseable, and it is all brand new work just recently re-done for 
$$$, Why is this tolerated?

NW 48TH ST & 
9TH AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00024105 2/6/18 ITASCA CAMPER. GENERATOR RUNNING. CONTINUOUSLY. OUTSIDE VEHICLE. LICENSE PLATE #MUO1806.

NW 57TH ST & 
22ND AVE NW 
BALLARD 
LIBRARY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00013669 1/22/18 Tent on parking strip and miscellaneous “stuff” spilling onto and blocking the sidewalk.  Items leaning against a tree, possibly 
causing damage to the vegetation.  A tent has been there for several days now.  Not sure if this is the same tent or another 
one.  Every day there is more junk in the general area of the tent.  This is unsightly and hazardous to people walking by.  Last 
observed at 7pm on January 22, 2018. This seems to be a favorite spot for campers.  What can you place on the sidewalk that 
keeps them from camping there?

NW 57TH ST & 
22ND AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00062833 4/4/18 1 tent, tarps and bikes near entrance of Ballard library on NW 57th St.

18-00064700 4/6/18 There has been a person camping on the sidewalk there for several weeks and I'm requesting that you require her to leave. 
The person is camping on the north side of the Ballard Library. SOUTHEAST CORNER OF 22ND NW AND NW 57TH

NW 57TH ST & 
SEAVIEW AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00017881 1/29/18 Drake reported site is active again  - tarps, carts, trash, bikes.  Would like trash on the side of embankment to be removed.
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NORTH NW 85TH ST & 
MARY AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00030754 2/15/18 Baker Park, Mary Ave NW & NW 85th st, yellow and red tent, bikes, trash, tarps, pallets.  During the day usually 4-5 people 
hanging out there.

PASADENA PL NE 
& NE 42ND ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00024660 2/6/18 Customer called CSB to report an encampment spreading out onto the block. Tents and belongings strewn about the right of 
way - approx. 12 tents in area. Trash has gotten out of control; campers are throwing garbage over the fence towards the 
town homes. The customer states her car was broken into (reported to SPD) and that she feels uncomfortable walking to/from 
her apartment.

ROOSEVELT WAY 
NE & NE CAMPUS 
PKY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00037535 2/27/18 Piles of garbage, carts and illegal encampment.

SEAVIEW AVE 
NW & 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00066754 4/10/18 Customer called CSB on 4/9/2018 to report there are 7 tents at Seaview Ave NW and 37th Pl NW location.

18-00054547 3/22/18 Lydia called CSB on 3/22/2018 regarding the unauthorized camping at Seaview Ave NW and 37th Pl NW. Lydia said the 
campers are destroying the environment, damaging the bushes, cutting trees on the entire hill side, they have garbage, 
clothes, needles and shopping carts everywhere. Lydia said there are 4 tents at this point but making more structures out of 
wood and cardboards. Lydia said they are stealing children's bicycles and being aggressive.

18-00057513 3/27/18 Customer called CSB on 3/27/2018 to report unauthorized camping at Seaview Ave NW and 37th Pl NW. There are needles, 
human waste and fires at this location. Fires are made when they are cooking.

18-00063291 4/4/18 Customer called CSB on 4/3/2018 to report 4 tents, garbage and shopping carts on the edge of the street on Seaview Ave NW 
and 37th Pl NW.

18-00061954 4/3/18 Camping - customer reported 4/2/18 shopping carts along the edge of the street next to hill.

STONE WAY N & 
N 41ST ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00054965 3/23/18 on 41st St. 1 tent. Just seen it today.  Throwing garbage on abandoned building. He's on the greenspace next to sidewalk

18-00054992 3/23/18 Unauthorized camping at intersection. Throwing all his trash on the top of building, very erratic, 1 tent, 1 day.

STONE WAY N & 
N 42ND ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00056582 3/26/18 Dear MayorOnce again I am sorry for those who are homeless and the plight that they face but we cannot continue to let 
people sleep on the street like this person who is "living" on 42nd Street and Stone Way in Wallingford. I know that you have 
an initiative underway to better manage the homeless but this simply cannot be continued to be allowed.Glenn Singer

THACKERAY PL 
NE & NE 45TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00057269 3/27/18 A tent has been set up at the bottom of our residential street on the sidewalk, posing health and safety issues for the 
occupants. Please can this tent be moved. This is a health and safety issue.

WINSLOW PL N 
& BRIDGE WAY 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00038071 2/27/18 Illegal multi-tent encampment

NORTH - 1336  SRs

No Precinct 
Assigned

10 S SPOKANE 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00024161 2/6/18
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1001 S WELLER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00005931 1/10/18

10017 2ND AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98146

18-00015463 1/25/18

18-00011665 1/19/18

18-00013336 1/22/18

1009 12TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00047430 3/12/18

101 EASTLAKE 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00043050 3/6/18

1010 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00037671 2/27/18

1100 POPLAR PL 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00034897 2/22/18

11001 1ST AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98125

18-00050298 3/16/18

1120 S LANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00030560 2/14/18

115 S MICHIGAN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00028608 2/12/18

11502 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00020184 1/31/18

119 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00027891 2/11/18

1200 MERCER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00037420 2/27/18

12000 MERIDIAN 
N, SEATTLE, WA 

18-00054135 3/22/18
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98133

12014 5TH AVE 
S, BURIEN, WA 
98168

18-00038286 2/28/18

1216 N 42ND ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00058770 3/29/18

12224 5TH AVE 
S, BURIEN, WA 
98168

18-00031578 2/16/18

1232 LAKEVIEW 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00047218 3/12/18

1301 N 115TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00057134 3/27/18

1350 E THOMAS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00034395 2/21/18

1382 3RD AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00013934 1/23/18

18-00037503 2/27/18

1398 26TH 
AVENUE SOUTH, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00053833 3/21/18

1400 14TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00050116 3/15/18

1401 W 
GARFIELD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00055635 3/24/18

1411 BELMONT 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00046466 3/11/18

1415 W 
GARFIELD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 

18-00043295 3/6/18
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98119

1430 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00011048 1/18/18

1445 18-00035731 2/23/18

145TH ST 
OPPOSITE 12TH 
AVE NE - TRAIL 
AROUND 
JACKSON PARK 
GOLF COURSE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00005745 1/10/18

1467 18-00032404 2/17/18

1467 VAN BUREN 
AVENUE WEST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00036169 2/25/18

1498 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00026956 2/9/18

1501 NW 46TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00030379 2/14/18

1506 FRANKLIN 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00047436 3/12/18

151 NW CANAL 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00057677 3/27/18

1537 VALENTINE 
PL S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00015323 1/24/18

159 SW 100TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98146

18-00016497 1/26/18

1590 NW 90TH 
STREER 
SOUNDVIEW 
PARK, SEATTLE, 

18-00049179 3/14/18
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WA 98177

15TH NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00008775 1/16/18

1608 6TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00031839 2/16/18

162 12TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98122

18-00046426 3/11/18

16388 
CHRISTENSEN 
RD, TUKWILA, 
WA 98188

18-00024737 2/6/18

169 12TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00014842 1/24/18

173 S RIVER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00038710 2/28/18

1737 AIRPORT 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98134

18-00046539 3/11/18

1739 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00045379 3/9/18

1753 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00058217 3/28/18

1763 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00058212 3/28/18

18 AND SW 
DAWSON, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00018869 1/30/18

1818 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00013985 1/23/18

1900 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 

18-00057362 3/27/18
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WA 98101

1903 NW 92ND 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98117

18-00036789 2/26/18

1907 21ST AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00044947 3/8/18

1910 E LOUISA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00034365 2/21/18

1912 20TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00053394 3/21/18

1918 20TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00044961 3/8/18

1926 FAIRVIEW 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00027838 2/11/18

1936 FAIRVIEW 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00041126 3/4/18

1961 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00006873 1/11/18

1ST AVE S 
BRIDGE TRL, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00015700 1/25/18

1ST AVENUE & 
COLEMAN DOCK, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00006305 1/11/18

202 16TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00046430 3/11/18

2039 NW 57TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00011077 1/18/18

208 S 
WASHINTON ST, 

18-00043489 3/6/18
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SEATTLE, WA 
98104

210 S RIVER ST 
COMMERCIAL 
FLOOR DIST INC, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00058943 3/29/18

2110 S GRAND 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00057419 3/27/18

2130 TAYLOR 
AVENUE NORTH, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00058450 3/28/18

2201 E ROANOKE 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00057448 3/27/18

225 12TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00046424 3/11/18

2301 
FAIRMOUNT AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98116

18-00034054 2/21/18

2304 N 
NORTHGATE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98133

18-00047676 3/13/18

250 NE 45TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00059707 3/30/18

2571 E 
MONTLAKE PL E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00034168 2/21/18

2600 SW 
FINDLAY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00020312 1/31/18

2601 W GALER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 

18-00047149 3/12/18
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98199

2700 MONTLAKE 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00036167 2/25/18

2700 SW JUNEAU 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

18-00026950 2/9/18

2723 MONTLAKE 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00032518 2/18/18

2800 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00058236 3/28/18

2907 MONTLAKE 
BLVD E, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00057450 3/27/18

18-00047439 3/12/18

2ND AVE EX S 
AND S 
WASHINGTON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

18-00057127 3/27/18

2ND AVE SOUTH, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00003195 1/5/18

2ND AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00035590 2/23/18

300 BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00058977 3/29/18

18-00033643 2/20/18

300 FIFITH 
AVENUE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00048556 3/14/18

300 N 130TH ST 
PARK BEHIND 
APARTMENTS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98133

18-00049854 3/15/18

3101 MARTIN 
LUTHER KING JR 

18-00040277 3/2/18
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WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

3104 WESTERN 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00027453 2/10/18

3200 COLORADO 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98134

18-00029162 2/13/18

3217 EASTLAKE 
AVE E 4 401, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00059011 3/29/18

3434 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00042606 3/6/18

3500 NE 125TH 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00055840 3/25/18

3596 HARBOR 
AVE SW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98126

18-00015910 1/25/18

3718 FREMONT 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00050290 3/16/18

3911 4TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00048077 3/13/18

3912 7TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00009795 1/17/18

3935 9TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00006856 1/11/18

4001 6TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00037524 2/27/18

401 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 

18-00036980 2/26/18
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98104

4034 PASADENA 
PL NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00040541 3/2/18

4041 
ROOSEVELT WAY 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00048499 3/14/18

4048 PASADENA 
PL NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00015055 1/24/18

4200 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00019453 1/30/18

4201 STONE 
WAY N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98103

18-00024531 2/6/18

425 S 
MASSACHUSETTS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

18-00055639 3/24/18

426 S 
MASSACHUSETTS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00058256 3/28/18

4500 UTAH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00036860 2/26/18

18-00021392 2/1/18

4608 6TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00017412 1/28/18

4700 RAVENNA 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00048500 3/14/18

4993 7TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00048887 3/14/18

4OTH AND 18-00051416 3/18/18
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PACIFIC 
GREENWAY 
AREA, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

4TH AVE AND 
YESLER WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00030825 2/15/18

4TH AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00019921 1/31/18

4TH AVENUE 
BETWEEN 
WASHINGTON 
AND JEFFERSON, 
UNDER THE 
YESLER BRIDGE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00036671 2/26/18

500 NE 145TH 
ST, SHORELINE, 
WA 98155

18-00040992 3/3/18

5001 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00010072 1/17/18

5009 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00047695 3/13/18

5011 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00057981 3/28/18

513 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00051315 3/18/18

18-00037701 2/27/18

515 10TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00005186 1/9/18

5200 
UNIVERSITY 
WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00035150 2/22/18
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525 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00056347 3/26/18

526 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00056345 3/26/18

5300 NE 53RD 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00059623 3/30/18

5311 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00050467 3/16/18

536 AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00042524 3/6/18

551 NE 60TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00050470 3/16/18

5616 CORSON 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00053644 3/21/18

5619 26TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00020345 1/31/18

562 NEWTON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00052407 3/20/18

5655 BROOKLYN 
AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00041129 3/4/18

5717 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00053641 3/21/18

18-00047610 3/13/18

575 MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00043299 3/6/18

18-00038750 2/28/18

5801 5TH AVE 18-00050474 3/16/18
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NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

5801-5863 20TH 
AVENUE 
NORTHEAST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00001910 1/4/18

5805 5TH AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00044195 3/7/18

5815 37TH PL 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98107

18-00048234 3/13/18

58TH AND 5TH, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00042632 3/6/18

18-00042639 3/6/18

5980 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00026538 2/8/18

18-00048950 3/14/18

5TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE,

18-00000536 1/2/18

5TH AVE S & S 
BENNETT ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00050516 3/16/18

6000 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00026523 2/8/18

601 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00051749 3/19/18

602 AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00042523 3/6/18

6208 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00026533 2/8/18

6272 STANLEY 18-00038689 2/28/18
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AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

6300 SEAVIEW 
AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00039649 3/1/18

636 MADISON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00058072 3/28/18

636 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00050668 3/16/18

6361 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00007680 1/12/18

640 S SPOKANE 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00044067 3/7/18

65 S HORTON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00026827 2/9/18

660 S 
INDUSTRIAL 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00015893 1/25/18

6TH AVE NE & 
NE 70TH ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00051606 3/19/18

6TH AVE S & S 
BRANDON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00058339 3/28/18

707 S LANDER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00055377 3/23/18

71 COLUMBIA ST 
UNITED 
PARKING, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00024291 2/6/18
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7135 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00057224 3/27/18

717 E DENNY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00033635 2/20/18

718 YESLER 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00037667 2/27/18

721 E DENNY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98122

18-00036631 2/26/18

725 S SULLIVAN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00009844 1/17/18

731 S SULLIVAN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00010890 1/18/18

745 MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00013748 1/23/18

7700 8TH 
AVENUE SOUTH, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00021479 2/1/18

7700-7798 1ST 
AVENUE SOUTH, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00005083 1/9/18

787 NE RAVENNA 
BLVD, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00050292 3/16/18

799 BELLEVUE PL 
E, SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00018084 1/29/18

799 S 
MASSACHUSETTS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00026516 2/8/18

800 S WELLER 18-00053614 3/21/18
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ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

8000 EAGLE 
STREET, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00041241 3/4/18

83 COLUMBIA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00021111 2/1/18

85TH AND 
SANDPOINT 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00004045 1/8/18

8821 NESBIT 
AVE N VACANT 
LOT, SEATTLE, 
WA 98103

18-00005205 1/9/18

8854 1ST AVE 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98115

18-00021394 2/1/18

910 N 149TH ST, 
SHORELINE, WA 
98133

18-00030456 2/14/18

9201 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00004749 1/9/18

929 S HARNEY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00039622 3/1/18

9425 SAND 
POINT WAY NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98115

18-00051230 3/18/18

18-00055839 3/25/18

9914 DES 
MOINES 
MEMORIAL DR S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00004717 1/8/18

998 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 

18-00057359 3/27/18
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WA 98104

ALASKAN WAY 
OVERPASS TO 
1ST AVENUE 
FROM FERRY 
TERMINAL, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00033269 2/20/18

ALASKAN WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00047337 3/12/18

AURORA AVE N 
@ MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00043758 3/7/18

AURORA AVE 
OVERPASS AT 
MERCER, JUST 
WEST OF 
DEXTER, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00035574 2/23/18

BALLARD 
BRIDGE SOUTH 
END, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00053388 3/21/18

BALLARD 
COMMONS PARK, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00053137 3/20/18

BALLARD 
LIBRARY 
BALLARD 
LIBRARY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00009399 1/16/18

BE ER SHEVA 
PARK, SEATTLE, 
WA 98118

18-00059537 3/29/18

BERNIE 
WHITEBEAR 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98199

18-00054270 3/22/18

BETWEEN STAN 
SYERS PARK AND 

18-00046585 3/11/18
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MT BAKER PARK 
ON LAKE 
WASHINGTON 
BLVD S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

BILL DAWSON 
TRAIL AND 
WA-520, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00008574 1/15/18

BOYLSTON AND 
SPRING, NEAR 
1400 MADISON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00016130 1/25/18

BRIDGE WAY N & 
FREMONT WAY 
N, SEATTLE, WA

18-00047685 3/13/18

BURKE-GILMAN 
TRAIL NEAR UW, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00025601 2/7/18

CARKEEK PARK 
NEAR 
VIEWLANDS 
SCHOOL, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00057136 3/27/18

CARKEEK PARKK 
NEAR 
VIEWLANDS 
SCHOOL, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98177

18-00056052 3/25/18

COLMAN DOCK 
FOOT BRIDGE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00018361 1/29/18

COLONNADE 
PARK, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00012314 1/20/18

COLUMBIA 
STREET / POST 

18-00060189 3/30/18
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AVE DJC, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

EAST SIDE 
MAGNOLIA 
BRIDGE 
HOMELESS 
ENCAMPMENT, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00032422 2/18/18

ELLIOTT AVENUE 
NEAR BAY 
STREET OLYMPIC 
SCULPT PARK 
UNDERPASS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00047324 3/12/18

FAIRVIEW AVE E 
& E NEWTON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00036712 2/26/18

FIDALGO ST S. 
GEORGETOWN 
AREA, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00002817 1/5/18

FREMONT SHIP 
CANAL PARK, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00016267 1/26/18

GALER KAND, 
SEATTLE, WA 
97119

18-00032635 2/18/18

GARFIELD 
STREET BRIDGE 
AND QUEEN 
ANNE 
GREENBELT, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00032502 2/18/18

GTB TRAIL / 
QUEEN ANNE 
GREENBELT, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00032619 2/18/18
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I-5 AND MERCER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

18-00045580 3/9/18

I-90 & RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00033537 2/20/18

I-90 / I-5 
INTERSECTION, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00000701 1/2/18

INTERSECTION 
OF BROAD, 
DENNY AND 3RD 
AVENUE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00039010 2/28/18

INTERSECTION 
OF EAST 
ROANOKE 
STREET AND 
11TH AVENUE 
EAST 
UNAUTHORIZED 
ENCAMPMENTS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00008084 1/14/18

KINNEAR PARK, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00005448 1/9/18

KINNEAR PARK, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00055972 3/25/18

LAKE WASHING 
BLVD S 
BETWEEN MT 
BAKER PARK 
AND STAN 
SAYRES PITS, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00002700 1/5/18

LEARY AND 15TH 
(UNDER 
BALLARD 
BRIDGE), 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00002735 1/5/18
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LOWER QUEEN 
ANNE, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00003235 1/5/18

MADRONA PARK, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00022260 2/2/18

MAGNOLIA BR 
OFF RP, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00056549 3/26/18

MAGNOLIA 
BRIDGE 
HILLSIDE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00032415 2/18/18

MAGNOLIA 
BRIDGE ON-
RAMP/SW QUEEN 
ANNE 
GREENBELT 
TRAILS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00012595 1/21/18

MAGNOLIA 
BRIDGE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00035732 2/23/18

MARION ST 
PEDISTRIAN 
OVERPASS, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00006351 1/11/18

MARION ST. 
PEDESTRIAN 
OVERPASS TO 
1ST AVENUE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00007265 1/12/18

MARION STREET 
OVERPASS TO 
COLEMAN FERRY 
DOCK, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00025290 2/7/18

MARION STREET 
OVERPASS, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00035603 2/23/18
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MARION STREET 
PEDESTRIAN 
BRIDGE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00018364 1/29/18

MARTIN LUTHER 
KING AND 
BAYVIEW 
STREET, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00059622 3/30/18

MEADOWBROOK 
PLAYFIELD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98125

18-00036208 2/25/18

MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00044398 3/7/18

MERCER 
STREET / 
AURORA 
OVERPASS, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00002543 1/4/18

MERCER STREET 
UNDER THE 99 
OVERPASS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00042964 3/6/18

MERCER STREET, 
UNDER AURORA 
AVENUE N 
BRIDGE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00043085 3/6/18

MERCER 
STREET/AURORA 
OVERPASS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00006994 1/11/18

18-00028921 2/12/18

18-00042822 3/6/18

MERCER/
AURORA 
OVERPASS, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00029272 2/13/18

18-00028916 2/12/18
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MEYERS WAY 
SOUTH AND 
HWY 509, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00044336 3/7/18

MONTLAKE BLVD 
ON/OFF RAMP 
FROM 520 
HIGHWAY, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00057961 3/28/18

MONTLAKE 
BOULEVARD NE 
AND SR 520, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98112

18-00058332 3/28/18

MYERS WAY 
SOUTH, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00047535 3/12/18

N 38TH ST & 
FREMONT WAY 
N, SEATTLE, WA

18-00053342 3/21/18

NE 58TH ST & 
5TH AVE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00043409 3/6/18

NE58TH ST AND 
5TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98105

18-00044500 3/7/18

NW 57TH 
STREET 
BETWEEN 17TH 
AVE NW AND 
15TH AVE NW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00054393 3/22/18

NW 61ST AND 
37TH PL NW, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00040497 3/2/18

PASADENA 
PLACE NE, 
SEATTLE, WA 

18-00030239 2/14/18
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98105

PIKE PLACE 
ON/OFF RAMP 
FROM THE I5 
EXPRESS LANES, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00026136 2/8/18

PUGET PARK 
TRAIL 18TH AND 
DAWSON, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00018836 1/30/18

QUEEN ANN HILL 
GREENBELT 
WEST, ABOVE 
15TH AVENUE 
WEST, NEAR 
MAGNOLIA 
BRIDGE RAMP, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00032566 2/18/18

QUEEN ANNE 
GREEN BELT 
EAST OF GALER 
STREET BRIDGE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00032630 2/18/18

QUEEN ANNE 
GREENBELT -
EAST OF ELLIOT 
AVENUE NEAR 
MAGNOLIA EXIT 
RAMP 3600 
MAGNOLIA BLVD 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00032441 2/18/18

QUEEN ANNE 
WEST SIDE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00035735 2/23/18

RAINIER AVENUE 
S AND 1-90, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00025723 2/7/18

RAINIER PF, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00025809 2/8/18
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RAVENNA PARK, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00044687 3/8/18

18-00031963 2/16/18

18-00018527 1/29/18

RUSSELL AVE 
NW AND NW 
CENTRAL PL, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98107

18-00002629 1/4/18

S 128TH ST @ 
509, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00020745 2/1/18

SB I-5 RAMP N 
107TH ST AND 
CORLISS AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00042688 3/6/18

SEAVIEW AVE 
NW / 37TH AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98117

18-00051926 3/19/18

SEAVIEW AVE 
NW AND NW 
37TH, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00055762 3/24/18

SHILSHOLE AVE 
NW, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00003384 1/5/18

SOUTH PARK 
HWY 599 
HILLSIDE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00056563 3/26/18

SR 509 AND S 
CLOVERDALE ST

18-00004059 1/8/18

SW 26TH & 
FINDLAY 
LONGFELLOW 
CREEK TRAIL, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00021145 2/1/18

SW SPOKANE ST 
@ 26TH AVE SW, 

18-00005130 1/9/18
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SEATTLE, WA

SW SPOKANE ST 
BR & SW 
SPOKANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00015903 1/25/18

SWQUEEN ANNE 
GREENBELT, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00032481 2/18/18

THACKERAY PL 
NE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98105

18-00055844 3/25/18

THE NORTHEAST 
QUEEN ANNE 
GREENBELT, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00049910 3/15/18

WALKWAY FROM 
COLEMAN DOCK 
TO FIRST AVE, 
PARALLEL TO 
MARION ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00006723 1/11/18

WOODLAND 
PARK, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00003368 1/5/18

18-00048189 3/13/18

18-00050688 3/16/18

18-00051589 3/19/18

18-00056536 3/26/18

18-00037590 2/27/18

18-00042063 3/5/18

18-00043364 3/6/18

18-00024134 2/6/18

18-00024257 2/6/18

18-00024412 2/6/18

18-00026696 2/9/18
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18-00027115 2/9/18

18-00028090 2/12/18

18-00033997 2/21/18

18-00035520 2/23/18

18-00035564 2/23/18

18-00000687 1/2/18

18-00002029 1/4/18

18-00003239 1/5/18

18-00008566 1/15/18

18-00016807 1/26/18

18-00018237 1/29/18

18-00018251 1/29/18

No Precinct Assigned - 311  
SRs

SOUTH 1007 12TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00035007 2/22/18 Customer called CSB on 2/13 to report a tent in the middle of the dog park. The customer said it is very obvious and that this 
is the first time she has seen someone put up a tent in the middle of the park.

18-00054222 3/22/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00035026 2/22/18 Watson called CSB to report a man living in a "bunker built out of trees and bushes" in Jose Rizal Park. Watson said it is close 
to Golf Dr S and 12th Ave S and is near an alleyway and the bridge. Watson said that the camper has been there for a few 
weeks or so and there are beer cans all around the area.

1008 12TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00014764 1/24/18 CSB received two calls from different customers concerned about the encampments near Jose Rizal Park. Both customers were 
very frustrated that the gate keeps getting left opened. The gate leads to the encampments. One of the customers said her 
dog got out of this gate and ended up getting majorly injured in the encampment. The dog had to have surgery that costs 
thousands of dollars.

18-00057164 3/27/18 Customer called CSB to report 48 tents in Jose Rizal Park. The customer is also frustrated that the gate to the dog park is often 
left open, making it dangerous to bring dogs to this location. The customer is suggesting that if people are going to continually 
camp in Jose Rizal, then maybe the Parks Department can keep the gate locked.

1009 12TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00057852 3/28/18 Homeless camp and garbage

18-00039110 3/1/18 Homeless encampment is filled with garbage and belongings. Looks to be exceptionally filthy and unsanitary.

1010 S BAILEY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00032114 2/17/18 Illegal encampment

1019 STURGUS 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 

18-00055715 3/24/18 Garbage and tent at mountains to sound bike trail near Daejeon park near retaining wall over fence.
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SOUTH WA 98144

1144 STURGUS 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00048226 3/13/18 Illegal camping at park. New blue tent seen today for first time. It's where there are Clear no camping signs posted all over 
park and retaining wall.

1317 AIRPORT 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98134

18-00063115 4/4/18 Illegal encampment and trespassing in closed area

1346 S CHARLES 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00045587 3/9/18 Tent on public property in front of vacant house

1401 23RD AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00004904 1/9/18 Customer called CSB on 1/9/17 to report homeless camp off of 23rd Ave, going SB on 23rd is going to be on right hand side, 
close to Atlantic street by the bike path at Benvenuto. There are 3 tents and a scooter, several shopping carts. He has seen 
smoke coming from one of the tents, there is garbage, human waste and needles. They have been there for couple months.

1498 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00025706 2/7/18 Litter and needles and garbage on the pedestrian walk for the I90 / 550 bus ramp

18-00020747 2/1/18 Garbage littered everywhere with signs of human waste (poop, throw up) on stairway up to the station. Foul smell of urine. 
Homeless people sleeping on stairway.

18-00059577 3/30/18 There is a pile of garbage on the retaining wall. This includes a PROPANE tank that could easily fall about 16 feet down on to 
cars on simply become a projectile or start a fire.

18-00063597 4/5/18 There is a pile of garbage on the retaining wall. This includes a PROPANE tank that could easily fall about 16 feet down on to 
cars on simply become a projectile or start a fire.

18-00008194 1/14/18 Illegal encampment under i90 bridge

18-00003977 1/8/18 Trash, broken glass, human waste, needles, people sleeping on the walk way to the bus stops.

18-00031440 2/16/18 10 shopping carts from different stores racing down the freeway greenbelt and into right lanes pf freeway near Rainier exit on 
i90. also tents and trash sliding from the illegal encampment there and into freeway.

1500 VALENTINE 
PL S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00063218 4/4/18 Huge Homeless camp once again.  This public area has been converted into a homeless camp once again.  The area had been 
cleared previously at expense of City/taxpayers and now it's back and even bigger. Garbage is all over and when windy tends 
to fly onto I90 making an unsafe situation.

1515 19TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00062327 4/3/18 Garbage strewn down wall and bushes above ramp off I-90 at Rainier. Ramp off I-90 E at Rainier and Massachusetts

18-00058704 3/29/18 There are propane tanks hanging over the exit from 90E to Rainer Ave. Right where the mountain to sound trail crosses the 
exit ramp

18-00014006 1/23/18 Encampment. Sleeping in bushes with tarp/tent tied to the trees in the park. Been present for about 3 days.

1518 18TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00074700 4/20/18 garbage. I 90 on ramp east

18-00051544 3/19/18 Trash And illegal dumping

1521 COLORADO 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98134

18-00043558 3/7/18 Motorhome has trash all over sidewalk, also been parked for 2 weeks
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SOUTH 1523 19TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00017942 1/29/18 Illegal encampment. The number of tents and residents in this illegal encampment continues to grow which has been 
contributing to excessive trash/littering, property theft, drug use and overall unsafe conditions The nearest house address is 
1523A 19th Ave South and nearest intersection is South Massachusetts St. & 19th Ave South. The encampment is located on 
the Mount-to-Sound trail next to Daejeon Park. see pictures for more detailed location.

1524 19TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00056121 3/26/18 Garbage and fire

1529 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00009435 1/16/18 Illegal encampment. Tons of garbage, furniture, graffiti.

1555 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00001202 1/3/18 Drug dealer. Update from 1/9/18 telephone call with customer: A brown motorhome has been living around 3rd avenue for 
over a month. The picture shows men that live in the motorhome. The customer explains that the motorhome will leave for a 
day after the police move them along, but he comes back.

1580 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00013034 1/22/18 Illegal Encampments and Illegal Dumping:There are at least four new tents under the I-90 bridge, and garbage is everywhere. 
It's a safety concern because these tents are so close to bus stops.

1612 3RD AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00050633 3/16/18 The tent they have up and the people that are coming around the businesses around here. They are blocking the whole 
sidewalk so no one can walk down the street. In other cities they have to make it look like no is here. It would lower the crime 
around here from them.

1700 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00074713 4/20/18 Car camping

1700 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00025396 2/7/18 Garbage being dumped by the homeless all along the outside perimeter of the Century Link business "North side" & " West 
side" of property.Some hazardous materials such as needles & human waste, must use extreme caution.

1709 AIRPORT 
WAY S 
CENTURYLINK 
GARAGE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00047978 3/13/18 Transient campers & RVs & vans on 8th Ave. South & Massachusetts are limiting our access into/out of our facility. Our 
CenturyLink work vehicles cannot safely use our west/8th Avenue South entry/exit gate. This is ridiculous. We need this area 
cleared. Our employees are complaining daily about having to wade through the trash/feces/urine just getting to their 
workplace. No one wants to work in downtown Seattle anymore if it can be avoided. Very sad conditions. See photos attached 
of conditions. 2 more RVs have seen moved in since these were taken on Friday last week 3/9/2018.

1723 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00053663 3/21/18 Tents and garbage

1747 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00048824 3/14/18 Detached trailer tent Camping on city street. If you have questions, you may contact me (P25) Tu-Fri 7a-3pm or Sat 10a-630p 
at 2068583356.

1749 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00058246 3/28/18 COLEMAN POP UP TENT DETACHED TRAILER-STREET CAMPING
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SOUTH 1753 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00068096 4/11/18 Unauthorized camping. Bicycles, bins, and garbage left at the entry to our parking lot.

1765 19TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00003270 1/5/18 Barcelo Homes built 4 townhomes located at 1772 18th Ave S 98144. Prior to building, the portion of Grand Avenue that 
connected 18th to 19th Avenue was just a grass path. During construction the grass was torn up by Barcelo Homes vehicles 
and loads of gravel were dumped. Now that the grass is gone it's just gravel that leads to the sidewalk that lines the 
townhomes. It is a dead end road and people park for weeks and sleep in their cars as well as dump garbage and defecate 
next to my fence  (1/12/18 - one camper in Toyota van, WA license BOY6684). This seems like very poor and irresponsible 
planning. I don't feel comfortable letting my kids play in a yard now that Grand Ave is a garbage dump, toilet, parking lot. This 
only became an issue since Barcelo built there. I wrote to them and they told me to take it up with the city. Thanks

1771 20TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00055563 3/23/18 1771 20th Ave South. Vacant house. Squatters inside. Owner boarded most but not all windows. See ground level access in 
photo attached.

18-00055886 3/25/18 1771 20th Ave South Junkie of front stoop of vacant house

1800 LAKE 
WASHINGTON 
BLVD S ZONE: 
B1_B7, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00056242 3/26/18 I am a part of a WNPS Master Plant Steward Class and on Saturday we visited sites that will be a part of a restoration program 
from Mid May 2018 until December 2019.  A Team, as part of the Green Seattle Partnership, will begin restoration at Coleman 
Park, Zone B1_B7 in May by holding open to the public restorations on pre-selected weekends to begin removing invasive plant 
materials, mulching, and planting of native plant materials.  On Saturday, as we walked and did an initial assessment of the 
park a well established campsite, including a log pile for fires, was found. (see included photo and map)  For public safety for 
this team and local community volunteers, it would be imperative to have this site removed and the grounds cleared of any 
waste material or drug related paraphernalia before the work begins.  Thank you. I am including the head of the program from 
WNPS, should there be any further questions. Joy Wood Master Native Plant Stewardship CoordinatorWashington Native Plant 
SocietyEmail: CPSStewardshipProgram@gmail.comPhone: (206) 963-5704

1803 23RD AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00046238 3/10/18 Homeless trash all over

1807 20TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00052338 3/19/18 RV running generator, filth and garbage

1815 23RD AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00057875 3/28/18 Tent blocks sidewalk

18-00065779 4/9/18 Tent blocks sidewalk

1821 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00046240 3/10/18 Homeless trash all over

18-00035416 2/23/18 Junk and homeless

1906 20TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00046723 3/12/18 Small encampment with lots of litter. Very near to the Cash & Carry.

1912 20TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00048016 3/13/18 Garbage in the right of way.
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SOUTH 1918 20TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00045317 3/9/18 trailer illegally dumping on sidewalk and putting items on the fence of private property

1919 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00072541 4/18/18 Encampment

20 S SPOKANE 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00026601 2/9/18 There are campers and illegal dumping occurring under the overpass on Spokane St again, adjacent to the bike path. This is 
the exact area where a fellow bike commuter was attacked last year. Please remove.

2000 MARTIN 
LUTHER KING JR 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00067719 4/11/18 Parks staff report 1 tent near outdoor court 5/6 and approximately a dozen needles next to a trash can near court 2 on the NE 
side of the property. CSB notified Parks maintenance of the needles.

2017 20TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00026436 2/8/18 Vehicle and personal belonging blocking ROW

2020 MARTIN 
LUTHER KING JR 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00028979 2/13/18 Discarded mattress and miscellaneous debris & litter on property of Amy Yee Tennis Center visible from 28th Ave S Appears to 
be abandoned camp site

2052 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00005414 1/9/18 Four tents line the street. Some of the tents block the right-of-way and business owner is concerned about the Lighthouse for 
the blind staff that regularly use Hill street has their route to and from work. The campers have dumped out the business 
garbage, recycling bins and left needles all around. The businesses have requested dumpster locks from the contractor.

2100 24TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00052640 3/20/18 Customer called CSB on 3/20/18 to report unauthorized camping on S Hill St, between Rainier Ave S and 24th Ave S, there are 
5 tents, about 6 people, garbage that they dump behind a fence on private property.

2100 S GRAND 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00035417 2/23/18 Junk and homeless

2100 S HILL ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00041949 3/5/18 Customer reported one RV has returned to the south side of S Hill St, just east of Rainier Ave S.  She and her customers have 
reported drug activity.

2101 20TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00042557 3/6/18 two trailers trashing the outside of a private property

2106 RAINIER 
AVE S HILL ST. 
SIDE OF 
ABANDONED 
BROWN 

18-00004009 1/8/18 I live in the apartment building at 2400 S. Hill St. A few months ago homeless people began camping in tents at the corner of 
Hill and Rainier. It was fine for awhile, but now there are multiple tents and piles of garbage spilling across the sidewalk that I 
have to use everyday to reach my bus stop. Recently, packages delivered to the back entrance of our apartment building 
started going missing. My neighbors and I feel unsafe and hate that our corner has become a disgusting trash dump.
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SOUTH BUILDING, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

2106 RAINIER 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00035430 2/23/18 Tent blocking sidewalk.

18-00007299 1/12/18 Blocked sidewalk from homeless encampment on Hill Street - this is the sidewalk used daily by Lighthouse for the Blind 
employees.  This is a daily concern...

18-00004873 1/9/18 Homeless encampment on Hill Street interfering with clear pedestrian sidewalk leading to the Lighthouse for the Blind. This 
should be relocated.

18-00024760 2/6/18 We have a homeless encampment that has been right outside our office parking lot for the past 3 months. This encampment 
continues to grow, causing an unsafe environment for the tenants of this encampment as well as causing stress and a feeling 
of being unsafe for both building staff and the children and families accessing our services. The encampment often extends its 
boundaries out into the street, causing a danger to them and drivers coming around the corner. After work, I often see many 
people coming in and out of tents and have concerns about drug use in this encampment. One night, we witnessed someone 
lighting a fire (looked like a camp stove) inside the tent. There are many individuals at the encampment with clear mental 
health needs. Our clients have remarked they feel unsafe coming (due to the increased issues within the surrounding areas) to 
our building to access needed services due to feeling safe in our neighborhood. The trash coming from this encampment 
continues to grow and is spreading through out the neighborhood. This week, the encampment expanded with trash and 
mattresses thrown from their area to directly outside of the doors of our parking lot with a shopping cart full of trash pushed 
into our parking lot. In the past couple weeks, the police have been out at the encampment, but we are unsure as to why. We 
have seen increased evidence of drug use within our building since the encampment has moved in. We are hoping that the 
people in the encampment get the services they need and are asking for help from the city for this encampment be removed 
from the current location  with the tenants relocated (due to safety concerns for all).  Thank you.

2111 25TH AVE S 
THE 2100 
BUILDING 1`, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00047942 3/13/18 Unauthorized homeless encampment on Rainier Ave S and S Hill St.

2200 MARTIN 
LUTHER KING JR 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00035249 2/22/18 Customer called to report illegal camping at Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Park. He said there are at least three tents in a 
part of the park where is a lot of vegetation, there is also garbage.

2255 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00031140 2/15/18 Needles. RV camping/belongings all over the block and part of the sidewalk

23RD AVE S & S 
HILL ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00024594 2/6/18 Reporting a homeless encampment that is expanding into the road and sidewalk, and becoming more of a hazard as time 
moves on. They have been in this location since at least November 2017 and have steadily taken more area over. There has 
been an uptick in traffic in and around the tents too. Not sure what's going on specifically, but it doesn't give off a safe feeling 
to the neighborhood. Some of my co-workers have reported seeing drug related activity in and around the tents. I have not 
witnessed this myself. I think the encampment should be monitored and they should be asked to pull their belongings out of 
the road and off of the sidewalk. Thanks.

18-00015652 1/25/18 growing homeless encampment on south side parking strip -now partially blocking sidewalk and eastbound lane of Hill Street
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SOUTH 2401 UTAH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00071848 4/17/18 Unstable, very agitated man screaming at people right outside of Bright Horizons daycare door and playground. He came from 
a new tent/RV camp right  near the building.The individual is making the daycare parents and Starbucks employees nervous.

2402 S 
MCCLELLAN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00007756 1/12/18 RV

2450 S 
MCCLELLAN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00066655 4/10/18 Trash, exposed pipes and trees cut down due to illegal encampments in Cheasty green space

2464 S 
COLUMBIAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00051538 3/19/18 Two tents, look active, in the middle of family volunteer restoration site.

2468 MARTIN 
LUTHER KING JR 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00020741 2/1/18 Three tents of campers on the southeast corner of the park and now growing bags of trash. It's been too rainy to stop and 
take photos.

2482 MARTIN 
LUTHER KING JR 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00031408 2/16/18 Illegal camping in the woods at the south end of the MLK peace park

2501 S 
MCCLELLAN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00066787 4/10/18 Illegal encampments in Cheasty green space . Several large piles of trash around the encampment. Some trees have been cut 
down.

2501 S PLUM ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00063862 4/5/18 Customer called to report approximately six tents blocking sidewalks around Lighthouse for the Blind. She is concerned, 
because so many visually impaired people use the sidewalks between Rainier Ave S/S Hill St after they get off public transit. 
Blind employees typically walk down S Hill ST to get to 2501 S Plum St. The tents make it dangerous for the employees to 
safely get to work if the sidewalks are blocked. The customer is begging the City to ask these people to move and keep the 
sidewalks clear.

2502 23RD AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00069428 4/13/18 Customer called on 4/2/18 on behalf of her clients (she is a real estate agent) who are considering buying the property at 2502 
23rd Ave S. She said from the back yard, 7-8 tents, trash, beer and vodka bottles an needles can be seen along the hillside.

2506 23RD AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00065635 4/9/18 Many encampments popping up in the northern most section of the green space. Litter, needles, beer cans all around. This 
section of forest is being restored and there are many transients disturbing the new plantations and littering.

25TH AVE S & S 
COLLEGE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00060224 3/30/18 Customer reported a number of RVS left 25th Ave S between S College and Rainier Ave S.  He would like the garbage removed 
to deter rodents.  Customer said there are 1-2 RVs still on the street but one pile of garbage is about 35-50' away from the 
vehicles.
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SOUTH 25TH AVE S & S 
MCCLELLAN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00064437 4/6/18 There is garbage throughout the greenbelt area on the south side of McClellan between 24th Avenue South and 25th Avenue 
South. In addition, there may be one or more campsites. There are also many downed trees and a lot of debris. It would be 
nice if the city would clean up this area and create a park -- especially given the large apartment building under construction 
that will bring several hundred new families to this area.

18-00064426 4/6/18 Illegal camping in city owned green belt - 1 or 2 tents and 3-4 campers.  SPD arrested one man recently - drunk and threw 
rock at car.

18-00064984 4/6/18 There is debris along 25th on both sides of the street. Also through the city green belt property. In addition there are people 
camping in the green belt

2600 S WALKER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00063608 4/5/18 Illegal Camping both in the treed area of MLK park (along MLK) and in greenbelt south of Bayview Street in that Greenbelt/ 
back yard area. Garbage, tents, public urination and dedication, alcohol consumption, smoking, destruction of natural habitat, 
etc.  After being cleared last Fall a couple folks moved back in at Park and it has now gotten out of hand with increase in 
destruction and spreading south of Bayview Street.  Neighborhood seems to have a high number of car prowls and burglary 
which may or may not be related. MARTIN LUTHER KING AND BAYVIEW STREET

2739 6TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00063213 4/4/18 Customer called CSB on 3/27/2018 to report homeless people cutting the fence, filled the property with garbage, needles and 
blankets at 2739 6th Ave S, next to Plat Electric. There is so much garbage that he cannot fix the fence as he is willing to. 
Customer would like to help fixing the fence but wants the Navigation Team to help with cleaning the needles and garbage if 
possible.

2901 6TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00006218 1/10/18 Illegal encampment. Update from 1/17 telephone call with customer: confirmed that the tent is on 6th Ave, next to the Franz 
Bakery Outlet. She saw one tent, trash and chairs. As of 1/17, the tent is still on 6th Ave.

2917 E 
MARGINAL WAY 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98126

18-00017807 1/29/18 Three tents were recently erected on either side of West Seattle Bridge bike and pedestrian path between Spokane Street and 
WS Bridge. North side of Spokane.  1 tent was there a few weeks ago, 2 more tents showed up in past week.  Need to be 
cleared and found shelter. Attached image doesn't show tents but does show location.

2ND AVE S & S 
BRANDON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00040718 3/2/18 Customer called to report a tan colored RV with the license plate ALF0621 has been parked for a few months at this location. 
This particular RV has been throwing garbage and food waste directly outside of the RV. The customer decided to report the 
RV this time when he saw rats eating the food.

3000 LAKE 
WASHINGTON 
BLVD S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00027150 2/9/18 Rossback called CSB on 2/8/18 to express her concern about a couple who have been living in their vehicles along the Lake 
Washington Blvd on and off since August.  Rossbach said the couple told neighbors they are "residents of the Universe and 
have no laws to follow."  Rossbach said the situation has been publicized on the NextDoor social media site for Mt Baker. 
Rossbach is concerned because the cliff the vehicles are parked under has a history of sliding.  Rossbach said the couple has 
an Coachmen RV (license BGL2044); a Jeep and a Ford (licenses BCX9722 and BG54588). Rossbach said the RV has been 
parked in the same spot for a week despite being told to move by the police.

3019 MARTIN 
LUTHER KING JR 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00065661 4/9/18 Mixed trash

18-00041595 3/5/18 Homeless man sleeping in the median with trash all over

3111 27TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00046909 3/12/18 This is a follow up on report - 18-00039897. The garbage was not addressed. I have included a map that hopefully provides 
more detail. It is an area about 25-50 feet long about 5 to 10 feet back from the curb where Winthrop turns into Cheasty Blvd. 
There are a few trails leading through the vegetation and lots of garbage that is visible from the road especially when coming 
up from the light rail station. The garbage includes broken furniture and what looks like a broken tent.
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SOUTH 3201 UTAH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00033876 2/21/18 Burned out RV leaking into water. Hi there, It is directly across the street from 66 S Hanford St. The RV is in the right of way in 
a public parking area.

3214 LAKE 
WASHINGTON 
BLVD S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00006953 1/11/18 8-10 vehicles parked on SEATTLE Parks property after closing hours of city park property. Campers are camping - sleeping in 
trailers and cars continuously and sleeping in parks is illegal. They can move to other city streets. The garbage and human 
waste does not belong on park property. A stretch of land along Lake Washington Boulevard from Day Street Park to Stan 
Sayres Park has campers on SEATTLE Parks department land. City Council has not approved campers in parks. Please move 
these campers - they have been camping for months now and their garbage is high.

3231 UTAH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00014801 1/24/18 Desotel called CSB to express his frustrations about the camping around his business, Young Corporation. He has been 
experiencing property damage, crime, and trash for months now. Desotel has filed police reports about people stealing power 
from the outside of his business and they have tried to install security measures. There is currently a tent along the fence on 
Colorado. There is also a Winnebago that has been parked for months on the side of the building that Desitek would like to 
have removed.

3500 LAKE 
WASHINGTON 
BLVD S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98118

18-00031074 2/15/18 Nancy called CSB on 2/15/18 to report three RVs parked along Lake Washington Blvd S, about two blocks north of the Mt 
Baker Row House.  Nancy said the RVs and associated cars are parked on the west side of the street up against the hill, in sites 
not intended for parking per SDOT.  Nancy and other neighbors have requested No Parking signs and parking enforcement.  
Nancy said another neighbor observed one RV resident dumping waste.

3509 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00074315 4/20/18 Drums, and various waste. Possible chemicals

3527 COLORADO 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98134

18-00049271 3/15/18 Large motor home parked leaving trash and urinating between vehicle and building

36 S HUDSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00058355 3/28/18 Sorci called CSB to report car camping near her place of business. Sorci sent an email with a description of her concerns and 
photos of the vehicles. Sorci states that employees have witnessed prostitution, open-air drug use and campers parked for 
more than 72 hours. In addition to the unsanctioned car camping, the sidewalk is peppered with human waste, rubbish and 
drug paraphernalia. Clearly this poses public safety and quality of life concerns. All City Fence customers have complained 
about the acrid odor from human waste and All City Fence owner, Rick Koch, is genuinely concerned about the wellbeing of his 
employees and customers. The camper that engaged in prostitution left Tuesday night. However, they left plenty of trash that 
is now attracting rats. Is there a way to request SPU to clean up the mess?

3610 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00036355 2/26/18 Illegal encampment

3613 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00053409 3/21/18 Unauthorized encampment and trash dumping.Trash, fecal matter, stolen property, illegal camping, garbage dumping. It is 
located behind the West Seattle Bridge exit onto 4th Ave S. between the ramp and train tracks.

3613 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00029046 2/13/18 fecal matter, trash, urine, food wrappers, clothes, tents, bikes. Homeless encampment that has possibly been involved in 
breaking into the Seattle City Light Employee Parking Annex.

37 S HUDSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 

18-00030308 2/14/18 Customer called CSB to report that six to eight RV's are always parked along the streets of their business, Messenger Corp. 
Colorado Street and S Hudson St have the worst problems. The Customer has received several employee complaints from 
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SOUTH 98134 females who are afraid to walk to work and do not feel safe because of the parked RV's. These RV's have consistently been 
parked around this area for about six months.

3763 S ALASKA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98118

18-00022473 2/3/18 Homeless person made camp in the southern most baseball dugout at the Rainer Ave baseball fields.

3800 LAKE 
WASHINGTON 
BLVD S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98118

18-00030713 2/15/18 Two RV and cars parked north of Mt. Baker Road House, on a strip of what used to be vegetation. This is not a parking area. 
There is no parking signs and they are moving the RV/cars back and forth, knowing they cannot park in one spot more then 72 
hours. They are dumping the human waste and it's a health hazard at this point. I called the police and they told me to call and 
report this to the Customer Service Bureau.

18-00036823 2/26/18 People are camping on the green strip on Lake WA BlVD S just south of S.Horton street. There is an RV, Van and 2 cars that 
belong to the RV.  They have been here for several months, and are illegally camping.  The strips are actually "NO PARKING" 
areas per SDOT however the signs are not installed yet on the strip however are North and are enforceable. The signs are 
supposed to be extended. The campers are tearing up the grass and vegetation and also dumping septic waste.  Please 
remove them- this is not a camp ground and they are creating a hazardous situation for the park and water.  This is an area 
that needs to be  preserved for everyone to be used and remain clean.T hese people are camping illegally and creating a 
hazardous area with waste and ruining the vegetation- this is not a legal campground-- HELP!!!

3809 9TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00004753 1/9/18 There is a homeless encampment that is producing a lot of garbage and waste.  There is also a lot of drug activity so there is a 
good chance that there are needles among the garbage.

3912 7TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00038291 2/28/18 Unauthorized camping. Illegal dumping and camping

18-00036608 2/26/18 Camping

18-00015111 1/24/18 Garbage everywhere, seen guys dumping there human waste .

18-00004748 1/9/18 I have been reporting this since September and the camp has grown again . The city is doing nothing to fix this problem . I will 
be contacting the mayor's office AGAIN this morning . There is one rv, 3 vehicles , 4 tents ,1 trailer, a lot of garbage ,and a lot 
of suspicious activity.

3922 7TH AVE S 
ARROWS 
AUTOMOTIVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00074757 4/20/18 Abandoned campsite and refuse heap.

3922 7TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00054358 3/22/18 Customer called to report that although the RV's are not on the street anymore, tents and large amounts of trash have been 
left behind. He decided to call CSB after seeing about 20 rats around the trash.

3RD AVE S & S 
MASSACHUSETTS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00058819 3/29/18 There are so many RV's and buses people are living in on that street that it is not only limiting space for people to park (as that 
is the only free parking available anywhere near Pioneer Square) also they are taking over the sidewalk. People are now 
walking in the middle of the street because the sidewalk is blocked with garbage/junk spewing out from these rv/buses. I 
personally don't feel safe walking on that road and usually have to walk a roundabout way to avoid that area as I work in 
Pioneer Square, however I can't afford to pay for parking every day and public transportation is not an option for where I live. 
There ia 1 RV that burnt up about a week ago and the black carcus is just sitting there taking up space.Can you please do a 
sweep and get all of the tents/RVs/Buses out of that area? It's getting so bad people are starting to call it "rape road". I've 
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SOUTH 3RD AVE S & S 
MASSACHUSETTS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98144

seen knives, screws, needles, etc. littering the sidewalk outside of these retired school buses that people are now living in.

18-00040391 3/2/18 There are so many RV's and buses people are living in on that street that it is not only limiting space for people to park (as that 
is the only free parking available anywhere near Pioneer Square) also they are taking over the sidewalk. People are now 
walking in the middle of the street because the sidewalk is blocked with garbage/junk spewing out from these rv/buses. I 
personally don't feel safe walking on that road and usually have to walk a roundabout way to avoid that area as I work in 
Pioneer Square, however I can't afford to pay for parking every day and public transportation is not an option for where I live. 
There ia 1 RV that burnt up about a week ago and the black carcus is just sitting there taking up space.Can you please do a 
sweep and get all of the tents/RVs/Buses out of that area? It's getting so bad people are starting to call it "rape road". I've 
seen knives, screws, needles, etc. littering the sidewalk outside of these retired school buses that people are now living in.

404 S BRANDON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00042563 3/6/18 Litter

4117 CHEASTY 
BLVD S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00069330 4/13/18 There is an unauthorized blue and white tent set up on the east side of the blvd just at the beginning of the greenspace.

4122 15TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00032357 2/17/18 RV

4123 CHEASTY 
BLVD S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00068893 4/12/18 Caller reported one tent, one camper in front of 4123 Cheasty Blvd S.

18-00069837 4/13/18 Customer called CSB on 4/13/18 to report a new tent in the 4100 block of Cheasty Blvd S.  Customer said his 9 year old son 
normally walks on the gravel right of way along the road but now that is obstructed by the tent, which is 1' from the road.  
Customer said this creates a hazardous situation for pedestrians.

18-00069309 4/13/18 Abandoned tent

4129 CHEASTY 
BLVD S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00069316 4/13/18 A tent/camping site popped up over night (4/12/18) across from our driveway on the Cheasty Blvd. S. walking path.  Would 
like to see if someone can come and make contact with this person to get them help, and remove their camp site from our 
walking path.

4130 15TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00059521 3/29/18 2 RVs

4145 CHEASTY 
BLVD S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00072538 4/18/18 Camper on trail along Cheasty.

4201 6TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00015817 1/25/18 There is a multi-colored RV, license plate BIF5743 parked on the street that has been there over 72 hours. People are living in 
it and defecating in the area around it, including on our property. Garbage, belongings and debris are strewn about the 
sidewalk and landscaping strip. Please have them removed.

422 S FOREST 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 

18-00019370 1/30/18 Homeless encampment tent has been built near Light Rail operating area.
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SOUTH 98134

4231 45TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98118

18-00044623 3/8/18 There's a tent in the park just in the bushes by the play structure and bathroom.

426 S 
MASSACHUSETTS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00004011 1/8/18 Unauthorized camping

4299 6TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00015917 1/25/18 There is a white, black and tan RV, license plate BDX3744 parked on the street who has been there for well over 72 hours. 
People are living in it and urinating and defecating in the area around it, including on our property. Garbage, belongings, and 
debris are strewn about the sidewalk and landscaping strip and he's even put up traffic cones all along the street side of his 
RV. Please have it removed.

18-00015855 1/25/18 There is a Pace Arrow RV parked on the street, license plate APP9955 that has been there for well over 72 hours. People are 
living in it and urinating and defecating in the area around it, including on our property. Garbage, belongings and debris are 
strewn about the sidewalk and landscaping strip. Please have it removed.  These RVs are on the verge of causing a serious 
public health crisis, as they have no bathroom facilities so they use buckets which they then dump into the grass or other 
landscaping, or directly into the storm drains. Or sometimes they just poop in our parking lot and leave it in piles at our loading 
docks or landscape areas along with their used toilet paper.

18-00015890 1/25/18 There is an RV with the words "Old School Tattoo" parked on the west side of 6th Ave. South that has been there for well over 
72 hours, license plate: BBZ 2995. People are living in it and urinating and defecating in the area around it, including on our 
property. Garbage, belongings and debris are strewn about the sidewalk and landscaping strip. Please have it removed. I am 
unclear as to why the city is allowing this public health crisis to continue. We are headed toward a massive health problem here 
along the lines of what San Diego is experiencing, as these people are living in their rv's in extremely unsanitary conditions. 
Since they have no toilet facilities, they use buckets which they then dump in the grass, landscaping beds or directly into the 
storm drains. Please help!

4316 S GENESEE 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98118

18-00062292 4/3/18 In Gennessee Park, near maintenance building, bathroom, and playground on North side of Genessee, people camping in the 
trees.

18-00039531 3/1/18 There's a person camping in a tent near the playground of the part of Genesee park with the meadow. SMC 18.12.250 
prohibits camping in parks. Please remove this individual.

18-00048618 3/14/18 There's a tent set up next to the playground at the Genesee park with the meadow. I believe the Seattle municipal code 
prohibits camping in city parks. I know Seattle is beholden to the ACLU and the radical left, but it would be nice if it enforced 
existing laws. I have already reported this issue. Please take care of it.

4357 12TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00042039 3/5/18 2 RVs

4401 7TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00054138 3/22/18 Mass long-term RV parking with gas generator pollution, drugs, garbage, and jaywalking in front of trucks.? Many RVs have 
invaded our place of business and neighborhood.There is mass garbage, much pedestrian activity in the street surrounding a 
large trucking company, and they are illegally taking up employee parking spots on the street. Also they block street views 
when exiting our customer premises creating a more dangerous situation.

4402 S GENESEE 18-00053225 3/20/18 A BROWN REI TENT is just South of the Covered Picnic area and closed restrooms.  The tent appears to be housing 2 people.  
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SOUTH ST A BROWN REI 
TENT, SEATTLE, 
WA 98118

It is surrounded by a circle of trees and it "blends in" and has some litter around it the location is southwest of the closed 
restrooms and northwest of the parks facilities building.  What have they not taken this structure down?  It is an invitation to 
camping which contradicts the signs posted in the covered picnic area. Another park walker called in their concerns twice 
already about this camping tent with campers.  The incident number they gave is #100082

4405 S THISTLE 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98118

18-00055978 3/25/18 Trashed RV. and littering

4434 46TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98118

18-00062201 4/3/18 Customer called 4/2/18 to report one tent on the west side of the Genesee Park restroom (north side of Genesee St, by Parks 
offices.

4521 6TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00016031 1/25/18 There is a tan Tioga RV with a grey tarp across the top, license plate ATM2333 parked on the west side of 6th Avenue South 
just north of S. Snoqualmie Street. People are living in it. They urinate and defecate on the street, on the grass, in our 
landscape beds and in our parking lot at the dock doors. Garbage & belongings are strewn about the area, including on the 
sidewalk and landscaping strip. Please help us as well as the inhabitants of the RVs by relocating them to somewhere where 
they can receive the services they need and we can get some relief from the stench and unsanitary conditions.

18-00015990 1/25/18 There is a mini-van and "5th wheel" trailer parked on the west side of 6th Ave. South, just north of S. Snoqualmie. License 
plate of the trailer is 4928YZ. They have been there for well over 72 hours. People are living in it and urinating and defecating 
in the area around it, including on our property and building. Garbage, belongings, and debris are strewn about the sidewalk 
and landscaping strip and he's even got a traffic cone up on the street side of his trailer. Please have it removed.

18-00016054 1/25/18 There is a "Bounder" RV, license plate BBU6367 parked on the west side of 6th Ave. South just north of Snoqualmie Street. 
People are living in it. They urinate and defecate on the street, in our parking lot and throughout our landscape beds. Garbage 
and belongings are strewn about the area, including on the sidewalk and in the landscape strip between the street and 
sidewalk. Please come remove or relocate the RV, as it has been there for well over 72 hours. Please help. This has created an 
extremely unsafe and unsanitary condition for us all - particularly my facility maintenance staff and landscapers who are 
continually stepping in human feces.

18-00016091 1/25/18 There is a "Las Brisas 315" RV parked along the west side of 6th Ave. South just north of S. Snoqualmie Street. It has been 
there for well over 72 hours and people are living in it. They urinate and defecate on the street, in our parking lot and 
throughout our landscape beds. Garbage and belongings are strewn about the area, including on the sidewalk and in the 
landscape strip between the street and sidewalk. Please come remove or relocate the RV.

4537 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00055904 3/25/18 Illegal encampment

4601 6TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00016119 1/25/18 There is an Itasca RV, license plate #BEC9424 parked on the west side of 6th Ave. South at S. Snoqualmie Street. License 
plate: BEC9424. There are people living in it. There is garbage, as well as personal belongings and multitudes of bicycles 
strewn about the area including on the sidewalk and in our landscape beds and in the landscape strip between the sidewalk 
and street. Inhabitants of this and the other RVs on 6th have stolen our power and water, cut our fence, used our dumpster, 
and broken into our dumpster when we try to lock it up. They are urinating and defecating in the area, leaving piles of poo and 
used toilet paper at our dock doors and in the parking lot. Buckets of human waste have been left on our property and the 
security guards have witnessed buckets of human waste being dumped into our landscape beds and down the storm drains. 
They leave needles on our property and smoke so much pot at times I can barely breathe when in the area. They've taken our 
dumpster and pushed it down the sidewalk to put it nearer their RV's, they dig through our cigarette butts and leave angry, 
obscene notes when we clean out the ash urns. Their garbage has attracted more rats to the area, which in turn leads to more 
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SOUTH rats in our buildings, one of which is a food distribution center. Please help by enforcing parking laws and removing this RV and 
others in the area. They have generally made it virtually impossible to maintain these buildings - places where many people 
come to work each day - in a safe, clean, hazard-free manner.

4615 7TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00038290 2/28/18 Unauthorized camping - Piles of debris

18-00026302 2/8/18 Bikes and other garbage in a large pile next to an RV

491 S 
INDUSTRIAL 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00073724 4/19/18 Illegal encampment and trash. There are five tents camped up along that strip with trash. Please place that as high priority, for 
the safety of the employees.

18-00053292 3/21/18 4 tents and a LOT of garbage and debris in the lot just north of our parking lot, using our fence as a wall for their tents.

500 S MICHIGAN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00067575 4/11/18 Illegal camping and trash that is being left in the street and right of way on 5th Ave S.

18-00064696 4/6/18 Debris in the street and right of way.

18-00025773 2/8/18 Various items including flammable materials surrounding a camper trailer that hasn't moved in over a month. Items have been 
left in the street and right of way on 5th Ave S.

5141 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00055905 3/25/18 Illegal encampment

520 S 
MASSACHUSETTS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00035396 2/23/18 Campers at the corner

5212 6TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00058703 3/29/18 Trash on street

18-00049515 3/15/18 Detached Tent camping-Jayco travel trailer

53 S ORCAS ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00059190 3/29/18 POP UP TENT CAMPING-DETACHED TRAILER

5346 S LEO ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98178

18-00008022 1/13/18 Property Sold, nobody is living in the house with fence locked. Camping in back yard.

5350 S LEO ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98178

18-00005986 1/10/18 Tents

5354 S LEO ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98178

18-00005977 1/10/18 5350 has started moving into neighbors backyard, I live at 5360 S. Leo St. Tent camping.

5400 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00058414 3/28/18 Shyne called CSB to report car camping and miscellaneous trash left behind from an RV that left. The RV that is still present is 
a tent trailer, parked close to the parking lot gate of their business. Shyne emailed photos of the RV and trash.
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SOUTH 550 S BRANDON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00017698 1/29/18 There is a camper parked along the side of the building that we have been trying to get the city to move, and the occupants 
are now throwing their trash over the fence onto our property.

56 S SPOKANE 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00039077 3/1/18 Multiple vehicles parked for over 2 months leaving trash and blocking road

5602 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00005796 1/10/18 RV Encampment. 1 RV and 3 vehicles have been parked across street from our building for over 2 months. Please move them.

18-00042102 3/5/18 Customer called CSB to report 3 RV campers have returned. Nichole states these are the same campers as before.

5701 1ST AVE S 
ACROSS FROM 
BANNER BANK, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00038180 2/27/18 Human waste found in drive up of Banner Bank and needles and illegal camping across the street on private property/parking 
beside road. This has escalated over the last few months.

18-00043077 3/6/18 Human waste found in drive up of Banner Bank and needles and illegal camping across the street on private property/parking 
beside road. This has escalated over the last few months.

5TH AVE S & S 
MICHIGAN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00066079 4/9/18 Homeless camp garbage next to office building

600 S 
SNOQUALMIE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00041470 3/5/18 ACTIVE RV CAMPING

601 S BRANDON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00059212 3/29/18 POPUP TENT CAMPING

620 S 
INDUSTRIAL 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00074433 4/20/18 McGuire called CSB on 4/19/18 to report an encampment has been behind his office (3D Systems) for the past two weeks.  
McGuire reported both RV's and tent campers, garbage and fires every morning.  McGuire said the camp is interfering with 
parking for his employees which he said was his "biggest concern."

6240 STANLEY 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00070699 4/16/18 Tent camping

6241 STANLEY 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00032112 2/17/18 2 RVs

6251 AIRPORT 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00030311 2/14/18 Under Albro St overpass - in the alley west of 6251 Airport Way S. the camper has a campsite set up. This is an industrial area 
and the alley is accessed by different businesses of the area - a lot of the traffic is large trucks. This campsite is beginning to 
extend into the alley traffic lane making it hard for traffic to move and will eventually be hazardous to the camper as well / Site 
has a large structure made with various tarps attached to framework / Has been present for the last 1.5 months / Hazardous 
mentions are constant campfires and the starting to obstruct the traffic ROW of the alley traffic flow
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SOUTH 6264 STANLEY 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00014848 1/24/18 Crumbaker called CSB to express his frustrations about RV camping being allowed along the streets near his business. The 
vehicles and RV's have constantly been there for over a year and have caused many problems for his business. Crumbaker's 
employees have had multiple car break ins, their dumpster is constantly being used and human waste is all over the sidewalks. 
There were two huge RV fires in the past. Crumbaker thinks that part of the problem is freecampsites.net that advertises this 
area as an RV camping spot. Crumbaker is tired of feeling like he has to police the roads or constantly report what has been 
happening.  Crumbaker has recent security video of a RV camper breaking into a car on the corner of S Hardy and 15th Ave. 
The RV has the license plate AWA9801.

633 S 
SNOQUALMIE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00026306 2/8/18 Garbage and large pile of bikes next to RV

6358 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00029888 2/14/18 Under 1st Ave bridge on the east side by the bicycle trail, on Duwamish trail, tents, rv’s, dog tent for their pit bulls which are 
off-leash.  Had a propane tank in middle of street, piles of junk.  1 week.  Dogs have chased him. He is a bike commuter.

6359 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00070668 4/16/18 Car parts, Trash, Human waste, rude people. LARGE ACTIVE HOMELESS AND CAR CAMPING SITE AT AND NEAR S FRONT ST 
AND 1ST AVE S

6361 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00018157 1/29/18 Customer left a voicemail on the Mayor's Office line frustrated about car camping.  He said for months now he has reported to 
SPD, Parking Enforcement and SAS about RV car camping her his business, Samson Tug & Barge. He reported 3 RV's with 
multiple vehicle, trash and belongings surrounding the vehicles parked for months along 1st Ave S between Front St and S 
Michigan.  He said the vehicles are not moving, one is inoperable (it was towed there) and it is becoming increasingly difficult 
for vehicles with oversized loads to make deliveries to his business.  He said there has been a loose dog associated with the 
campers and SAS has been out multiple times to investigate.  He said he contacted SDOT Commercial Enforcement as well and 
applied for a street use permit to block off the parking but hasn't heard anything. He said SPD patrol has been out numerous 
times and everyone keeps telling him to call "the Mayor's office." He said he reported a fire recently from one of the RV's. The 
customer said he is expecting a lot of deliveries at the end of February that need to go to Alaska and is concerned the trucks 
won't be able to get in/out because the RVs are parked making it difficult for trucks to turn around.

18-00069899 4/13/18 From: RichardSeslar@samsontug.com <RichardSeslar@samsontug.com>  Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2018 3:53 PM To: 
DOT_ROAD <684-ROAD@seattle.gov> Subject: 1st Ave South  Hello SDOT Team,   Forgive me for this long email.   My 
business neighbors and I are at our wits end.  We have made many complaints about the folks that have decided to live under 
the 1st Ave Bridge and along 1st Ave.  The street in between the bridge and our businesses is a two way street up until the 
entry from I-99 but these folks have parked and blocked off half of the street causing a safety concern as people exit I-99 on 
to 1st Ave south and trucks are coming from the other direction.     This is starting to really frustrate the drivers coming off 
I-99 as well as the truck drivers to the point where horns are used to stimulate the illegal parkers to move.  The gypsy 
community in turn attempted to confront the loud drivers and well that did not go over well.  No one hurt that time.  But 
someone was killed under that bridge not but a couple of months ago.     These gypsies get high and harass my employees 
scaring one into the bathroom for extra security, while she called for help.     The folks across the street from my place of work 
continuously build up trash behind them and the edge of the road making my customers hesitant to do business with us.  With 
the build up of the gypsy community, our costs for operating has increased $8700 per month to ensure our customers fish 
remain frozen because of the folks that scavenge wire.  And theft went up when they moved in.       We are running out of 
employee parking, not that you are supposed to provide parking but the squeeze is pushing us closer to them.  And one of our 
employees did not make it home last week because he parked next to the them.  Seems one of them needed gas so they cut 
his gas line and drained some of his gas. I misstated that he made it home but after being broke down on the road.  Everyone 
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SOUTH 6361 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

we have contacted seems to ignore our requests for action and ignores the this wandering community of junkies and mentally 
ill.  Maybe some of them are law abiding people but I don't understand why trash the neighborhood then.     These folks 
choose to live this way, they don't want help they want cheap land to camp on, where no one enforces the city ordinances.     
Can we put up no parking signs in the area next to the on ramp?  Can we put up no camping signs everywhere else?     Any 
help would be appreciated.   Signed a Frustrated Seattle Business that pays for the right to do business,   Richard Seslar  
Seattle Facilities and Safety Operations Manager  Cell 425.236.0447  6361 1st Ave S  Seattle, WA 98108

637 S SPOKANE 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00036359 2/26/18 Tent

6400 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00006327 1/11/18 Junk cars, trash, people sleeping in trash and on sidewalk

6401 
OCCIDENTAL 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00070635 4/16/18 Homeless encampment, piles of debris, garbage, and general fill. Several broken down vehicles in various states of 
disassembly. Open fire pit in the center of the encampment, have an ongoing campfire all day and all night, every day.

6615 E 
MARGINAL WAY 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00035381 2/23/18 The homeless under the 1st ave bridge are using this area as a toilet and leaving debris from illegal camping. It is 
disgusting.Illegal camping on the west side of 509 is increasing daily. The garbage is cascading down the hill. YES, This is 
Seattle! Dangerous and destructive. Fires every night.

6721 34TH PL S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98118

18-00036222 2/25/18 This is  a concern about loose/ parked  grocery carts around the encampment ground near Exit 164 A (Dearborn, Madison, 
James street ).I take the I-5N and exit at 164A to get to work and I could see parked grocery cart at the edge of the cliff  or 
highway's shoulder.This is a disaster waiting to happen. With strong winds, this can pushed the cart down into the highway 
and cause accident to drivers.Kindly please send somebody to remove these carts for everyones safety.If this accident happens 
( I really pray it will NOT), this will be a huge law suit and will cause the city millions.I wish I can take pictures so I can show 
you what I mean about the grocery carts.

6TH AVE S & S 
SNOQUALMIE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00026895 2/9/18 Customer called CSB to report 15 RV's located on both sides of 6th Ave S. Jeff, who is on Plymouth INC's safety committee was 
asked to request the City remove the RV campers. Their company is located near 6th Ave S and staff are concerned about their 
safety. He states no one can walk on the sidewalk due to the amounts of trash, bikes/bike parts and rats. They have witnessed 
campers tossing out food, garbage and furniture, including a mattress from their RVs.

710 S ORCAS ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00004750 1/9/18 There is an extended length RV parked on the residential side of the road with tarps and trash littered around it. It has been 
there for more than 72hrs and is blocking parking areas used by residents who don't have garages.

711 S FIDALGO 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00028976 2/13/18 Homeless RV garbage is piling up again needles along road abd human waste

7135 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00057055 3/27/18 Junk blocking sidewalk

18-00050233 3/16/18 Abandoned refrigerator (see photo from SPU Illegal Dumping)

7138 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 

18-00057056 3/27/18 Motor home camper junk obstructing public sidewalk
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SOUTH 98108

727 S ALASKA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00026305 2/8/18 Large pile of garbage next to RV

7387 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00056111 3/26/18 Homeless camp is growing.More vehicles, more trash, more people.

74 S HUDSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00017695 1/29/18 Garbage piled higher and higher every day!! Rats everywhere, this has to get cleaned up!!

750 S HOMER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00004925 1/9/18 Hello,Receive a call in about a  large RV in the gravel parking strip  off S Homer ST. The RV is not running, it was towed there. 
Citizen is asking to have it removed.  George Town PFCitizen opted to not leave name or number.Thank youDJ

18-00003614 1/6/18 Illegal parking, dumping, drug activity & RV camping

7575 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00053779 3/21/18 Illegal camping in park.

18-00068123 4/11/18 Illegal camping city park

18-00027598 2/10/18 Illegal camping on Sdot street end

18-00069786 4/13/18 Leir called CSB to report two people camping near the Georgetown Pump Station. Leir reports that the campers have a very 
large structure that they have been building for weeks. It appears the campers have built a living area and a bathroom area. 
The customer is concerned that it appears the campers intend to live in the area for a long time and it is an eyesore in the 
park.

7680 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00067961 4/11/18 Homeless encampment with unleashed dogs has taken over the park so it isn't useable by the public. Looks like they've got at 
least one of those city bikes at their camp, too.

7698 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00052442 3/20/18 Customer called CSB on 3/15/2018 to report unauthorized camping at Gateway Park North. Customer said there are 3 tents, 
garbage and some people are camping in their vehicles. They have been there for 3 weeks.

7699 8TH AVE S 
GATEWAY PARK, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00068117 4/11/18 Report Unauthorized Encampment & Request Cleanup at Gateway Park North. Evidence of large encampment, possibly 
abandoned, with human waste, spilled paint, garbage, bike & bike part, wire stripping remnants, vandalism, graffiti, tools, tool 
boxes, junk, clothing bedding, tents, tent parts, tarps, rotting food, beverage containers, debris falling into Duwamish River, 
evidence of fire-pits.

79 S HUDSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00015963 1/25/18 There are constantly non-running motor homes parked between 1st Ave S and Colorado Ave S along Hudson St.  There are 
piles and piles of garbage, rats and filth associated with this mess.  every day the piles get larger and larger.  I don't 
understand how this keeps being ignored, these broken down vehicles haven't moved in months, even after repeated 
complaints thru the Find it/Fix it app.

7TH AVE S & S 
BRADFORD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00044372 3/7/18 �Mayor Durkan ,We have been trying to get the city to do something about the encampment on 7th ave south between 
Andover and Bradford . I keep getting the run around from the Customer Service Bureau . We need something done about this 
now ! Just to give a background on this illegal encampment , we have been reporting this since September and NOTHING has 
been done . We see drug use , dumping of human waste, garabage ,people sneaking in and stealing , and a lot of suspicious 
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SOUTH activity and some times the people are aggressive . WE NEED ACTION ThanksKen253-266-0975�

7TH AVE S & S 
LANDER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00028786 2/12/18 Customer contacted CSB on 2/12/18 to report one tent in the "alley" of 7th Ave S, south of S Lander St.  Tent has been on site 
for about two weeks.

818 S DAKOTA 
ST TRADE-MARX 
SIGN & DISPLAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00007080 1/12/18 car batteries, wood, cloths, needles, tarps, human waste, tents, metal, etc. etc. fence has been cut open and vandalized, trash 
is all the way down 9th ave. south on east side.

820 S ADAMS ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00001830 1/4/18 Various items from propane tanks, bikes to bedding discarded ON the east side of the street.

8332 RENTON 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98118

18-00055977 3/25/18 Trashed RV. and littering

85 S ORCAS ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00054445 3/22/18 to request removal of several homeless people parked in front of our business at 85 S Orcas St. Seattle, WA  98108,  parked 
there over 72 hours

8650 55TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98118

18-00020499 1/31/18 Willingham called to report that a man has been camping in Beer Sheva Park for about a couple weeks. She reports that he has 
been a very nice man who has repeatedly said he would like a job and housing. The man is sleeping on pallets underneath a 
tree and has several rugs, sleeping bags, clothing and various belongings. The camper also has a lot of food, which is 
attracting rats and other animals. He also has a lot of beer cans around and a marijuana pipe. Willingham works at Tilth 
Allliance and reports that the man has been very respectful and she hopes he can find shelter.

18-00059574 3/30/18 People are camping along the fence in Be'er Sheva Park (near the gate to the urban garden).  There was a bunch of bedding 
and garbage there.

18-00065969 4/9/18 People are camping along the fence in Be'er Sheva Park (near the gate to the urban garden).  There was a bunch of bedding 
and garbage there.

882 12TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00057851 3/28/18 Homeless people dumping garbage

898 S 
MASSACHUSETTS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00063726 4/5/18 Garbage mattress lots of stuff

915 S WALKER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00045010 3/8/18 Customer called to report 2 wooden structures directly under I-5 near the dead end street on S Walker. He stated the 
structures are being supported by the freeway.  He also reported campers have been using fire and is very concerned that the 
structures will ignite with the open flame.

920 STURGUS 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00045895 3/9/18 Blue tarp and trash in area with clear no camping signs
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SOUTH 925 S DEARBORN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00006330 1/11/18 Garbage littering neighborhood

18-00062251 4/3/18 Illegal encampment and trespassing

18-00004062 1/8/18 Center freeway median illegal camping and excessive trash

933 STURGUS 
AVE S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98144

18-00054185 3/22/18 Encampment

AIRPORT WAY S 
& S 
MASSACHUSETTS 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

18-00072787 4/18/18 Customer called CSB on 4/17/2018 to report 10 tents, 4 or 5 RVs and garbage that have been on Massachusetts St between 
6th Ave S and Airport Way for few months.

COLORADO AVE 
S & S HUDSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

18-00009780 1/17/18 Customer reported 9 RV's , trash, needles, feces and stolen goods.

CORGIAT DR S & 
S ALBRO PL, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00073432 4/19/18 Camping and littering

RAINIER AVE S & 
S HILL ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00006026 1/10/18 Hello,I'm writing in hopes that you can do something about a sidewalk/safety issue that is impacting some of our employees as 
they travel from the bus stop to our facility, many of whom are blind and DeafBlind.A couple months back a single tent was set 
up on the median between the street and sidewalk near our facility.  Since then it has now grown to approximately four tents.  
They sit literally at the edge of the sidewalk and are a potential tripping hazard for those who pass by.  In addition the 
occupants of the tents have accumulated a lot of garbage and other junk that often end up on the sidewalk causing navigation 
issues for our employees.  They also often have bikes, bedding and other items on the sidewalk as well. The entire 
encampment in becoming a very unsightly/unsanitary addition to our neighborhood.  One of our employees recently contacted 
Seattle police about the problem but they basically refused to do anything. Since your department is tasked with overseeing 
city sidewalks I'm hoping that you will at least evaluate the situation and maybe help these people move on and restore the 
safe travel route for our employees.Our employees exit buses both north and southbound on Rainier Ave S at S Walker Street.  
They travel the two blocks to our facility at 2501 S Plum Street from Rainier Ave South  via South Hill Street up to 25th Ave 
South and into our facility.  This tent encampment is set up in the first block between Rainier Ave South and 24th Ave South on 
South Hill Street on the South side of the street adjacent to the abandoned building on the SE corner of Rainier Ave South and 
South Hill street.  The building address is 2106 Rainier Ave S.  The tents are set up just around the corner on the North side of 
this building along South Hill street.This encampment and the obstruction it causes on the sidewalk  is creating a very 
dangerous situation for many people with disabilities.  Many people feel unsafe passing by the tents and have taken to walking 
in the street to avoid it.  These are blind people so for obvious reasons walking in the street is not an acceptable option.Your 
immediate attention to this matter would be greatly appreciated. If you have any questions feel free to contact me.Thank 
you,Glenn McCullySr. Human Resources ManagerThe Lighthouse for the Blind Inc.Phone: (206) 436-2246   |   Fax: (206) 
436-2244   |   Cell: (206) 719-1426Email: gmccully@seattlelh.org

S ALASKA ST & S 
COLUMBIAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00030806 2/15/18 There is one tent camper right off the trail. Trail doesn't show on the map. There is trash in the area, he just moved there 
about a month ago.
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SOUTH S HARNEY ST & 
12TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00034900 2/22/18 Falcone called CSB to report that people are using the side of the I-5 onramp as a bathroom. She explained that people are not 
living in this section, but they are constantly defecating and leaving garbage on this land. Falcone believes people are walking 
here from their RV's or campsites. Currently there is human waste smeared on the wall. Falcone would like a porta potty to be 
installed at this location, due to how frequently the land is used for people going to the bathroom.

S HOLGATE ST & 
AIRPORT WAY S, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00067264 4/10/18 One female camper with tent under S Holgate bridge

S STACY ST & 
3RD AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00056107 3/26/18 RV CAMPING GARBAGE, CUSHIONS, PROPANE TANKS

S WALKER ST & 
MARTIN LUTHER 
KING JR WAY S, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00004043 1/8/18 Boyozich called CSB to report people camping near his employer, Pepsi. People have been coming off of MLK for weeks now. 
They place cardboard over the barbed wire fence to climb over, have damaged the fence and also throw trash onto their 
property. Boyozich has mentioned seeing human waste around the area as well. It's possible people are coming over from the 
park across the street.

UTAH AVE S & S 
HUDSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00072572 4/18/18 Transients have set up camp along Utah Avenue South, and underneath the Viaduct near the Colman Dock. Asking for a 
navigation team to respond to this as we feel unsafe.

UTAH AVE S & S 
STACY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00018542 1/29/18 There are 14 different Encampments on this block between tents and RV's along Utah Ave. It presents a dangerous 
environment.

SOUTH - 236  SRs

SOUTHWEST 1190 SW 
SPOKANE ST 
UNDER HARBOR 
ISLAND BRIDGE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00053374 3/21/18 There is a large encampment that is set up next to our underground pump station. This is an issue because we need full access 
to the hatches and if crews were to conduct work, it could be a safety hazard as it is 20 feet or more drop not to mention the 
exposed mechanical and electrical equipment that could cause serious bodily harm if touched.

1305 SW 
FLORIDA ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00054157 3/22/18 Illegal parked vehicle next to large fuel tank farm

1457 SW 
FLORIDA ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00057858 3/28/18 A week ago they parked the trailer now it's becoming a junk yard. They use road cones to reserve parking spots and garbage 
and broken cars just keep building up.

1710 SW 
DAWSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00019718 1/30/18 Illegal campsite, security and litter worry.
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SOUTHWEST 1750 SW 
DAWSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00015579 1/25/18 Gelman called CSB to report an encampment near his neighbor's back yard. The camper has set up multiple tarps, a couch, 
and barbeque. The neighbor is concerned, because the barbeque is near the chicken coop.

18TH AVE SW & 
SW DAWSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00012807 1/22/18 Illegal camp site right behind our house. It just showed up in the last day or so. This is the Pigeon point park, and is right off 
the public trail, directly behind our house, and many neighbor houses.

1900 SW 
DAWSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00018640 1/29/18 Homeless camping in park - tearing up vegetation and fouling the stream

18-00040303 3/2/18 Illegal camping,  along the trail on Puget Sound trail between 18th and 19th SW Dawson. I like to walk alone with my dog, and 
when I see this encampment,  I turn around back off the trail. I really would like to enjoy this beautifully restored trail, but 
sadly I do not feel safe to do so. Please enforce the laws of illegal camping on park trails, thank you.

18-00016818 1/26/18 Encampment

18-00028735 2/12/18 Encampment

18-00027627 2/10/18 Encampment

1904 SW 
DAWSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00018653 1/30/18 ILLEGAL ENCAMPMENT

2050 SW 
ORCHARD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00031273 2/15/18 Homeless camp

18-00034848 2/22/18 Homeless Camp

2053 SW 
SPOKANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00067223 4/10/18 Littering this is a campsite, and it is a correct address. And also, a few hundred yards further show another campsite not far 
from the litter on the bike trail. Please take care of those problem areas as soon as possible to discourage other possible 
homeless people from setting up camp for the safety of cyclists and pedestrians alike.

207 S BARTON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00032978 2/20/18 Gross trash next to 509 south. Structures and items in woods next to road.

2128 
FAIRMOUNT AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98126

18-00069877 4/13/18 There is over a truck load of debris from former encampments. There was still one makeshift tarp that could be housing 
someone still, but not likely. On the creek they covered it with plastic pallets and it appears people have been using the creek 
for the bathroom and showering purposes (wreaks of human waste).

2159 HARBOR 
AVE SW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98126

18-00058694 3/29/18 Abondoned campers/RVs on the east side of Harbor Ave. I ride my bike every other day past the subject address and there's 
been abandoned campers/RVs there for the past several months.

2167 HARBOR 18-00046725 3/12/18 Car camping. Motor home camper crap all over the public pathway
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SOUTHWEST AVE SW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98126

2328 HARBOR 
AVE SW ALL 
ALONG ALKI 
TRAIL, SEATTLE, 
WA 98126

18-00057855 3/28/18 I walk along the Alki Trail weekly and there is always a large amount of garbage piled around the trail receptacles. There are 
also numerous RV's that have camped out along Harbor Ave. SW , adjacent to the trail. I've spoken to a Port of Seattle worker 
responsible for picking up the garbage from the receptacles and he removes the garbage from the cans twice a week, however 
the RV occupants repeatedly bring their garbage and stack it around the receptacles. What is the recourse for having these 
violators removed from Harbor Ave. ???  Thank you for addressing this matter.

2424 SW 
ANDOVER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00063714 4/5/18 Cade called CSB on 1/4/18 to report an encampment near Nucor Steel. It is located underneath the viaduct, near the fence and 
bus stop. Cade called the police in November and they came out, but the two tents and people still have not moved. There is 
now a couple new tents with a large tarp attached to the fence and bridge. Cade reports that their business constantly has 
trash and belongings scattered around that the campers dump on their property. UPDATE: Customer called on 3/28/18  to 
report that they have had to fix the fence twice now. People keep cutting through the fences to come on the property at night. 
The customer is concerned that his business keeps having to spend money because of the homeless problem.

2500 SW 
THISTLE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00013622 1/22/18 Illegal encampments

2523 SW 
SPOKANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00006336 1/11/18 Homeless encampment on SW Spokane St near 26th Av SW

26TH AVE SW & 
SW FINDLAY ST 
BTW FINDLEY 
AND JUNEAU, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00073603 4/19/18 There is an illegal encampment on the trail behind my home. It's makes us feel very unsafe as we walk our animals and child 
on that trail.

26TH AVE SW & 
SW FINDLAY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00064756 4/6/18 Caller reported two campers and one tent at site along Longfellow Creek trail. Off 26th Ave SW between SW Juneau and SW 
Findlay St.  Two tarps are hung in the trees.

26TH AVE SW & 
SW FINDLAY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00064747 4/6/18 Nearby homeowner reported three people present behind his property at 5619 26th Ave SW.  Noisy at night, cutting trees for 
fires, some garbage and two large tarps.

18-00063569 4/5/18 Unauthorized encampment in Longfellow Creek Preserve at approximately SW Findlay Street (nearest access point). It is 
behind the main trail and off the gravel access road. This is a natural preservation site (that is being restored) and public 
health/safety/sanitation concern (lots of families, kids, etc. access the trail). Definitely not suitable for an encampment. Would 
appreciate your prompt assessment and removal. Thanks so much.

26TH AVE SW & 
SW JUNEAU ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00074600 4/20/18 There are still unauthorized encampments on the Longfellow creek legacy trail between sw Findlay and sw Juneau streets. Off 
the trail by the access road behind the trail. This is a natural preserve/restoration area as well as a walking trail used by 
families! Not acceptable for homeless encampments. It is extremely uncomfortable to walk my toddlers on this trail anymore 
due to the activities of the camp. Please address this promptly. Thank you. LONGFELLOW CREEK LEGACY TRAIL
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SOUTHWEST 2700 
FAIRMOUNT AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98116

18-00047995 3/13/18 ACTIVE HOMELESS CAMP IN GREENBELT.

2718 SW 
ANDOVER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98126

18-00031819 2/16/18 Illegally parked RV

2803 SW YANCY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98126

18-00052739 3/20/18 2 RVs

2806 SW YANCY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98126

18-00052721 3/20/18 2 RVs

18-00009262 1/16/18 RV

2821 SW 
SPOKANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00021778 2/2/18 Homeless encampments on the south side of the onramp going eastbound from SW Spokane St to the West Seattle Bridge. 
Multiple tarps between ramp and steel mill fence indicates growing encampment.

3480 26TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00003025 1/5/18 Illegal encampment

3617 DELRIDGE 
WAY SW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00037952 2/27/18 Illegal encampment

3649 22ND AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00057472 3/27/18 Illegal encampment

3801 22ND AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00038715 2/28/18 Illegal encampment

18-00022778 2/4/18 Homeless structure expanding. Steep slope green belt deteriorating. The person there wants help. Person can see in to my 
bathroom. My dog is constantly alerting to movement in the woods.

18-00029102 2/13/18 Unauthorized Camping

4002 46TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98116

18-00031822 2/16/18 Illegally parked RV

4009 SW 
BARTON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98136

18-00016717 1/26/18 In Fauntleroy Park, there is a tent set up in the center of the woods. To find the trail, it's up from the small creek crossing in 
the center of the park. This is frustrating because there is so much restorative work going on in that park and there is a new 
trail being blazed to go in and out of this camp. Please address. This has been going on for about a month now. Thank you!
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SOUTHWEST 421 SW 
MICHIGAN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00037143 2/26/18 Illegal RV encampment and trash plate Wa BAZ5044 on Bayport motorhome no plate on trailer behind it

4421 35TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98126

18-00058829 3/29/18 Fischer left a voicemail with CSB on 3/21/18 reporting a man sleeping at West Seattle Stadium. He said he is sleeping on the 
"historic wooden bleachers" and has belongings scattered.

4446 35TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98126

18-00021919 2/2/18 Overnight use for camping 2/1-2/2018. 1 person, may have moved on

4744 
CALIFORNIA AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98116

18-00059930 3/30/18 Illegal encampment

18-00066867 4/10/18 Illegal encampment

4747 
CALIFORNIA AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98116

18-00011405 1/19/18 Abandoned items blocking the sidewalk. There are rats.

4757 
CALIFORNIA AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98116

18-00003057 1/5/18 Homeless encampment. Updated information from customer telephone call on 1/11/18: The items are now in the alley way. 
There is a women that lives on the street of California Avenue and has been for many months. She stores her things along the 
sidewalks and sometimes abandons them. The women seems to be of diminishing mental capacity and is not in good shape 
right now. The customer is worried about the items near the business, because of the garbage and the rats that they have 
seen.

4803 18TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00018895 1/30/18 Homeless encampment

4813 18TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00023060 2/5/18 Puget Park

4829 18TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00018815 1/30/18 Puget Park - Directly behind 4829 18th Ave SW into wooded area / 1 big structure / 1 - 2 people present / Encampment has 
been present for about 2 weeks / BBQ on site, but has not seen any active fires

18-00018346 1/29/18 There is a homeless man living behind this address in the Puget park Greenbelt. He is been there since early January. 
Neighbors are concerned for safety (both ours and his) & sanitation and possible drug use.

4835 18TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00018690 1/30/18 Illegal encampment

18-00016849 1/26/18 In the wooded area, behind 4835 18th Ave. SW - next to Puget Creek / (1) Make shift structure  / Not sure but at least 1 
person - could be more / Present about a week.  PARKS Dept had began to Re-develop a pre-existing park there is a Porta 
Potty for renovation staff crew- which is now being used by the camper(s). Garbage everywhere, BBQ's set up (hasn't seen a 
fire), encampment seems to be growing larger.

4840 21ST AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 

18-00015593 1/25/18 Unauthorized camping. Trail of Puget Park - Trailhead on SW Dawson and the encampment is slightly North of trail entrance / 
2 of the blue type Tarps attached trees / customer saw 2 Barbecues on site / has not seen people yet / encampment has been 
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SOUTHWEST WA 98106 set up for about 24hrs

4850 21ST AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00020068 1/31/18 There is a homeless encampment in the Puget Ridge Park. Drug use is suspected. This is very close to many homes with young 
kids, and the trail is deemed no longer safe for families to hike through. That's not acceptable. People cannot just decide that 
public space belongs to them and start taking over and throwing their trash everywhere. Please help. It's not like the 
neighborhood can band together and do something about it themselves. There's a bureaucratic process that has to take place. 
Well, here we are, engaging in that process, trying to do something about this encampment before it becomes a bigger and 
more complicated issue.

5248 
CALIFORNIA AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98136

18-00042715 3/6/18 Homeless person camping

5459 26TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00017487 1/28/18 Illegal camping on Longfellow Creek Trails. Behind 5600 block 26th Ave sw.  Green tent.  Noticed it this morning.

553 S SULLIVAN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00018938 1/30/18 Clean street end of debris and garbage

5551 SW 
ADMIRAL WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98116

18-00071111 4/16/18 I have found a tent in an off-trail area with at least two people in it. I heard a male and female voice. The tent is blue tarp and 
natural vegetation has been cleared. This is a nature preserve area and the campsite is damaging it. I am not sure how to 
provide exact location.

18-00074334 4/20/18 Follow up to request 18-00071111. Map with location attached.  Please see attached map for approximate homeless location in 
Schmitz Park. Location is above a main trail and not visible. Signs of foot traffic (off of trail, up hill) lead to tent. See attached 
map with yellow "x" marking location.

5603 26TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00019823 1/31/18 Encampment

5619 26TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00022802 2/4/18 Camping

18-00026640 2/9/18 Encampment. To find the campsite one has to enter at Findlay go over the foot bridge and you will see orange cones (SCL is 
doing work there) and you will see the campsite with garbage placed near the cones. There are two people living in the woods.

18-00043842 3/7/18 Illegal camping

18-00017419 1/28/18 Camping on Longfellow creek trail

6917 23RD AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00025780 2/8/18 There is a diassembled trailer, tires, with no license plate next to an abandoned trailer covered in plastic with rotten boards on 
the back (Sandpiper by Cobra, License plate 3907-PT). The trailer is in such a place, it would make it difficult to remove our 
Airstream from our driveway

700 S 
CLOVERDALE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00018950 1/30/18 Homeless individual living in car.
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SOUTHWEST 7098 SYLVAN 
WAY SW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00013183 1/22/18 Homeless encampment.

710 S SOUTHERN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00005633 1/10/18 A tan Allegro RV has been parked on the S Southern Street right of Way for two years. Two adults and two children have lived 
in this RV for 2 years. I'm told they are employed by the property just to the north and that this is an employment benefit. The 
property is substandard, unregistered hous

711 S 
CLOVERDALE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00072452 4/18/18 Tent blocking sidewalk

18-00072528 4/18/18 Camping on sidewalk

7140 SHINKLE PL 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00008408 1/15/18 Unauthorized encampment needs to be cleared out.  It's accessed via steep dirt trail from Sylvan Way which is causing erosion 
in Longfellow Creek watershed.  Trash is accumulating at base of slope next to Sylvan Way.  Camp is located at top of slope 
just south of Myrtle Street right of way and power lines. Please see attached pdf which shows trail and plan view of site.  I've 
corresponded with Carol Baker of Parks last fall about this but new photos and map included here provide much more info.

7143 SYLVAN 
WAY SW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00015201 1/24/18 Would like to report illegal camping in the greenspace near this address. Encampment is on a high spot on the south side of 
the street near this address. I believe it just went up this week.

7144 SHINKLE PL 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00062919 4/4/18 I reported this 94 days ago. Since then the structure has doubled in size. We're seeing a lot more trash. I purchased a home 
here with the understanding this was a green belt the city cared to maintain. I also understand resources are limited. However 
the city continues to increase my taxes to combat homelessness. But the resources seem to only be applied to building 
expensive fencing near businesses. This problem used to be contained until that fencing was put up. Now we have an 
encampment 50 yards off my front porch and near 200 additional homes where we regularly have package thefts and car 
prowls. My neighbors have also reported this same encampment. I'd rather our tax money be spent providing these people 
services instead of on fencing in industrial areas so that they can be pushed out of public view and into my front yard.

7151 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00043429 3/6/18 Camping in wetlands The numbers of tents and trash has increased in the recent past. Also more of the same at the south end 
of the wetlands

719 S RIVERSIDE 
DR, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00063688 4/5/18 Gibson called on behalf of Interior Effects at 719 S Riverside Dr to report their concerns about campers in the area. For years, 
people camping in the park across the way have dumped their garbage on the outside of Interior Effects. Interior Effects is 
getting ready to tear down the building and rebuild and they are concerned that the garbage might get worse. Gibson is 
wondering if someone from the Navigation Team could talk to the people living in the area to at least handle their trash 
properly. It negatively effects their business having to dispose of the garbage and illegal dumping from the encampments on a 
daily basis.

7245 W 
MARGINAL WAY 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00028985 2/13/18 illegal camping, probably about 25 to 30 campsites, lots of illegal dumping, drugs, cars all parked under the bridge and around 
the critical wetland area for birds.  these are the same folks that were recently moved from illegal campground by the U.P. rail 
road office on Denver Ave S. that were involved in scraping bicycles and metal.

725 S SULLIVAN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 

18-00030616 2/15/18 Tires, and trash by an illegal encampment, next to a park

18-00000749 1/2/18 Encampment
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SOUTHWEST 98108

7300 2ND AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00053290 3/21/18 There are very large encampments loaded with litter forming in the public areas immediately south-west of the first avenue 
south bridge.  Please pursue this ongoing illegal dumping and denigration of our city.

7501 11TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00008706 1/15/18 Long term camper, Gloria has lived in this camper at this location for several months. She also owns the blue pickup and a 
white van parked around corner on 11th SW. We suspect Gloria has been dumping compost bags of human waste and soiled 
tissue down nearby bank. Will file that hazmat issue in separate report

7508 12TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00051485 3/18/18 Two RVs parked on side of road next to park.  One RV has been there continuously for over two weeks

7516 
FAUNTLEROY 
WAY SW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98136

18-00004455 1/8/18 Transient sleeping in Parks Dept Shelter #5

7576 W 
MARGINAL WAY 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00044560 3/8/18 Camping & trash in wetlands. There should not be camping in sensitive areas like wetlands

18-00062275 4/3/18 Garbage in wetlands. Trash in wetlands at N bound entrance to 1st Ave S from 99/Marginal Way

7637 W 
MARGINAL WAY 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00065689 4/9/18 Dumping on edge of wetlands near N 99 entrance from W Marginal Way S

7730 2ND AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00024108 2/6/18 There is a growing homeless encampment and growing amounts of garbage in the marshy/greenbelt area just west of the 1st 
Ave S bridge at the W Marginal Way exit and along the road.  Also cars which look to be stuck in the mud to the right the exit 
just before the stop sign at the end of the exit in the open area.  I understand that there is a growing homeless problem, but 
there are no facilities for clean water, sewer, or garbage in this area.

7776 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00036506 2/26/18 Illegal camping

7915 5TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00053698 3/21/18 Customer reported 3-5 RV campers on fenced private lot (SE corner of 5th Ave S and S Kenyon St).  SDCI inspector Darren 
Wilson already has complaint #77651.  Burning pallets, sanican.

8300 7TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00056119 3/26/18 Illegal camping and tons of trash. Has been there for about a month. Second time reporting this same encampment with more 
trash building up

18-00058702 3/29/18 Homeless mess

18-00025774 2/8/18 Illegally parked car. Garbage. Car has expired tabs - white Buick  Regal ACZ9476 (April 2016).  Off and on a person has been 
in the vehicle.  Next to playground and community centers.  Arrived on Sunday, 2/4.

18-00042555 3/6/18 Originally reported as #18-00025057 Man now has tent as his car was towed. He is collecting garbage and furniture Can 
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SOUTHWEST 8300 7TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

someone from social services come down and check on him. Maybe get him some help. That would be nice.

18-00041473 3/5/18 Drug addicts have setup camp next to the playground at the Southpark community center. The trash grows by the minute. 
Please get this dangerous situation for the kids resolved.

18-00040928 3/3/18 Illegal camping

18-00031438 2/16/18 Miscellaneous trash ON CITY PROPERTY, shopping cart, LUGGAGE, ICE COOLER

18-00062449 4/3/18 Garbage. 7th ave s and s rose st. At the dead end behind the community center.

18-00064858 4/6/18 Homeless mess

18-00046714 3/12/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00056093 3/26/18 Homeless and their mountain of garbage.

8319 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00054344 3/22/18 Customer called to report a camper accumulating a large amount of trash near their tent. The camper is living behind the 
tennis courts of the South Park Community Center and has been there for about a month.

18-00026361 2/8/18 Homeless camp. Lots of garbage, illegal vehicles.

8393 7TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00067123 4/10/18 Miscellaneous trash and illegal camping at dead end, behind South Park Community Center

8521 
FAUNTLEROY 
WAY SW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98136

18-00032987 2/20/18 Tent under tree. Camping in the park?

8620 16TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00004597 1/8/18 Welley called CSB on 1/5/18 to report two cars being used for car camping by his business.  One car (grey Wa plate, Chevy 
Blazer, three people) is parked on the west side of the building and the other is behind the building.  The Blazer has been 
parked for three weeks and the other car just arrived.  Welley said trash is building up and his employees feel unsafe.

8801 14TH AVE 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00001599 1/3/18 McDonald called CSB on 1/3/17 to report a man has been camping for a couple months on the back porch of a vacant house 
owned by Sea-Mar Community Health.  McDonald said neighbors have complained to Sea-Mar with no results.  McDonald said 
there are needles and feces on the property.

9000 8TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00031006 2/15/18 There seems to be homeless camping in the park. They are breaking into the City facility at 9200 and have stolen and 
damaged City vehicles. Please check the park for campers. There had been complaints by the neighborhood also.

9026 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00034469 2/21/18 Camper and property in shed on Park property. Not sure if a camper s still stayin in shed, but definately has been.

9220 MYERS 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00043556 3/7/18 The hillside is severely littered and dumped on

9226 DELRIDGE 
WAY SW, 

18-00001670 1/3/18 Illegal homeless encampment on private property. This is a house that caught fire 2 or 3 times last year and resulted in 
someone's death. I've reported this before and nothing has been done. Please evict these people!!
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SOUTHWEST SEATTLE, WA 
98106

9417 27TH AVE 
SW, SEATTLE, 
WA 98126

18-00028100 2/12/18 Encampment south end of park by the ball field backstop.

9501 MYERS 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00030623 2/15/18 All along highway 509 from the Meyers Way Exit to the City of Burien limit sign. The entire West side of the freeway is littered 
with garbage.

9503 MYERS 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00039107 3/1/18 Request clean up of the homeless encampments between Myers Way and WA509.  There is a huge and growing amount of 
garbage throughout this area for more than a year.

9597 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98108

18-00044526 3/8/18 Homless encampments are growing increasingly on the west side of the 509 freeway.  Trash and camps are flooding the 
hillside and transients are constantly seen walking up and down the freeway making a hazard to themselves and drivers.  The 
trash and accumulation of debris is out of control!

9600 MYERS 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00063885 4/5/18 Customer called CSB on 4/5/2018 to report children running out of the woods, where people are camping, playing with needles 
and throwing them at each other. Customer said he saw them this morning. Customer said he believes the children are living in 
the camp site as well.

9701 MYERS 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98106

18-00017694 1/29/18 please note the camps a located along the stretch along south bound hwy 509 after South Cloverdale street.you need to look 
off the shoulder of the fwy headed south to Burien. There are many camps once you pass Cloverdale and before the next 
south bound exit. there are many camps now and continues to grow! There is a Camp Second Chance off Myers Way S. and 
that's not the problem, the problem if off the fwy 509 in the hills/woods. I've called many times and nothing has been done 
and continues to get worse. thank you

9701 MYERS 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98108

18-00000807 1/2/18 Hi. I am reaching out to you as I have a few questions regarding the area across from Camp Second Chance. First of all, why 
are we allowing a non regulated camp to form across the street from a regulated camp w/ as far as I know strict no drug or 
alcohol policies? Not only is this illegal for people to find their way into private property but they light fires,which is also illegal 
and potentially dangerous to anyone living above 509. (for example 6th St. S) In addition to the risk of our land and homes 
burning down there is also a sanitary issue with allowing these people to live and excuse my french "shit" in the woods. We 
have laws in place and there seems to be a gross negligence regarding whose responsible for removing these people and their 
belongings from the woods. I have called Burien Police on multiple occasion as well as Seattle police and SDOT and WSDOT 
per Officer Cunningham from the King County Sherifs office. To be quite frank, I feel like everyone is passing the buck on 
responsibility and that has to stop. I'll be quite honest, I'm looking to form a gross negligence suit against all responsible if this 
isn't addressed. I realize that these people are down on their luck and I have compassion and empathy for the homeless, I do, 
I volunteer quite often to help on their behalf. The people across from camp second chance are a potential threat towards our 
lives whether you want to admit that or not. Living high in the woods with no care in the world isn't fair to them or tax payers 
who are fearing for their safety of their lives and homes. I also think it would be extremely awful if one of these high homeless 
people wander, which they do, onto 509 during the dark. Is that fair to anyone involved? How do you see us addressing this so 
it stops? I am at my wits end with this. It's not enough to just label it a crisis and do nothing!! WE NEED A SOLUTION and 
people need to be held accountable for all the inaction this problem has caused. I hope this holiday season is treating you well. 
If you want to chat please feel free to call me at 415 694 2995.

SW DAWSON ST 
& 18TH AVE SW, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00020376 1/31/18 Customer called CSB to report her concerns about a man camping with his girlfriend along a private property fence and Puget 
Park. The customer is a nanny and reports 17 children live on the north end of Dawson and play in the park. The neighbor's 
that live along 18th Ave S no longer feel like their backyards are safe. The path to Puget Park no longer feels safe. The 
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SOUTHWEST customer reports that the man camping has camped at this location before, but left to go to jail on robbery charges.

SW DAWSON ST 
& 18TH AVE SW, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98106

18-00019788 1/31/18 There is a small homeless camp set up on Puget Park Trail. The camp is growing the amount of trash on this new, beautiful 
trail. The camp is also interfering with the public right of way and access to the trail.

SW FINDLAY ST 
& 26TH AVE SW, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00020890 2/1/18 Runty called CSB to report a tent near Longfellow creek. There is a large green and white tent off of the walking path. The tent 
has been there for five days. There is a sign on the telephone pole near that says, "no camping," and Runty believes this 
camper is breaking the law.

SOUTHWEST - 122  SRs

WEST 1 YESLER WAY 
CURBSIDE, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00035397 2/23/18 Illegal campers on Alaska way between Columbia and Yesler have returned. They are impeding traffic, the sidewalk and the 
bike path and are littering. As well, they are harassing passersby and being a nuisance.

100 5TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00043384 3/6/18 Illegal encampment underneath Yesler bridge, blocking sidewalk. Above tent posted on wall is sign saying it is illegal per SMC 
12A.02.070, 15.04.010, 15.14.012, 15.38.010, 15.38.020, 15.91.002, 15.91.018

100 DEXTER AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00073832 4/19/18 Homeless sleeper. Been asleep in same location since 630AM. Have received multiple inquiries from staff working in the 
building.

100 MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00015606 1/25/18 On the south side of mercer under SR99/aurora there is a large pile of garbage and 2 shopping carts

1000 7TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00044936 3/8/18 Wood/cardboard structure w occasional fires set

1000 EASTLAKE 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00028616 2/12/18 8 tents in SDOT area

1009 1ST AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00025770 2/8/18 Illegal encampment

101 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00029814 2/14/18 Tents, trash, human waste and sleeping humans

18-00009121 1/16/18 Tent and structure on sidewalk

18-00031138 2/15/18 Sleeping encampment

18-00016618 1/26/18 Tents on sidewalk

101 EASTLAKE 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00040388 3/2/18 Homeless camp under bridge, hazardous the public, unwalkable sidewalk, needles, public health, people in camp urinating and 
putting trash, needles by El Corazon dumpsters.

18-00034593 2/21/18 Illegal camp blocking sidewalk

1012 ALASKAN 18-00039274 3/1/18 What's up with the two dozen tents under the viaduct? Is that legal? What is King County and the City of Seattle doing to help 
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WEST WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

these people?

1015 PINE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00009028 1/16/18 Chain link fence broken, trash all over

102 5TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00045271 3/8/18 Illegal encampment underneath Yesler bridge, blocking sidewalk. Above tent posted on wall is sign saying it is illegal per SMC 
12A.02.070, 15.04.010, 15.14.012, 15.38.010, 15.38.020, 15.91.002, 15.91.018BLOCKING SIDEWALK, ILLEGAL PER SIGN 
ABOVE ENCAMPMENT

103 MARION ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00034534 2/21/18 Marion Street Pedestrian Walkway

1039 PINE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00054207 3/22/18 About 100lbs of trash, a broken fence, and open air needle users.Your neighbors implore you to maintain your property!

104 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00031732 2/16/18 Tent encampments on both sides of the street.

18-00048592 3/14/18 Encampment two tents and one individual.

1045 AIRPORT 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98134

18-00054719 3/22/18 Illegal encampment

1046 PINE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00030661 2/15/18 Multiple issues in 3D WSDOT terrain:* excessive dumping & litter* broken fence / gate * storage of flammable materials under 
bridge* vagrant walking on express lanes

105 2ND AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00020307 1/31/18 Encampment development

18-00005542 1/10/18 green camo tarp and assorted trash that's been in that island since summer. lately each day when i walk past there on my way 
home from work theres a guy smoking meth in there or hanging out with a pitbull he lets chase people. hopefully cleaning up 
the trash gets rid of the people attracted to it

18-00025151 2/7/18 Encampment

105 5TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00069307 4/13/18 Illegal camping

1050 W 
NICKERSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00000641 1/2/18 Four large tent / structures in the wooded area.

108 5TH AVE S 
TOBIRA 6 616, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00046892 3/12/18 Encampment just started under the bridge at the crossing of Yessler Way and 5th Ave S.  This will have a negative impact in 
the area and the Tobira building.  Please have due authorities enforce the no-tent permitted rule.Thank you,
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WEST 108 5TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00042451 3/5/18 Homeless male blocking the sidewalk on the east side of 5th under the Yesler overpass. Tent blocks east sidewalk on 5th 
Ave.White male, 30s, shaggy brown hair, thin build, 5'10", wearing orange jail flip flops and pajamas. Wanders around, in and 
out of tent, mumbling/high on narcotics with a small baseball bat. I did not see him approach anyone with the bat, but he 
appears paranoid.Male has been at this location all day/night.

18-00045322 3/9/18 Garbage

18-00045436 3/9/18 Tents blocking sidewalk. ADA violation.

18-00070784 4/16/18 Customer called to report people living under the Yesler bridge on 5th Ave. They are blocking 2/3 of the sidewalk and the tent 
is falling apart. The customer also reported that the Metropolitan Improvement District cleans the area every two weeks or so 
and she is concerned they wont be able to clean with the tent there.

18-00043553 3/7/18 Illegal encampments blocking sidewalk

108 ALASKAN 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00074502 4/20/18 Illegal Homeless Camp SPD responded

108 
PREFONTAINE PL 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00069067 4/12/18 Underside of bridge where homeless camps have set up. So much debris had piled up that I tripped and fell.

18-00072803 4/18/18 Homeless leaving garbage strewn on public sidewalk, eliminating access.

18-00044035 3/7/18 Tent on sidewalk

18-00054522 3/22/18 Tents on sidewalk

18-00046719 3/12/18 Unauthorized camping. Garbage, tents, boxes and human waste.

109 ALASKAN 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00036697 2/26/18 Illegal encampment

109 EASTLAKE 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00002319 1/4/18 Alyson McLean, CM Sally Bagshaw's aide, reported constituent's concern about unauthorized camping and garbage by her 
business at 109 Eastlake Ave E (see attached).

1100 WESTERN 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00008378 1/15/18 Illegal encampment

1101 POST AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00006094 1/10/18 2 tents set up beside business.  Owner stated he would like them moved along and they are affecting his business

18-00017948 1/29/18 Illegal camp SPD case

18-00017860 1/29/18 Trash and tents blocking sidewalk

1111 W 
NICKERSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00058249 3/28/18 Squatters camped behind Model Remodel Office

18-00058717 3/29/18 Illegal camping site on the hill behind our office

18-00069843 4/13/18 Customer called CSB on 4/13/2018 regarding the unauthorized camping at 1111 W Nickerson St. Customer reported a minor 
explosion and said the Fire Department and Police were at the location. Customer also reported a truck that was stolen from 
their parking lot and said they filed a police report. Customer believes the campers are the ones responsible for the stolen 
truck.
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WEST 1111 W 
NICKERSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00012585 1/21/18 Homeless encampment up green belt embankment on south side of Nickerson about 11th street. Have to go up embankment a 
little. Tents, bikes, garbage.

18-00064861 4/6/18 Illegal camping site on the hill behind our office

18-00057968 3/28/18 Squatters homeless camp in the woods. One of our work trucks have recently been stolen.Garbage and waste left near our 
building.

18-00069881 4/13/18 Illegal homeless encampment. The camp started a fire today, which led to a fire services response. I'm not sure who the land 
belongs too, but there are often homeless people staying there now.

1113 6TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98001

18-00025862 2/8/18 Specifically, the green areas popular with homeless tent-dwellers between I-5 and the Crowne Plaza Hotel, behind the little 
park/fountain. There is lots of various litter and homeless debris at all the levels of the "steps" here next to I-5.

1118 HAWAII 
CIR, SEATTLE, 
WA 98199

18-00033517 2/20/18 Camp near South Bluff trail

114 ALASKAN 
WAY S 
PRUDENTIAL 6 
604, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00000188 1/1/18 There are many tents and trash around one of the columns under the viaduct a little north of my building on the same 
block.(Alaskan Way S between Washington and Yesler. The area is covered in trash and rats around the tents it appears to be 
a public health hazard. In addition there are always transients standing around and blocking the public walkway / parking 
spaces  blocking cars and pedestrians as well as bike commuters.I have also seen transients publicly using drugs with needles 
in the area. The whole camp makes for an unsafe and unsanitary environment for tenants here and people walking in the 
street. There are probably five or six tents clustered together.

117 
PREFONTAINE PL 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00044034 3/7/18 Tent on sidewalk

1181 MERCER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00062871 4/4/18 Growing homeless encampment here for at least 2-3 weeks. I also submitted via find it fix it app. I reported this camp 2 weeks 
ago, and got a reply that outreach would visit them. Since then, it's been growing in size, more tent, more elaborate 
tent/shelter/tarp set up, also more junk, and garbage is accumulating, I overheard an argument/fight occur when I was 
walking by about someone in another's tent.  There are shopping carts full of junk, and even a wheel chair or two, probably 
stolen from Seattle cancer care alliance.

1190 MERCER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00063685 4/5/18 Growing homeless encampment. I reported this 14 days ago, got a reply that outreach would visit them. Since then the cap 
has grown in size. More tents, more elaborate shelters and tarps set up, there are now more shopping carts Full of junk, more 
litter, there are even wheel chairs which I assume were stolen from Seattle cancer care alliance.

1198 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00065962 4/9/18 Homeless tents erected on recently cleared area under Alaskan viaduct

18-00059457 3/29/18 Homeless tents erected on recently cleared area under Alaskan viaduct

1200 MERCER ST 
MERCERVIEW 
APARTMENTS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00010834 1/18/18 We have at least 3 encampments on the N side of our building, on the other side of the fence next to the on-ramp. We, along 
with our residents, have been complaining through the find it fix it app for months and nothing has been done. Our fence 
separating us from the on-ramp continues to get broken into, our back door has been broken into and pooped on. There is 
constantly trash, feces and needles everywhere. Not to mention the noise, we have had to have the police come out many 
times. We have residents complaining and moving out because of this. Can I send you the bill for that? Will you compensate 
my property taxes?
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WEST 1200 MERCER ST 
MERCERVIEW 
APARTMENTS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00036149 2/25/18 Unauthorized encampment growing larger, tons of garbage and litter, harassing residents asking to use the bathroom.

1200 MERCER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00003179 1/5/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00054262 3/22/18 Please see report #18-0002912 that was closed though the problem was not even addressed but in fact is growing.

18-00011534 1/19/18 Garbage spread by the campers

18-00054248 3/22/18 Please refer to report #18-00029121 that was closed though there has been nothing done. Or any other of the numerous 
reports for this address. This is out of hand. They are breaking and entering, pooping on ours doors, using drugs and harassing 
our residents. We are currently losing $12020 a month in rental revenue and cannot even get anyone in to look at our 
apartments because of this mess outside. I have written the mayor and posted on her FB page. The only thing left is to take it 
to the news.

18-00064177 4/5/18 Camping and garbage along I 5 southbound o ramp from Mercer.

18-00070740 4/16/18 Clean up needed of an illegal homeless encampment on the north side of this facility facing the I5 onramp. I live in the 
neighborhood and don’t feel safe with how the encampment is growing/the people in my neighborhood. If you could please 
address it would be gretlg appreciated.

18-00033016 2/20/18 There are three to four camps set up on the back side of our apartment building on the freeway entrance to I-5 south in the 
Mercer street. There is garbage everywhere laying around the area which can be seen from the apartments. Plus it is too noisy 
during the night time. Request you to please look into this as it is disturbing the residents of the building. Location: 1200 
Mercer street, Seattle WA 98109Freeway entrance to I-5 south Thank you.

18-00038147 2/27/18 Homeless encampment, place looks like a dump, more and more tents coming up. Human waste, prostitutes, litter everywhere. 
Coming in to our building, knocking on doors.

18-00036500 2/26/18 Homeless encampments next to residencial apartment, creating constant  accumulation of trash, littering, noise and general 
disturbance.

18-00036499 2/26/18 Homeless encampments next to residencial apartment, creating constant  accumulation of trash, littering, noise and general 
disturbance.

18-00029121 2/13/18 We have repeatedly reported this but it's growing. This is going on to I-5 from Mercer st. Our residents are not only 
complaining about the mess but noise. We have too many to count police reports from breaking and entering, vandalism and 
noise. We are losing residents as these encampments (now up to 7) are right below their balconies, how would you like to live 
there? Please do something!!!!!

18-00035436 2/23/18 Homeless tents and lots of garbage behind 1200 Mercer st apartments. Noisy all night, trash left behind. Illegal encampment.

1200 S 
DEARBORN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00048913 3/14/18 Encampment under Jose Rizal Bridge

1201 MERCER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 

18-00039023 2/28/18 Growing homeless encampment and garbage pile.

18-00062711 4/4/18 Unauthorized encampment
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WEST 98109

1224 S LANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00056626 3/26/18 2 tents, trash

18-00053322 3/21/18 Tent. Will attract similar activity. Also needles.

18-00048885 3/14/18 Homeless tent

123 3RD AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00049130 3/14/18 Tents on sidewalk

18-00041850 3/5/18 Tents blocking sidewalk

18-00040905 3/3/18 Camp sites blocking sidewalk

18-00047299 3/12/18 Homeless encampment. There is an ever expanding homeless encampment that is taking up nearly the entire sidewalk to the 
curb at this bus stop. It's not a very safe feeling place for a female to get off the bus alone when it is light or dark. I know this 
issue is huge, but there should be a way to balance the needs of the homeless with the rights of everyone else.

18-00048025 3/13/18 Unauthorized camping Between 2nd and 3rd on Washington St / 11 tents / 18 - 20 people / Have been over a month

18-00055303 3/23/18 Large housing encampment. More tents than the last report and now open air drug sales. The is ZERO sidewalk left to walk 
down or for the bus to let people out at the stop.

18-00056666 3/26/18 These tents have been here for month. Needles everywhere. Trash everywhere. Violence and threats constantly. I own a 
business a few feet from here. There is raw sewage and this completely blocks the bus stop. Pedestrians are walking in the 
street. This is very dangerous. It's just a matter for time before someone gets seriously injured.

18-00046716 3/12/18 Tents with lots of litter

18-00044403 3/7/18 A homeless encampment has taken over this sidewalk. Increased vandalism has recently affected the adjacent property. People 
have broken into the vacant building, left drug paraphernalia, stripped wiring, and defecated in the surface parking lot. 
Ownership (who I represent) has had to spend thousands of dollars to continually clean and re-secure the building. The 
vandalism only started occurring when the tents were allowed to remain on the sidewalk. This is not only having an effect on 
the property, but local adjacent businesses are losing customers due to potential customers feeling unsafe and uncomfortable 
due to the amount of defecation in he surface lot. (Recology Cleanscapes was previously cleaning but once it got bad enough 
they refused until the biohazards were removed. This is also an ADA concern as the tents and ancillary items are making it 
extremely difficult to negotiate around.

18-00008463 1/15/18 Tent encampment- 3 total to date. These are new tents, not the same that were here when I reported on Dec 20th (those 
were removed).

18-00005822 1/10/18 7-10 tents occupying entire sidewalk from alley to 3rd Ave S on S washington.

18-00016128 1/25/18 5-7 tents on the north side of S Washington St between 2nd Ave Ext S and 3rd Ave S. It isn't possible to walk on the sidewalk.

18-00023712 2/5/18 Encampment/extreme safety hazard. Saw a dead rat and a bunch of needles interspersed with garbage between 2 tents. This 
is technically a bus stop for the E line.

18-00023072 2/5/18 Sidewalk campers blocking access to structure.

124 WARREN 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00033520 2/20/18 I live in Queens Court condos at 124 Warren Ave N. On the side of our building where our garbage dumpster is, there is a 
homeless man that has set up camp.

1250 MERCER 18-00000411 1/2/18 Homeless camp
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WEST ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

1254 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00039640 3/1/18 Customer called CSB to report an encampment on east end of Mag bridge in the Queen Anne Greenbelt. She said the camp is 
back and they are cutting trees down to make their homes. She also said I'm getting sick and tired of looking at this.

1301 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00011613 1/19/18 Encampment development.

18-00013049 1/22/18 Encampment development

1303 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00019085 1/30/18 Encampment Development

1332 7TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00036272 2/26/18 Transits are living in a hidden part of freeway on the east side of I-5 south bound, they are dumping large amount of waste, 
garbage, bio-hazard materials to the open dirt area below

1380 3RD AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00029008 2/13/18 There is a man living in a large school bus on third ave near the edgar martinez overpass. There is garbage and debris spilling 
out of the bus onto the sidewalk and street. there are rats everywhere in the bus, I witnessed 5 rats on the windowsill licking 
condensation from the windows inside the bus. This is a matter of public health and the city needs to address people living 
illegally on the streets. PLEASE DO SOMETHING!

1382 3RD AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00034457 2/21/18 The amount of homeless individuals has increased exponentially in the past month.  There is a big school bus that is being 
lived in by multiple people that has been parked there FOR A MONTH AND A HALF. I am astonished that nothing has been 
done.  The amount of garbage that has been piling up around it is disgusting.  So is the amount of human waste. PLEASE do 
something about this- its not safe.

1400 14TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00043872 3/7/18 campers large amounts of garbage on  hillside in posted no camping area

1400 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00051292 3/18/18 Huge illegal encampment

1400 S LANE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00051996 3/19/18 Tent and growing garbage area

1400 W 
NICKERSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00037843 2/27/18 Tired of our city being destroyed by the homeless.  I do not pay taxes to support people in this type of lifestyle.  Jenny Durkin 
do something!

1401 W BLAINE 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00042673 3/6/18 The QA Greenbelt above Magnolia bridge is being destroyed by urban campers. There is not only erosion of vegetation but 
illegal drug use that is also filtering into the main areas of 15th ave. In addition to the Greenbelt, underneath the Magnolia 
bridge (east side) next to the fenced in underpass there are 10-15 tents. This is contributing to the decay of the area. Please 
add these two illegal encampments and clean up these areas.

1401 W 18-00063048 4/4/18 Garbage
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WEST GARFIELD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00054553 3/22/18 Barnes reported a new camp by his business that moved from W Galer St, one block away, after that site was cleaned this 
week. Barner reported needles, propane tanks and a gas can, and he said SPD told him a month ago that the former camp had 
a registered sex offender in the group.  Barnes said he saw 6-12 people with tarps and garbage.  Barnes said there is a also a 
dog off leash that growls, barks and lunges at people.

18-00042146 3/5/18 Illegal dumping and potential hazardous materials beneath the magnolia bridge, in front of the Clark Barnes office. Illegal 
Dumping, hazardous materials and needles

18-00042644 3/6/18 Lots of trash

18-00055312 3/23/18 Tent encampment/Tent encampment to be sent to Nav Team

18-00049350 3/15/18 Customer left a voicemail on 3/15/18 reporting encampment at Magnolia greenbelt, from 15th Ave W to Magnolia. Customer 
said there are tents, propane tanks, drugs, garbage and the campers are driving vehicles onto the greenbelt.

18-00064839 4/6/18 Tent encampment/Tent encampment to be sent to Nav Team

1415 W 
GARFIELD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00059634 3/30/18 This is not safe!!!! Please help

18-00063660 4/5/18 This is not safe!!!! Please help

18-00058725 3/29/18 More and more homeless are moving in, about 30' from the front door of our office. It is extremely unhealthy and very unsafe. 
Please help!!

18-00057869 3/28/18 Please clean up! These people are 30' from our building and I do not feel safe.

18-00057066 3/27/18 Please clean up the trash that continues to be dumped in front of our office!!!

18-00056495 3/26/18 14/Garfield. All the stuff and campers rom last weeks clean up move one block and reestablished camp. A lot of community 
complaints.

18-00056123 3/26/18 More junk is dropped off everyday right in front of the entrance to our office!!! As you can clearly see in the photo, there are 
unsafe items that need to be removed!

18-00063693 4/5/18 Dumping of furniture and trash

18-00054446 3/22/18 Huge pile containing propane tanks and gas, needles, and human waste piled up under bridge around structural supports. 
Expanding into right of way. Multiple fist fights and drug use constantly observed.

18-00043022 3/6/18 Large pile of garbage and possible camp

18-00062800 4/4/18 Misc. items on right of way

18-00066874 4/10/18 Flammable waste dumped

18-00054175 3/22/18 Unauthorized camping. The city was out yesterday removing a homeless camp just down the street, but they have now spread 
their garbage all along 14th west and set up a new camp, which blocks our ability to park at our office

18-00059003 3/29/18 Misc. items on right of way

18-00059942 3/30/18 Flammable waste dumped

18-00064867 4/6/18 More and more homeless are moving in, about 30' from the front door of our office. It is extremely unhealthy and very unsafe. 
Please help!!

18-00042076 3/5/18 Homeless encampment is being setup right across from our office's front door
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WEST 1415 W 
GARFIELD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00063969 4/5/18 Please help clean up this unhealthy and very unsafe encampment!

1418 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00035729 2/23/18 On green belt east of magnolia bridge

18-00038482 2/28/18 Illegal homeless camp. Garbage cascading down the hill. I reported this 33 days ago and nothing was done, it has only gotten 
worse

18-00045645 3/9/18 The campers in the brush area along Elliot behind businesses, such as Albert lee, have gotten out of control. They have made 
the green space look like a dump

18-00009253 1/16/18 Homeless encampment

18-00051710 3/19/18 Huge piles of trash.  Tarps. Trash bags.  Shopping carts.  Burnt items from a fire.  Large containers of liquid.  Fast food 
containers.  Plastic wrappers.

18-00071642 4/17/18 The illegal campers are back!  This green space was just cleaned up!  Our city resources and budget are being wasted on 
cleaning up these camps only to see them return!  Why can't our city enforce the law on these illegal camps??!!

18-00047900 3/13/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00037480 2/27/18 Encampment with litter everywhere

1419 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00074128 4/19/18 Tent encroaching on right of way under Alaskan Way viaduct at Pike Street crosswalks. Numerous complaints from Aquarium 
guests of verbal harassment by surrounding tents.

1421 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00058406 3/28/18 About 8 tents are set up with transients.

1426 ALASKAN 
WAY FOOT OF 
PIKE HILL 
CLIMB, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00073462 4/19/18 ENCAMPMENT: 13 tents occupy this area

1426 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00066591 4/10/18 There are about 14 tents across the street.

18-00050456 3/16/18 An employee from the aquarium called CSB to report a couple tents under the viaduct on Alaskan Way, across from the 
aquarium. She said that she saw human waste near the area and is wondering if the City can place a porta potty at this 
location.

18-00051436 3/18/18 Illegal camping

1427 MAGNOLIA 
BLVD W, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00048634 3/14/18 Illegal encampment

1430 ELLIOTT 18-00035728 2/23/18 Encampment In greenbelt
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WEST AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

1432 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00010581 1/18/18 Encampment outside our office

18-00009244 1/16/18 Homeless encampment

18-00019948 1/31/18 One tent, very close to a property who is having issues with employee safety due to large number of camps nearby

1436 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00072488 4/18/18 Garbage strewn everywhere. Blocking sidewalk. How many times do I have to report this location before action is taken? 
Encampment Complaint- Also, MID cleans up trash around the area

18-00071244 4/16/18 There are ten or so tents right on the foot path to the waterfront. It is shameful that Seattle allows tourists to be greeted with 
garbage & panhandlers

18-00074800 4/20/18 More tents under the Viaduct across the street from the Aquarium.

18-00074544 4/20/18 Abandoned tent in shrubbery. Been there for days in major tourist spot

18-00047185 3/12/18 Illegal camping in a public space underneath the viaduct across from the Seattle aquarium.

18-00053590 3/21/18 Encampment under viaduct on Pike St Hillclimb

18-00052707 3/20/18 Tent encampment

18-00052150 3/19/18 Encampment

18-00064801 4/6/18 Drug use, stolen goods, broken bottles, feces. Right in the heart of major tourist spot. Embarassing

1436 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00032548 2/18/18 Trash and haz mat building up daily. Also, trees being cut to make structures. Reporting Major mess although several others 
exist on the greenbelt south and north of this one. Trash and has mat being thrown on the ill and down the embankment.

18-00009248 1/16/18 Homeless encampment

18-00005143 1/9/18 Castilleja called CSB on 1/4/18 to express her frustrations about an encampment in the Queen Anne Greenbelt. Castilleja would 
like to meet with the Navigation Team to discuss the problems the area has had. Castilleja works for Hayes Elliott Properties 
and they rent out several properties along Elliott. She explained that this used to be a beautiful location for her clients, but now 
her clients have concerns about the area. The Fire department has responded to the area twice, more permanent looking 
camping structures are being built, trash is everywhere, clients have seen campers undressing, urinating, and yelling at people. 
Castilleja is worried about the safety of her clients as well as losing their business if the camping situation cannot be controlled. 
The properties have been posted with No Trespassing signs, but this does nothing.

18-00072775 4/18/18 Customer called CSB on 4/17/2018 to report camping, garbage, tarps, woods pallets, and tires. Customer doesn't know how 
many tents/structures.

18-00001343 1/3/18 Customer called CSB based on her tenants reports of an increased number of tents/campers in the green space above their 
parking lot. Campers are also located above the hillside on the flat land (where an old encampment was located). Rebecca, 
Operations Manager states there are two easy ways for the campers to enter the area. One is North on Elliott Ave W; the city 
greenway and the other way is behind the neighboring building that is south of 1436 Elliott building. At this entrance, they go 
behind the dumpers and climb up onto the hillside. The campers are tossing trash, needles and other belongings near property 
dumpsters and it has become too much for property owners to clean up. She feels the campers have grown in numbers since 
the tiny home encampment opened across the street. Rebecca reports tenants are afraid to come in early or stay late due to 
previous criminal activity. She also reports break ins and property damage stating the campers are affecting the way they do 
business. She asks to have the green space fenced to make it difficult for campers to trespass. She also asks if there is a 
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WEST 1436 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

possibility to meet and discuss safety and options to free the area of unauthorized campers.

1448 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00018049 1/29/18 What a Mess! Small gross encampment throwing litter all over the hillside on the greenbelt. Also, 2 more tent structures with 
dumping just north of this location on the hillside behind the brown bear carwash. Fences and signs need to be placed on the 
Queen Anne Green belt. Camping, drugs and garbage are not allowed. This mess needs to be cleaned up.

1450 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00044694 3/8/18 A ton of garbage and propane tanks in the hillside.

18-00052535 3/20/18 Litter, debris, shopping carts scattered about the on ramp to the Magnolia bridge. Also, illegal camping with multiple tents.

18-00042196 3/5/18 Homeless encampment

1450 W 
NICKERSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00045212 3/8/18 Illegal camping

18-00035676 2/23/18 Illegal encampment

18-00056366 3/26/18 Carts full of trash and waste thrown down side of hill

18-00047937 3/13/18 Garbage near Ballard bridge, south approach

1451 23RD AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00048354 3/13/18 Illegal camping and garbage at Ursula Judkins park

1460 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00047901 3/13/18 Illegal camping in green space

18-00009973 1/17/18 Magnolia bridge onramp. 2 tent/tarp structures, 3 propane tanks

18-00046636 3/11/18 There is a very serious encampment problem in the green space hill behind Super Supplements and Starbucks on Elliot. To the 
north of Kinnear Park. Right on the Magnolia Bridge there are worsening conditions by the road, problems growing rapidly, 
exponentially. People are crossing that road putting drivers and themselves at risk and also on Elliott/15th. Seems like an out of 
control, dangerous, unsanitary situation visible from the Magnolia Bridge, multiplying. Keep thinking it'll get better but am 
reporting it b/c maybe you aren't aware of its growing presence and hazards and debris. Thank you.

18-00047142 3/12/18 Unauthorized camping Growing encampment with tremendous amount of garbage.  Absolutely disgusting and hazardous.

18-00035691 2/23/18 Expanding illegal campsite close to Builders Hardware and Albert Lee.

1467 14TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00010083 1/17/18 Illegal dumping in the green belt to the rightAnd left sides of the on ramp to the Magnolia Bridge.  Garbage, several propane 
tanks which can be very dangerous!!!

1467 14TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00020250 1/31/18 This is a site of repeat encampments and dumping in steep slope hazard area of green belt. The city roughed in a road at the 
toe of this slope months ago in order to bring in heavy equipment and clear garbage. Unfortunately, this access used for new 
encampment, further tree clearing, and new dumpling in critical are/green belt. I'm concerned about both garbage and 
extensive tree cutting and clearing at toe of landslide prone slope, especially in winter. This site is too hazardous for camping 
(area of previous land slides) and each time we drive by we see more garbage and recently downed trees. City should have 
restored the temporary road bed and placed fence or bollards to discourage rather than facilitate more dumpling and clearing.

1470 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00047140 3/12/18 Propane tank storage (saw 3) under Magnolia bridge in encampment.

18-00039959 3/2/18 homeless broke out locked outlet and are stealing power.
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WEST 1476 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00022651 2/3/18 Trash dumped and tents blocking public parking spaces. Public urination, at least one that is loose with no leash, needles and 
other drug paraphernalia scattered.

18-00020374 1/31/18 Homeless encampment

1483 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00071754 4/17/18 There are about 13 tents across the street.

1497 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00064656 4/6/18 I walk by this encampment every day and it has gotten much worse in the past month. Before it used to be only two tents, but 
this morning I counted 15. I have seen an increase in illegal activity including drug use, and property theft (stolen bikes, 
goods, broken car windows in nearby parking lots), litter strewn about including needles and broken beer bottles. I have seen 
an increase in rats and vermin in the area. Not to mention the human waste. I have with my own eyes seen vandalism to 
public landscaping (breaking branches on bushes) and defecating into public land to conceal. This is a highly trafficked area, 
being that it connects the waterfront to the Pike Place market. This means that children and tourists are walking by literal 
human feces and needles to get to the Aquarium. Frankly, its fairly shocking this camp hasn't been swept yet. This checks all 
the tick boxes for needing a sweep. I read the sweep reports and know what it takes. Please fix! I have reported this before 
but no action has been taken. See also Find it Fix it Request numbers: #18-00062637 and #18-00055490

1500 14TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00005093 1/9/18 Magnolia Bridge on-ramp

1500 ALASKAN 
WAY FOOT OF 
PIKE HILL 
CLIMB, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00056168 3/26/18 large encampment with 8 tents, sleeping bags, etc along the sidewalk & up in the ivy hillside

1500 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00073201 4/18/18 Someone broke the fence under the viaduct near the open parking lot and I saw people up in the no trespassing area. This 
used to be a big encampment (including a fire) and there are many tents set up nearby so I am concerned that people will go 
up in there to set up camp again.

1500 MAGNOLIA 
WAY W, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00048511 3/14/18 Illegal encampent

1501 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00069470 4/13/18 Litter filled campsite

18-00070673 4/16/18 Growing campsite and panhandling

1501 ELLIOTT 
AVE W, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00058205 3/28/18 Illegal Encampment

18-00021078 2/1/18 Trash and campers

18-00035896 2/23/18 Large hi melees encampment with growing piles of trash up on hill/green belt on east side of Elliott Ave. Behind Sixense 
building on Elliott Ave. Public health and safety hazard. Saw a truck up in the hillside today dropping off more junk.

18-00065838 4/9/18 Illegal Encampment

1501 W 18-00054178 3/22/18 Huge piles of abandoned trash, left in right of way.
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WEST GARFIELD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

1502 15TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00019957 1/31/18 One large tarp structure, with a lot of dismantled bikes and other property

18-00025293 2/7/18 litter into roadway area

18-00005098 1/9/18 Camping

18-00001058 1/3/18 Homeless encampment they have been there fir over 2 months and the mess is getting worse

18-00031346 2/15/18 Garbage and stuff just grow and grows- becoming a safety hazard - suspected deals going on - this needs to go.

18-00037196 2/26/18 This encampment is getting larger by the day. Numerous request have been sent for the last 4 months and nothing has been 
done. They are taking over parking places and their stuff is all over the road! When is this going to be address!  All I ever get 
from this site is case closed!  It is time that you do something before another tent is added and it's starting to smell really bad 
out there!!!

18-00040588 3/2/18 This encampment gets bigger every day.

18-00010176 1/17/18 I've reported this homeless camp many times and all I see is that you close my request. This encampment is getting bigger by 
the day.the police have been called for them fighting.  I also I'm afraid for my life because I park in that parking strip at 6am 
and most of the time there are people out there "tweaking"around. Please do something about this!

1506 14TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00012297 1/20/18 Multiple tents and dwellings to east southeast of entrance to Magnolia Bridge.

1508 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00057429 3/27/18 Encampment

1511 11TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00017591 1/28/18 Unauthorized camping in greenbelt

1511 W 
THURMAN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00067594 4/11/18 Unauthorized urban campers beneath south approach to Ballard Bridge (Ship Canal Trail).  Debris and campers' personal 
belongings encroach on trail right-of-way. Thank you for providing this service to report hazards.  It'll be a great resource if 
someone needs to litigate any hazards or detrimental occurrences related to the campers.

18-00068251 4/11/18 Unauthorized campers beneath the south approach to the Ballard Bridge underpass with the Emerson St. Bike Trail. The 
campers have been at this location for several months, and their personal items are encroaching on the trail right-of-way. I'm 
very pleased that the City of Seattle provides this service to report illegal/unauthorized activities. It will be an amazing resource 
if someone needs to litigate adverse occurrences which are related to the unauthorized camping.

1512 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00069841 4/13/18 Harlage called CSB to report that there are now approximately five tents around his office at 1512 Alaskan Way. Harlage 
reports that the situation has escalated in the past ten days or so. Previously, a couple tents kept clean. Now there is excessive 
garbage and human waste around their business that Harlage is cleaning up daily. Harlage is at his wits end and doesn't feel it 
is fair that business owners are suffering.

1516 15TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 

18-00021596 2/2/18 Now we have a tent by our dumpster!Please help us get them moved ASAP! Thanks
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WEST 98119

1520 EASTLAKE 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00042130 3/5/18 Customer called CSB to report campers behind his apartment building. Art states there are at least 3 tents under I-5; that they 
have damaged the fence gaining access to the camp site.

1520 FRANKLIN 
AVE E UNDER 
I-5, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00039532 3/1/18 There is a rather large homeless camp on the south end of the I-5 Colonnade

1522 15TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00037890 2/27/18 Vandalism/theft- as the homeless population is growing outside our business we are experiencing an increase in issues.  We 
had to lock our exterior power outlets to prevent power theft in the evenings, now the locks are being pried off.  Builders 
Hardware and supply.  1516 15th Avenue West Seattle WA, 98119

18-00021600 2/2/18 Homeless tent on sidewalk by dumpster where we have to walk to enter our building

1526 14TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00006525 1/11/18 Illegal area full of campers and garbage. Green belt against the slope - no camping signs clearly placed. Area was cleared 
already.

1528 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00055773 3/24/18 Tent on sidewalk next to parking

18-00064854 4/6/18 Tent on sidewalk next to parking

18-00044193 3/7/18 Tent inside fenced area

1530 EASTLAKE 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00054212 3/22/18 Illegal dumping and encampment under i5

1532 15TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00062365 4/3/18 Illegal dumping

18-00058718 3/29/18 Illegal camp is strewing hazardous materials and stolen shopping carts along street

1536 15TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00056363 3/26/18 Illegal dumping

18-00053579 3/21/18 Garbage

1544 MAGNOLIA 
WAY W, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00047879 3/13/18 Customer called CSB to report that a tent is now set up in the middle of the park. They saw someone dragging a large mattress 
to the tent yesterday as well.

1560 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00073788 4/19/18 Eubanks is owner of Seattle Antique Market at 1400 Alaskan Way.   Eubanks said the 20 tents/campers and resulting garbage 
at the base of the Pike Market Hill Climb stairs are hurting his business, forcing customers to cross to the other side of the 
street and then back to his store.

1574 14TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00007253 1/12/18 East side of the Magnolia bridge, both side of the overpass. ILLEGAL ENCAMPMENTS IN SLIDE ZONE AND ON OVERPASS. 
Propane tanks, human waste, heroin needles and stolen property. Forwarding this to local news organizations given your 
constant inaction. This is nuts, I hate this city.

1580 14TH AVE 18-00048509 3/14/18 Illegal encampment, cutting down of trees
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WEST W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

159 DENNY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00014858 1/24/18 Encampment Development

1590 14TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00005094 1/9/18 Magnolia Bridge on-ramp to the east side

15TH AVE W & W 
NICKERSON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00006454 1/11/18 Customer called CSB on 1/11/18 to report a homeless camp at 15th Ave and Nickerson St, under the bridge from Nickerson to 
Emerson St on the east side of 15th Ave. He saw a shopping cart inside the fence with personal belongings. Customer 
mentioned that this place was cleaned up before but now the people are back. He noticed the people about two days ago, he 
doesn't know if there are tents or structures because he was driving and couldn't tell. Customer doesn't need a call back.

15TH AVE W & W 
WHEELER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00048241 3/13/18 Bryon Fauchald called CSB to report a person camping near the concrete structure on KC property. The Property ID is 
2771108091. Bryon met with an SPD Officer to help with removing the camper off of KC property. The officer told him that he 
would need to report this to the Navigation Team. I emailed August Drake-Ericson about this and August requested I enter this 
into SERIS. August will reach out to the West Precinct for police enforcement.

1601 15TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00051708 3/19/18 Trash and illegal camping to the right of the magnolia bridge, behind taco time and businesses on interbay. Lots of garbage, a 
car, tents and a fire was being lit.

1602 15TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00057109 3/27/18 Hazardous materials

1607 12TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00047897 3/13/18 Tents/huge mounds of garbage

1684 W ARMORY 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00074591 4/20/18 Illegal camping

18-00073467 4/19/18 Unauthorized camping. Illegal campers at the west end of Armory Way off of 15th Ave W 4 tents, 2 abandoned vehicles and 
TONS of trash. Have sent in requests prior to this and it's only gotten worse

1700 W 
WHEELER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00073138 4/18/18 Unauthorized camping

1702 W 
WHEELER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00055720 3/24/18 Illegal Camping

18-00070646 4/16/18 Homeless living in tent .. West of 15th Ave W on Wheeler toward the railroad tracks on the right near the endThey are creating 
a lot of trash and fouling the portapotty in the P-Patch

18-00064845 4/6/18 Illegal Camping

1705 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 

18-00063337 4/4/18 Garbage in greenbelt. Trash, needles, waste is everywhere and blowing north.  Every day it's ending up in the ship canal.
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WEST WA 98109

1734 MAGNOLIA 
WAY W, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00005141 1/9/18 Piles of garbage and campsite

1812 COURT PL, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00025090 2/7/18 Tent and debris

18-00025092 2/7/18 Tent and debris

1900 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98101

18-00049857 3/15/18 Hole in emphasis zone fence

18-00020844 2/1/18 Tent located in parking area behind Waterfront landings condominium, 1900 Alaskan Way

18-00052125 3/19/18 Tent encampment

1906 9TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00041086 3/3/18 This is a fire that is currently burning by a homeless man at the underpass on Mercer St. under Aroura. Please do something 
about this! This man should not be camping on this extremely trafficked and busy city street much less burning a fire.

18-00034665 2/22/18 There are three to four camps set up on the back side of our apartment building on the freeway entrance to I-5 south in the 
Mercer street. There is garbage everywhere laying around the area which can be seen from the apartments. Plus it is too noisy 
during the night time. Request you to please look into this as it is disturbing the residents of the building. Location: 1200 
Mercer street, Seattle WA 98109Freeway entrance to I-5 south Thank you.

18-00014240 1/23/18 Encampment, business owners and employees in area feel this is endangering their safety and business. Local business owners 
feel as though this hasn't been addressed sufficiently.

18-00000492 1/2/18 Pile of things (not a tent/structure), booze next to the structure. Children's play area in Cal Anderson.

1906 FRANKLIN 
PL E 203, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00008520 1/15/18 This area is posted, and you have cleared it from homeless encampments before. Please address this quickly if possible. Thank 
you.

1911 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00037630 2/27/18 Noble called CSB to express her concerns about the camping in Maclean Park. Noble has called the police in the past regarding 
the fighting she has heard and witnessed in the park. She doesn't feel safe enough to walk through the park anymore. Noble 
reports a growing amount of trash and at least five people camping. Noble is concerned that the City spent money to clean the 
park and it is getting worse than it was before.

18-00068970 4/12/18 There is needles, garbage, furniture, and hazmat. A LOT of it and it has been up there for months. Reported by multiple 
people.

1920 TAYLOR 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00032795 2/19/18 Homeless Encampment. Once again there is a large homeless encampment in the Queen Anne green belt. While the folks sleep 
there doesn't bother me, finding my stolen packages in the green belt and seeing the dumpster loads of trash in the "public 
park" is getting ridiculous. The Green Anne Green belt used to be a trail/park that the neighborhood could use to walk their 
dog or get of the house. Now its filled with trash, sharps (heroin needles) and no longer is safe for kids to play in. At some 
point the city of Seattle will need to decide if this is truly a public park or a place for people to get high

1921 4TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00043857 3/7/18 Subject camped in doorway
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WEST 1922 TAYLOR 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00056204 3/26/18 Customer called to report needles, garbage, clothes and tents can be seen at the lookout at MacLean park. Customer reported 
concerns about campers because there have been break-ins in the neighborhood recently.

18-00006560 1/11/18 Staadecker called CSB on 1/8/18 to report an increasingly troublesome encampment in the Northeast Queen Anne Greenbelt. 
Staadecker's daughter filed two different police reports around Christmas about her car being prowled. The area does not feel 
safe to walk around because of the crime and people camping. Footprints were seen in the snow coming from the greenbelt. 
Staadecker would also like to know why MacLean Park's hours are until 11:30pm. She believes that the park should be closed 
earlier (perhaps sundown) to deter suspicious activity in the park.

1927 3RD AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00045320 3/9/18 Burned out RV

18-00045311 3/9/18 The tent they have up and the people that are coming around the businesses around here. They are blocking the whole 
sidewalk so no one can walk down the street. In other cities they have to make it look like no is here. It would lower the crime 
around here from them.

18-00044552 3/8/18 Living on sidewalk. They have it blocked off so they don't have to move.

18-00059607 3/30/18 Selling drugs and harassing the working person over here.

18-00062901 4/4/18 Selling drugs and harassing the working person over here. Customer told CSB female camper may have had car towed; is now 
using a tarp by parked vehicles.

1936 FAIRVIEW 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00030049 2/14/18 White Ford Van (ACM9349) illegally parked for a week + now burning junk outside the van today! Horrible smell - think they 
are burning plastic which is toxic. Garbage, furniture, waste strewn about. It looks like a dumpster exploded!

1949 FAIRVIEW 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00036956 2/26/18 Encampment with rvs

18-00036958 2/26/18 Rv encmpment

18-00036959 2/26/18 Westside of fairview ave e

1ST AVE & 
MARION ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00003186 1/5/18 �I DO WORK FOR THE WASHINGTON STATE FERRIES. AT THE INFO BOOTH AT PIER 52.TODAY I HAD 4 COMPLAINTS OF 
CITIZENS WALKING THRU THE VIADUCT TO GET FROM 1 ST AVE AND MARION STREET TO THE FERRY TERMINAL. THEY 
COMPLAINED ABOUT THE FILTH, THE STACKED UP GARBAGE, THE HOMELESS PEOPLE BLOCKING THE WALKWAY SO BAD 
THE AFTERNOON COMMUTERS TO THE TERMINAL ARE HAVING TO WALK SINGLE FILE THRU THIS MAZE. THIS HAS BEEN AN 
ONGOING PROBLEM AND IS NOW THE WORST EVER, NOT TO EVEN MENTION THE HEALTH ISSUES. WE CAN SAY, WELL THE 
COMUTERS TO THE FERRY CAN JUST WALK ON THE STREET TO GET TO THE FERRY VIA MARION. THE REALITY HUGE 
AMOUNTS OF HOMELESS HAVE SET UP CAMP IN THE VIADUCT, UNDER THE VIADUCT AND ALONG WESTERN AVENUE AS 
WELL AS ALASKAN WAY.BACK TO THE REQUEST OF THE CITIZENS OF SEATTLE WHO WORK HAD AND HELP TO KEEP THE 
ECONOMY GROWING IN SEATTLE, PLEASE LETS GIVE THEM SOME RESPECT AND GET THIS MESS ON THE VIADUCT 
CLEANED UP ASAP.THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.SANDRA SIMMONSSSIMMONS44@YAHOO.COM206-261-4640

1ST AVE S & S 
MAIN ST NEW 
ENGLAND 1 1, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00061998 4/3/18 Tents, needles, human deification, Illegal camping, blocking sidewalk for months, my clients can't even walk into my business, 
which I pay taxes for

1ST AVE S & S 
MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00020357 1/31/18 Customer called CSB to report three tents along the building at 219 1st Ave S, along Main ST. The tents have been at this 
location since Monday.
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WEST 2 W ROY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00039530 3/1/18 On the sidewalk at the very corner West Roy and Queen Anne drive.

200 2ND AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00063267 4/4/18 Tent on sidewalk at the corner of Denny Way and Broad St. The foot print has increased and is encroaching on our Loading 
Ramp for Pacific Science Center. It needs to be removed for their safety and for the safety of individuals trying to back large 
trucks up the ramp.

200 3RD AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00008467 1/15/18 2 tent encampment on South Washington Street on the south side of the street between Prefontaine Pl. S and 3rd Ave South

200 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00047285 3/12/18 Tent and belongings on sidewalk

200 JEFFERSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00025538 2/7/18 Camping on sidewalk

2000 TAYLOR 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00039412 3/1/18 Schwartz called CSB to express his concerns about the deterioration of the green space along the Queen Anne Hill connecting 
Crockett and Dexter. His wife used to walk along this trail in the past, but will no longer because of the homeless problem. This 
has been a problem for years, but has gotten exponentially worse. There is dumping on the hillside, two camps in towards the 
middle of the trail and trash everywhere. The area feels hazardous and unsafe.

2001 FAIRVIEW 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00036890 2/26/18 It is an illegal homeless camp - there are 4 or 5 crappy RVs parked with generators, there is all kinds of garbage, used 
furniture, shopping carts.  It is a disgusting mess

201 2ND AV ET 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00014231 1/23/18 Garbage left from prior tent spot

201 YESLER 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00009842 1/17/18 Camping and trash on sidewalk

2026 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00052144 3/19/18 Tent

203 3RD AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00000500 1/2/18 Encampment. Pretty much blocking the sidewalk. 3 tents.

18-00001831 1/4/18 Litter trash

18-00047330 3/12/18 Tents

18-00024598 2/6/18 Tents on sidewalk

18-00022832 2/4/18 Illegal camp

204 DENNY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 

18-00062760 4/4/18 Illegal camping
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WEST 98109

207 S 
WASHINGTON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00002481 1/4/18 Customer called CSB to report that a tent is blocking the sidewalk near the 510 bus stop on S Washington St. He said that the 
buses are letting people out on the street, because there is not enough space on the sidewalk. The customer also saw a person 
in a wheelchair struggle to get around the tent and tipped over into the street.

208 S 
WASHINGTON ST 
VACANT LOT 
(FENCED IN), 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00058700 3/29/18 murky smelly pond of green liquid along with trash & debris. this was first reported March 2, 2018 but condition has gotten 
progressively worse

208 S 
WASHINGTON ST 
VACANT LOT, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00041463 3/5/18 variety of liquid & debris

210 MCGRAW ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00065712 4/9/18 Campers in the ravine creating health and safety issues, the impact on children walking to school, and the fact the person is 
camped in a residential neighborhood with numerous kids living nearby. I also believe the ravine might be considered a natural 
watershed, so the ecosystem can be impacted.

211 S 
WASHINGTON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00028975 2/13/18 Tents and trash blocking the sidewalk and bus stop

18-00013154 1/22/18 Tents on sidewalk

18-00012972 1/22/18 Tents on sidewalk

18-00000283 1/2/18 Large amount of trash on sidewalk

18-00000922 1/2/18 At least 3 tents taking up most of the sidewalk.

18-00001113 1/3/18 Large pile of unidentified materials & several tents

18-00055174 3/23/18 My name is Peter and I am a small business owner.My shop is located at the corner of 2nd ave ext. and Washington st.There 
has been a homeless camp of tents blocking the sidewalk and bus stop for months now. I have called in and I know my 
building owner and the property development company next door have also contacted the city and nothing is being done.There 
is a row 11 or so tents blocking the sidewalk between 2nd ave ext and 3rd ave on Washington st.I have seen needles, crack 
smoking, people shooting up, male and female private parts being exposed to children, prostitution and severe violence coming 
from this camp.The bus drivers have not been pulling up to the curb at this bus stop because there is no room to safely let 
passengers off the bus, which is dangerous to the riders and traffic.The folks living in the tents have trash everywhere and 
have been stealing from me constantly.There is a puddle behind the camps that they have been using as their bathroom and it 
has turned into a huge pond of raw sewage.Pedestrians have been walking in the street with traffic to avoid the tents and 
people in wheelchairs find the sidewalk completely impassable.This has been going on for months.I find it very frustrating as a 
business owner, tax payer, and resident.This is a very dangerous situation for all in this area.I have talked to the city and the 
police and no one is doing anything about it.This situation must be dealt with for the safety of the public and the homeless 
folks living in these conditions.I look forward to hearing back from you.Thank YouPeter Robinson

18-00056113 3/26/18 Camping on sidewalk
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WEST 211 S 
WASHINGTON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00056721 3/26/18 Illegal encampment many tents

212 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00001837 1/4/18 Uninhabited pile of things that sometimes spills into the bus lane and the alleyway.  It has been present for nearly 2 months 
and has not been removed.  Is there anything you can do?  We are concerned about the domino effect of public safety and 
how many more tents and other piles are popping up as a result of this initial pile starting here.

18-00003402 1/5/18 Structures being built against building and awning

18-00001462 1/3/18 Illegal encampment

18-00001115 1/3/18 Homeless person clutter blocking sidewalk

18-00006663 1/11/18 Tent on the sidewalk

18-00017692 1/29/18 Illegal dumping

18-00004755 1/9/18 The sidewalk is getting more and more difficult to navigate, and this morning there are two sites where there are personal 
items hanging off a private building.

18-00004270 1/8/18 Illegal encampment including property hanging from awning

18-00003990 1/8/18 Increased debris being hung from our awning

212 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00024624 2/6/18 Tents on sidewalk

212 ALASKAN 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00051530 3/19/18 Tents

18-00054154 3/22/18 Homeless encampment in front of the OK Hotel has made a HUGE pile of trash that is crawling with bed bugs. They steal 
pallets from the construction site near by then make homes and home-made dumpsters crawling with bed bugs

2121 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00032554 2/18/18 Illegal dumping and camping

213 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00068887 4/12/18 Tent

217 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00046718 3/12/18 4 tents blocking sidewalk. Cannot use this PUBLIC space.

18-00044626 3/8/18 Side walk is blocked due to homeless camp. People are using the grate as a bathroom. Odd activity coming from the camp.

217 YESLER 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00025173 2/7/18 Tent on sidewalk

219 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00047247 3/12/18 Customer called CSB on 3/12/18 to report 3 tents that have been on S Main St and 1st Ave S for several months, entirely 
blocking the sidewalk. She said there is garbage everywhere and dog poop.
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WEST 219 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00006880 1/11/18 Tent on sidewalk

219 E GALER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98102

18-00039966 3/2/18 Illegal tent

18-00011419 1/19/18 Transient tents set up on private property. Dangerous to approach alone

18-00047782 3/13/18 Galer/Franklin Ave E

220 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00023280 2/5/18 Tent on sidewalk

221 W MERCER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00024130 2/6/18 Unauthorized Camping

2215 AURORA 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00057859 3/28/18 Garbage

2216 WESTERN 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00025847 2/8/18 Abandoned tent

222 ALASKAN 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00021786 2/2/18 Homeless blocking bike path

18-00051682 3/19/18 At approximately 6:40AM this morning while riding the Ped/Bike path along Alaska Way I? was riding next to a group of tents 
setup next to and in the bike path. Their was a price of wood approximately 4" x 6" that extended perpendicularly about 5 feet 
into path. The other end or the price of wood extended into one of the tents. The wood was weathered and gray and was not 
very visible on the dimly lit trail. I? did not complete this report at the time due to not feeling safe at the location.

18-00070694 4/16/18 Illegal tent camp

18-00051535 3/19/18 Urinating and dumping trash

18-00031349 2/15/18 Unauthorized encampmentPeople have set to tents in from of my busking I'm under the Alaska Way Viaduct. The position of 
these tents makes it difficult to park in my garage parking space.  Thank you

18-00036584 2/26/18 Homeless encampment

18-00052398 3/20/18 Dirty encampments

18-00042789 3/6/18 Sidewalk tent encampment

18-00022191 2/2/18 Tents on sidewalk and bike path.

224 S 
WASHINGTON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00051752 3/19/18 Unauthorized encampment on S Washington (between 2nd and 3rd) has now grown to the point that the entire sidewalk is 
blocked.Please remove the encampment. They have been there for several weeks and we are now at the breaking point of 
tolerance.

226 S HOLGATE 18-00043546 3/7/18 Junk blocking sidewalk
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WEST ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

230 ALASKAN 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00052399 3/20/18 Garbage,  human feces

18-00051533 3/19/18 Litter, unsafe environment for my wife and kid.

18-00050215 3/16/18 Homeless camped in bike trail

2300 2ND AVE N 
MCGRAW 
BRIDGE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00064633 4/6/18 I'd like to bring attention to a homeless encampment that has popped up in the Wolf Creek Ravine Natural Area, under the 
McGraw St. Bridge (east end) in Queen Anne.  There are health and safety issues as trash builds up, and this encampment is in 
a residential area where there are scores of children who live, play and go to school here. Neighborhood children often play in 
the ravine and parents may not be aware that there is an encampment there. Also, the entrance to this encampment leads 
directly to the route that the neighborhood kids use to walk to and from school.  We'd like to request that this camp and its 
residents are looked into and that it is moved and cleaned up as soon as possible due to the health, safety and possible 
ecological issues it presents in a residential area within the ship canal urban watershed.

2302 WESTERN 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00012114 1/19/18 Tent blocking sidewalk in posted no camping area

18-00004051 1/8/18 Homeless camp set up just east of western ave onramp to hwy 99 northbound. The tents are set up in a small fenced area.

18-00072547 4/18/18 Illegal homeless encampment

2304 5TH AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00057091 3/27/18 Illegal camping in slide prone area

240 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00053826 3/21/18 Tent on sidewalk

2516 13TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00018048 1/29/18 Tarp and litter

2601 W GALER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00047593 3/13/18 Illegal camping at Ursula Judkins Park

2605 W GALER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00049037 3/14/18 Illegal encampment.  
The is am illegal encampment. The law says it is illegal to camp in parks. It needs to be removed.

18-00048664 3/14/18 unauthorized campers in park

18-00047137 3/12/18 Camping in a park

18-00047500 3/12/18 Illegal camping at Ursula judkins viewpoint

18-00047542 3/12/18 A new encampment formed in the Park over the weekend. There is at least one large tent down by the fence line — unknown 
How many people are living in it.

18-00046862 3/12/18 Tent parked in the park

18-00047594 3/13/18 Illegal camping in Ursula Judkins Viewpoint park.
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WEST 2605 W GALER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00048652 3/14/18 One tent, a lot of citizen complaints

2613 W 
COMMODORE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98199

18-00010821 1/18/18 Rv parked here for days

2615 W GALER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00047596 3/13/18 Ursula judkins park

2711 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00041991 3/5/18 encampmenthuman waste, needles and other drug paraphernalia, obscene behavior,harassment of pedestrians, public health, 
public safety

2717 DEXTER 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00051026 3/17/18 Illegal encampment in forest area near this address on Dexter Ave. Progressively getting worse with building trash, graffiti and 
carts on sidewalk.

2720 3RD AVE 
MOSLER LOFT, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00042129 3/5/18 There are an increasing number of tent on 3rd ave, north of Mosler building on the east side of the street. Also the corner of 
Denny+3rd ave is filled with encampments again.

2720 3RD AVE 
MOSLER LOFTS 
#706, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00042106 3/5/18 There are 2 tent encampments between the address above (my building) and Denny Way. One is along 3rd Ave and continues 
around the corner to the Denny-facing side. The other is across the street in the triangular pedestrian island at the intersection 
of Denny, 3rd Ave and Broad St.

2720 3RD AVE 
MOSLER LOFTS 4 
403, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00057320 3/27/18 Reporting tent encampments. There are 4 tents set up on the sidewalk near the corner of 3rd & Clay. They are loud and 
interfering with the sidewalk and street parking. near the corner of 3rd & Clay. They are loud and interfering with the walkway 
and street parking.

2720 3RD AVE 
MOSLER LOFTS 6 
604, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00042480 3/5/18 Unauthorized encampments and late night screaming and yelling on the streets for hours every night since 1 week.

2720 3RD AVE 
MOSLER LOFTS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00041985 3/5/18 Unauthorized homeless encampment

2799 3RD AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00067625 4/11/18 There are 2 abandoned homeless camps on the west edge of Rodgers park (the side that runs along 3rd Ave W). One camp 
contains a collapsed tent and tarps. I would clean it up myself but the tarps are pretty nice and almost certainly stolen. The 
campers had been living there from September until about mid-February.  
 
The second camp site is just to the south of this first site. This second site has more of a pharmaceutical situation happening, 
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WEST so I definitely would be careful about touching this one.

2800 3RD AVE 
PARKING LOT 
AREA ON 3RD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00042048 3/5/18 Illegal camping is growing on 3rd Ave sidewalk at Clay Street. Parked cars cannot open passenger side doors.

2800 3RD AVE 
SIDEWALK, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00063559 4/5/18 Illegal encampment was recently cleared at this location but less than 12 hours later a new camp sprung up.(April 2) Almost an 
entire half block of 3rd ave strewn with furniture and other household items.

2800 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00067611 4/11/18 Illegal structure standing maybe 12 feet tall and made of loose parts like wood boards and doors that could cause injury if they 
fell.

18-00054126 3/21/18 Trash accumulated by encampment.4 tents on parking strip over lapping onto sidewalk. Trash pile and garbage piling up.

18-00062797 4/4/18 Illegal encampments were cleared in the morning and they came back both at this address and in the park down the street.

18-00065655 4/9/18 Piles of what look like junk

18-00064506 4/6/18 Homeless encampment , tents, garbage

18-00063573 4/5/18 This morning a homeless encampment of four tents was cleared from the sidewalk.  (A 72-hour notice had been put up on 
Friday.)  As of 3PM today, more tents had been set up in the exact same area.  Please deal with this ASAP before we get more 
homeless campers.  The ones before were serious drug addicts-- crystal meth tweaks-- and were a danger to residents.

18-00063561 4/5/18 Illegal camping and seems like bunch of garbage from the camp from 311 Danny  that was cleared

18-00068510 4/12/18 http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/09/homeless-residents-brag-about-makeshift-mansion-near-seattles-famed-space-
needle.htmlPLEASE HELP!  I live in the neighborhood.  These people make noise, strew trash, have parties on the sidewalk and 
pick fights with people who pass.  I saw them heckle a group of tourists yesterday parking in the lot to go visit the Space 
Needle.  I have reported this before and nothing has been done about it.  More tents have arrived since I last reported and you 
said you were looking into it.  Per the news report and the spokesperson in the Mayor's office, nothing is planned on being 
done about this.  More debris arrives every day and the people are emboldened to add more by the day.  They brag that the 
city can't and won't do anything.  That if they are cleared out they will just come back the next day.  They are a menace and 
yell at passersby.   I fear for my safety and my child's safety.  I have called 9-1-1 and the nonemergency number for the city 
but they said it's a city problem and there's nothing they can do.  I'm a tax payer who has been driven from the sidewalk next 
to my home.  This is outrageous.

18-00068506 4/12/18 Unauthorized encampment causes garbage problems and limits access to sidewalks.

18-00042015 3/5/18 Four tents have been set up on the sidewalk.  Four people are living in them.  Lots of trash and items spread into the walking 
area.  At least one of the men is frightening and dangerous.  Yells very loudly into the night. Please deal with this before more 
people start camping.  It makes the streets feel unsafe.  Drug activity is clearly going on.

18-00072689 4/18/18 Please get the tents and all their trash off our streets and sidewalks so it is safe for us to use them and live downtown.

18-00039393 3/1/18 Encampment

18-00043194 3/6/18 Tent encampments are growing along 3rd Ave. between Clay and Broad. The nuisance includes trash strewn and human 
defecation.
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WEST 2801 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00067642 4/11/18 There appeared to be multiple stolen items, such as multiple grocery store shopping carts.

2806 3RD AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00030854 2/15/18 Illegal encampment in Rogers Park

2806 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00071363 4/16/18 2 Unauthorized encampments on city sidewalks. The tent is a recent development, while the built-up encampment has grown 
in the last few days.

2807 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00015899 1/25/18 Tent s

18-00072688 4/18/18 Hi,An existing illegal encampment on 3rd Ave between Broad and Clay Streets (across from Kiro 7) is putting up walls this 
afternoon and moving in furniture. They have so far moved in couches and arm chairs. I assume they were not granted 
permits to construct a structure in City ROW and should be removed immediately. I appreciate the City's prompt removal of 
this encampment and it's affiliated structures.Thanks,Drue Nyenhuis

18-00025132 2/7/18 Encampment Development

18-00042273 3/5/18 Report illegal encampment on sidewalk opposite Kiro TV building

2817 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00067572 4/11/18 Hello, Please clean up homeless tents on 3rd avenue between broad & clay. It's not even a tent - they have built a house made 
of tarp with furniture, etc. - that's taking up the sidewalk. Thanks.

18-00067835 4/11/18 Garbage pile obstructing the sidewalk.

18-00042052 3/5/18 There is a growing encampment along this sidewalk, every day there seems to be another tent propping up around the block. I 
saw a homeless man pee on one of the zip-cars beside it the other day and another who completely trashed the sidewalk when 
they moved, littering the entire block. There is also another encampment along Broad and Denny (the usual spot in the 
triangle). That encampment has expanded greatly, now occupying almost the entire triangle (likely what's forcing people onto 
the sidewalk across the street). It looks like it might just be a single person/campsite who took up the entire triangle.

2823 DEXTER 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00067621 4/11/18 GROWING unauthorized homeless encampment. This is a growing concern in a heavily traveled area for neighborhood walkers 
and cyclists alike.  Is it going to take an incident for this to be dealt with?  The encampment has been growing for months 
now.

18-00032551 2/18/18 Illegal unsafe dumping and camping.

2900 ELLIOTT 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00017502 1/28/18 Illegal encampment

18-00044890 3/8/18 Large tent encampment

2901 WESTERN 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00039612 3/1/18 Customer called CSB to report campers under the overpass in the Olympic Sculpture Park. He states he was with his family 
(that included young children) and a man jump out of his tent and began urinating in public. "This is very disgraceful and 
unbelievable that the City would tolerate and allow people to put up tents on major thoroughfares where families drive their 
children only to watch people defecating and urinating in public." Customer asks the City to remove the campers.

18-00007429 1/12/18 Tent encampments

18-00070653 4/16/18 garbage and trash and illegal encampments
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WEST 2929 2ND AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00051217 3/17/18 Encampment

298 YESLER 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00010479 1/17/18 Multiple tent encampment taking up the sidewalk. Fencing around park is making it difficult to walk with tents on both sides.

2ND AVE & 
DENNY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00029623 2/13/18 2nd and Denny / 1 tent / 1 person - someone was seen today moving in a grocery cart full of things. Customer believes this 
person may be a new camper - there to enlarge the pre-existing site / the tent mentioned as being on site already has been 
there for 6-7 months /

2ND AVE & 
YESLER WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00068917 4/12/18 The homeless are continually obstructing the roadway in the bike lane in the afternoon as cyclist are making their way through 
this section of road. They sit and stand and walk in the road way. Many are completely unaware that bike come through this 
section. It’s a two way bike lane and there are time barely one bike can get through. Even worse is the fact that they never 
look to see if. Ike’s are coming before jumping into the middle of the road. Someone will be seriously injured if it has not 
already happened. Given the poor health state of many homeless it is likely that someone will be killed on this section of road 
unless the city takes action to prevent people from enter the roadway from the sidewalk. A short fence should be sufficient. 
SECOND AVE EXTENSION BETWEEN YESLER AND WASHINGTON

2ND AVE N & 
MCGRAW ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00064672 4/6/18 I would like to register my concern about the recent tent encampment in the Wolf Creek Ravine under the McGraw Street 
Bridge. My children and many other children in the neighborhood cross this bridge on a daily basis to get to and from school, 
and it is in a residential neighborhood with numerous kids who live nearby. Also, the ravine is a natural watershed, so the 
ecosystem would likely be impacted by the trash, exrement and refuse in and around this site.  There is already quite a bit of 
trash visible and it is very disruptive to this quiet residential neighborhood, not to mention the rodents and other health 
hazards that will result from this encampment.MCGRAW ST. BRIDGE (EAST END) IN THE WOLF CREEK RAVINE NATURAL 
AREA

2ND AVE S & S 
MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00047090 3/12/18 Unauthorized camping  South Main Street  - Btwn 3rd Ave S and 2nd Ave EXT  South / 7 -8 tents / Hasn't seen anyone yet / 
Has been there at least a month / Garbage all over the area and campsite is blocking the sidewalk

2ND AVE S & S 
WASHINGTON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

18-00057341 3/27/18 Customer called CSB on 3/27/2018 to report 13 tents on the sidewalk at S Washington St and 2nd Ave Ext S. Customer said he 
was told to call and report the 13 tents and doesn't have any other details about this encampment.

18-00046824 3/12/18 Customer called from the Union Gospel Mission (2nd Ave Ext S and S Washington) to report 7-8 tents in front of the mission. 
He said 2/3 of the sidewalk is being taken over by tents but that people still have access to the sidewalk.

18-00070755 4/16/18 Customer called to report his frustrations about the increasingly aggressive campers in the area. The customer lives on 6th Ave 
and parks on 4th. He walks by this area multiple times a day and has for years. In the past few weeks, the people living in this 
area have become aggressive with erratic behavior. One day recently a camper asked for money, the customer said no and the 
person began yelling and threatening assault. The customer called the police. The customer is concerned that the situation in 
this area is getting out of hand and deserves more attention from the Navigation Team or SPD. He also reported consistent 
garbage and needles in the area.

300 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00069337 4/13/18 Another sidewalk camping city setting up. Please please don't let this happen.

300 5TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 

18-00044196 3/7/18 Tent occupied by vagrant blocking safe access on public sidewalk.  Almost got hit by bus trying to get by. Remove please!
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WEST 98104 18-00067595 4/11/18 Customer reported 1 tent and 1 male blocking the west side of the sidewalk. She said camper was previously there but left and 
has now returned. She reported pedestrians are forced to walk in the street and witnessed a disabled person struggling to get 
by safely.

300 BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00047666 3/13/18 There is an illegal encampment here. It has grown year after year and it is next to Seattle Center, one of our biggest tourist 
attractions. I was walking by it the other day and I saw a homeless man exit his tent to pour a jug of urine out into a street 
gutter. Please clean up our tourism center and restore Seattle to its former glory. I've attached a Google Street view Image. 
It's from the beginning of this encampment. You'll notice that there are already paramedics helping someone there.

18-00064870 4/6/18 Unauthorized Camping. The park is filled with trash, needles and smells like human waste. The fire hydrant is also obstructed 
and the campers have been going to to the local buildings and stealing personal property.

300 MCGRAW ST 
MCGRAW 
BRIDGE (SE 
CORNER), 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00064831 4/6/18 I would like to request that the city immediately removes the camp site under the McGraw Bridge.  There are compelling 
reasons to do so:-- Child safety.  This illegal camp is just three blocks from the Queen Anne Elementary School.  Our kids walk 
to the school on the bridge and have to come in contact with the campers.-- Garbage in the Wolf Creek natural preserve. The 
camp site has generated garbage that will be impossible to remove because the bottom of the ravine is unreachable due to 
prickly bushes.  If this garbage keeps accumulating, it will remain in this natural preserve forever.

300 MCGRAW ST 
UNDER THE 
BRIDGE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00062877 4/4/18 Homeless campsite under the McGraw Bridge in Wolf Creek Ravine. It is a health and safety issue impacting our children's walk 
to/from school, this person is camped in a residential neighborhood with numerous kids. I also believe the ravine is considered 
a natural watershed, so the ecosystem can be impacted by collecting refuse and human waste. Please help us keep our 
neighborhood safe and clean!

300 MCGRAW ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00062821 4/4/18 Illegal campsite filled with trash on a walking route to school in the wolf creek ravine watershed.

300 PINE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00028039 2/12/18 Illegal homeless camping

301 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00042788 3/6/18 3 sidewalk tent encampments

301 2ND AV ET 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00074529 4/20/18 Unauthorized camping

301 2ND AVE 
EXTE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00071216 4/16/18 2 tents on sidewalk. This is a Main corridor for people getting in and out of Pioneer Square

3019 16TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00007277 1/12/18 Abandoned homeless encampment

3020 WESTLAKE 18-00029237 2/13/18 Homeless camp dumping. Under Fremont bridge south side.
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WEST AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00031502 2/16/18 illegal encampment - steadily growing accumulation of stuff for more than a month now, apparent soot stains on bridge 
structure from campfires. please get this person into some shelter.

18-00016199 1/25/18 Possible abandoned homeless camp trash.

18-00052426 3/20/18 the newest resident of the south fremont bridge campsite is now spreading his bedding onto the multi-use path. the original 
settler has begun yelling at passers by.

3027 17TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00070654 4/16/18 Dear Mayor Durkan I am a 6th grader at Seattle Country Day School, and I am part of Boy Scout Troop 80 in Magnolia. I am 
supposed to write a letter to a politician in my area for my Citizenship in the Nation merit badge. I feel like you are doing well 
so far. You have helped clean up the city, which is good, but now you need to take it one step farther. Please get the City 
Council on board with plans to clean up with Seattle.I am mad about our dirty city. On my football field in Interbay, my 
coaches have to check the field for needles before we play because there where so many drug addicts living near by. One time, 
the older players had a game and there were homeless people camped in a tent in the end zone. So the coaches had to agree 
not to run a play to that side of the field. Thank you for your help.Sincerely,Chaz Witter

3027 ELLIOTT 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00001858 1/4/18 Three tent campers on side walk

304 ALASKAN 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00067074 4/10/18 Tents pitched on bike lane

18-00001572 1/3/18 Tent camp. I need to work at this location to remove graffiti, tent is in the way

304 BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00027705 2/10/18 There's an encampment on the south side of Broad Street between 3rd Ave and Denny. It has been there for about 8 weeks, 
but for the last 2-3 weeks it has been expanding to take up the entire width of the sidewalk and sometimes spills over onto the 
road. I'm concerned for the safety of those living in this encampment and for people walking that part of the street. On the 
best days, there's been only a 1.5-2 ft width of sidewalk to walk on, which is barely big enough for one person to walk through, 
let alone someone in a wheelchair or scooter. I usually walk to and from work along that side of Broad St, but ever since it 
started expanding across the entire sidewalk, I've had to alter my route. I'm also concerned because I've noticed that the 
articles of clothing hanging from a nearby tree have grown in number and variety, which seems to indicate that more and more 
people are staying in these particular tents.

3042 ELLIOTT 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00066579 4/10/18 Illegal homeless camp

306 MCGRAW ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00073688 4/19/18 There is an illegal encampment under the bridge and accessed via well-worn path at southeast corner of bridge.  This 
encampment is only a few blocks from a school, and many children walk to school over the bridge.  We have observed trash 
strewn on the path and an increase in rats at the site.  We request that this encampment be removed from the site.

18-00064519 4/6/18 I would like to report an encampment that is causing public health, safety, and ecological issues and needs to be removed 
ASAP.  This encampment has popped up in the Wolf Creek Ravine Natural Area, under the McGraw St. Bridge (east end) in 
Queen Anne. As mentioned, there are health and safety issues as trash and human refuse collects.  This is attracting rats and 
other dangerous animals.  The encampment is in a residential area where numerous young children live, play, and go to 
school. Also, there is a trail that acts as an entrance to the encampment, which leads directly to the route that the 
neighborhood kids use to walk to and from school. The encampment is located in an ecologically sensitive watershed that is 
important to the local ecosystem.  We'd like to request that this camp is moved and cleaned up as soon as possible due to the 
health, safety, and ecological issues it presents to the residents of the neighborhood. There has been an increase in criminal 
activity in the neighborhood (break-ins, car thefts, etc.). There is the possibility this is related to the encampment.
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WEST 307 BROAD ST 
IN FRONT OF 
OLD CAR TOYS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00039149 3/1/18 The sidewalk is completely obstructed by furniture, stolen street signs, and garbage.

307 BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00022016 2/2/18 Two tents, surrounded by piles of garbage are completely blocking the sidewalk

307 BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00027921 2/11/18 Encampment blocking the sidewalk.  I was driving last night heading NE on Broad Street and had to stop for two sight impaired 
pedestrians using sight sticks walking in the right hand lane of traffic to get around an encampment that was totally blocking 
the sidewalk at the time.  I was really concerned for their safety, and luckily no accident happened.  There are several people 
in my building just 2 blocks from the encampment who use sight sticks to navigate, and I imagine this blockage causing issues 
is somewhat of a regular occurrence.

18-00067672 4/11/18 Unauthorized encampment causes garbage problems and limits access to sidewalks. Camping is located on the sidewalk near 
the parking next to 307 Broad St and 2807 3rd Ave

18-00067839 4/11/18 Illegal camping at Broad and 3rd Ave.

18-00067857 4/11/18 Reported about a month ago, area cleared, now tents and lots of junk back again. Watched a pedestrian step into Broad Street 
to avoid today.

18-00069329 4/13/18 Unauthorized encampment causes garbage problems and limits access to sidewalks. Camping is located on sidewalk near the 
parking next to 307 Broad St and 2807 3rd Ave

18-00069473 4/13/18 trash and garbage and illegal encampments

18-00027517 2/10/18 Illegal encampment

18-00026699 2/9/18 CSB received several calls regarding this location. The tents are completely blocking the sidewalk. There is now vomit, human 
feces, garbage and rats. There are also strong odors of human waste and burning chemicals. One person reported that he saw 
a commuter vomit at this site because of how bad the smell was.

18-00066847 4/10/18 There is an illegal tent on the sidewalk, including heavy weights that are out into where people walk. This poses a tripping 
hazard.

18-00034112 2/21/18 Encampment on sidewalk

18-00033316 2/20/18 Homeless camp blocking sidewalk. Human feces and urine odor is overwhelming.

18-00028327 2/12/18 Campers

18-00029222 2/13/18 Illegal encampment and dumping. They are moving around this area and each time they move they dump garbage.

18-00029941 2/14/18 Tent on sidewalk

18-00019289 1/30/18 Homeless camp blocking the sidewalk

18-00019337 1/30/18 Campsite is between 3rd and Denny on Broad St. / 2 tents that are covered by a tarp / Campsite is blocking the sidewalk / has 
been at this location at least a week / besides obstructing the sidewalk, customer has not witnessed any hazardous activity.

18-00021551 2/1/18 Two tents and lots of debris on Denny - 3rd - Broad. Have been there several weeks. Unable to walk with my child in stroller 
on the sidewalk here now.
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WEST 307 BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00015582 1/25/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00023319 2/5/18 Junk in the street. This is not a safe place to allow a tent

18-00014828 1/24/18 Encampment Development

18-00041784 3/5/18 Illegal camping on a sidewalk

18-00040014 3/2/18 Junk and rent in a dangerous area. Also using old car toys entrance for a bathroom.

18-00040881 3/3/18 Illegal encampment on public sidewalk. Corner of Broad & Denny. Trash strewn everywhere around tent. Possibly needles and 
hazardous materials. Unable to upload photos. Corner of Broad & Denny. Trash strewn everywhere around tent. Possibly 
needles and hazardous materials. Unable to upload photos.

307 DENNY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00026599 2/9/18 Illegal tents blocking sidewalk on 3rd Ave and Denny.

309 MCGRAW ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00032235 2/17/18 Illegal camping in Wolf Creek Ravine directly beneath and sheltered by the eastern McGraw Street bridge approach.  Campsite 
consists of a single erected red and white tent which has been in place now for several days. Service Location above is 
approximate.  Site a chronic problem for graffiti and now also illegal camping.

311 DENNY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00038266 2/28/18 Trash

18-00034118 2/21/18 Encampment development

18-00025672 2/7/18 Now there's illegal camping on BOTH sides of Broad at Broad and Denny.

18-00025860 2/8/18 Garbage in park

18-00026465 2/8/18 Camping in a dangerous area. You have cleared tents from this area 4 times.  Don let it start again.

18-00028402 2/12/18 Derilict Building, sidewalk encroachment, encampment and ultimately pollution and threat to human health. I am a bicyclist and 
smelled something indescribable that made me vomit. I have never seen anyone here, but I am worried something or someone 
might be dead inside the tents based on the smell.

18-00029227 2/13/18 Tarps, shopping carts, trash, bikes, trash bags

18-00030401 2/14/18 Illegal camping

18-00030404 2/14/18 Tents and garbage

18-00030542 2/14/18 Illegal encampment

18-00020248 1/31/18 Encampment development

18-00018822 1/30/18 Tents, broken bikes, garbage, illegal camping on the sidewalk.

18-00011353 1/19/18 Tent blocking sidewalk

18-00001304 1/3/18 Encampment development

18-00003799 1/7/18 The tent encampment just moved to the sidewalks. Covering everything in human waste and needles. I can't even walk him 
through here any more it's gotten so bad.

18-00073049 4/18/18 Illegal camping
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WEST 311 DENNY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00067297 4/10/18 Illegal camping

18-00067855 4/11/18 Illegal camping with lots of junk

18-00064496 4/6/18 Illegal camp. This location was cleaned on 4/2. But campers are back.

18-00066015 4/9/18 Homeless camp in pubic park

18-00059937 3/30/18 Homeless camp in pubic park

18-00058381 3/28/18 Huge garbage structure in public park

18-00058695 3/29/18 Massive homeless structure

18-00051829 3/19/18 Encampment

18-00048074 3/13/18 Huge homeless encampment here.  Larger than I've ever seen here.  Also along 3rd Ave between Broad and Clay.  Please evict 
this illegal encampment from Belltown.

18-00049587 3/15/18 Tents.

18-00049898 3/15/18 Large tent like structure and additional tents

18-00050837 3/16/18 Big encampment taking over whole little park and sitting area

18-00045537 3/9/18 Encampment

18-00046366 3/10/18 Illegal encampment.

18-00046471 3/11/18 Large encampment in the triangle park.

18-00039887 3/1/18 Encampment

18-00040012 3/2/18 Active camp - Garbage blocking entire sidewalk

18-00041561 3/5/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00037742 2/27/18 Camping in park, blocking access to public bench.

3132 WESTERN 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00033919 2/21/18 Unauthorized camping. Red and white tent - blocking access to the business: Kurt Warner Architects / caller has seen 1 
person / Encampment has been there 1 day

316 ALASKAN 
WAY S, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00057850 3/28/18 Camping

18-00063716 4/5/18 Encampment blocking loading area

316 FLORENTIA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00066653 4/10/18 Homeless encampment encroaching upon trail right-of-way.  Campers belongings are on trail, creating a hazard to bicyclists, 
walkers, and other users.  Definitely a hazard to all.  I'm glad you have this record in case someone needs to litigate an issue 
related to illegal camping beneath the Fremont Bridge/South Ship Canal Trail. I'm happy that the City of Seattle provides this 
service as now there is a record of the illegal camping under the Fremont Bridge/Ship Canal Trail in case there is litigation 
related to this illegal camping.

18-00067668 4/11/18 Unauthorized campers beneath Fremont Bridge (south approach) and South Ship Canal Trail.  Campers' belongings and related 
debris encroaching upon trail.  The campers have been here several months. Thank you for providing this service to inform the 
city regarding hazards in the city.  This will be an amazing resource for someone who may need to litigate negative 
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WEST 316 FLORENTIA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

occurrences related to the unauthorized camping next to the South Ship Canal Trail.

18-00074769 4/20/18 Unauthorized encampment near south approach to Fremomt Bridge & South Ship Canal Trail.  Trash, debris, and campers' 
personal property litter the area and encroach upon trial right-of-way; very hazardous and unsanitary. SOUTH SHIP CANAL 
TRAIL & SOUTH FREMONT BRIDGE

318 2ND AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00014210 1/23/18 Large pile of garbage and personal belongings

18-00004808 1/9/18 This is the view from the inside of my workspace of the street outside.

18-00001448 1/3/18 Sidewalk obstruction

319 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00057207 3/27/18 Charles, the manager of Klondike Gold Rush Museum, called CSB to report homeless people and request assistance at their 
place of business. Charles reports that his team has great compassion for the homeless and understands that Pioneer Square is 
a hub for many services. He said that the have recently had more problems with people "over staying their welcome." Charles 
reports that in the past, people might use their restrooms or come in for warmth. Now people are becoming more aggressive, 
bold and security is having to be alerted much more. Homeless people will use their restrooms, charge their phones and take 
naps near the building. The crew at the business is at a loss of what else they can do to keep their business running effectively, 
stay safe and stop the trend of people using the business for their basic needs.

3200 FAIRVIEW 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00070816 4/16/18 Robinson called CSB to express his ongoing frustrations about people camping in South Lake Union area. Robinson said he and 
his wife do not feel safe where they live anymore. There are needles and garbage around the sidewalks. Their vehicles have 
been broken into three times in the past four years, but never before then. Robinson says, "someone at the City needs to be 
held culpable for everything that is happening to the citizens." Robinson reports four or five tents in the area, with new 
campers moving in weekly now. He also reports that the "No Camping" sign has ivy growing around it.

3201 FAIRVIEW 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98102

18-00033326 2/20/18 Camp midden

18-00062310 4/3/18 Caller reported garbage in the street which fell down the hillside from camps.  Caller and other neighbors kicked several items 
to the side of the street.

321 MINOR AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00032835 2/19/18 Shopping carts parked on sidewalk covered in tarps. Been there several weeks next to public park

3222 17TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00018870 1/30/18 Active RV camping plus wood debris, garbage in a shopping cart, roofing shingles, trash, etc.

3225 17TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00004892 1/9/18 Multiple trash dumps near illegally parked RVs

3257 17TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00004893 1/9/18 multiple trash dumped by RV's stationed there

32ND AVE W & 
GILMAN AVE W, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00055287 3/23/18 Unauthorized camping under the pedestrian overpass (over railroad tracks) - one tent on site for over one year

3300 W 18-00064414 4/6/18 Commodore park homeless guy selling heron eggs at camp
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WEST COMMODORE 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98199

3318 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00059695 3/30/18 New encampment next to the preschool.

3441 
THORNDYKE AVE 
W GERBER 
COLLISION AND 
GLASS, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00006523 1/11/18 There are still a lot of trash and garbage/furniture outside the Garber Collison business. There are RV's parked there and the 
trash has not yet been cleaned up all the way since last time I made a complaint. A few days ago, people were sitting outside 
in the old furniture's left there and not being very friendly. This area in general needs to get cleaned up. I have also seen 
needles outside the building of 3445 16th ave w, but the employees there cleaned them up themselves and made sure to lock 
their recycling bin so that people wouldn't illegally dump items there.

3441 
THORNDYKE AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00014570 1/24/18 Garbage.

18-00015637 1/25/18 Trash on street at 3440 Thorndyke Ave W.  RV camp

3455 
THORNDYKE AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00002572 1/4/18 Unsafe environment due to squatters, drug related activites, and property crimes. Employees do not feel safe walking down the 
street from the bus stop from W Dravus St because of the harrassment from the squatters and RV illegal camping.

351 ALASKAN 
WAY W, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00051435 3/18/18 Illegal Camping in Park

351 BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00063550 4/5/18 Illegal camping

3801 DISCOVERY 
PARK BLVD, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00069858 4/13/18 Customer called to report campers making food over a fire in Discovery Park. She saw the two men on the south side of 
Discovery Park, near the Emerson Street entrance and the bathrooms.

3801 W 
GOVERNMENT 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98199

18-00066748 4/10/18 Customer called CSB on 4/9/2018 to report two campers at Discovery Park, west of the south parking lot. Customer saw few 
tarps and fire.

18-00071662 4/17/18 Customer left a voicemail on 4/16/2018 reporting people sleeping on the bench in sleeping bags at the entrance of Discovery 
Park.

3816 15TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00047146 3/12/18 Unauthorized camping

3817 12TH AVE 18-00058851 3/29/18 Homeless Camp. Camp in the neighborhood has brought an increase of small crimes on the street. Reports of stolen/broken 
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WEST W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

into cars, misc items being left on the street or near businesses, human defecation in public places, etc

3851 15TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00069314 4/13/18 Bunch of garden garbage underneath Ballard Bridge West side of bridge South approach

18-00064642 4/6/18 Camping next to Ballard bridge

18-00055967 3/25/18 Illegal Encampment

18-00058191 3/28/18 Unauthorized camping. Garbage.

18-00052431 3/20/18 campers are back at the south end of the ballard bridge. it looks like they are using the fencing, which was installed to prevent 
camping activity in that spot, as a support structure for the rather large makeshift tents. litter and stolen items are proliferating 
along the ship canal trail.

18-00052534 3/20/18 tents and trash are back. immidiatly adjacent to the bike trail. fence has been cut. of course you won't arrest anyone. how 
about cleaning it out before it becomes 20 tents like last year? seattle government is a joke as is this app. "find it, pretend it 
doesn't exist, try to shame the reporter with patronizing email" would be more accurate.

18-00035672 2/23/18 Emerson street

18-00035675 2/23/18 Tent on hillside

18-00029566 2/13/18 Dumped garbage

18-00029567 2/13/18 Garbage

18-00018041 1/29/18 Garbage homeless camp

3900 15TH PL W, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00053252 3/20/18 Two tents (one small, one very large) Camping under south end of Ballard bridge adjacent to ship canal trail.

3RD AVE & 
BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00050558 3/16/18 Homeless encampment with several tents/ make-shift tents on both 3rd avenue and bench space between 3rd & broad / 
Denny. This encampment is very concerning how close it is to pedestrians on narrow sidewalk and parked cars especially with 
health concerns (see link). Pleasae clean this place up asap and keep them away from returning as they always 
do.https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/homeless/infectious-disease-oubreaks-in-seattle-homeless-people-concern-
health-officials/

18-00069409 4/13/18 Constituent Message: �Sally - -I just got back from my daily run - - this time from 3rd and Broad to Fairview and around 
MOHAI. After a short hiatus it seems the encampment on the triangle at Denny and Broad is back - - that and the one across 
the street on the sidewalk in from of the old Car Toys building. We really need to give people a choice to either move to a 
sanctioned tent location or another shelter or leave the area. Where they are camping is not only unsafe, it is unsanitary and 
unhealthy. Garbage is everywhere and there are no bathroom facilities to speak of. Believe me; this creates a situation that’s 
worse than many 3rd world countries that I’ve visited. It’s time we stopped indulging certain of our homeless population to the 
detriment of our children, our communities and our visitors. We have the resources but somehow we don’t have the backbone 
to enforce existing regulations. It’s not just 3rd and Broad - - it’s on Mercer under Aurora, and it’s at Coleman Ferry Dock. It’s 
not caring about people to let them camp on the sidewalks and in our parks. Our “permissiveness” is doing a disservice to 
all.Jon

18-00069335 4/13/18 Constituent Message: �Hi Kelsey,Another ‘eye sore,’ for our great city: Third and Broad, on Denny on a city street is a “Tent 
Apartment,” with several homeless folks. Everyday, tourists visiting Seattle Center see this,people using this city concrete 
triangle for a tent city. It is a shame that we are unable to move mentally challenged folks off the sidewalk.Thanks for the fast 
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WEST 3RD AVE & 
BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

removal of the campsite by the Magnolia bridge. It was a homestead! Hopefully, we have the resources to help these people 
who camp on city property.Sincerely,William Pearson2200 Homeowners Association �

18-00067305 4/10/18 My wife and I live in a building at 2720 3rd Avenue in Belltown.  I recently wrote to you regarding the growing homeless 
encampments in our neighborhood.  Since I last wrote a few weeks ago things have only further deteriorated.  You may have 
seen a report yesterday on KIRO 7 news regarding a “tent mansion” that was built in the last 48 hours.  This is directly across 
the street from where we live.  You can see the story here:https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/seattle-homeless-tent-mansion-
low-priority-for-city-cleanup/727621918I want to emphasize that we are very supportive of the City’s efforts to find suitable 
shelter for our homeless population and fully appreciate the fact that before moving an encampment that people are offered a 
place to stay.  However, this situation is an example of what’s wrong with this solution.  As you will see from the KIRO 7 story 
these individuals have made a decision to refuse help.  When Melissa Burns, one of the individuals in the camp, was asked if 
she would accept permanent housing offers, she said “she would not likely accept them.”  She stated, “We intend to stay here. 
This is the solution to the homeless problem. We want autonomy, right here.”  She went on to say on television that she didn’t 
like the rules imposed on her in public housing, so she has chosen to build the structure they now reside in.  This is a very 
aggressive group of people and we believe this has crossed a line.  They have actually built a structure to go along with tents 
and have moved in furniture.  What is happening is clearly not in the spirit of the law or programs intended to help people.  In 
fact, they are essentially saying we will do whatever we want.  And at the moment there does not appear to be any 
consequences to their actions.  They are in fact doing what they want with no consideration of how it impacts families and 
businesses in our neighborhood.  We are regularly watching encampments being moved, and we assume being offered 
housing. And often people simply pick up and go across the street.  This particular “tent mansion” was moved from down the 
block at the small park at Denny & Broad.  I will add that the week before it was moved from the park it had a fire break out 
and there was a fire and police call to that location.  At the time the fire department made them leave their building and taped 
off the area.Given that this group has clearly stated they have no intent of seeking permanent housing we would like to see 
this area cleared immediately and that these individuals must accept housing. At the very least they should not be allowed to 
build where ever they please.  We appreciate your immediate attention to this matter and look forward to your response.

3RD AVE & 
BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00051785 3/19/18 Unauthorized camping on sidewalk area at 3rd and Broad.  Also unauthorized camping at 3rd & Clay , encroaching on sidewalk 
and limiting usage for pedestrians.

18-00044944 3/8/18 There is row of tents on 3rd street as well as multiple make-shift tents in the small park on 3rd & Broad/Denny.

3RD AVE & CLAY 
ST NONE NONE 
NONE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00065685 4/9/18 This is another homeless camp, perhaps more accurately "homeless compound" at this point, that needs to be removed. 
There's another one a half block away at Broad and Denny. The city keeps removing these tents and campsites but they come 
back within a week or so. There really needs to be permanent signs saying that camping is simply not allowed there. I'm old. 
I'm tired. I don't want to send messages to the Customer Service Bureau every day for the rest of my life.  
 

3RD AVE & CLAY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

18-00063282 4/4/18 Customer called CSB on 4/3/2018 to report a red tent that came back after the City cleaned up the area at 3rd Ave and Clay 
St.

18-00062733 4/4/18 Campers have returned to site after it was recently cleared.and are building a wooden structure with furniture.

18-00062195 4/3/18 Caller reported on 4/2/18 that campers have returned - 2 people with one tent.

18-00062193 4/3/18 Caller said camper has returned to 3rd Ave between Clay and Broad St and has compiled 20 pieces of furniture (chairs, 
dressers, etc).

18-00062172 4/3/18 Customer called CSB on 4/3/18 to report new camp set up after old camp was cleared on 4/2/18.  Campers are erecting a 
"building" with wooden walls and a glass door and have hung paintings.  Customer said campers are harassing pedestrians 
("we'll have sex in your living room and there's nothing you can do about it") and she is afraid to walk past with her dog and 
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WEST 3RD AVE & CLAY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

child.

18-00066144 4/9/18 I report stuff to find  it Fix it all the time but it’s frustrating to see things like this: https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/seattle-
homeless-tent-mansion-low-priority-for-city-cleanup/727621918 “We intend to stay here," she said. "This is the solution to the 
homeless problem. We want autonomy, right here."  We’ve given bad actors too much leeway. What an private citizens do to 
combat things like this? It’s frustrating to see junk everywhere

18-00031072 2/15/18 Caller reported two tents/two male campers set up on 3rd Ave (NE corner) at Clay St in the last 24-48 hours.  Caller is 
uncomfortable with camping visible from her apartment and around the corner at 307 Broad St.  Caller said she has changed 
her walking route to avoid harassment.

18-00039429 3/1/18 Customer reported that the camping along 3rd avenue has grown to five tents with an increasing amount of garbage. They do 
not feel safe walking by this area anymore.

18-00039857 3/1/18 persons are using the front entry and back stairs of the abandoned "Car Toys" building as a bathroom - defecating and 
urinating on the stairs and ledge. Meanwhile the camp has grown every few days, and spawned another encampment at 3rd & 
Clay with 5 more tents as of today. the triangle at 3rd and Broad (+/-) is beginning to form again.

18-00053361 3/21/18 Customer called CSB on 3/20/2018 to report unauthorized camping with 5 tents, about 8 people, garbage and drug abuse on 
3rd Ave between Broad and Clay St.

3RD AVE & CLAY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00039651 3/1/18 Report illegal homeless encampment and stairwell used as trash dump and bathroom. The stairs are used as a trash dump and 
makeshift bathroom - people are urinating and defecating down the stairwell.  The number of tents is growing every few days 
(last week there was one).

18-00054416 3/22/18 Several unauthorized encampments are on the sidewalk including tents, furniture, food & garbage.  They have been here since 
mid-February.  Additional very large unauthorized encampment on the park at the intersection of Broad, Denny & 3rd.  As a 
resident of Belltown, I'm frustrated at the lack of the city to remove these encampments.  Is this the Seattle we want to show 
to the tourists visiting the adjacent Space Needle & Seattle Center?  It's disgraceful.

18-00052859 3/20/18 Illegal and unauthorized camping. At least 5 structures and one very large tent/tarp structure that are located on public 
property and take up the public sidewalk. The encampment grew from one to two to now 5 or more tents. Garbage is thrown 
over the area. Please remove these illegal encampments. We pay for shelters with our taxes, and by allowing people to camp 
illegally in public spaces, they create health and community hazards, and also keep people from using the shelter and human 
resources we pay for.

18-00063557 4/5/18 This morning (April 2, 2018) a city team removed 2 illegal encampments at 3rd Ave between Broad St and Clay St, in the 
shadow of the space Needle. Not 2 hours after your team left, the "campers" came back. They have set up home on the 
sidewalk at 3rd & Clay St. The campsite is unsightly, blocking access to on street parking and soon to be cluttered with 
garbage.Please can you have it removed permanently?Regards,Arne Logan206-777-5822

18-00064447 4/6/18 Illegal encampment located at 3rd Ave & Clay St. (Reference my complaint 18-00061613; Cily Response 18-00063557)On 
Monday, April 2 the city removed an illegal encampment located at the intersection of 3rd Ave, Broad St and Denny Ave. Two 
hours after the city team departed, the same group of homeless, moved their encampment 300 ft to the south to 3rd Ave & 
Clay St. This is still an illegal encampment, occupied by the same group, which was deemed by the city as illegal and for which 
the occupants refused the services offered by the city. As stated your reply to my previous complaint, you must evaluate the 
encampment again. Why is it necessary to run through the entire screening process again? It is the same group, same 
encampment, located 300 ft from the previous site. This site should be immediately condemned and the group evicted.If the 
city does not more strictly enforce the laws, you will always have an unmanageable backlog. This group of homeless chose not 
to accept the services offered and they know how to work the system. Under your current approach there is no penalty for 
them do not to do anything differently.Attached is a photo taken this afternoon of the encampment from my 
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WEST 3RD AVE & CLAY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98121

home.Regards,Arne Logan206-777-5822Reference City response 18-00063557:"...This location will be scheduled for inspection. 
The City responds to unauthorized encampments with outreach by the Navigation Team and an assessment of conditions 
specific to each site by trained field coordinators..."

3RD AVE & 
DENNY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00043667 3/7/18 Customer called on 3/5/18 to report unauthorized camping at the Denny and Broad St triangle and near Wells Fargo bank.  He 
said there are 4-5 tents that are taking up the entire triangle/island area rendering it unusable for the public.  He also said 
there is another site nearby with 6 tents on the sidewalk on Denny Way near the parking lot of Wells Fargo bank across from 
Kiro TV.

3RD AVE & 
DENNY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00041989 3/5/18 Why are these folks allowed to set up tents at this corner?  It is a hazard not only to themselves but to everyone who crosses 
the street there.  Little children going to the Pacific Science Center are afraid when drunk, drugged, crazy people pop out of 
the area.  These folks are also now camping down 3rd Avenue between Broad and Cedar.  This is not OK.  I know there is a 
homeless issue, and that the City is working to deal with it.  I see this as the City's paramount duty.  I've lived downtown for a 
good number of years and most of these tent folks are drunk or drugged.  They need to be in rehab, a mental health unit, 
assisted housing, or out of Seattle if they will not participate in one of these options.  This cannot continue.  Our city is looking 
like a scifi movie and the vast majority of these people need serious help.

3RD AVE & PINE 
ST, SEATTLE, WA

18-00056580 3/26/18 Mayor Durkan,I understand that the homeless by law are entitled to sleep on the sidewalk from 10pm to 7am. I just do not 
understand why Macy's and their employees have to put up with the jungle of homeless men and women who trash the front 
of Macys on 3rd avenue, northbound, between pine and olive, it is just horrific. I am on the bus at 5:25am sb on 3rd avenue 
and I see that every morning.They do not seem to care about the area at all.......please, what can be done to bring back a 
Since of Civility and beauty back to that area, we, the tax payers and Macys deserve it. I have contacted the manager of 
Macys-206-506-6085, , I believe his name was Greg or Craig and he said by law theirs hands are tied, they cannot do anything 
to bring by normalcy to their store front once again. I just don't understand why we are allowing a fraction of the homeless 
bring ugliness to our city. Please do something, anything, thank you for listening.Sincerely, one of you many supporters,Carl 
todd

18-00018368 1/29/18 Constituent Message: Hello,There have always been some homeless sleeping on the sidewalk outside of Macy's. Recently, they 
have started sleeping on the sidewalk by the bus stop on 3rd Ave/Pine St. I catch the bus at that stop at 5:30 or 6:00 am 
during the weekday. I now have to walk on the outside of the sheltered sidewalk area, keep my eyes wide open for feces, 
vomit, needles, food garbage and other trash. I no longer feel safe waiting there for my bus. I have complained to Metro, who 
says it is the City's responsibility to address this and not Metro.I have been catching the bus in this area for decades and this is 
the first time I have experienced this. Previously, the few people sleeping there were not intrusive and did not create a mess. 
Now, I have seen people passed out, strung out on drugs, throwing cigarette butts at people passing to get to the bus stop, 
some guy picking at his scabby arms that was literally ALL bright red with blood.I am afraid that one day one of them will have 
some kind of episode and we bus riders may get hurt.I think they get cleared out later in the morning but there are many of us 
who wait for the bus during the 5am timeframe. I am very upset and very uncomfortable waiting there and if I miss my bus, I 
sometimes have to wait there for 10-15 minutes.Isn't there anything the City can do to clean up the bus stop and make it safe 
again (at the very least).

3RD AVE S & S 
MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00070736 4/16/18 Customer reported one new tent just set up to the west of 3rd Ave on Main. The customer's son works in the area and she is 
concerned for his safety if more campers are allowed to stay in the area.

400 2ND AV ET 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00020971 2/1/18 Tents along the sidewalk, about six plus debris

18-00006130 1/10/18 encampment - there are many tents lined up on this road, this morning I had to walk in the street to get around the tents.  As 
a young female, I'm not comfortable walking across the other side of the street as well since it is the men's shelter.  Is there 
anything you can do to move them along?  I have to walk this route daily to get to work.
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WEST 400 2ND AV ET 
S, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00051732 3/19/18 12 tents

400 4TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00068532 4/12/18 Assault /Drug Haven

18-00006890 1/11/18 Structure on sidewalk

18-00072693 4/18/18 Tents on sidewalk

18-00067636 4/11/18 Customer reported  tents on both sides of 4th Ave under the Yesler bridge. She reported 5 tents on one side, 6-7 on the other 
side. She said campers have food exposed and pedestrians are trying to avoid stepping on it. Also, reports of lots of garbage 
and campers openly "shooting up." She said it is very unclean and feel unsafe. Campers have been there a few weeks.

18-00073065 4/18/18 A Homeless encampment has been set up on both sides of 4th ave, directly under the Yesler Way bridge. 
 
The tents and random items take up so much of the sidewalk, that having to walk into the street or bike lanes is required. 
 
individuals have been seen using drugs and also standing in the street while cars move around them and block traffic.

18-00072704 4/18/18 Homeless encampment under the bridge is out of control. It looks like someone brought in a dump truck and emptied it all 
over the sidewalk. There are piles and piles of waste. They are blocking the entire sidewalk now. It's pretty disgusting and a lot 
of people have to walk through there to get to work from the train and link stations. Usually it's just a few tents off to the side, 
which is fine. But it's completely out of control now. It's really unsanitary.

18-00069333 4/13/18 Tent on sidewalk

18-00068927 4/12/18 Attempted Assault

400 S 
WASHINGTON ST 
YESSLER 
BRIDGE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00074595 4/20/18 To address the encampment under the Yesler bridge. The garbage is spilling out and obstructing the sidewalk. The 
overcrowding and garbage piling up on the sidewalk is becoming unsanitary and unsafe. Walking to the train we pass by 
people actively involved in drug use and in alarming mental states. Its beginning to feel unsafe. If it is not cleaned up it would 
be nice to at least have some security more stationary in the area to feel a little safer.

400 S 
WASHINGTON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00017783 1/29/18 Illegal camping

18-00073680 4/19/18 Illegal homeless camp blocking sidewalk.

401 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00000627 1/2/18 Piles of trash and other belongings

18-00037487 2/27/18 SPD#18-71664. Homeless encampment, blocking sidewalk

401 4TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00067291 4/10/18 Dunscombe works for Reynold's Work Release office located under Yesler Way.  Dunscombe said one hundred men use his 
facility.  As felons, some who have issues with drugs, they are not  supposed to be around drugs or criminal activity. 
Dunscombe requested the campsite be removed.  He reported garbage, needles and rats.

18-00067243 4/10/18 Camping aon sidewalk and drug use, garbage  4th Ave under Yesler overpass

18-00073445 4/19/18 At 4th Ave under the new Yesler Way bridge, the side walks are completely occupied by homeless tents and garbage all 
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WEST 401 4TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

around. Pedestrians have to walk on the busy street to get pass the bridge. Its getting too dangerous trying to walk thru.

18-00065681 4/9/18 Illegal encampment under the Yesler St. overpass blocking almost the entire sidewalk on the west side of 4th.Pedestrians have 
to detour into the bike lane or into traffic to get around it. It's been there for weeks. Someone is going to be seriously injured if 
this is not addressed soon.

41 W EWING ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00023357 2/5/18 Trash and tents on edge of water? 1

411 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00047567 3/12/18 Pedestrian obstruction. Sidewalk tent preventing safe passage of pedestrians and not ADA compliant.

411 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00030032 2/14/18 Unauthorized camping

414 4TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00069343 4/13/18 The ever-growing homeless encampment under the Yesler Bridge on 4th Avenue is almost completely obstructing the sidewalk 
on the west side of 4th Ave. The sidewalk on the east side is running a close second.Trash and debris continue to pile up on 
either side.

416 2ND AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00007666 1/12/18 Across street from UGM. Same site was cleaned up less than 24 hours ago. Materials belong to the same person (outreaches 
her today). Received email from Marilee Jones. Primary contactEric Dodd, MAMID Outreach206-973-1844Secondary 
contactMarilee JonesCommunity ManagerImpact Hub1-971-704-1877

416 4TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00014306 1/23/18 Encampment on sidewalk

418 VINE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00014820 1/24/18 Encampment Development

4201 21ST AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00029261 2/13/18 Garbage and waste spilling onto street and green space from parked RV

18-00025765 2/8/18 4 RVs parked across the street. We now have 4 RVs parked outside. Please do something!

4319 GILMAN PL 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00004889 1/9/18 Trash, smells like sewage tank is leaking

4510 TEXAS WAY 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00053824 3/21/18 Customer called CSB on 3/21/2018 to report one tent and 3 to 4 people between the cemetery and Texas Way W, right next to 
Discovery Park. Customer said they are going to the restroom in the back of their building where they also dump garbage. 
Customer said they have been there for few weeks.

4548 33RD AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00068482 4/12/18 One tent, accessed via a gate with a bike lock attached.

4TH AVE & 
STEWART ST, 

18-00016311 1/26/18 Illegal camping on traffic island north of Macy's
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WEST SEATTLE, WA 
98101

4TH AVE N & 
FLORENTIA ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00064918 4/6/18 Donahue is an SDOT Bridge Structures manager who is requesting the Navigation Team remove a male camper under the 
south end of the Fremont Bridge who has been hostile towards employees.  Donahue said a crew chief had to call 911 last 
week because the camper was threatening him and he could not get out of his vehicle (SPD #2018-115212).  Donahue said 
officers suggested staff go to court for a restraining order.  Other staff have had "face to face" confrontations with the camper 
and he daily screams into an office window.  Donahue is concerned about a lone employee who works evening shift and 
sometimes must leave the property several times a night.  Camper stays behind the yard fence under the bridge.

4TH AVE N & 
FLORENTIA ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00062915 4/4/18 Hi - There are two or three homeless individuals living in sleeping bags under the Fremont Bridge on the south side. They've 
been there for several weeks, they have mattresses, garbage. I'm hoping they can been connected with human services and 
moved out of this location. Living in the open like that is unsafe for them and for users of the trail. Please let me know if you 
need more details. Thank you for all your work. -Brad If possible, please update me on the status of this illegal encampment. 
Again, thank you for all the work that you do. I realize homelessness is a complex issue. -Brad

18-00069892 4/13/18 Unauthorized campers under south end of Fremont Bridge & South Ship Canal Trail.  Campers personal belongings are 
encroaching onto the trail, and occasionally campers will sleep on the trail.  These conditions pose hazards to trail users. I 
definitely appreciate that the City of Seattle has this website as it will prove an amazing resource if someone needs to litigate 
negative occurrences that may be related to this situation.

500 6TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00072779 4/18/18 Unauthorized camping. I am disgusted with the tents and trash that has accumulated under the I-5 freeeway and James 
Street. It is a real unsanitary mess and should be cleaned up immediately. After cleaning all of the tents along I-90 west bound 
after exiting the Mt Baker tunnel, they, the tents and trash, has reappeared. Someone should provide the cleansing action 
again. There is no, absolutely, no excuse for this continued trashing the beautiful city of Seattle.

500 CHERRY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00069469 4/13/18 Homeless cleaning sidewalk by shoving debris into inlet.

500 MERCER ST 
UNDER HWY 99 
UNDERPASS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00039147 3/1/18 Unauthorized camping. There is so much garbage and trash under highway 99 on Mercer street. It's been months and it just 
keeps growing with no cleanup. People walk that way to work and can hardly get past it as it takes up the whole sidewalk for 
about 20feet. Please clean it up.

500 PINE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00037891 2/27/18 Homeless squater in front of Nordstrom. Police have contacted this women on a daily basis trying to get her services.

500 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00059644 3/30/18 The garbage has been there for months.  Wheelchair also on the sidewalk.Garbage also into the street.  There is a man who 
lives in this mess.he needs professional help and the garbage must be cleaned up.  This is in frontof the dick's drive-in parking 
lot.

500 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00044328 3/7/18 Filth on our streets. Here's the view this morning walking on lower Queen Anne right before the inhabitant relieved himself on 
the sidewalk. I don't know about you but I don't feel this should be allowed on city streets.Thanks for listening.Best,Tony 
Lupino

18-00043929 3/7/18 Encampment trash and drugs

18-00066072 4/9/18 I've tried several times to report trash from a former encampment at 522 Queen Anne AVE, between Dicks and Mud Bay, by 
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WEST 500 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

the app says "reporter not registered". I've signed in twice, but it still won't let me report it.

18-00001587 1/3/18 Homeless man with shopping cart full of belongings and garbage has been living on sidewalk next to Dick's Drive-in for over a 
month.  His belongings are now taking up entire width of sidewalk making it impassable.

18-00046951 3/12/18 Homeless man with debris EVERYWHERE..tired of complaining about this. Not ok

18-00030246 2/14/18 Illegal camping/trash obstructing sidewalk on Queen Anne ave north between Dick's and Mud Bay. This individual has been in 
this stretch of sidewalk for at least a one year

18-00009994 1/17/18 Pile of shopping carts and trash has been in front of Dick's for at least 6 months blocking the sidewalk.

18-00008285 1/14/18 Encampment

500 VINE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00017848 1/29/18 Two transients camping in park and pack ratting junk, over 100lbs of trash.

501 ELLIOTT AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00002872 1/5/18 Litter. Remains of someone camping --perhaps planning to return.

18-00009977 1/17/18 More litter than I can fit in the nearby full trash can.

506 WESTLAKE 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00068864 4/12/18 Unauthorized campers beneath the south approach to the Fremont Bridge underpass with the South Ship Canal Trail.  The 
campers have been at this location for several months, and their personal items are encroaching on the South Ship Canal Trail 
right-of-way.  The campers are sleeping at this site and end up ON the trail, not to the edge.I'm very pleased that the City of 
Seattle provides this service.  It will be an amazing resource if someone needs to litigate adverse occurrences which are related 
to the unauthorized camping.

508 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00044575 3/8/18 Garbage

51 UNIVERSITY 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00012973 1/22/18 Homeless have set-up camp directly across from our building where students attend school.

511 W OLYMPIC 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00009954 1/17/18 Man urinating adjacent to his unauthorized encampment in Kinnear Park adjacent to the tennis court

18-00000168 1/1/18 Tents popping up by tennis court.

18-00013584 1/22/18 Tent by tennis court

18-00008288 1/14/18 Near tennis court in lower kinnear  Park.

513 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00041566 3/5/18 This person has had this trash heap crowding the sidewalk for at least 9 months. He has defecated and urinated multiple times 
on the sidewalk  as well consumed alcohol in the open. All this in front of children !!

18-00040019 3/2/18 Unauthorized camping. Trash.

18-00046960 3/12/18 Crap on sidewalk

18-00046532 3/11/18 The view in the photo is looking south in the 500 block of Queen Anne Avenue North in the Lower Queen Anne/Uptown Area of 
Seattle. The building with the sloped roof is Dick?s Drive In at the northeast corner of Republican St and Queen Anne Ave 
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WEST 513 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

North. The guy with all the trash has been on this block for months despite repeated pleas to the city of Seattle for somebody 
to get proper help to him and clear the sidewalk and remove the trash. Nothing seems to happen and the new Mayor has now 
been in office for 100 days.

18-00046389 3/10/18 Camping and associated litter partially blocking sidewalk and spilling into the street.

18-00045904 3/9/18 Michael is a homeless man who never leaves his spot for months. The garbage around him is waist high and filled with 
everything from spoiled food to feces. Completely unsanitary and he is critically in need of community care taking.

18-00051675 3/19/18 Homeless human waste and garbage

18-00059645 3/30/18 Trash & Debris

18-00066331 4/9/18 Homeless person blocking sidewalk. Has been camped there for a long time. Increasing amount of garbage.

18-00066002 4/9/18 Trash & Debris

18-00064678 4/6/18 Person living on the sidewalk, in the right of way, with lots of garbage, refuse and waste.

18-00033160 2/20/18 Person living under shopping cart full of refuse.  Debris strewn about and trash blowing down the street.  This has been at this 
location for months.

18-00005118 1/9/18 Refuse pile/homeless encampment. This has grown over several months. Now it is blocking most of the sidewalk and 
potentially a health/environmental risk. At times there has been a person living under the pile. Perhaps they could be 
approached and offered social services, claim any real belongings and the refuse cleaned up?

18-00004813 1/9/18 HOMELESS BELONGINGS

18-00002017 1/4/18 Michael, the homeless guy who lives on the sidewalk next to Dick's parking lot, now has accumulated garbage covering the 
whole sidewalk --- pedestrians now walking on Queen Anne Ave to avoid the sidewalk.  Also, the guy now encamped on 
sidewalk next to Mercer under the Aurora overpass is taking up practically the whole sidewalk --- and that now is a wide 
sidewalk.....

18-00024224 2/6/18 Trash on street

18-00019713 1/30/18 Encampment taking over public sidewalk. This pile has been growing and growing for a long time. It has become so large that 
it is encroaching on the public sidewalk. Almost so much so that it is difficult to pass by.

18-00025791 2/8/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00069336 4/13/18 Trash heep blocking most of sidewalk. Litter, alcohol, urine. This has been going on here for months! Why are you guys not 
doing anything?

18-00031136 2/15/18 Used needles on the street, sidewalk is blocked by growing pile of trash and people sleeping.

515 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00019879 1/31/18 There is a man camping here. Right in the middle block, directly in front of Blue Taco Grill, he can't move, people are feeding 
him.  He can't stand up. Been there more then 5 days.

517 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00034933 2/22/18 Tent partially blocking sidewalk near 517 3 Av

519 3RD AVE, 18-00028502 2/12/18 Tent blocking building entrance and sidewalk
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WEST SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00039614 3/1/18 Customer called CSB to report a camp site that is growing on the sidewalk at a vacant store front. He states there are 2 tents, 
containers with water and feces on the side of the tents.

18-00023491 2/5/18 Tent on sidewalk

520 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00029119 2/13/18 Unsanitary personal encampment that has been in place for approximately two years.

18-00036732 2/26/18 Garbage

18-00024527 2/6/18 Customer called to report the encampment near 520 Queen Anne Ave N is blocking the sidewalk. He stated there is trash and 
debris covering the entire sidewalk and is approximately 6'x10'. He said pedestrians are being forced to step over the trash pile 
and the site has doubled in size this past week.

18-00014574 1/24/18 Our resident homeless man has left his grocery cart full of wet overflowing belongings for weeks at the same spot next to Dicks 
on Queen Anne Ave. It is unsightly, hazardous, and a rat haven. Please do something about this.

18-00036583 2/26/18 Across from uptown theatre, homeless person living on sidewalk. Lots of garbage and debris.

18-00067565 4/11/18 There has been a pile of garbage here for months. No one seems to own any of it and it is just growing expotentionally. Major 
eye sore and a hazard. Right next to lower Queen Anne dicks parking lot.

521 BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00021669 2/2/18 Unauthorized camping

521 EASTLAKE 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00063053 4/4/18 Illigal camping and littter on eastlake south of mercer, up to stewart st. Garbage and campsite threatening tree.

521 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00058993 3/29/18 There is a homeless person who has had piles of garbage and off and he is behaving incoherent. I don't know if the city has 
anything they can do about assisting the person at the garbage seems to keep sprawling at a level that it makes it difficult to 
cross at that area at times.

524 EASTLAKE 
AVE E, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00066827 4/10/18 Camper next to freeway with propane cylinders

18-00049320 3/15/18 Trash/ camp site

525 CHERRY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00067097 4/10/18 Human feces drug paraphernalia tents biohazard

18-00051766 3/19/18 15 tents on east side of 6th under the underpass from Columbia to James

18-00074803 4/20/18 James Street and 6th Avenue-Sprawling Homeless camp smalls of urine and feces. Young Man passed out on sidewalk-had no 
idea if he was dead-could have been-cannot see him unless you looked behind tents.

525 COLUMBIA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00056663 3/26/18 Homeless encampment

525 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00045621 3/9/18 What can be done about the homeless man in front of Dicks across from the uptown theater?  i'm so tired of complaining 
about it.  i sent another find it fix it with a photo this morning but i've never used this platform.  it isn't fair that this one person 
can wreak havoc on a beautiful neighborhood.  he clearly has mental issues and needs to be in a care facility. not on the 
street.  just because he wants to stay there does not give the right to be there an have so much garbage strewn 
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WEST EVERYWHERE!  it is worse than ever and sends a message that its ok to throw garbage whereever you want and live wherever 
you want.  not acceptable. I have spoken to Sally Bagshaw and the rest of the city council about this and nothing has 
happened.  please make something happen.  i sent a picture on the find it fix it app this morning.

528 PONTIUS 
AVE N AMLI 1 
109, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00052287 3/19/18 There is a growing homeless camp that has started at the Mercer freeway entrance, just up the hill on Mercer where Mercer 
crosses with Fairview. I live just across the street from that and this really makes me feel unsafe, not to mention all of the 
garbage that is now littering that hill. Can there be anything done to stop this camp from existing there? Thank you!

530 FAIRVIEW 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00047618 3/13/18 Growing homeless camping. There are currently 6-8 large tents set up in the area next to the on ramp of Mercer street. As 
always there is amassed garbage in the area and feces (hopefully it's from dogs) in the area around there that is increasing.

534 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00013360 1/22/18 Customer reported the male who has lived at this location for more than 2 years needs to be checked on. She stated the pile of 
trash is now 5' high and she cannot tell if the camper is okay under the garbage. She said she can see the trash moving but 
doesn't know if he needs help and requested someone check on him. She also said she thinks there maybe one other person 
there too.  She believes the camper(s) might be piling the garbage to stay warm during the winter.

535 AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00029239 2/13/18 Dumping trash and feces and possible homeless encampment under aurora overpass on Mercer St.

18-00033931 2/21/18 Homeless encampment with piles of garbage

18-00034396 2/21/18 Garbage and possible homeless camp on Mercer under Aurora overpass

18-00033171 2/20/18 Lots of trash and many abandoned shopping carts on the south sidewalk of the Mercer / Aurora underpass. Possible homeless 
camp.

18-00032033 2/16/18 Does this look safe to you??? Someone is going to get hit by a car.

18-00031467 2/16/18 Illegal dumping and public safety issue

18-00039154 3/1/18 Trash. Human waste. Shopping carts. Bags of rotten food. Propane and propane cooking stoves. Blocking the sidewalk

18-00038092 2/27/18 Encampment. Been there over two weeks.

18-00036699 2/26/18 Abandoned garbage

18-00040731 3/2/18 Underneath the Aurora overpass on the south side of Mercer St. A homeless black male in crisis is living with approximately 5-7 
shopping carts, tarps, a BBQ grill and surrounded by garbage since mid December. Rats and pigeons are everywhere. Blocking 
the entire sidewalk.

18-00039732 3/1/18 Homeless person, lots of garbage, hard to pass by on sidewalk, reported twice before with no feedback

18-00046980 3/12/18 Homeless camp, rodents, litter

18-00003815 1/7/18 Encampment in sidewalk. Seems to have been there a while. Do they really have permission to get in the way of pedestrians 
using the sidewalk? It's not out of the way

18-00030665 2/15/18 Dumping, needles and trash on Mercer St below 99 bridge

18-00020779 2/1/18 Trash, 3 shopping carts, dirty blankets, and large containers of urine blocking sidewalk.  Person was relieving himself into 
bottles this morning at approx 7:45 AM on 1/31/18

18-00024814 2/6/18 This hobo has been here formonths and his garbage pile is getting bigger and bigger. it's become a SAFETY HAZARD as you 
cam see people now have to move toward the busy mercer street at rush hour and risk getting hit by a fast moving vehicle. if 
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WEST 535 AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

this man doesnt move i fear you will have a worse problem on your hands.

18-00013006 1/22/18 Illegal encampment on Mercer Street under Aurora

18-00014579 1/24/18 Camping on sidewalk on south side of street under SR 99. Hard to walk by and messy.

18-00018623 1/29/18 Camping on mercer underneath Aurora

18-00000448 1/2/18 Encampment

18-00002908 1/5/18 Beginning Encampment

536 AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00002219 1/4/18 Unsafe encampment trash everywhere

18-00042408 3/5/18 Unsafe and dangerous. An eye-sore and unsanitary.

18-00033030 2/20/18 Under aururoa overpass on Mercer. Tent community. A mess. Lots of trash. Saw a couple needles in the brush nearby.

18-00037587 2/27/18 Garbage dump

18-00014578 1/24/18 Homeless camp blocking sidewalk

18-00029248 2/13/18 Garbage and campers

18-00027219 2/9/18 This is really getting bad. Almost filling the sidewalk.

18-00038384 2/28/18 ACTIVE CAMP

18-00025793 2/8/18 On Mercer just west of dexter under the bridge.

18-00036692 2/26/18 Massive amount of garbage suitcases shopping carts sleeping bodies

18-00036245 2/26/18 Unauthorized Camping

18-00013800 1/23/18 Pile of garbage and several shopping carts. Taking up nearly the whole sidewalk.

544 AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00044572 3/8/18 3' wide by approximately 20' long of scattered debris. Trash, tarps, garbage bags, piles and piles of things. I have never seen 
anyone with all of the stuff. The trash has gotten really bad over the last several weeks. If you are going to allow people to live 
there, at least supply them with a trashcan and pick it up weekly. The trash is ridiculous!!

546 6TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00002892 1/5/18 Illegal Camping. Litter

55 BELL ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00022977 2/4/18 1st tent in months after so much work to remove tents. Maybe on private property. Please don't let this go back like it was!!!!

18-00023275 2/5/18 Tents set up under viaduct behind 55 bell street. This area is still designated an emphasis area by spd and the navigation 
team.

552 MCGRAW ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00057083 3/27/18 Illegal camping in slide prone area

562 NEWTON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00016801 1/26/18 Illegal encampments, discarded stolen items, debris, excrement, needles.
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WEST 568 AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00036249 2/26/18 For the past few months there has been a homeless encampment under the bridge on Mercer Street near Dexter Ave (near the 
Gates Foundation).  It's absolutely stunning to me that this colossal mess has been allowed to persist for so long given that this 
is a main corridor into the Seattle Center, which of course must not impress the many visitors to our city, not to mention those 
of us who live here.  In my opinion, this is low-hanging fruit and the city should be making every effort to keep this corridor 
clean, as this is a blight that's clearly visible to so many tourists.  In short, this area needs to be cleaned up for the good of the 
city.  I should also mention that the walls in this same area are covered in graffiti (with one message proclaiming "Trump 
2020!"). Please, for the good of the city, can you take care of this?

18-00044570 3/8/18 The entire south side of Mercer under Aurora has been used as a dumping ground and encampment for over a month now.  
Waste includes propane tanks, charcoal, food waste, human waste, shopping carts, broken glass, tarps, clothes, shopping 
baskets, and much more.  Clear evidence of open fire being used on the sidewalk.  The debris pile is taking up more and more 
space and will soon block the crosswalk entirely.

575 MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00033042 2/20/18 Trash on sidewalk

576 FAIRVIEW 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00049277 3/15/18 On the slope right of the on ramp heading onto I5 south from Mercer lots of trash from the homeless encampment above. It 
should not be allowed under any circumstances.

5TH AVE N & 
HARRISON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00025194 2/7/18 Homeless encampment at a bus stop outside Museum of Pop Culture near the corner of 5th Ave. and Harrison St.

600 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00034229 2/21/18 25 tents in a row. Encampment

600 AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00045190 3/8/18 Customer called CSB on 3/8/2018 to report camping under Aurora Ave N, south of Mercer St. Camper has been there for one 
year, he is blocking part of the sidewalk, there is garbage all over the street and alcohol bottles.

18-00001235 1/3/18 Customer called CSB 1/2/18 to report this site is growing. She said there is about 2 feet of space to walk on the sidewalk 
(south side of Mercer St). She reported the smell of human feces if really bad and that there is a large plastic tarp covering 
everything (she is unsure how many people are there).

600 CHERRY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00073789 4/19/18 Tent obstructing line of sight for lot exit

600 FAIRVIEW 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00004448 1/8/18 Mercer and Fairview

18-00025784 2/8/18 Illegal camping, damage to plants, lots of garbage strewn everywhere.

18-00033431 2/20/18 Garbage

18-00037811 2/27/18 Lots of litter in the landscaping east of fairview/mercer near the ramp to I-5.

18-00035312 2/22/18 Illegal encampment

600 JAMES ST, 18-00030655 2/15/18 Seattle is a mess.  Please clean this place up once for  all.  I am sick of all the trash everywhere. Clothing, tents, bottles, cans, 
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WEST SEATTLE, WA 
98104

newspaper, syringes,bottles of urine.  This is a homeless camp that has broken down the chain link fenceto get directly under 
I-5.   This is a very dangerous siutation

18-00071184 4/16/18 Illegal encampments - trash everywhere

601 3RD AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00033742 2/20/18 Illegal encampment

601 7TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00057057 3/27/18 Tent in alley

601 8TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00052795 3/20/18 3 tents on WSDOT property

601 DEXTER AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00022731 2/3/18 Person is camped out under bridge over mercer taking up entire walkway and lots of garbage

601 MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00044319 3/7/18 Homeless encampment on the sidewalk on the south side of Mercer St between 6th Ave N and Dexter Ave N, under Aurora Ave 
N. It has been there for months and the garbage and other items continue to build up and are blocking most of the sidewalk.

601 W OLYMPIC 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00039652 3/1/18 Camping in the park

601 W ROY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00074299 4/20/18 Encampment at lower kinnear park, close to the dog off leash area. Lots of litter and human excrements. I did not feel safe to 
take pictures.

601 WALL ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00046600 3/11/18 At stop light entering on to 99 N. Pink elephant to my right. Car full of kids! Saw 3 people shooting up in broad daylight LIVING 
on the sidewalk. A disgraceful sight for my car full of kids to see! A disgrace for our city. This is negligent behavior on part of 
the city for not keeping our streets safe. Shame. On. You. What will it take for action to happen!

602 AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00017956 1/29/18 Obstructing sidewalk with tent and litter

18-00033256 2/20/18 Homeless encampment blocking sidewalk.

18-00033915 2/21/18 Camping

603 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00019127 1/30/18 Encampment Development

18-00030121 2/14/18 Encampment

18-00035720 2/23/18 Twenty tents

18-00074114 4/19/18 Tents, trash, drugs, feces, etc. Is no one concerned about safety of pedestrians near ferry terminal?

18-00046567 3/11/18 Illegal camping

18-00051438 3/18/18 Illegal Camping
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WEST 603 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00066832 4/10/18 Line of tents, garbage, stolen bikes, weapons, and drug dealing outside Colman Dock Ferry TerminalPeople living in tents 
getting aggressive and blocking sidewalks. It's getting dangerous and has gone on too long.

18-00074134 4/19/18 Tent encampment

603 AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00036246 2/26/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00015595 1/25/18 Litter at camp

603 W OLYMPIC 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00065717 4/9/18 Tents in park

18-00057719 3/27/18 Tents in park

18-00027610 2/10/18 Tents in park again

18-00052736 3/20/18 Homeless camp

604 JAMES ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00072716 4/18/18 Camping and bottles of urine, feces, furniture and trash from James to cherry on 6th on the sidewalk abutting the large parking 
lot under the freeway.

605 W ROY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00063564 4/5/18 Several tents in lower Kinnear Park with people living there. Unsanitary & can't take family there

18-00059536 3/29/18 Several tents in lower Kinnear Park with people living there. Unsanitary & can't take family there

607 PONTIUS 
AVE N, SEATTLE, 
WA 98109

18-00018625 1/29/18 Camping, excessive trash and plant damage

609 YESLER 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00052573 3/20/18 Cut / bent cyclone fencing at SW end of Yesler overpass - used to access illegal encampments next to freeway. Also used by 
smash & grab thieves who steal from cars parked on Yesler

61 MARION ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00041490 3/5/18 Illegal camping with Coleman Ferry Footbridge under Highway 99. Last Thursday it was all cleaned up, no campers and no 
trash. Friday there was one camper. Now there are multiple. Today is Monday.

610 GALER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00053572 3/21/18 Unauthorized camping. Three tents, 1 red, 1 blue/green, one lime green.

619 WESTERN 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00003245 1/5/18 Our company professionally manages two office buildings in the North end of the Pioneer Square Historical District.The Polson 
Building is at 71 Columbia Street. The 619 Western Building at 619 Western Avenue. Both buildings were built in the early 
1900's as loft warehouses serving the Seattle Waterfront. Both have been renovated into modern office buildings and have 
been seismically upgraded. Both have maintained their historical character and are home to some of Seattle's finest 
architectural and technology companies.Both of these properties, office tenants and tenant employees have been impacted by 
the constant unauthorized homeless encampments that are sited along Columbia Street, between First Avenue and Alaskan 
Way.Over the past few years, our building superintendent is forced to deal with the removal and sanitizing building entries 
from urine, feces and vomit. Finding used syringes in and about the properties are a constant reminder of the degradation 
occurring in the neighborhood.We've had employees assaulted by homeless individuals, property damage and loss of property, 
vehicle break in's and property damage caused by a dumpster fire. We've received reports that female employees have had 
occurrences of purse snatchings while attempting to access their office building during non-business hours.We are seeking your 
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WEST Mayoral foresight to take the necessary steps to ensure that our Tenants are afforded the safe and healthy environment they 
are entitled to.We and our tenants encourage the City to continue to provide services to individuals experiencing homelessness, 
to find solutions to build more affordable and permanent housing for individuals experiencing homelessness and to continue to 
clean-up dangerous and illegal encampments. Not only are illegal encampments unsafe and unhealthy places for people to live, 
but are unsafe and unhealthy for those business and their employees who make Seattle their place of business.We encourage 
your taking the necessary steps to find solutions to help homeless individuals while at the same time taking the necessary 
steps to clean up illegal encampments that put others at risk.We and our neighbors at the Daily Journal of Commerce Building 
have submitted a petition to extend the recently enacted Belltown and Pike Place Market emphasis zone to the area of Western 
Avenue and Columbia Street and as far south to Jackson Street. We are in desperate need of a safer and healthier environment 
for all.Attached are photos taken this morning of the area immediately adjacent to our managed properties.

620 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00042972 3/6/18 Tents on sidewalk

18-00019122 1/30/18 Encampment Development.

18-00056506 3/26/18 A tent city keeps impeding the sidewalk forcing pedestrians into the street.

18-00002983 1/5/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00038618 2/28/18 Tents on sidewalk

18-00031119 2/15/18 Tent partially blocking sidewalk

18-00031120 2/15/18 18 tents at roadside

18-00049905 3/15/18 Blocking the sidewalk

18-00018037 1/29/18 Tents on sidewalk

620 W MERCER 
PL 3B, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00047873 3/13/18 Customer called to report that she is tired of the campers from Kinnear Park using her condo staircase as a bathroom. She said 
she has been tolerant for years of people camping around the area, but now she feels like the campers are getting too bold. 
The customer says that she has to clean human waste out of her staircase on a weekly basis. Even if the campers are allowed 
to stay in the park, she is requesting that the Navigation Team inform the campers where they should be using the restroom.

620 W OLYMPIC 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00059418 3/29/18 1 of 15 tents using the park as a permanent camp site

621 AURORA AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00036293 2/26/18 Vagrancy

626 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00024144 2/6/18 Trash and homeless camp set up.

630 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00008651 1/15/18 Someone is collecting more and more belongings. This has grown since the last time I reported it about 2 Weeks ago. Why 
that report is now closed yet this encampment is still in the park is beyond me.

18-00064881 4/6/18 There are so many homeless it is unsafe to walk through the park anymore.

18-00059433 3/29/18 Encampment

636 MADISON 18-00069851 4/13/18 Unauthorized Camping. Camping under Freeway Park. You can see the campsite clearly as you head southbound through 
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WEST ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

Seattle. This is a dangerous area and I don't know how the campers would get to and from this location. It looks like the area 
is on the ledge of the freeway, but underneath freeway park.

636 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00024143 2/6/18 Past the tennis courts in lower kinner Park. There are also several tents up and trash all through out

18-00008650 1/15/18 One of 5 tents located under trees that are apt to fall and a known slide area.

18-00011341 1/18/18 Camping in Kinnear Park and associated urination and defecation.

18-00000150 1/1/18 5-7 tents illegally camping  several under landslide prone areas. Trees have recently fallen next to many of these tents creating 
unsafe conditions.

18-00004604 1/8/18 One of 5 tents in locations subject to landslides. This would be a nightmare for the city if it were to allow these tents to remain 
in a park that  has trees falling and landslides. Imagine the liability.

18-00059414 3/29/18 1 of 15 tents camping in the park

18-00059431 3/29/18 Same tent same spot, this was reported +60 days ago

18-00063555 4/5/18 1 of 15 tents camping in the park

18-00063558 4/5/18 Same tent same spot, this was reported +60 days ago

18-00039639 3/1/18 Dangerous camping below know mudslide hill

18-00027720 2/11/18 Two newly established illegal encampments in Kinnear Park.

18-00034382 2/21/18 Unauthorized camping. Campers in park.

18-00039646 3/1/18 Multi person tent in park. Has been here for months.

18-00039655 3/1/18 Camping in the park

18-00039656 3/1/18 Camping in the park

640 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00046390 3/10/18 Camping is proliferating on the slope of Kinnear Park above West Mercer Place near the intersection with 15th Avenue North. 
There are five to six tents on this slope, a dramatic increase in recent weeks.

18-00050146 3/15/18 Another day another tent appears.

18-00040148 3/2/18 Unauthorized camping  Looks like mattresses were dumped and the homeless are now using it as a sleeping location.

18-00068497 4/12/18 Illegal camping in Kinnear Park. Social workers are not working. Use police. It is illegal and posted. Enforce the law!

18-00050114 3/15/18 Illeagal camping

18-00059425 3/29/18 1 of 15 tents using the park as a permanent camping site. Right under a known hillside area.

18-00039647 3/1/18 Tent perched in a known slide area

18-00039645 3/1/18 Illegal camping in the park. Looks like a tree branch fell on this tent.

18-00065950 4/9/18 1 of 15 tents using the park as a permanent camping site. Right under a known hillside area.

642 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00017947 1/29/18 In Lower Kinnear Park: Illegal camping / homeless encampment / trash everywhere.These campsites were cleared but are now 
just popping right back up again.  This is such a waste of a nice park and all the work that was done to revitalize it.  One of the 
camps / dumping sites is right by the tennis court.  The rest are further down just above the dog park (which is now never 
used, as no one wants to be around all this trash/likely illegal activity).  Can these be cleared again?  Permanently?  This is our 
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WEST 642 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

neighborhood.

18-00013919 1/23/18 There is a new homeless population that has moved into the park.  Trash is all over the ground.

18-00051422 3/18/18 Illegal CampingI don't walk through Kinear regularly, but every time I do the camping issue is worse. The last time I walked 
through was in the fall and there was about 6-9 camps in the upper part. Today I walked by the tennis courts to the outlook 
and could count at least 10 tents in the greenbelt area. I report this each time and will continue to until this improves. Ben - 
Queen Anne.

649 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00047253 3/12/18 Tent on WSDOT side of fence at Kobe terrace park

650 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00072699 4/18/18 Tents along West side of i-5

66 BELL ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00071281 4/16/18 This is a drug selling/using tent on Western/Bell under the viaduct. Seen in photo declaration of no camping. Everyone knows 
these guys in our neighborhood.

660 ELLIOTT AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00062314 4/3/18 Kinnear Park.  Illeagal camping. Please remove them. There are like six tents here.

660 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00024145 2/6/18 Several tents set up in lower kinner Park all along the path all the way to the dog park at least four. Trash surrounding all of 
them.

665 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00019000 1/30/18 Encampment east side i-5

678 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00002314 1/4/18 A tent that is located under an area in the park prone to landslides. I see this as a being a liability to the city if there were to 
be a slide, lives would be lost not just from this tent but the other 5 tents that are placed in dangerous areas of the park.

680 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00064623 4/6/18 Multiple tents in park

686 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00053184 3/20/18 Tent camping. Many many. Please have them removed. It is illegal to camp in Kinnear Park per posted signs.

69 PIKE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00072659 4/18/18 Unauthorized camping Trash strewn everywhere

18-00052253 3/19/18 Illegal camping in and around pike hillclimb

18-00052706 3/20/18 Tents In parking lot

18-00047186 3/12/18 Illegal camping under the viaduct.
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WEST 69 PIKE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00052705 3/20/18 Tents under viaduct

690 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00067858 4/11/18 Tent camping and trash all over near the dog park in Kinnear Park.

698 W MERCER 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00067601 4/11/18 Lower Kinnear Park has 4 to 5 tens, they are the left of the entrance.  Didn't see any people, they were probably in the tents.

6TH AVE & 
CHERRY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00013052 1/22/18 When will the growing illegal homeless encampment be removed east and west of Cherry St on 6th Avenue?  The amount of 
garbage is growing exponentially, homeless tents have colonized the sidewalk and are now colonizing the private parking lot on 
both sides of Cherry, the colony of rats is healthy and proliferating, the homeless throw unused food all over the area, they 
defecate against cars in the parking lot, they vomit on the sidewalk...and this is about 1 block from the offices of the Mayor 
and City Council!  I walk through it on my way to work in the Municipal Tower every morning and evening.

6TH AVE & 
CHERRY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00069320 4/13/18 Sidewalk obstruction with litter and tents

18-00074748 4/20/18 Remove tent that is in the parking strip on 6th Ave.  When exiting the parking lot the tent on the right is blocking view of 
oncoming traffic and makes it very dangerous.

6TH AVE & 
COLUMBIA ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00059343 3/29/18 Carolus called CSB to report tents and garbage around the meal site for operation sack lunch. There is now four tents that 
have popped up around the meal site this week, along with garbage. One tent on the corner is blocking the view for drivers 
and is a safety concern. Carolus' biggest concern is the garbage, human waste and sanitation issues that come along with 
people living near the meal service area.

18-00025520 2/7/18 Carolus from OSL operation sack lunch wanted to report a woman camping at the meal site at 6th Ave and Columbia St. 
Carolus informed that typically, people understand that they cannot camp here because of the meal program and leave. This 
particular woman appears to have a mental illness and is refusing to leave. Carolus has called the police in the past to have 
people removed, but he would rather the navigation team talk with the woman if possible. Joe can be reached at 
206-474-1110 or by cell at 425-449-6529.

6TH AVE & 
COLUMBIA ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00066294 4/9/18 Illegal camping; trash; sidewalk obstructions; unlawful activities

18-00066296 4/9/18 Illegal camping; trash and sidewalk blocked. THIRD Request

6TH AVE & 
COLUMBIA ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98124

18-00066055 4/9/18 Tents on the East side of 6th Ave in between Columbia and Cherry. There are tents that are set up on the North side entrance 
of a public parking lot.  This is very dangerous since you can't see on-coming cars coming off the freeway while trying to 
merge from the parking lot onto 6th Ave.  These tents should be removed immediately because this is a hazard for people 
trying to leave the parking lot because these tents block the view of on-coming vehicles.

6TH AVE & 
JAMES ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00069298 4/13/18 Homeless Encampment tent blocking the sidewalk & curbing as well as visibility of oncoming traffic on 6TH AVE turning onto 
JAMES ST.

18-00069323 4/13/18 Hello,I operate the parking area on 6th and James and have noticed a much higher collection of homeless establishing tents 
along 6th avenue.  There has also been a steady mounting of trash build up as a result.Can we coordinate a cleanup effort? I 
am including the SPD as we will be orchestrating a no trespass next week on the camps that have set up on private property. 
My contact information is provided.Thanks,RandyRandy W. BrehmDirector of Self Park OperationsRepublic Parking NWSeattle, 
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WEST 6TH AVE & 
JAMES ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

WA(206) 255-3602

700 6TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00047626 3/13/18 Garbage trash hazards

18-00074753 4/20/18 Illegal Camping. Columbia to Cherry on 6th Ave, east side of 6th Ave in the planting and sidewalk areas.

18-00073091 4/18/18 Tent on sidewalk, garbage

700 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00008979 1/16/18 New tent setup after last weeks removal of everyone. Plenty of police around to stop while setting up encampment.

18-00065646 4/9/18 Homeless encampment under the viaduct near Yesler. People threatening each other with poles, yelling, and throwing things 
all over the sidewalk.

18-00065898 4/9/18 Illegal encampment again at this location. Tents cleared up barely for one day before they all came back. I can only imagine 
the wasted dollars to sitting fence material on the sidewalk while waiting for tents to move. How safe is it to leave fencing 
material on the street next to cars and sidewalks, meanwhile tents set up new locations there everyday. The rule to give tents 
over a month notice to move is clearly not working, nor being supervised. It seems someone asked them to move, and then no 
one followed up enough to make sure the site was clear. I can also only imagine the tax payer dollars that go to these fences 
and the hourly rate to employees setting up these fences. Nonetheless employees show up to put these fences up, and can't 
do they work because tents are back up. It's so much wasted money to put band aids on this issue. Seattle needs to stop being 
an inhibitor to this homeless crisis. Provide a real solution and don't bend on general rules most cities observe (not allowing 
Needles and garbage to litter sidewalks)

18-00066120 4/9/18 Tents and garbage

18-00024298 2/6/18 There are needles, garbage, feces, and about 13 tents in the gravel area next to where cars lineup. In this same area two 
weeks ago I saw a man yielding a hatchet at another man. I reported that incident, tents were cleaned up, and now people are 
back again and with needles everywhere. This is a common area where commuters walk to/from work and ferries.

18-00010016 1/17/18 Encampment developing

18-00029748 2/13/18 Illegal encampment near water taxi and ferries. This evening I counted at least 18 tents near a high traffic pedestrian area for 
water taxis, commuters, and ferry passengers. Previously I've witnessed numerous needles in this area, and also a hatchet 
welding man trying to harm another man. This is not a safe location for homeless or pedestrians and needs to be removed 
immediately.

18-00037307 2/26/18 Illegal camping

18-00011637 1/19/18 Encampment development

18-00021033 2/1/18 Row of 10 tents between Yesler and Columbia on Alaskan Way S.

18-00054179 3/22/18 Burgeoning homeless tents along shared use path parallel to Alaskan Way extending 2 blocks.  The tents, belongings, and 
trash from the encampment is spilling into the pathway creating a safety concern for both the people in the tents and the 
cyclists using the path.  This area is heavily congested as is due to ferry terminal so roads are often hazardous with people 
exiting Uber's in traffic lanes so many cyclists use the path but debris and people crawling out of tents poses a hazard also.

18-00053248 3/20/18 Illegal encampment. I've contacted about this encampment before and it seems nothing happens. Tents are growing and 
encroaching onto sidewalks. The entire area is becoming filled with tents, and in some cases there is no room for pedestrians 
to walk on sidewalks. On other side of Alaska, tents take up the entire crosswalk waiting area- forcing pedestrians to stand in 
streets on a busy road waiting for the walk sign. How is this ok to leave this problem going on for so long? This is at least the 
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WEST 700 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

fourth time reporting this issue and no one is doing anything. Why does anyone pay taxes when nothing get done? It's 
completely not safe for pedestrians or people in tents to be camping here.

703 7TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00051830 3/19/18 Underpass on 5th just north of cherry next to public meal station.

71 COLUMBIA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00024735 2/6/18 Dear Mayor Durkan and City Council,  I am writing to express my horror, disappointment and anger at the current state of the 
city, Pioneer Square, Columbia Street and the area in front of the building in which I work (71 Columbia- the Polson Building).  
I am a Seattle native- born at Swedish Hospital and raised in the city. I have lived and worked in the Puget Sound area my 
whole life. In June of 2017, I came to work at Bassetti Architects. I have kept relatively silent and calm about the state of our 
street.   At any given time, there are 6-8 tents directly across from our building. I have watched drug deals, drug activity, seen 
"pee bottles" and needles. There has been intentional garbage dumping on our doorstep. There have been individuals holding 
ice axes. Our east doorway often reeks of urine. Our west doorway is often used for shooting up.  Today, however, a whole 
new level was achieved. I came to work at 7:30am and found human feces smeared all over our door pad, the ADA access pad 
and the front doors and handles. This is a clear threat. The person(s) doing this are deliberately threatening all who work in 
this building. Whether it's personal or aimed more at the "system," does not matter. This is a crime. This is a health hazard. 
This is beyond what we should be allowing for human decency. These people do NOT have the RIGHT to live on the street. 
They do NOT have the RIGHT to do whatever they want. They do NOT have the RIGHT to threaten me.  I do not know the 
answer to this problem but it is out of control. I compare it to a soccer match where the referee didn't call the fouls early 
enough and now the game is a series of yellow and red cards. This activity makes me sad for my hometown. It makes me sad 
for me (because I hesitate to continue working downtown), for my husband who is a first responder, and for my children who 
have to experience a disgusting city, not the city I love.   PLEASE get tougher on these people. They are not the displaced 
families living in cars who deserve services. The people living across from 71 Columbia are criminals.   Thank you for your 
attention and response. Sincerely, Kari Pelaez

18-00015184 1/24/18 There are multiple homeless drug users camped out underneath the viaduct where Columbia meets Western Ave. They 
continue to dump trash, use needles, dig through our trash and enter our office. Please remove these individuals from the 
area.

712 6TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00053873 3/21/18 Illegal encampment

18-00069916 4/13/18 Illegal camping and trash

715 MINOR AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00010794 1/18/18 Tent camper

717 S PLUMMER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00044958 3/8/18 Tent inside fenced off area 1100 block airport wy s

724 DENNY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00064589 4/6/18 Illegal camping

725 MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00010577 1/18/18 Expanding homeless encampment in the Mercer Underpass beneath Aurora Avenue N., on the south side of the street.
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WEST 734 OREGON 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98199

18-00000053 1/1/18 Homeless man living under back porch of Fort Lawton building 734. Known to Parks & Rec staff as "Mad Mark", he had been 
living there (allowed by P&R!) for over 1 year !!! The space under the back porch of Bldg 734 needs to be closed off with wood 
or wire fencing to stop homeless people from living there.

742 MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00020912 2/1/18 Illegal camping and homeless: There's a homeless person camping on Mercer St. under the WA-99 bridge for more than a 
month. The illegal camp setup by such person had created unpleasant smells, deface the road and blocked the walk way. The 
homeless also cooks near the camp and leaving trashes everywhere. I believe the homeless person could be better helped.

18-00030804 2/15/18 To Whom it May Concern,  I want to point out a public health concern.  The homeless person camped on Mercer Street under  
Aurora has been camped there for months.  He is surrounded by filth.  He throws his leftover food around his tent site.  I have 
watched pigeons and rodents eating his leftover food scraps.  This is going to be a public health risk.Frank F Ditto III MD

745 MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00043949 3/7/18 Homeless, Garbage, Feaces, entire sidewalk disgusting under bridge

18-00029206 2/13/18 A large tent/tarp structure is taking up half the sidewalk, along with large amounts of trash, carts, and feces.

18-00042320 3/5/18 Transient has been living on the sidewalk of the Underpass on the south side of Mercer St, UNDER Aurora Ave.   lots of trash is 
blocking pedestrians from using the sidewalk. Very dangerous obstruction!! Please clear immediately. He has been there for 
several weeks.

18-00040016 3/2/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00041563 3/5/18 Mercer & Dexter under the Aurora Ave bridge-two weeks of illegal camping, litter, graffiti.

18-00011294 1/18/18 Homeless encampment

18-00022648 2/3/18 Homeless camp on east side of Mercer. Under the bridge. Horrible smells

75 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00062907 4/4/18 Encampment is south of Main St, under the viaduct on Alaskan Way. One of the campers is in the pedestrian/bike lane. Their is 
also a man sleeping near a garage, "Our Home Hotel Condominium." One tent  is in the loading zone.

750 MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00043930 3/7/18 Garbage pile has been steadily growing for months

77 SPRING ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00035485 2/23/18 Illegal camping and leaving garbage everywhere

18-00017853 1/29/18 More tent coming

18-00007388 1/12/18 Abandoned tent. No one inside.

18-00014103 1/23/18 camping by the restaurant

18-00020397 1/31/18 Yesler and Western Ave.

18-00024617 2/6/18 Homeless Encampment

18-00012086 1/19/18 Tent on side walk

18-00004801 1/9/18 Tents and trash blocking sidewalk

773 6TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00067683 4/11/18 13 tents from 6th and cherry to 6th and Columbia.

18-00067686 4/11/18 13 tents from 6th and cherry to 6th and Columbia.
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WEST 791 MERCER ST 
99 UNDERPASS, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00042493 3/5/18 There has been an unauthorized encampment on the south sidewalk on Mercer under the 99 for several months. Garbage from 
the camp and tagging on the wall sprawl along the entire underpass. Food and home appliances are all over the place. The 
camp is entirely on the sidewalk, making it difficult and dangerous to pass. It seems to get more sprawling by the day.

791 MERCER ST 
UNDER THE 
BRIDGE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00037502 2/27/18 there is multiple shopping carts as well as trash and it seems to be increasing. it is now impeding on the sidewalk enough to 
where it is not safe to walk

791 MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00044897 3/8/18 There is a homeless person under the 99 that has moved in on the right side of the sidewalk. I'd like to see this person taken 
to a shelter instead of moving in on the main Mercer St.

7TH AVE & 
UNIVERSITY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00051642 3/19/18 Saw a man walking in-between cement barriers of I-5 and dirt area (just east of I-5 and just west of express lanes).  This area 
is underneath the Convention Center.  There is an unauthorized encampment built up high and is a fort-like structure 
surrounded by large cement blocks.  When you are heading south on 1-5 and look to your left you can see this structure.  This 
morning at app. 8:30 I saw this man walking around looking at the garbage.  This could be the inhabitant of that structure.  It 
is in an extremely unsafe and dangerous area.

80 MARION ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00030389 2/14/18 Homeless encampment

18-00025327 2/7/18 Homeless encampments under the viaduct on the bridge to/from the ferries. Filling the location with garbage, food waste, and 
encroaching on the narrow access in that location. This might present an ADA compliance issue with how narrow the passable 
area is.There are people there writhing on the ground and mumbling. Several of the homeless are regularly there and seem to 
be suffering from a severe mental crisis and are in need of help.The first and last place you see in Seattle by water is a urine 
soaked and garbage laden tunnel, pressed by those who are unwell and occasionally aggressive, lashing out at those walking 
by or each other.This isn't all homeless or even all homeless by the ferry docks or the walkway; but that section of bridge is a 
marring mark on an otherwise succeeding city. This is a shame to the people who are living there in crisis and a restriction of 
passage for those who work and live in Seattle. Commutes that start or end in puddles of food waste and urine are a shame to 
the city.Has there been outreach attempts with the people sleeping and living there? What solutions can be expected, both for 
the people sleeping there, and for reclaiming public infrastructure with the primary purpose of transportation.   Thank you for 
time and effort. I understand your ability to answer my questions and request might be limited. I just wish to impress that 
something needs to be done for the sake of all stakeholders in the Seattle community. Ditto with the overlap of potential issues 
between SDOT and WSDOT property. Please do your best with this request, then forward this Request to the council offices of 
Sally Bagshaw (Disctrict 7), and Teresa Mosqueda (at-large), and  M. Lorena González (at-large). Even if nothing can be done 
to return that tunnel to a well lit location with the beautiful murals representing Seattle and the Puget Sound (more's the pity), 
please at least help the people in crisis.Thank you sincerely,A concerned citizen

18-00035230 2/22/18 Homeless encampment

18-00034773 2/22/18 Homeless encampment and structure. Blocking the sidewalk under the narrow walkway.Signage already says its illegal to store 
stuff there, why is nothing done day after day?

18-00034109 2/21/18 Encampment with roof and walls strung up in a narrow walkway.

18-00033530 2/20/18 Homeless encampment. Needles seen on the ground along garbage and makeshift structures along this narrow path.

18-00030809 2/15/18 Homeless encampment and garbage crowding out a walkway.
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WEST 80 MARION ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00030838 2/15/18 What is going on down here, homeless encampment that is an obstruction.per: 
https://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/FAS/Rules/FAS-encampment-rule-17-01.pdf "3.4 “Obstruction” means 
people, tents, personal property, garbage, debris or otherobjects related to an encampment that: are in a City park or on a 
public sidewalk;interfere with the pedestrian or transportation purposes of public rights-of-way; orinterfere with areas that are 
necessary for or essential to the intended use of apublic property or facility"

18-00031964 2/16/18 Homeless encampment. There is a sign down there saying that keeping property is illegal already.Why isn't that enforced?

80 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00039387 3/1/18 Encampments

18-00049181 3/14/18 Homeless encampment in front of my building

800 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98134-8104

18-00044953 3/8/18 Litter, needles, bottles.There are tents lined up underneath the viaduct from Cherry Street to Madison Street.  There is 
garbage, needles, bottles outside the tents.

800 S WELLER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00019935 1/31/18 Tents and garbage

18-00058598 3/28/18 Suspicious activity. Numerous individuals suspiciously loitering, coming and going. Multiple tents set up and doing hand to hand 
exchanges and drug use behind our business. Used syringes have made their way to our parking lot.

18-00072679 4/18/18 Encampment on WDOT propert

801 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00072567 4/18/18 Transients have set up camp along Utah Avenue South, and underneath the Viaduct near the Colman Dock. Asking for a 
navigation team to respond to this as we feel unsafe.

18-00001164 1/3/18 Unauthorized camping.  / 7 tents / at least 10 people / campsite has been growing for the last two weeks / Arguemenative 
campers / a lot of garbage and misc. items strewn along /

18-00056528 3/26/18 Hello Mayor Please help clean our neighborhood. I read an article in MyNorthwest.com today about Seattle's Travel slump. 
Might be because of our nations politics or it might be that tourists don't want to have to walk through homeless encampments 
on their way to ride the ferry. Thanks Matt Brown

18-00000818 1/2/18 Dear Mayor Durkan,I am a daily commuter on the Bainbridge Island ferry and am fortunate to be able to walk from my 
residence to the ferry dock on Bainbridge and then from Colman Dock to my office in Seattle.I want to express my concern at 
the alarming deterioration of the raised walkway between Colman Dock and First Avenue. The homeless individuals camping on 
both sides of the walkway leave only a narrow corridor for several hundred ferry commuters to get by. Trash is strewn 
throughout the span. Rental bicycles further obstruct the walkway and are now being used as structural support for lean-to's 
used by the homeless.There is a strong odor of urine on the walkway. Several of the homeless talk to themselves and are quick 
with hostility directed at pedestrians. One recently kept shouting at me, "Do you think I'm afraid of you?" Whoa. Nearly all ask 
for money as we commuters do our best to avoid eye contact with them, never knowing what might set someone off.I'm 
seeing an increase in commuters leaving Colman Dock to avoid the raised walkway, taking side streets. But the construction 
throughout that area has many of them either going several blocks out of their way or dodging through traffic with so many 
sidewalks closed.I am convinced that this is going to lead to a tragedy with either an unstable homeless person becoming 
violent or a commuter getting struck by a car.I would like to ask if the raised walkway can be cleared of homeless and cleaned 
up. I'm embarrassed knowing tourists see the way it is now. I realize once cleared it would quickly become re-populated unless 
routine patrols keep it cleared for pedestrian traffic.Thank you for considering this request.Cordially,Chuck HirmanBainbridge 
Island, WA(206) 567-5613

18-00000604 1/2/18 Those of us who travel the Marion Street Pedestrian Bridge daily very much appreciated the cleanup. Especially having the 
street lights turned back on.But, the cleanup only lasted a couple of days. Attached is a pic I took this afternoon of the tunnel 
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WEST 801 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

area beneath the viaduct. The area has returned to "normal."Included in the Coleman Dock project is a rebuild of the Marian 
Street Bridge.Before the final design concept is complete please consider a design that will deter the homeless from setting up 
an encampment on the new bridge.

801 S KING ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00057750 3/27/18 Cut fence leading to freeway & illegal homeless encampment behind Vuu's Beauty Hair Salon. South side of King St & west side 
of I-5. Clearly posted no trespassing sign. Fence cut in multiple places.

18-00072634 4/18/18 Encampments

18-00016675 1/26/18 Broken fence into wadot encampment

18-00033248 2/20/18 Multiple tents behind SDOT No Trespassing.

18-00016896 1/26/18 Tents and people trespassing

801 W ROY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00047519 3/12/18 Camping in the park this tent has been in the park for 4 months now.

801 WESTERN 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00013062 1/22/18 Encampment Development

18-00014938 1/24/18 Encampment Development

18-00018679 1/30/18 Please please please remove these tents. It's getting dangerous in this area. Why let them reset up in this area?

18-00008981 1/16/18 New tent encampment (8) right on sidewalk right-of-way.

18-00035719 2/23/18 Three tents

18-00011632 1/19/18 Encampment development

18-00024100 2/6/18 Alaskan Way & Columbia Please clean this up, it's becoming dangerous in this area and I can't even walk my dog through here. 
This is getting ridiculous.

18-00058379 3/28/18 Unauthorized camping illegal homeless camp that just showed up in the middle of the night

18-00057219 3/27/18 Illegal camp with huge tents that showed up in the middle of the night.The same spot was cleaned previously but same people 
came back again.They were very aggressive and rude when i tried talking to them.Smashed car windows were noticed in the 
area (at least 3 broken windows).

18-00059023 3/29/18 Tent Blocking sidewalk

18-00059020 3/29/18 Tent Blocking sidewalk

18-00064872 4/6/18 Tent Blocking sidewalk

18-00013038 1/22/18 Tents on sidewalk

809 S KING ST 
WSDOT RIGHT 
OF WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00041755 3/5/18 Homeless returned and set up camp sites in WSDOT right or way.WSDOT cleared trash 3/1, 3/2 but holes in fence not 
patched.  Homeless returned 3/3 and set up at least two tents.

811 1ST AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 

18-00013503 1/22/18 Open manhole with people living in it
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WEST 98104

815 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00046101 3/10/18 Tents, human waste and trash

18-00063532 4/5/18 Tents were cleared, then back the next day. Drug use, sales and public urination etc have been observed along the Colman 
dock loading lanes.

18-00066850 4/10/18 Multiple tents blocking sidewalks, forcing pedestrians into street lanes. Coming off the ferry. Mariners and Sounders season is 
coming up, maybe consider clearing this area?Or we can all just walk through soiled underwear on the ground between tents. 
Either way. Not a sports fan, mind. Just trying to get home and noticed the crowd.

18-00059656 3/30/18 Multiple tents blocking sidewalks, forcing pedestrians into street lanes. Coming off the ferry. Mariners and Sounders season is 
coming up, maybe consider clearing this area?Or we can all just walk through soiled underwear on the ground between tents. 
Either way. Not a sports fan, mind. Just trying to get home and noticed the crowd.

818 1ST AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00052502 3/20/18 Homeless unauthorized encampment

823 YALE AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00056189 3/26/18 I already reported this a couple of weeks ago. Nothing has been done. The city needs to have a permanent solution.Remove 
the people camping there and remove the trash

825 YESLER 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00065944 4/9/18 Camping in Kobe Park

83 COLUMBIA ST 
DJC 2ND, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00062713 4/4/18 The SPD needs to swing by and have the homeless tents removed from the site near our building (83 Columbia St) - can't pull 
in to park and the two tents are creating traffic issues -GET THE TENTS REMOVED SAME WITH THE ONE BY COLUMBIA AND 
POST AVE BY THE US BANK BLDG - NO EXCUSE FOR ALLOWING THE TENTS TO TAKE UP THE WALKWAY - RUIN THE AREA 
SO PEOPLE WON'T WANT TO RENT AROUND THE AREA - HOW MANY TIMES DOES ONE NEED TO RELAY TO THE CITY THAT 
THIS IS BRINGING THE CITY DOWN RATHER THAN HAVING PEOPLE UPLIFT THE CITY - AS YOU CAN TELL I AM RATHER 
MAD ABOUT THIS - Please City of Seattle - use common sense and move the tents away from the area -83 COLUMBIA ST.

83 COLUMBIA 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00072645 4/18/18 Garbage. Illegal camping

18-00059025 3/29/18 Tents blocking sidewalk

18-00013030 1/22/18 Tents and garbage on sidewalk

18-00069421 4/13/18 Constituent Message: �Dear Kelsey,Here is what my employees and tenants deal with on a daily basis. Garbage, graffiti, noise, 
urination, defecation. We are at 83 Columbia near the downtown ferry terminal. One of my street level spaces has been vacant 
for six months. For some reason I can’t find a tenant, yet my property taxes keep going up. It is dirty and messy and 
troublesome for us. We’ve always had street people in this part of Seattle, but today’s street person is younger, more 
aggressive and usually addicted to hard narcotics. Truly and honestly, the council’s policy of accommodation is not working and 
will not work no matter how much we are taxed an how much is spent. I’m not sure the extent of the problem is understood at 
city hall.-Phil

833 W OLYMPIC 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00047526 3/12/18 Three tents in eye shot from Kinnear Park dog park
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WEST 840 6TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00012606 1/21/18 Illegal Camping - 6th Ave between Marion and Jefferson EAST SIDE

85 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00045600 3/9/18 4 Tents blocking sidewalk and feces scattered around sidewalk.

18-00037004 2/26/18 Homeless encampment

856 6TH AVE, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00002893 1/5/18 Unauthorized camping

865 S KING ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00059214 3/29/18 Hole in WDOT fence to camp

18-00062076 4/3/18 Hole in WDOT fence to camp

869 S JACKSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00053865 3/21/18 Illegal encampment

875 S KING ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00026940 2/9/18 Tent/encampment

883 S KING ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00064707 4/6/18 Tent/encampment

885 S JACKSON 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00067197 4/10/18 Cut WDOT fence

889 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00013614 1/22/18 Colman dock. Campers

18-00036452 2/26/18 27 tents and garbage

18-00057545 3/27/18 Evicted tents moved directly across Alaskan Way..to Columbia

18-00022596 2/3/18 Unauthorized camping

18-00022595 2/3/18 Tents and garbage

18-00013615 1/22/18 Tents on sidewalks again

890 6TH AVE W, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00041549 3/5/18 Mess

898 S PLUMMER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00046722 3/12/18 Tents, trash, human waste, drugs

899 ALASKAN 18-00027656 2/10/18 Illegal camping
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WEST WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00002685 1/5/18 Illegal camping

18-00046346 3/10/18 Illegal camping, trash, side walk obstructions

18-00036888 2/26/18 Yesterday 4 tents...today 10 + garbage

18-00033057 2/20/18 Pedestrian walkway from ferry terminal to 1st Ave Increasingly crowded with bicycles, homeless individuals which is starting to 
resemble a camp, litter and refuse everywhere, drug use in the open.

18-00033895 2/21/18 Illegal camping

18-00035414 2/23/18 Homeless

18-00026620 2/9/18 Illegal camping.

899 S CHARLES 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00061963 4/3/18 Camping

18-00060242 3/30/18 Illegal encampment

899 W OLYMPIC 
PL KINNEAR 
PARK, SEATTLE, 
WA 98119

18-00062328 4/3/18 Reporting 6+ illegal encampments. The encampments are located in a public park, are extending onto park trails, leaving 
excessive trash (including used needles) on areas designed for children and dogs

899 W OLYMPIC 
PL, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00004949 1/9/18 Kinnear Park - entering from West Roy St, continue walking down the path to the fork. Continue walking toward 15th and the 
Dog Park / 7 - 8 tents are on the campsite / there are 4-5 people he has seen, but feels like there are more / Has been there 
since last clean up - about 2 months / Needles and a bunch misc. garbage /

18-00026647 2/9/18 Customer called CSB reporting 11 tents, 1 tent located 50ft from 3 homes (grey and blue tent). Lots of trash.

18-00039650 3/1/18 Camping in the park

18-00063284 4/4/18 Illegal Encampment - 11 tents, trash and needles (map and pictures attached). Reporting on behalf of the Board of the Kinnear 
Park Condominium Association representing about 150 constituents living in the building and avoiding to walk in the Kinnear 
Park because they fill unsafe.

18-00056187 3/26/18 12 tents, 3 people,  a lot of trash, been there a couple of months.  Stopped running through park for awhile, but decided to do 
it today.  Doesn't feel safe running in the morning.

18-00047528 3/12/18 Camping complete with camp fire in Lower Kinnear Park. Time to clear out those responsible for trashing this park.

18-00050145 3/15/18 Camping in Lower Kinnear Park.

18-00065698 4/9/18 12 tents, 3 people,  a lot of trash, been there a couple of months.  Stopped running through park for awhile, but decided to do 
it today.  Doesn't feel safe running in the morning.

900 ELLIOTT AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00047511 3/12/18 Kinnear Park

18-00051714 3/19/18 The worst trash and illegal camping, tarps, mess and general degraded hillside. Ruined public spaces not suitable for human 
inhabitation. Undesirable and illegal behavior that is ignored will bread further squalor; the disrespect of public spaces has gone 
beyond just spoiling, and now tarnishes our city.

900 S DEARBORN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00021247 2/1/18 Camping. Tents blocking sidewalk

18-00017778 1/29/18 Illegal camping
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WEST 900 S DEARBORN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00008796 1/16/18 Homeless camp / Litter garbage

18-00024896 2/7/18 Homeless encampments under I-5 overpass on S Dearborn St.

901 MERCER ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00044586 3/8/18 Homeless hoarder- are you kidding me?? Garbage, crap, dangerous looking man ranting. Where are my rights to feel safe 
walking down the street. . Has been there for a month. It is ridiculous....

903 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00047217 3/12/18 Tents and garbage between Madison and Yesler

18-00047212 3/12/18 Tents and garbage between Madison  and Yesler

18-00052386 3/20/18 A homeless encampment is growing at Colman Dock area.  Feces and needles have created a health hazard.  The campers 
have been stealing traffic cones.  When staff has gone to retrieve the cones, they have been met with obscenities, threats and 
general belligerent behavior.  Staff and patrons are upset, state it is a health hazard, and physical safety of our employees and 
patrons is a worry.  Can you address this problem?This is a health and safety issue obviously, but also the encampment is 
growing and impacting the loading lanes, drop off and pick areas.

18-00062189 4/3/18 Tent and garbage back.  Evicted 4 days ago and already back.  Enforcement??

18-00046347 3/10/18 Illegal camping, garbage piles, public consumption

906 PINE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00067955 4/11/18 Security from The Camlin hotel called on 3/30/18 to report 2-3 campers in the planter area near the entrance to the bus 
tunnel.

909 PIKE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98101

18-00036269 2/26/18 I5 south bound

917 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00022597 2/3/18 Alaskan Way between Columbia & Yesler

920 ELLIOTT AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00047527 3/12/18 Camping just beyond a no camping sign. I guess signs don't work. Maybe we should clear the park and enforce the law.

921 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00045966 3/9/18 This needs to be cleaned up immediately. Garbage is everywhere.

929 S DEARBORN 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98134

18-00022362 2/2/18 Illegal encampment

96 S MAIN ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00023257 2/5/18 2 tents, been there 2 weeks, 2 and 3 people, called before.

18-00039691 3/1/18 Lampi called CSB on 3/1/18 to report a camp on the sidewalk in front of the Real Change newspaper office for about six weeks. 
Lampi works for Real Change.  Lampi said the site has four tents and 6-8 people.  Lampi said there have been several domestic 
violence incidents and mental health concerns.  Lampi expressed appreciation for a new Sharps container that was tied to a 
nearby post.
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WEST 97 MARION ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00031519 2/16/18 I am a commuter who walks on the walkway on Marion after i get off of the ferry daily. I have been noticing for the last week 
that there has been an increase in the bad/ foul smells in the area, especially under the 99 on the walkway right by the ferry 
terminal before the metal bridge. It has gotten so bad that I am having to hold my breath when I walk though this area. I am 
not sure if it is related to the increase number of homeless that are now staying under the 99 on the walkway area. I am not 
sure what can be done, but I wanted top bring it your attention.

998 ALASKAN 
WAY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00051437 3/18/18 Illegal Camping

ALASKAN WAY & 
MARION ST 
PEDESTRIAN 
WALKWAY TO 
FERRY, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

18-00006310 1/11/18 I have been a foot passenger commuting to Seattle for 7 years. I have seen the problem on The Pedestrian walkway to and 
from the ferry get worse and worse over the years. There are drug addicts and homeless people living in the walkway and 
there is garbage and feces and the smell of urine and there's homeless people who need to be dealt with and they're withering 
away on the street with garbage everywhere. I wish to make a formal comment and complaint to have this taken care of. I 
have several times at least perhaps seven or eight times emailed the City of Seattle Mayor about this issue and received 
standard operating procedure emails in return but nothing has been done. I've also seen a couple of homeless men get in a 
fight and one threatened to pull a knife but I never saw the knife and this happened two years ago. Commuters do not feel 
safe and also the City of Seattle should realize that this is an entryway to their city and first impressions of travelers should be 
thought of. Please have someone patrol daily and clean up that area with some bleach and please help that poor drug addict or 
person who was off his medications to be placed with medical professionals. He is withering away there in the pediatrician 
walkway surrounded by garbage and feces. I would like to receive a response. Thanks.

ALASKAN WAY & 
MARION ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00030885 2/15/18 Customer called CSB to report the Marion St overpass is full of trash, food, drug activity, feces and campers. She said the urine 
smell is so strong and one can see stains on the walls from urine. There are tons of cigarette butts all over and it is hard for 
her to believe this area has ever been cleaned

18-00006247 1/10/18 The pedestrian bridge between 1st Ave and the Colman dock is usually narrowed by 2/3 due to rubbish, people loitering and 
making the sides of the walkway their residence along with piles of left over food, cardboard, clothing and trash. By the smell 
It is obvious this area is also used as a toilet. Apparently some poor soul from the city cleans it periodically which lasts about 1 
hour. Not only is it Ia safety and health hazard but it’s embarrassing ( have seen many many disgustied faces walking toward 
me as I go to and fro the ferry via this stench and am embarrassed for the city). This walkway is used by thousands of 
commuters, tourists and community members on a daily basis and if people are going to be allowed to make it their residence, 
open air bathroom and garbage dump then it needs to be cleaned at least daily. That or it needs to be made uninhabitable.  I 
know this is type of situation is multiplying everywhere but the number of pedestrians that use this route can’t even get 
through safely due to the space used up by trash and bodies sprawled out. Your efforts are appreciated!

18-00037642 2/27/18 Customer called CSB to report the man that has been living in the overpass dropping his pants to go to the bathroom while 
people were walking by. The customer is concerned about how this person seems to have no awareness about what is around 
him.

18-00035588 2/23/18 Good Afternoon Mayor Durkan,Congratulations on winning the very interesting mayor's race. While we are Bainbridge 
residents, we all work in Seattle and followed the race closely. I am confident you are going to do an amazing job and you 
have our support as you navigate the challenging issues in the city.One such issue, which I know is top of mind is the homeless 
and how do we give them the support that is needed, while caring for the rest of the constituent's rights and concerns. One 
very visible area that we see twice on a daily basis, is the walkway from the Coleman dock to 1st Avenue. It is an area that is 
used for sleeping and that is usually not an issue. However over the past couple of months, it has become totally disgusting 
with trash and debris from one end to the other. It has become a very big topic of conversation for the ferry riders and it is 
unclear who to ask for help. Again, sleeping is one thing, but keeping the area picked up should be expected in return.We 
appreciate your guidance on how to get this resolved and still support the homeless effort.Thanks so much
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WEST ALASKAN WAY & 
MARION ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00022250 2/2/18 Customer called CSB to report 3 people camping in the Marion St overpass. One couple has been there for over a week. This 
morning the girl was standing in the of the walkway nude attempting to get dressed. Her partner was upset and yelling at 
people as they walked by. The customer reports this couple has lots of belongings, food and garbage strewn about the 
walkway. The third person, sleeps to himself but also blocks the walkway. Customer asks to have campers removed.

ALASKAN WAY & 
YESLER WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00066851 4/10/18 Customer called to report that 15-20 tents are back on Alaskan Way after the area was cleaned up.

ALASKAN WAY & 
YESLER WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00045801 3/9/18 HOMELESS TENTS SET UP ON ALASKAN BETWEEN YESLER, and HEADING NORTH TO MADISON AVE. TENTS ARE 
INCREASING IN NUMBER AND GARBAGE IS DUMPED IN FRONT. PLANTS HAVE BEEN RIPPED OUT OF GROUND. SIDEWALK 
HAS BECOME UNWALKABLE FOR PEDESTRIANS; HAZARDOUS INCLUDING BROKEN GLASS. PIGEONS FLOCKING AROUND 
DUMPED FOOD.Thank you for the 1-3-2018 clean up at Alaskan-Post @ Columbia, but this renewed encampment seems even 
worse. I've added a couple photos. There is at least one tent north of Madison, and the stretch of tents between Columbia and 
Yesler is worse. Thank you, again.

BROAD ST & 3RD 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00068723 4/12/18 Customer called CSB on 4/10/2018 to report a woman camping at Broad St and 3rd Ave. Customer said she spoke with her and 
was told she has money for rent but since the City lets her camp there she doesn't want to spend money on rent.

BROAD ST & 3RD 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA 98121

18-00052855 3/20/18 Illegal Camping. At least 5 structures under one large tarp stretched from tree to tree and over benches on a public park 
space. Pallets and garbage strewn about. The illegal camping has made it impossible for others to use this space as it was 
intended. This is not a spot for tents and other structures and for people to make temporary or permanent housing - we can't 
even wait for the bus there or cross the street near it. Please remove these illegal encampments, they a present health and 
community hazard and most importantly are illegal.

BROAD ST & 
DENNY WAY 
PACIFIC SCIENCE 
CENTER 1, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98121

18-00058493 3/28/18 There are constantly numerous tents set up in the triangle at Broad and Denny, directly across from the Pacific Science Center. 
Whenever the city or the weather sweeps them away a new group of campers set up tents within a week or two. Can the city 
at least clean them out one more time and put up "NO CAMPING" signs in the hope that it might finally end the vicious circle? 
It's embarrassing when tourists ask me why Seattle puts up with it. I reply that I'm not from Seattle and don't have a clue. I 
live a block away from Seattle Center. It's easier to lie than to try to come up with any rational explanation.

CLAY ST & 3RD 
AVE, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00064683 4/6/18 There is a huge encampment on the side walk. We cannot have squatters building structures on the city sidewalks. This is an 
eyesore and an embarrassment to the city. Stop enabling the squatters, take action.

COLUMBIA ST & 
ALASKAN WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00063331 4/4/18 A constituent, Steven Elder (206-423-2969), left a voicemail with SDOT ADA Coordinator, Michael Shaw, regarding 
unauthorized camping at the intersection on Columbia Street and Alaskan Way. Tents are blocking access to the curb ramps 
and pedestrian crosswalk pushbuttons. He said that he knows we are obligated to keep the sidewalk and curb ramps clear as 
required by the ADA.

COLUMBIA ST & 
POST AVE DJC, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00063242 4/4/18 too many homeless tents again on Columbia St / Western Avenue - about two weeks they were all told to move and now they 
are all back causing a mess.  Homeless tent on Columbia Street/Post Ave - too many homeless people are stopping in the tent 
and possible exchange of drugs - looks like people are putting their hand inside the tent and than putting something in their 
pocket and leaving - not sure if $$ has been exchanged - also a homeless tent by the viaduct pillar and could cause the car or 
cars parked there not be able to pull out - danger to who is in the tent.

COLUMBIA ST & 
POST AVE, 

18-00062720 4/4/18 The SPD needs to swing by and have the homeless tents removed from the site near our building (83 Columbia St) - can't pull 
in to park and the two tents are creating traffic issues -GET THE TENTS REMOVED SAME WITH THE ONE BY COLUMBIA AND 
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WEST SEATTLE, WA POST AVE BY THE US BANK BLDG - NO EXCUSE FOR ALLOWING THE TENTS TO TAKE UP THE WALKWAY - RUIN THE AREA 
SO PEOPLE WON'T WANT TO RENT AROUND THE AREA - HOW MANY TIMES DOES ONE NEED TO RELAY TO THE CITY THAT 
THIS IS BRINGING THE CITY DOWN RATHER THAN HAVING PEOPLE UPLIFT THE CITY - AS YOU CAN TELL I AM RATHER 
MAD ABOUT THIS - Please City of Seattle - use common sense and move the tents away from the area -

DENNY WAY & 
BROAD ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00063793 4/5/18 Customer called CSB on 4/5/2018 to express her concern regarding the tents at 3rd Ave, Denny Way and Broad St. Customer 
said she is not happy how the City looks now with all the encampments all over and the garbage. Customer said that is the first 
thing visitors see when visiting from outside the City or the state.

18-00062804 4/4/18 Illegal encampments were cleared in the morning and they came back both at this address and in the park down the street.

18-00065688 4/9/18 This is another homeless camp, perhaps more accurately "homeless compound" at this point, that needs to be removed. 
There's another one a half block away at Broad and Denny. The city keeps removing these tents and campsites but they come 
back within a week or so. There really needs to be permanent signs saying that camping is simply not allowed there. I'm old. 
I'm tired. I don't want to send messages to the Customer Service Bureau every day for the rest of my life.

EASTLAKE AVE E 
& DENNY WAY, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00030899 2/15/18 Unauthorized camping under Denny Way overpass, corner of Eastlake and Denny Way, sidewalk is impassable, needles, 
garbage, unsafe, been there over a month, 3 tents, shopping cart, and a bunch of people in sleeping bags, and 12 – 15 people 
and growing.

FAIRVIEW AVE E 
& E NEWTON ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00019392 1/30/18 Customer called CSB to report her concerns about someone camping in the park for several weeks. The customer reports that 
they have two large couches now.

MERCER ST & 
6TH AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00032683 2/19/18 There is an unauthorized encampment established on the eastbound Mercer St sidewalk under the Aurora bridge. The 
encampment has been in place since 2/1/18. Please help the individuals find alternate shelter and clean up the site.

MERCER ST & 
FAIRVIEW AVE 
N, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00068526 4/12/18 Illegal encampments setup

MERCER ST & 
MINOR AVE N, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00071157 4/16/18 There is a growing encampment on the embankment overlooking the freeway at this location, and has been for over a year.  
The increasing amounts of garbage and human and animal waste are having a large negative effect on the area, and the 
massive amounts of trash piling up are starting to drift out into the surrounding streets.  The encampment is destroying the 
trees and vegetation planted at huge expense by DOT to reinforce the steep embankment that will otherwise landslide onto the 
freeway on-ramp.  How has this be allowed to continue for so long?  Please do something before the entire area has to be 
completely re-done at taxpayer expense. MERCER ST @ MINOR AVE N, WEST OF MERCERVIEW APARTMENTS

MINOR AVE N & 
ROY ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00044903 3/8/18 A HOMELESS ENCAMPMENT HAS RETURNED TO THE AREA. THERE IS A CHILDCARE CENTER AND CANCER TREATMENT 
CENTER LESS THAN A BLOCK AWAY. THIS IS NOT SAFE OR SANITARY FOR ANYONE. PLEASE HAVE THEM MOVE 
SOMEWHERE ELSE OR GET HELP WITH HOUSING.

POST AVE & 
COLUMBIA ST 
DJC, SEATTLE, 
WA

18-00069413 4/13/18 Homeless camped on Post Ave and Columbia St blocking foot traffic

POST AVE & 18-00067697 4/11/18 Another email requesting (per mgmt request) that you move the tent that is blocking foot traffic on Columbia / Post Ave also a 
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WEST COLUMBIA ST 
DJC, SEATTLE, 
WA 98104

male and female are camped out on the sidewalk by the fence under the viaduct on Post Ave - this is the same two issues I am 
requested to call or email you about - please take care of this request. Thank you for all you do for us - we do appreciate it - 
however - homeless camp sites should not be permitted in the City business area

POST AVE & 
SPRING ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00005147 1/9/18 Harmon called CSB on 1/8/18 to report that the encampment is growing on the sidewalk. Last week it was one tent and now it 
is two tents with cardboard boxes.

QUEEN ANNE 
AVE N & MERCER 
ST, SEATTLE, WA 
98109

18-00037350 2/26/18 large pile of trash ("encampment") on sidewalk, east side of street, QA Ave. N. between Mercer & Republican.  (near Dick's). 
This is an unacceptable size pile that may attract vermin.  I'm not sure if it stays or how long it has been there.  That block 
usually has this kind of problem.

S MAIN ST & 
12TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98144

18-00070929 4/16/18 Second request. Original notification submitted via "Illegal Dumping" form to report abandoned belongings on South Main 
Street, between 12th Ave South and 10th Ave South (nearest place of business is Seattle Deli). The requested site is along the 
gravel parking strip. Please arrange for removal/disposal of all junk. Thank you.

S WASHINGTON 
ST & 2ND AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00056598 3/26/18 Mayor Durkan: please read this article, and ask why do we tolerate tents??!! I know you're working to reduce homelessness - 
but I got off the bus at S Washington Street and 2nd Av, and almost stumbled into FOUR tents set up on the sidewalk.From: 
Richard PageTent cities: Seattle's unique approach to homelessnessBy Sara Bernardon Jun 10, 2015Asa Yoe Sara BernardAsa 
Yoe is a mild-mannered 30-year-old with boyish features and warm eyes. He's from Georgia, speaks with a gentle, Southern 
twang, and usually has a cigarette hanging from the corner of his mouth. He makes good money fishing in Alaska every 
summer, then heads south every fall to pick up the odd construction job.And that life works well, most of the time. There's just 
one hitch. When Yoe was 19 and still in high school, he was convicted of a felony. It was a drug possession charge, the 
nonviolent kind - the kind that can get expunged if you pay up. So he did: Five years after the conviction, he paid a lawyer two 
grand to get the crime removed from his record. It didn't work. To this day, the smirch makes it nearly impossible to sign a 
lease - and therefore rent a place of his own. He resorts, instead, to crashing at friends' places or living with a girlfriend.But 
last fall, when Yoe got back from Alaska, he had no place to go. He had money in the bank, but no landlord would take him. 
He and a fishing buddy, Darby, piled into his pickup and took to the open road, sleeping in the truckbed, setting up a tent now 
and again, trying to find a place to call home until next fishing season. They ended up in Seattle, parked at a curb one evening, 
and minutes after they put their heads on their forearms, someone was calling the cops.The next day, Yoe and Darby found 
Nickelsville.Sara BernardNickelsville is one of several roving tent cities in Seattle. Christened in a deliberate slam against 
Seattle's former mayor, Greg Nickels, whose administration regularly cleared homeless encampments, it has relocated about 20 
times since its creation in 2008.Today, at the corner of 10th and Dearborn, a few hundred yards from the I-5 overpass, a 
cluster of tents and tiny houses painted flamingo pink huddle together against the Seattle chill, bright splotches of color under 
a dove-gray sky. The houses were built by Home Depot Foundation volunteers. The pink paint pays homage to the 
encampment's original tents, which were donated by the Girl Scouts.Amid the March drizzle, I trail Yoe as he trudges 
comfortably around the property in muddy boots, calling out friendly hellos to his neighbors as they peer from tent flaps or 
slowly pick up another log to throw on the communal campfire.It's a Sunday, so some workaday residents are off taking care 
of important life tasks, such as bathing. There's a small bank of Porta-Potties here, but no showers, no electricity (except when 
there's enough gas to power up a generator), and no water.

18-00057996 3/28/18 11 tents, couple months, 15 to 20 people. Cluttered sidewalk

18-00057616 3/27/18 Customer called CSB on 3/27/2018 to express his concern about the unauthorized camping at S Washington St and 2nd Ave 
Ext S. Customer said there is a lot of illegal activities including prostitution . Customer said they are completely blocking the 
sidewalk and the people have to walk into the street. They have been there for 4 months.
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Unauthorized Camping Service Requests Received by CSB
Jan 1, 2018 To Apr 20, 2018

    
    

Precinct Location SR # Created Date Nature of Inquiry

WEST S WASHINGTON 
ST & 3RD AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00062932 4/4/18 Customer called to report 11 tents near the Union Gospel Mission.

18-00062916 4/4/18 Customer called to report 12 tents along S Washington ST. Some are blocking the sidewalk and make it difficult for Metro to 
opperate efficiently.

S WASHINGTON 
ST & 4TH AVE S, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00042682 3/6/18 Customer called CSB to report that one of the tents along this sidewalk smells horrible, like human waste and something 
indescribable. The customer believes that the campers might be using one of the tents as a bathroom.

TAYLOR AVE N & 
HOWE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA

18-00050491 3/16/18 Chalfant called CSB to report the continued camping in NE Queen Anne Greenbelt, near Trolley Hill Park. Chalfant's vehicle was 
broken into recently and he filed a police report. Chalfant is concerned that the crime and break ins in the area have gone up 
since people have been camping in the greenbelt.

W EMERSON ST 
& 15TH AVE W, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00071142 4/16/18 Unauthorized campers near the south approach to the Ballard Bridge & Emerson St. Bike Trail.  This situation is a hazard to 
trail users, and to the infrastructure of the Ballard Bridge.  During periods of heavy precipitation, I have observed run-off from 
the encampment. I definitely appreciate that the City of Seattle has this website as it will prove an amazing resource if 
someone needs to litigate negative occurrences that may be related to this situation. EMERSON ST. BIKE TRAIL & BALLARD 
BRIDGE

W GARFIELD ST 
& MAGNOLIA 
BLVD W, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98199

18-00018043 1/29/18 People camping, garbage, drug, alcohol defecation, entire greenbelt is being used as a dump and toilet

W NICKERSON 
ST & 15TH AVE 
W, SEATTLE, WA 
98119

18-00072664 4/18/18 Unauthorized urban campers beneath south approach to Ballard Bridge.   Campsite is a hazard to the bridge infrastructure and 
to trail users.  this is most definitely an unsafe situation. 23 SOUTH ship canal trail

18-00069880 4/13/18 Unauthorized urban campsite near south approach to the Ballard Bridge.  Unsanitary "conditions" occasionally run onto trail, 
especially during periods of heavy rains. I appreciate that the City of Seattle has this website.  It will obviously prove to be an 
amazing resource for anyone who needs to litigate negative issues that may be associated with this situation. EMERSON ST. 
BIKE TRAIL & BALLARD BRIDGE

YESLER WAY & 
TERRACE ST, 
SEATTLE, WA 
98104

18-00068229 4/11/18 People camping, defecating, urinating, fornicating and drawing a large population of rats to the sidewalks under Yesler Way on 
both sides of 4th Ave.  Signs are posted stating it is illegal.

WEST - 1032  SRs

Total - 3290  SRs
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